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PREFACE

Because graphic communication has always been one of my main topics of interest 

in technical writing, I thought writing my dissertation on an aspect of it would be a great 

opportunity. Furthermore, having done some general research in graphic communication 

before, I planned to build upon that work. I knew that I wanted the research project to 

include some aspects of document design so that I could examine how the graphics had 

been integrated with the text Also, I wanted to examine for what purposes the corporations 

had used the graphics. The one piece missing from the picture was the specific type of 

document I would choose. That choice was difficult to make because so many documents 

fit the above criteria. I considered instruction manuals and product descriptions, but finally 

decided on corporate annual reports because of their uniform construction and their visual 

appeal. Some preliminary investigation yielded some statistics that piqued my interest in 

this topic, and thus I began.

Throughout the dissertation process, Dr. Thomas Warren, my major advisor, has 

been supportive and encouraging; and for his patient guidance, I would like to express my 

sincere appreciation. Likewise, I would like to express my appreciation to the other 

members of my committee: Dr. Robert Brown, Dr. Kyle Glover, and Dr. Thomas Wikle. 

Their guidance and support were also invaluable. And a special thanks goes to Dr. Brown 

who always had a few minutes to answer my questions.

My appreciation also extends to my family and many friends who offered many 

different kinds of assistance to help me complete this project Without their support and 

assistance, this arduous project could not have been completed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Corporate annual reports have a number of functions, the primary one being to 

inform readers of the financial condition of the company at the end of the fiscal year. These 

readers typically include stockholders, investors, the general public, and often, the 

employees of the company~a diverse group of readers. To produce an annual report that is 

attractive and informative, many companies spend much time, energy, and resources. In 

1990, The Complete Annual Report and Corporate Image Planning Book 5 reported that 48 

percent of companies surveyed spent $100,000.00 or more to produce their 1989 annual 

reports, with half spending six to nine months in the process. Obviously, companies make 

a large investment to create reports that stockholders and others will actually read, but 

according to Jereski (1987) and Paulson (1988), the general reputation of annual reports is 

that they are difficult to understand because of dense financial prose. Further, Paulson 

(1988) suspects that the very elements, the visual ones, meant to attract attention, clarify, 

and make the report look better are often there to cloak bad news.

Purpose of the Research

With the amount of time and monetary resources used to produce annual reports 

and their importance to their audiences in making investment decisions, one might expect to 

find extensive guidance on the best methods for companies to use in preparing every aspect

1
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of those reports; indeed, from the financial accounting aspect, much scholarship is 

available. And the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) publishes and 

updates regulations and guidelines on what information must appear in annual reports, their 

most recent guideline changes coming in 1989. However, neither financial accounting 

sources nor the SEC offers any specific information on how to use graphic communication. 

O f the sources that do offer guidance on preparing annual reports, including graphic 

communication, none offer any analysis of how companies use visual elements1 differently 

in bad financial years as opposed to good ones. In other words, if companies are using 

their graphic communication differently when reporting bad news, no one has documented 

any findings. Readers suspect that black and white photographs indicate a bad year 

(Tuscon, 1994) and that a lack of graphics indicates a bad year (Lewis, 1972), but no one 

has researched these factors to prove or disprove those assumptions.

Likewise, one might expect to find detailed information on how to read annual 

reports and what to look for that would indicate a poor financial year. Again, overviews 

and general guides are available but nothing specifically related to net losses or to graphic 

communication and net losses. Stockholders, investment brokers, and anyone else 

needing to get a complete understanding of a company from its annual report would benefit 

from knowing what to look for and how to interpret what they find in both the text and the 

graphic communication; additionally, annual report preparers would benefit from knowing 

how text and graphic communication differ in net loss years from profit years, especially if 

the differences shed a more favorable light on the company having to report bad news 

while at the same time presenting a clear picture and accurate picture.

Related to the SEC’s new guidelines, I expected to find some analysis of changes, 

both textual and visual, in annual reports that had occurred in response to them, but no one 

has yet researched that area. Most resources ignore graphic communication and its bearing

1 As used throughout, the terms visual elements and graphic communication are synonymous.
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on the effectiveness of annual reports, and in particular, resources ignore how net losses 

are represented.

Scope of the Project

Thus, the first research question evolved: is graphic communication used differently 

in corporate annual reports when companies must convey the news that they have suffered 

a net loss as opposed to those years when they can report that they have made a profit 

Answering this question involved examining nine elements of the graphic communication 

in annual reports and examining how these elements differed in years of net losses:

(1) numbers used overall and by grouping: tables, photographs, and 

figures,

(2) types of figures used,

(3) sizes of the different types of graphic communication,

(4) information conveyed,

(5) placement in the report,

(6) colors used, and their purpose, if applicable,

(7) layout and integration of graphics and text,

(8) integrity of the data displayed, and

(9) serif or sans serif typeface.

The analysis included the following types of figures because they are the ones that appear 

in the 100 annual reports examined:

(1) line graphs

(3) column graphs

(5) scatter graphs

(7) divided bar/column graphs

(9) grouped bar/column graphs

(2) bar graphs

(4) pie graphs

(6) surface graphs

(8) 100% bar column graphs

(10) paired bar/column graphs
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(11) deviated bar/column graphs (12) pictograms

(13) histograms (14) time lines

(15) line drawings (16) renderings

(17) organization charts (19) flow charts.

A second research question also evolved: how does the 1989 mandate from the 

SEC influence the use of graphic communication in net loss year annual reports.

Answering this question meant comparing the data collected from reports prior to the 

SEC’s new guidelines in 1989 to that collected after 1989 to see if the new guidelines 

influenced how visual elements were used in annual reports.

These questions led to the two primary hypotheses for this study:

(1) Net losses did not cause decreases in graphic communication in annual

reports.

(2) The 1989 SEC mandate did not cause increases in the graphic

communication in net loss year annual reports from 1990 to the 

present.

Because the Fortune ratings are widely recognized, both by the corporate world and 

investors, and understood by both to represent the financial status of listed companies, they 

served as an information source for establishing the criteria used in selecting the 

companies. The companies chosen, ten from the top 100, are Alcoa, Du Pont, Exxon, 

General Electric (GE), General Motors (GM), International Business Machines (IBM), 

International Paper, Eastman Kodak, Philip Morris, and Tenneco. Selecting the 1989 SEC 

ruling as the mid-point led to the ten-year period of 1985-1994 for the study. A detailed 

explanation of how the companies and time period were selected appears later in Chapter 3: 

Materials and Methods.
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Limitations of the Project

This research excludes several topics because they have no effect on findings 

related to different uses of visual elements, regardless of the status of the company’s 

financial position. These exclusions are

(1) any attempt to reconcile the various views on effective graphic design

because no one accepted set of guidelines exists. Instead, analyses 

of design elements were limited to the few specific elements 

examined in this study.

(2) analysis of preparing of financial data for annual reports (i.e., the

financial statements) because these elements do not effect the graphic 

communication.

(3) analysis of the textual portions of the report other than the introduction

of or reference to the visual elements because of the focus on 

graphic communication.

(4) analysis of cover designs other than the presence or absence of a

photograph and the colors in any cover photographs found.

(5) use of boxing, shading, or other methods of distinguishing the various

financial reporting forms such as the balance sheet and income 

statement because these forms are not part of the study.

(6) complex types of graphic communication, such as frequency polygons,

trilinear graphs, and semilogarithmic graphs, because these are too 

complicated for general audiences and because these do not appear 

in annual reports.

(7) content analysis (analyzing how many times a topic appears in a

particular document) of the subjects of tables, photographs, and 

figures because the focus is on differences rather than similarities.
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(8) analysis of using optical visual center versus geometric visual center

both of the page and of the visual elements because the focus of the 

study is on using graphic communication and includes only a limited 

analysis of any graphic design elements related to the integrity of the 

visual elements.

(9) analysis of intentions of annual report designers because identifying and

subsequently interviewing these designers might be next to 

impossible and because their memories of what their intentions were 

in reports as far back as 1985 may be quite limited.

(10) analysis of visual rhetorical strategies used in the various annual

reports.

(11) readers’ analyses of graphic communication in the reports examined

because their analyses would not affect what companies had already 

published.

(12) any analysis of why graphic communication in net loss reports might

change because the purpose of this study is to identify the specific 

changes.

The study does include

(1) the number, types, and sizes of visual elements;

(2) information conveyed;

(3) colors used;

(4) layout, integration, and integrity of the visual elements; and

(5) the type of typography used in both the text and visuals.

Definitions

For purposes of clarity, a list of definitions relevant to this dissertation appears in 

Appendix A, beginning on p. 161.
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Organization of Report

This dissertation contains five chapters following this introduction. The second 

chapter presents a review of literature including information on the rationales for using 

graphic communication, processing of visual information, preparing graphic 

communication for written documents, preparing annual reports, and preparing visual 

elements for annual reports. The third chapter focuses on materials and methods including 

an explanation of how the companies were chosen, how the profitability (or lack o f ) of the 

company was determined, and how primary data were collected and recorded for later 

analysis, and how the statistical analyses were conducted. A fourth chapter presents the 

findings on the numbers, types, sizes, and colors of graphics used; layout and integration 

of graphics and text including placement on the page; information conveyed by the 

graphics; the integrity of the data displayed; placement of visual elements in the various 

annual report sections; and effects of the 1989 SEC ruling. A discussion and analysis of 

the findings follow in chapter five and conclusions in chapter six. Following the text of the 

report are works cited, a supplemental bibliography, and appendices containing tables that 

display the data collected from all ten companies.
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The literature yields no information on how visual elements in annual reports differ 

in net loss years from profitable years. It does, however, provide information related to 

using graphic communication in written documents and preparing annual reports. The 

literature provides rationales for using visual elements in written documents, key 

information about the processing of visual information, and basic information in preparing 

visuals and defining the different types and their uses. Also, the literature contains 

information on three aspects of annual reports:

(1) preparing annual reports, beginning with the earliest sources and

moving forward,

(2) 1989 SEC mandates related to annual reports, and

(3) preparing graphic communication for annual reports.

While most annual report sources contain at least some mention of using graphic 

communication, only a few give specific information on which visual elements effectively 

convey information to annual report readers. And no sources discuss how the visual 

elements in annual reports might differ depending on the company’s financial status during 

the reported year. Two general expectations are that a lack of graphic communication might 

indicate bad news (Lewis, 1972) and that “flashy graphics” probably conceal bad news 

(Paulson, 1988). In other words, no one had considered how visual elements improve 

readers’ understanding o f annual reports or how they help convey a picture of financial 

hardiness versus a picture of financial weakness.
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This literature review will demonstrate that a research hole exists because no 

information currently exists that explains how visual elements in annual reports during net 

loss years differ from reports in profitable years. Presented in the two broad categories of 

graphic communication and annual reports, the sources will be discussed primarily in 

chronological order to end each section with the most current information available. This 

format will help to focus on the literature being produced during the time the companies 

were producing the reviewed annual reports. The section on graphic communication 

covers four major areas: rationales for using graphic communication, processing of visual 

information, preparing graphic communication for written documents, and description and 

general guidelines for preparing specific types of visual elements. The second section 

discusses literature relating to preparing annual reports and preparing visual elements for 

annual reports.

Rationales for Using Graphic Communication

The overriding rationale for using graphic communication in written documents is 

that readers comprehend material more effectively and efficiently when visuals are 

included. Readers comprehend visuals and text used in conjunction with each other better 

than using either format alone (Vernon, 1953; Rasco, 1975) unless, of course, the visuals 

distort the true picture. Moreover, readers recall abstract information more effectively if it 

contains visual elements (Royer, 1976), and readers who receive graphic communication 

after reading relevant information have greater recall because the visuals serve as a review 

process (Brody and Legenza, 1980). Readers with little background knowledge in a 

particular subject benefit greatly from having visuals because those readers understand 

more (Andrews, 1980b). Along this same line, visuals are equally important as text for 

conveying information to readers (Duchastel, 1982).
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Researchers indicate graphic communication plays many roles in communicating 

information. Graphic communication helps readers understand material more easily 

(Lefferts, 1981; Tufte, 1983) and has three functions in helping readers through material: 

attentional, explicative, and retentional (Duchastel, 1982). That visual elements help 

readers is reinforced by the finding that tables and graphs have a positive effect on readers’ 

comprehension (Peterson, 1983). Six basic functions of graphic communication include 

emphasis, speed, motivation, understanding, remembering, and summarizing (Darin,

1983). Darin (1983) emphasizes remembering (or recall) as being most important because 

concepts that are represented visually may be remembered longer. Furthermore, even 

though a visual element may not contain any new information, it can “make more explicit 

what was implicit in the text” (Darin, 1983, p. 26).

White (1984) asserts that visual elements have many, many roles in helping the 

reader understand; they can

(1) show and tell facts effectively,

(2) save the reader’s time,

(3) direct the reader’s attention to important aspects,

(4) give the reader a context for the important facts,

(5) display statistical relationships more clearly,

(6) show complex relationships,

(7) illustrate nonvisual concepts,

(8) embellish and gain attention,

(9) provide vast amounts of statistics in a relatively small space,

(10) break up the monotony of the solid page, and

(11) gain credibility and status (pp. 7-8).

Condensing the roles of graphic communication to a more manageable size yields five 

roles: affective, attentional, didactic, supportive, and retentional (Hartley, 1985b).
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Several other writers point out more singular rationales for using graphic 

communication. Visual elements help readers make comparisons more easily (Clark, 1987) 

and help readers make better-informed and rapid decisions (Dumont, 1987). In addition, 

liberal use of graphic communication throughout a document facilitates readers’ abilities to 

scan material quickly (Denmarch and Esteban, 1988) and helps readers pay attention, move 

through a document more easily, and understand more quickly. In addition, readers look 

first at any visual elements that are on a page (Sanchez and Levy, 1991). Sanchez and Levy 

(1991) note that the most strategic placement for a graphic communication is at the bottom 

right of the page although they do not explain why.

Sources in cognitive science indicate that graphic representation is sometimes better 

at conveying some types of information than is prose (Williams, 1992). Visual elements 

are used most effectively

(1) to describe;

(2) to represent abstract relationships;

(3) to clarify spatial relationships; and

(4) to help readers solve problems, remember information, and perform

procedures (Williams, 1992).

Understanding how readers use graphic information can help writers better decide when 

and how to use it (Williams, 1992). Moreover, graphic communication helps readers 

perform procedures and visualize processes and mechanisms and also is particularly 

effective for readers who have limited reading skills or who speak a language other than 

English as their primary language (Horton, 1992).

These scholars agree that graphic communication provides a much needed catalyst 

in reader comprehension and recall of written information, and further that visual elements 

function in many capacities to create that catalyst From attracting the reader’s attention to 

providing vast amounts of information in a relatively small space, to helping readers make
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comparisons and decisions, visuals are an essential component of communication. This 

section of literature supports the concept of using visual elements whenever possible, 

including annual reports, to help readers understand and remember more easily what they 

read, but it does not offer any insight on how rationale might differ when companies have 

to report bad news. How readers process visual information is the next area of review.

Processing of Visual Inform ation

One important aspect of graphic communication stressed by authors in most every 

field is that writers must design visual elements to suit the reader (Wright, 1982; Trzyna 

and Batschelet, 1987; Herring, 1990). According to findings in the fields of cognitive 

psychology and document design, this idea has a strong foundation. Research in 

processing visual information leads to four categories of information:

(1) reading graphic communication as a learned skill,

(2) eye movement in reading graphics,

(3) processing of visuals/graphics, and

(4) readability of graphic communication.

Again, the search focus is to find research related to how processing visual elements might 

differ when the information contains bad news.

Reading G raphic Communication as a Learned Skill. Many researchers 

support the idea that reading graphic communication is a learned skill. Effective graphic 

communication depends upon writers using images, symbols, and conventions that all 

readers know and accept (Tubbs, 1969; Moorhouse, 1974). Spatial perception is also a 

learned skill, with readers matching incoming sensations with visual memory, so 

knowledgeable readers see more than do less knowledgeable ones (McKim, 1972). Visual 

inputs and other inputs become associated and leave traces in the brain; thus, visual 

perception improves as readers gain more practice in reading visual elements (MacIntyre,
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1974). Past perceptual experiences and current motivational and cognitive states play 

important roles in perception (Stanley, 1974); moreover, readers with poor education and 

shallow backgrounds have poor, shallow perceptions because their memory storage is 

inadequate and because they have no background in perceiving relationships and making 

comparisons (Hammet, 1975). Readers are even better able to make distinctions among 

shades of color after training and practice (Albers, 1975), and the more a reader practices, 

the more his skill increases (Haber and Hershenson, 1980).

The study of the drawing language of a group of engineers demonstrates that 

reading graphic communication is a learned skill (Davey, 1981). Using a uniform drawing 

language (everyone’s symbols and codes had the same meaning) helped a group of 

engineers reduce confusion and clutter on drawings while also eliminating guess work and 

increasing similar interpretations by different readers (Davey, 1981). This finding concurs 

with the concept that people easily read graphic communication with which they are familiar 

(Fry, 1981), and readers use their past experiences to fill-in incomplete patterns within 

visual elements (Henderson 1981). However, complex diagrams and charts are not 

effective for readers with low abilities because these readers do not have the necessary 

training or practice to read them (Winn and Holliday, 1982).

Another factor affecting how one reads graphic communication is culture. Culture 

controls matching external stimuli with internal concepts, and internal concepts or patterns 

develop as results of cultural experiences (Fiske 1982). Wright (1982) best summarizes 

these ideas by stating that writers, when designing graphic communication, must consider 

their readers' knowledge and intellectual abilities.

Eye M ovement in Reading Visual Elements. In addition to knowing that 

reading visuals is a learned skill, communicators also need to know something about-how 

the eyes move and function when examining graphic communication. Communicators can 

then better understand how readers access the information within them. The literature
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shows that researchers do not agree on how readers’ eyes move. Early studies indicate that 

the eyes normally enter the page at the upper left-hand comer, proceed across and down the 

page to the lower left comer, and then off of the page at the lower right comer (Dennis and 

Jenkins, 1974). A later source indicates that the eyes move across the page from the upper 

left-hand comer diagonally to the lower right-hand comer (Laner, 1978). A contrasting 

finding is that after the initial fixation, the eyes move left and upward and make exploratory 

coverage of space in a clockwise manner (Turnbull and Baird, 1980), and while readers 

with a statistical background look at the field as a whole to determine the values before they 

scan horizontally, vertically, and maybe diagonally, other readers scan the field only to find 

obvious exceptions to uniformity (Clark, 1987). Although researchers lack consensus, 

they do agree that eyes generally move from the top left to the bottom right of a text page.

Processing of Visuals/Graphics. An area of research that may prove more 

helpful is how the brain processes visual/graphic information. Visual input goes to sensory 

registration before it goes to central processing (Das, Kirby, and Jarman, 1975). (Perhaps 

it is here that past experience, culture, and education play an important role.) Readers 

process visuals combined with factual information slightly better if the visuals are on the 

left half of the page with text on the right (Metallinos, 1979). However, readers do not 

always process words in the text in the left hemisphere of the brain just as they do not 

always process visual material in the right hemisphere (Minor, 1980). Usually the left 

brain is responsible for language while the right brain is responsible for perceptual 

recognition, nonverbal thinking, patterns, and spatial and part-whole relationships, and 

readers usually process nonverbal information simultaneously while processing verbal 

information successively, but these processings can vary (Minor, 1980). Graphic 

communication may provide a better and faster way of entering information into the mind, 

but verbal materials may also generate images and be processed as nonverbal information 

(Minor, 1980).
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Research indicates that each side of the brain works with the other in processing 

information and does not work totally independent of the other as once believed (Hand,

1982). Although the right side of the brain does not process all of the nonverbal input, it 

does specialize in this area. Thus, the most effective layout places text on the left and 

pictures on the right, sending verbal and nonverbal inputs to the sides of the brain that 

process them best (Hand, 1982). Conversely, later research finds that placing visual 

elements on the left encourages processing nonverbal information in the right hemisphere, 

allowing readers to use the right visual field to scan text (Rude, 1988). This arrangement 

allows readers to get a quick concept from the graphic before reading details in text.

Other research focuses not as much on right/left brain as it does successive 

operations in reading visual elements (Bertin, 1983). Readers complete three successive 

operations in reading visual elements: external identification, determining the components; 

internal identification, determining which variables express the components; and perception 

of pertinent correspondences, telling what questions the visual elements answer (Bertin,

1983). In addition, reading visual elements comes at three levels: elementary (reading plot 

points), intermediate (making comparisons), and overall (converting the information into 

one concept) (Bertin, 1983). The difficulty of the perceptual task(s) involved is also a 

relevant factor in processing visuals (Cochran, Albrecht, and Green, 1989). Elementary 

perceptual tasks from most to least accurate are

(1) position along a common scale, (most accurate)

(2) position on identical but aligned scales,

(3) length, direction, and angle,

(4) area,

(5) volume and curvature, and

(6) shading and color saturation (least accurate)
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(Cochran, Albrecht, and Green, 1989). These researchers’ findings reiterate the previous 

ones who suggest that reading graphic communication is a learned skill that improves with 

practice. The differences in the right/left brain research may be related to what visual 

elements the test subjects had seen and read prior to the researchers’ tests.

Readability o f G raphic Communication. Although research in readability 

(the ease with which readers access and use information) of graphic communication is not 

plentiful, researchers have identified several specific graphical elements that affect readers' 

abilities to access information. For example, pictographs are best for static comparisons, 

bar graphs for complex comparisons, line graphs for dynamic comparisons, and statistical 

tables and round numbers for specific amounts (Washburn 1927). Lettering directly on the 

bars or at the ends of bars distorted the impression of relative values (Lutz 1949). Readers 

perform comparisons more easily with line graphs than with bars or columns (Schultz, 

1961a), and for making comparisons, one graph with multiple lines is more efficient than 

several different graphs (Schultz, 1961b). Although color can improve point-reading 

slightly, the improvement may not justify the cost (Schultz, 1961b). In-line flow charts are 

easier to read because of vertical arrangement (top-to-bottom reading) and serialization 

(Small 1973). Grouping information within visuals to bring out relationships helps readers 

find the significance more easily (Buehler, 1977).

Research on effective tables concludes that putting principal comparisons in 

columns rather than rows helps improve reader comprehension (Woods, 1967). Readers 

make conversions requiring tabular information faster and with fewer errors when the data 

is arranged vertically (Wright, 1970). Tables effectively convey quantitative information 

in rows and columns, making them especially effective for displaying quantitative, 

descriptive, and comparative information (Wright, 1980). Readers use tables most 

efficiently and correctly to make conversions when the data are arranged in vertical 

columns, but readers largely ignore color and typographical cues unless they have had quite
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a bit of practice with a certain table (Wright, 1980). Readers also make conversions more 

efficiently when reading data from left to right; for example, once readers find the item in 

question within the table, they can make the conversion to the new data more quickly if the 

new information appears to the right of the old, following the normal left to right reading 

pattern (Wright, 1980). Furthermore, even though readers are most efficient at reading 

horizontally arranged data, they are most efficient at scanning vertically arranged data 

(Wright, 1980).

Other research on tables finds that direct labeling gives readers the quickest readings 

without loss of accuracy because it apparently involves fewer steps and depends less on 

short term memory (Milroy and Poulton, 1979). Reading difficulty, however, increases as 

the number of items a reader has to compare increases (Roller 1980), and response times 

for color visuals are not faster than for black and white (Tullis, 1981). Also, color does not 

increase understanding although it does add to the aesthetic quality of a document (Waller, 

Lefrere, and MacDonald-Ross, 1982). Performances in reading flowcharts are best when 

the directional orientation of the flowchart is consistent with reading patterns of left-to-right 

and top-to-bottom (Krohn, 1983).

Importance o f Simplicity in G raphic Communication. Another factor 

affecting the processing of information is simplicity. Increasing the density of graphic 

communication increases the amount of time needed to read and the number of errors made 

by readers (Smith and Thomas, 1964).) Furthermore, highly abstract designs are not 

simple and thus are difficult to process (Amheim, 1969). Because readers can scan at most 

5.6 bits of total information per second, reducing visual clutter and creating simplicity 

should increase readers’ access to the information, thus increasing the readability of the 

graphic (Teicherand Krebs, 1974).

The need for simplicity in graphic communication is reiterated often (Book, 1980; 

Wainer, 1980) with the emphasis that overly elaborate visuals are more difficult to read
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(Wainer, 1980). Likewise, simplicity increases the visibility of the necessary elements 

(Pitre and Smeltzer, 1982) and helps keep visuals clear of distractions (Finney, 1986). 

Further, simplicity in graphic communication helps achieve perceptual simplicity, thus 

reducing visual clutter and increasing effective and efficient visual processing (Barton and 

Barton, 1987). Conversely, Tufte (1983) suggests that “graphics should be reserved for 

the richer, more complex, more difficult statistical material” (p. 30). He also emphasizes 

that designers of statistical data graphics should not underestimate the intelligence of their 

readers, but goes on to add that those graphics should convey their messages efficiently 

with as little “chartjunk” as possible.

Preparing Graphic Communication for Written Documents

This section includes a review of most of the texts, books and articles from art and 

architectural design, graphic art and graphic design, statistics, and technical communication 

(as used here includes scientific and business communication) for information on preparing 

graphic communication. The search includes information in two areas:

(1) layout, integration, design, and color, and

(2) the following types of visual elements:

bar, column, line, scatter, surface, and pie graphs; 

charts;

diagrams and drawings;

histograms;

maps;

photographs; 

pictograms; and 

tables.
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These are visual elements with which most communicators and readers are familiar and 

readily recognize, and they also represent the types of figures used in the annul reports in 

this study. The search excludes the more complex types of graphic communication (i.e., 

frequency polygons, trilinear graphs, and semilogarithmic graphs) because they usually 

have a more specialized, usually expert, audience--not the typical stockholder or other 

annual report reader. The search includes some information on computer generated visuals 

as they are becoming more popular for preparing annual reports.

Layout, Integration, Design, and Color. Most technical communication 

textbooks focus on giving basic information on the layout, integration and placement, and 

design of graphic communication with the bulk of this information drawing from tradition 

rather than research. Some texts have more information than others, and some are more 

specific than others. Sources on layout focus on successful integration of visuals and text 

with three primary criteria being

(1) it works,

(2) it organizes, and

(3) it attracts viewers (Seibert and Ballard, 1992).

Textbooks like those of Pearce, Figgins, and Golen (1984) and Lannon (1992) emphasize 

that integrating visuals with text helps readers see the relationship between graphic and 

text.1 Design elements focus on what overall principles are effective and which ones are 

not. Tufte (1988), popular for his use of the term “chartjunk,” stresses that for graphic 

communication to be most effective, it should be free of “chartjunk” such as overbusy grid

‘For similar treatments of graphic communication, see American Society of Mechanical Engineers (1979); 
Andrews (1980); Beck and Wallisch (1981); Benson (1985); Bethke (1979); Bodmer (1983); Duff (1982); 
Hanna (1982); Hicks (1959,1961); Jacobi (1976); Lesikar (1981,1982,1984); MacDonald-Ross (1978); 
MacGregor (1979,1982); Meyers (1970); Newman (1987); Olson and Huckin (1983); Pauley and Riordan 
(1987); Pratt (1979); Riggleman (1936); Schoff and Robinson (1984); Szoka (1982); Trzyna and Batschelet 
(1987,1988); and Zimmerman and Clark (1987).
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lines, garish colors, vibrating optical art, cartoons, and one-dimensional data 

masquerading as three-dimensional figures. Opinion is divided on the effectiveness of 

color; some see color as attractive but also distracting and expensive (Myers, 1950) while 

others find that color not only adds interest and meaning, but is preferred by readers 

(Filley, 1982). More detailed information on layout, integration, and design of graphic 

communication follows in its respective section.

Details on Layout. Some writers offer more specific suggestions on layout than do 

Seibert and Ballard (1992). As early as 1927 Surry identifies twelve variables of layout 

that can be manipulated and controlled:

For layout to be most effective, readers should not have to turn the document to 

read visuals (Myers, 1950 and Horton, 1992a), and sequential items, such as flow and 

organizational charts and time lines, should move from left to right or from top to bottom 

(Nelms, 1957). Additionallly, asymmetrical balance in layouts creates a more pleasing 

layout than formal, symmetrical balance (Arnold, 1972). Three classic types of layout 

include the "S" or reverse "S," the pyramidal, and the "L" or reverse "L" (Arnold, 1972). 

In all layouts, smaller top margins encourage readers to proceed quickly into the text while 

larger bottom margins give readers a sense of rest before going on to the next page, and 

layouts should not have readers jumping over pieces of art in order to finish reading a 

sentence or section of information (Laner, 1978). In layouts with visual elements

(1) size of space (2) shape of space

(4) arrangement of units

(6) family of type

(8) shape of illustration

(10) border

(12) trademark.

(3) number of units in layout

(5) size of type

(7) arrangement of type

(9) technique of illustration

(11) firm or tradename, and
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appearing on the broadside of a page, titles should appear on the left margin, next to the 

center (Schmid and Schmid, 1979). For emphasis in layout, the upper half of the page has 

greater impact than the lower half (Niecamp, 1981).

For instructions, visuals should appear on the same page or facing page of the text 

that introduces them (Saunders, 1982). Plenty of white space is essential if text and 

graphic communication appear on the same page (Bodmer, 1983), and paired-page layouts 

of text and visuals are very effective when text is on the left and visuals on the right 

(Greenly, 1985).Visual elements that appear perpendicular to the text create problems for 

readers and are, therefore, less effective (Pinelli, Cordle, and McCullough, 1986).

As for placement (an important aspect of layout) within the document, most 

sources call for graphic communication to appear in the text as close as possible to its 

introduction and reference. Writers create "communication disasters" by placing visuals ten 

pages away from their textual discussion (Bissell, 1977); furthermore, graphic 

communication in an appendix helps no one (Lesikar, 1981). Writers should refer to 

visuals at the appropriate time for learning (Marra, 1981; Brody, 1982; Grice and Rubens, 

1982), and visuals should be redundant through the text rather than have the reader going 

back and forth (Rubens, 1986). Finally, any visual that is useful to the reader should 

appear in the text and not in an appendix because the reader may never see it there (Barnett, 

1987).

Xerox offers layout and design information for graphic communication in its 1988 

XEROX Publishing Standards. In addition to discussing sample layout patterns for 

visuals, it explains that people read visuals the same way they read text, from left to right 

and top to bottom. Thus, designers should design visuals to match the reader’s normal 

reading pattern. Xerox also offers some useful information on when and how to use rules 

or frames around visual elements. It offers specific information on how to place a visual 

in the text, taking into consideration text size, margins, and size of the visual element.
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Finally, Xerox warns against centering visual elements within a column or text because 

centering draws unnecessary attention to the element or can cause it to get lo s t; moreover, 

centering breaks up the rhythm of returning to the text column edge. The consensus is that 

effective graphic communication appears in the text on the same or facing page as its 

introduction, and using introductions is one means of integrating text and visuals.

Details nn Integration. The first and foremost guideline for integrating visuals and 

text is that the author should number, label, title, introduce, and refer the reader to each 

visual element in the text (Strong and Edison, 1980; Bodmer, 1983). The best way to 

make sure a reader looks at a graphic is to refer to it (Brody, 1982). If the purpose of the 

visual is to introduce, readers need to look at it before reading about it, and if the purpose 

of the visual is to review, readers need to look at it after reading about it (Brody, 1982). 

Writers should make specific reference to visuals so readers know what to look for and 

when to look (Brown, 1978). Simcox (1984), in presenting some basic guidelines for 

computer-generated graphic communication for business documents, indicates that focus 

statements help both the designer and the reader identify what elements and information are 

important.

The most important of all factors is the proximity of the graphic to its reference 

(Hartley, 1985b). To summarize, writers should tell readers when to look, where to look, 

what to look for, what the highlights are and then keep the visuals close to the relevant 

discussion (Treece, 1991; Lannon, 1994).

Details on Design. Authors of books focusing on charts or technical illustration 

usually provide the most details on how to design graphic communication effectively, but 

technical communicators also offer useful information. This information usually falls into 

one of six categories:

(1) lettering;
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(2) grids, ticks, scales and scale breaks;

(3) titles or captions;

(4) problems or errors to avoid;

(5) editing; and

(6) specific design details.

For constructing graphs, all lettering and numbers should read from left to right with all 

labels as close as possible to the part identified and should be in one appropriate size of 

upper and lower case Gothic print (Myers, 1950). Oversized lettering overpowers 

illustrations and adjacent text (Hicks, 1961). Gould (1973) cites horizontal, block, all 

capital, sans serif lettering with no italics as optimum for labeling visuals, but more recently 

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (1979) and Enrick (1980) recommend that 

upper and lower case is preferable to all capitals and state that lettering should not be 

overpowering or too small.2 Type in the text should differ from that in visuals (e.g., text in 

serif and visuals in sans serif), and boldface is effective for captions and headings 

(Rubens, 1986). In addition, serif typography (e.g.. Times Roman) is preferable to sans 

serif because the serifs help link the letters into letter groups and direct the eyes horizontally 

across the page rather moving vertically from top to bottom as eyes might do without the 

serifs (Brockman, 1990).

Improper use of grids, ticks, scales, and scale breaks are some of the most frequent 

causes of misleading or poor graphic communication. Common problems include 

inappropriate scales, misleading graph breaks, and three-dimensional scales (Francis,

1962 and Zelazny, 1975). Related problems are multiple scales on the dependent axis and

2 Citing literature from the Society of Mechanical Engineers raised the question of what style manuals are 
available especially for accounting or finance. Howell lists five resources for business o f which Lesikar 
(1981) and Lewis and Baker (1978) are included. Both have useful information on using graphic 
communication, but neither includes any information on how graphic communication in annual reports 
might vary in net loss years. Furthermore, unless a researcher knows exactly which of the many style
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lack of a zero baseline (Hartley and Bumhill, 1977). In addition the American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers (1979) points out that grids are more effective than tick marks.

Other errors include faulty scales and incorrectly broken scales (Johnson, Rice, & 

Roemmich 1980), poor and inconsistent use of scales (Wainer, 1980), and faulty grids 

(Schutte and Steinberg, 1983). Full scale breaks should replace partial ones for a more 

“forceful display” and a more accurate representation of the data (Cleveland, 1984a).

Many sources offer suggestions on preparing titles (or captions) with the most 

common suggestion being that titles should be detailed and clear. Headings should appear 

in the same place for each visual element (Francis, 1962), and visual elements should have 

comprehensive tides (Pratt, 1979). The title should describe the contents of the visual, 

answer the questions of who, what, when, where, and why (Lesikar, 1981), be unique 

and printed in upper and lower case letters (Rubens, 1992).

Problem areas other than those noted about scales and grids include inconsistent 

base lines (Francis, 1962), optical illusions (Tolansky, 1967), improper emphasis, 

misleading tides, three-dimensional figures, symbols that increase in size rather than 

number (Francis, 1962 and Zelazny, 1975), surface slants for crosshatching in two or 

more directions (Spear, 1969), words not on the horizontal (Spear, 1969), functionless use 

of color (Spear, 1969), and undisciplined use of a variety type sizes (Hartley and Bumhill, 

1977). Problems also occur when symbols change in size, not number (Schutte and 

Steinberg, 1983) and when garish patterns distract the reader (Simcox, 1984). Similar 

information on specific design guidelines is available in many sources (e.g., Murgio, 1969; 

Palleretal., 1981; Lefferts, 1981).

Editing guidelines vary from the detailed information given (Hall) in 1943 to the 

checklists more popular today. Hall offers specific guidelines for constructing

manuals a company is using, basing conclusions on a style manual would be impossible. Also, most 
companies the size of a Fortune 100 company have their own style manuals.
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effective tables. More popular today are the lists of questions to ask about the quality of 

graphic communication (Horton, 1991) and checklists of design elements (Murphy and 

Rhiner, 1991; Samson, 1992).

More specific details about certain elements within the design of graphic 

communication come from Modley (1937), who gives detailed information on proper 

design and use of symbols, and Dickinson (1973), who indicates that geometric symbols 

are preferable to pictorial symbols on maps. Rulings drawn on a surface to add shading, 

shadowing, or surface texture make a graphic "jump out" at readers (Morris, 1975), and 

contour, shade, and shadow increase the reality of and emphasis within visual elements 

(Hanks and Belliston, 1977 and 1980). Various methods for shading and texturing are 

available but must be properly prepared (Laseau, 1980 and 1987).

Details on Color. Color is another method of adding reality and emphasis within 

graphic communication. Writers should use color sparingly and not just to decorate (White,

1982) because not all colors are equally readable (Murch, 1985). Analyzing effective use 

of color involves three categories: physiological, perceptual, and cognitive, and being able 

to analyze from these three perspectives creates more effective use of color (Murch, 1985). 

Effective uses for color in graphic communication include directing attention, providing 

clarity and emphasis, delimiting shapes and areas, assisting in identification, and clarifying 

complex ideas (Winn, 1991). Other effective uses include aiding decision making, 

increasing learning, revealing organization and patterns, adding realism, speeding searches, 

selling, and satisfying viewers’ preferences for color (Horton, 1991). On the other hand, 

color can also diffuse attention, decrease performance, cause confusion, and increase 

difficulty and reader effort. The effectiveness of color as an information cue depends on 

where it is used, what elements are cued, how cues are differentiated, and what color 

characteristics are used (Keyes, 1993). Obviously, many factors influence communicators’
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decisions regarding layout, integration, design, and color of graphic communication as well 

as decisions focusing on which graphic form to use.

Types of Graphic Communication. Numerous writers have discussed the 

different types of graphic communication and how they are best used, and most of them 

offer very similar information. Much of the information available in the earlier literature 

(Brinton, 1914; Arkin and Colton, 1940; Lutz, 1949) on the various types of graphic 

communication is very similar to the more current literature (Schmid and Schmid, 1979; 

Lesikar, 1981; Using Ratios and Graphics in Financial Accounting, 1993). All agree that 

graphic communication is useful for clarifying, summarizing, attracting attention, and 

helping memory. The various types of simple graphic communication include tables, 

photographs, graphs, charts, pictograms, drawings, and maps. Most of these authors offer 

general descriptions of how the graphic communication functions, echoing the rationales 

discussed earlier, and what type of information they convey most effectively (e.g. 

MacGregor, 1979 and Lefferts, 1981). Of the types of graphic communication most often 

found in annual reports, the following descriptions represent summary of the many sources 

reviewed.

Tables effectively convey quantitative information in rows and columns, making 

them especially effective for displaying quantitative, descriptive, and comparative 

information (Lesikar, 1981). Readers use tables most efficiently and correctly to make 

conversions when the data is arranged in vertical columns, but readers largely ignore color 

and typographical cues unless they have had quite a bit of practice with a certain table 

(Wright, 1970). Tables also provide the opportunity to organize large amounts of 

information into a relatively small space and are popular with readers because tables are 

usually easy to read (Tukey, 1977). Two types of tables are the general-purpose and 

special purpose tables; general-purpose tables are basically are a “repository of detailed 

statistical data” with no particular purpose other than to record the collected data (Lesikar,
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1981, p. 190). Special-purpose tables assist the writer in illustrating specific points related 

to the textual discussion (Lesikar, 1981). Although most special-purpose tables appear in 

the text of documents, and certainly appear in the various sections of the annual reports 

examined for this study, most general-purpose tables appear in the appendices as 

supplements to the text and figures (Lesikar, 1981).

Graphs display numerical data in a visual format and are particularly useful for 

visual comparison of one or more functions in relation to change in another, with time 

being one of the most commonly used independent variables (Schmid and Schmid, 1979, 

Lefferts, 1981). Because graphs are effective for making comparisons, they are useful in 

drawing conclusions; showing trends, movements, cycles, and distribution; depicting past, 

present, and future; and analyzing current situations (MacGregor, 1979). Graphs show 

change rather than actual amounts, and several types of graphs are effective for general 

readers: line graphs, bar and column graphs, pie graphs, and surface graphs (Schmid and 

Schmid, 1979).

Although most of these types can be used interchangeably with appropriate design 

and preparation, each has its specialty area in displaying information. Line graphs, 

showing trends or movements, are especially useful for showing increases and decreases 

over time such as might be used in displaying data on sales, expenditures, or production 

rates (Schmid and Schmid, 1979). Bar (horizontal elements) and column (vertical 

elements) make more dramatic comparisons and can depict both positive and negative 

numbers (Lefferts, 1981), a factor that might be more important for companies that have 

been experiencing net losses instead of profits. Bar/column graphs have a number of 

formats such as subdivided bars, multiple bars, 100% bars, or paired bars (MacGregor, 

1979, Lefferts, 1981). Surface graphs are mote complex in that they combine elements of 

both the line and bar graphs and look like a multiple-lined graph in which the spaces 

between each line are filled with color or shading to show the parts of a whole (Schmid and
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Schmid, 1979) such as might be used to show revenues by companies who have more than 

one product division. The top line would represent total revenues with each band 

representing revenues by a division of the company.

While graphs display numerical data, charts symbolically portray processes and 

organizations, showing movements through time or structural organization (Lefferts,

1981). Flow charts visually represent the steps and stages in such processes as 

manufacturing, decision-making, and reporting processes while organization charts reflect 

the levels of responsibility and lines of authority within an organization (Schmid and 

Schmid, 1979; Lefferts, 1981; Lesikar, 1981).

Pictograms and histograms are both variations of bar graphs. A pictogram, 

designed like a bar graph, uses picture-symbols rather than bars to show comparisons 

Schmid and Schmid, 1979). For pictograms, the preferred way to show value changes is 

by using more or fewer symbols rather than by increasing or decreasing the size of the 

symbol (MacGregor, 1979; Schmid and Schmid and Schmid, 1979; Lefferts, 1981). 

Histograms are designed like bar graphs with the primary difference being the comparison 

of two continuous variables rather than one (Lefferts, 1981). For general readers, 

pictograms often replace bar graphs because pictograms are more attention getting and 

appealing to look at (Schmid and Schmid, 1979; MacGregor, 1979). Histograms have a 

far more limited use, are more complex to design and read, and thus are seldom used in 

materials prepared for general audiences (Lefferts, 1981).

Maps, on the other hand, are usually very easy to read and very effective in 

comparing differences in geographic locations or showing spatial distributions (Tufte

1983), such as a company might do in showing its cost of operations by geographical area 

or showing its subsidiaries and branches, because most readers are familiar with maps. 

Spots (or point-symbols) and shading are the most often used methods of depicting the data
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(Schmid and Schmid, 1979). Like other visual elements, increasing the types of data 

displayed in the maps increases the complexity and difficulty of reading (Tufte, 1983).

Drawings and photographs are similar in their function of showing what something 

looks like; the major difference is the level of reality. Of course, photographs give an exact 

representation of appearance and are effective for showing new products, new facilities, or 

people at work (Lewis, 1972). However, for going beyond the exact representation, 

drawings are needed because they allow readers to see sketched concepts (Duff, 1982). 

They also could show readers layers, internal components, or disassembled parts of objects 

(Duff, 1982). Concepts of new products or buildings are often introduced through 

renderings (Herring, 1990).

These, by no means, are the only types of graphic communication available; 

however, they represent the simpler types of graphic communication that most general 

audiences can read and comprehend. These also happen to be the types of graphic 

communication that appear in the annual reports examined in this study.

Annual R eports

My research on annual reports yielded information in four areas: historical use of 

visual elements in annual reports, readability of annual reports and annual report mandates 

from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and references to the SEC 

mandates. Although in 1989 the SEC issues new mandates on disclosure in annual 

reports, these mandates contain no requirements for any type of visual elements.

H istory of G raphic Communication in  A nnual Reports. Selvage and 

Lee (1938) report that using charts and diagrams in annual reports is increasing, and they 

give examples of how these types of graphic communication have been used in previous 

years’ reports. They suggest that readers can benefit from a graphic representation of 

revenue or sales and further suggest that photographs should be used to tell a story.
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Legibility, they find, is very important in designing visual elements. McLaren (1947) 

explains that graphic communication helps readers visualize the “nature and extent of 

corporate activities,” breaks up the page, and emphasizes significant developments (p.

268). Additionally, 67 percent of the annual reports surveyed use color, primarily with 

photographs and charts; moreover, the consensus is that graphic communication stimulates 

reader interest although overuse of visuals is not good (McLaren, 1947).

According to Dale (1947), “Improvements in layout and headings, photographs and 

illustrations, graphs,. . .  will make the reports more attractive and more readable” (p. 93). 

He goes on to add that a two-column format or a single column with wide margins, using 

the top right comer for such items as content summaries or statistics, is recommended, and 

photographs should relate specifically to the text and show new fixed assets, top officials, 

new products, new operations, or long-service employees. Furthermore, Dale suggests that 

graphs serve to increase understanding for unskilled readers while serving as time savers 

for skilled readers; in addition, graphs help readers understand the general character of the 

company and changes in series, and draw attention to sequence, coincidence, and possible 

causal connections. He finds logarithmic charts useful because they indicate rate of change 

over time rather than absolute differences and show growth factors more clearly; however, 

the author acknowledges that others believe these charts are too difficult.

One of the most detailed accounts of how companies can use graphic 

communication in annual reports appears in Lillian Doris’ 1948 Modem Corporate Reports. 

Early in her text, she indicates that graphic presentation of important facts and figures that 

reflect progress shows results at a glance for annual report readers. She then breaks down 

the report into its various sections and gives detailed “ideas for charts and graphs” for each 

section. In the chapter “Livening Up the Annual Report,” she discusses the different types 

of graphic communication that one might use, gives general guidelines for choosing and 

designing, and provides cautions about what to avoid to produce useful graphic
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communication. Finally, she briefly discusses the importance of explaining visuals, even 

simple ones, in the text

The following year (1949), Sanders states “No rules or general principles can tell 

all companies’ managements what are the best pictures for them, not the best way to use 

them, nor even that every report must have them” (p. 81). However, he finds that the 

average number of pictures in annual reports over the previous 10 years (1937-1947) 

increased from 1.6 to 7 per report while the use of charts increased from 0.28 to 1.2 per 

report (Sanders, 1949). He does find that pie charts are most often used for showing the 

distribution of the company’s revenues and line charts most often used for showing trends 

or variations of more important statistical items.

Electronics magazine’s “Annual Reports Go Modem” (1957) reports that annual 

reports now include illustrations of three types: product development; photos of products, 

people and activities; and charts and graphs (with color) of current statistics most 

effectively used. The executive section of the annual report contains mostly photographs, 

and the scope of operations section contains numerous maps, while the financial section 

contains basically no visual elements (Talucci, 1959). Financial highlights should contain a 

chart depicting distribution of sales or income dollars; maps should show company 

subsidiaries and divisions, and photographs and drawings should depict company products 

(Floyd, 1960).

Of the five annual report sections, the three primary sections are, in order, executive 

or management, narrative or scope of operations/history, and financial, and graphs and 

charts appear in 97.9 percent of the annual reports of the companies surveyed (Talucci, 

1959). Further, the financial section now had graphs, charts, and pictograms (Talucci, 

1959). The need for more simplicity and increased interpretation (Barlow, 1965) led to the 

appearance of even more visuals with charts, graphs, and diagrams being the most popular 

(Koestler, 1969).
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Lewis (1971) explains that dramatic color photography, generous use of white 

space, and other visual elements common in the annual reports of his study are directly 

related to the contributions of IBM’s design leader, Paul Rand, whose designs and ideas 

have been largely borrowed. He reports thatGE changed its Chairman’s letter by 

shortening it to one page and by adding a picture of the Chairman, while also integrating 

photos, captions, headlines, and text to create annual report themes. These changes 

increased the number of people reading GE’s annual reports. Lewis further asserts that 

visual elements are useful for pacing the reading of text as well as for emphasizing key 

elements, but recommends that simplicity is best He cautions against using graphic 

communication in good years and not in bad years because readers may believe that the 

company does not expect the financial picture to improve. He stresses that the one most 

important ingredient in an annual report is high quality photographs.

More recommendations on effective uses of graphic communication in annual 

reports include maps as most effective for showing the location of facilities, but tables and 

charts are effective for statistical highlights, multi-year performance measures, rank in 

industry, disbursement of sales dollars, and economic factors related to present and future 

markets (Brion, 1975). However, Costello (1976) reports that stockholders have little 

interest in the “fancy, four-color bar charts or photos.”

Despite Costello’s findings, two years later annual reports have abundant visuals in 

the forms of photographs, cartoons, drawings, tables, charts, graphs, and others (Thomas, 

E.G., 1978), and adequate charts are seen as the company’s effort to communicate with its 

stockholders (Ruch, 1979). Glossy pictures and sleek graphs are an attempt to reflect the 

corporation’s personality (Meyer, 1979). This trend continues as visual elements are now 

added to the financial section to make it more attractive and readable (Dunk, 1980; 

Paskowski, 1981). Annual reports read more like magazines-pictures and captions, text, 

and then financial information (Dyer, 1981).
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Annual reports usually have five main divisions:

(1) financial highlights,

(2) a letter to the stockholders,

(3) narrative with information on the company’s operations,

(4) management’s discussion and analysis with financial statements, and

(5) a list of the company’s board of directors and officers.

Within those sections, twelve subjects are particularly suited to graphs and charts: 

comparisons of

(1) assets

(2) capital expenditures

(3) dividends

(4) industry growth

(5) liabilities

(6) inventories

(7) reserves

(8) net worth

(9) prices (trends of )

(10) sales (by product group or division)

(11) earnings (by product group or division) and

(12) source and disposition of funds (taxes, wages, working capital) 

(Brusaw, Aired, and Oliu, 1981 and 1993). Two years later the focus switches to checklist 

of questions to answer regarding photographs in annual reports, and this checklist 

emphasizes that photographs should aid in understanding operations and financial data, 

represent products without looking like a sales brochure, and reflect management’s goals 

and philosophy (Rooney and Evans, 1983).
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Using graphic communication is increasingly popular (Raynolds, 1983; Hoskins, 

1984; Beattie, 1988; Kostelnick, 1988b), especially as an overview (Powers, Lashley, 

Sanchez, and Shneiderman, 1984), but Paulson (1988) suspects that bad news is probably 

being obscured by “flashy graphics.” A case study of DuPont’s use of graphic 

communication in annual reports in the early 20th century concludes that using graphic 

communication is increasing for two primary reasons: (1) a growing general understanding 

of the capabilities of visual elements and (2) a growing need for methods to analyze and 

communicate data in years of great business growth and development (Yates, 1985). 

However, Tonkin (1989), indicates that visual elements are used primarily in the 

nonfinancial sections such as employee information and value-added sections and does not 

give any information about the using graphic communication in the financial accounting 

sections, although his primary focus is on reporting financial information. Annual reports 

begin to focus more on international markets; as a result, world maps and photographs of 

American products with foreign labels are plentiful (Rothman, 1990).

In Annual Report Design in 1990, Herring states that the primary criterion for 

graphic communication is that it be easily understood by the reader, not confusing or 

misleading. Graphs have become the most used type of visual, but other types are also 

popular, and photographs can give the reader a feel for the company, its people, and its 

day-to-day workings (Herring, 1990).

Also in 1990, The Complete Annual Report and Corporate Image Planning Book 5 

concludes that after reviewing 1000 annual reports no other corporate publication receives 

the “lavish attention” that the annual report does. Although this book is primarily a list of 

suppliers with samples of their work, it does note that maps, innovative illustrations, and 

bright colors have become quite popular; however, it also notes that large conglomerates 

remain somewhat conservative in preparing their annual reports. Company performance 

history is being told through pictures, figures, and stories about products, employees, and
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customers (Varner, 1991), and more full color photos are returning because readers see 

black and white as indicative of a bad financial year (Tuscon, 1994).

Finally, Financial World, in reporting the award winning annual reports for 1993, 

indicates that the judging is based on three aspects of the report:

(1) presentation of stockholder and individual investor information,

(2) pertinent written information, and

(3) layout and typography.

It does not include any specific or general comments on using graphic communication in its 

analysis. Interestingly, none of the winners are in the Fortune 100 list for 1993.

Readability o f Annual Reports. Studies on the readability of annual reports 

have focused solely on textual matters and have not included any analysis of the 

contributions of graphic communication to the overall readability of the report until the 

current study. Means (1981) finds that difficult reading levels do not significantly affect the 

stockholder’s reactions to the reports; however, he omits graphic communication from his 

study. Further study on readability in annual reports indicates that reports of good 

performers are easier to read than those of poor performers, but the analysis is based on 

stylistic elements of writing and also includes no information on graphic communication 

(Subramaniam, Insley, and Blackwell, 1993; Jones, 1994).

SEC Guidelines. New rules from the Securities and Exchange Commission are 

expected to produce less misleading financial reporting (Smart, 1989). The SEC’s mandate 

(Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Conditions and Results of 

Operations; Certain Investment Company Disclosures, 1989) states that any information 

that may affect a company’s prospects for the future must be disclosed. In general, if an 

item is likely to have an effect on the company’s future liquidity increasing or decreasing, it 

should be discussed in the report. What the SEC does not require is the slick four-color
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instructions or requirements for graphic communication in annual reports.

Preparing Graphic Communication for Annual Reports

Although many sources offer information on preparing graphic communication, 

few emphasize or even address annual reports. Those offering information on preparing 

visual elements for annual reports often repeat information found in sources on charting 

statistics (e.g., Hall, 1943; Myers, 1950; Schmid and Schmid, 1979; Lefferts, 1981; 

Herring, 1990; Using Ratios and Graphics in Financial Reporting, 1993). A few sources 

suggest particular types of visual elements for specific uses in annual reports, and those 

exceptions follow, grouped by graphic type, to show that these sources, as the others, 

offer no information on how graphic communication differed in years of net loss.

Tahles. Comprehensive information on preparing tables for annual reports covers 

titles, column arrangement, spacing, and source citations. Tables are easiest for locating 

and recalling specific information because the columnar arrangement helps readers identify 

the values they are seeking (Hall, 1943). Problems with tables in annual reports include 

bad titles, irregular stubs, scrambled box heads, frustrating footnotes, and a “conglomerate 

of constructions” (Mann, 1984).

Bar/Column Graphs. Horizontal bars are preferable for comparisons which do not 

involve time as a factor (such as products produced by divisions within a company), and 

columns (vertical bars) are most effective for chronological comparisons (Doris, 1948). 

Column graphs also take advantage of the normal left-to-right reading because the earliest 

year appears on the far left (Doris, 1948). Bar/column graphs rate higher than line graphs 

and surface graphs because comparing the bar lengths/heights is easier than reading the 

changes on a line graph or surface graph (Culbertson, 1959; Feliciano, Powers and Keam, 

1963). Horizontal bars are most often preferable to vertical ones because horizontal ones
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rely on the usual left-to-right reading pattern (Culbertson, 1959). Again citing the 

familiarity of left-to-right reading, Macdonald-Ross (1978) agrees that horizontal bars are 

preferable, especially for the general public such as the readers of annual reports, but he 

does not differentiate between the use of columns and bars.

Pie Graphs and Maps. For pie graphs, the more sections they have, the more 

errors that occur in both preparing and interpreting (Croxton and Stryker, 1929). Other 

problems with using pie graphs relate to the ordering of the sections and determining the 

appropriate percentages (Lutz, 1949). Furthermore, pie graphs are visually ineffective 

even when they are properly prepared because readers have difficulty in converting 

percentages to actual numbers (Dickinson, 1973). Maps are cited as very effective in 

annual reports because they rely on information familiar to most readers and are best used 

to show the various components of the company’s business ventures (Dickinson, 1973). 

The best maps have dominant shading or symbols to emphasize main areas (Dickinson, 

1973).

Conclusions

The available literature suggests that readers suspect bad news in annual reports 

when any of the following three characteristics are found:

(1) a lack of visual elements that leaves the readers believing there is nothing

good to show,

(2) black and white pictures rather than color that suggest to readers that the

outlook is bleak, and

(3) flashy graphic communication that readers suspect covers up bad news. 

However, no one has actually conducted any research to prove or disprove those 

suspicions. The available literature also confirms that no one has analyzed which types of 

graphic communication corporations use in the various sections to help clarify the complex
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financial information, nor have researchers looked for significant changes as a result of the 

SEC’s 1989 mandate for clearer financial reporting. These omissions in the literature led to 

this study of how graphic communication differs in annual reports of net loss years.

The following conclusions, drawn from the literature review, will be helpful in 

analyzing the graphic communication in net loss year annual reports:

1. Additional graphic communication in net loss year annual reports may

help readers understand more easily the factors leading to the net 

loss and the subsequent effects, as well as the current and future 

financial status of the company.

2. Additional graphic communication in net loss year annual reports should

present subject matter not covered in profitable years only as it helps 

the reader understand the company’s current and future financial 

condition.

3. Additional figures and tables throughout the MD&A section in net loss

year annual reports help readers understand the current and future 

financial status of the report

4. Figures familiar to readers are preferable because readers process these

more easily.

5. Placing graphic communication on the left and text on the right makes

most effective use of readers abilities to process graphics and text 

used together.

6. The most efficient tabular arrangement is vertical columns because

readers scan vertically and read horizontally.

7. Figures are most effective when they are clear of distractions and clutter.

8. Graphic communication should appear as close as possible to its

introduction and reference.
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9. The upper half of the page is preferable for graphic communication in

annual reports because it has greater impact

10. Because graphic communication often serves as a summary for readers,

consistently placing the visuals in the same place on the page will 

allow the readers to find the visuals quickly because readers will 

recognize the pattern and begin to expect that placement

11. All visual elements should have appropriate introductions and/or

references in the text to alert the reader about when to examine the 

visual and what to look for.

12. Color is useful for directing attention, adding emphasis, clarifying

complex information, and aiding in decision making, but it must be 

used purposefully to prevent it from causing the reverse of its 

benefits.

13. The most effective types of figures for annual reports are bar and

column graphs (and their many variations), pictograms, line graphs, 

maps, drawings, and charts.

14. Columns are preferable to bars for showing trends based on time.

15. Bar and column graphs are the most effective for comparisons based on

a common scale because these comparisons are the most accurate of 

perceptual tasks.

16. Bars or columns should have the actual numerical amounts given at the

end of the bar or column so that readers do not have to guess the 

amounts.

17. Pictograms are acceptable substitutes for bar/column graphs if the

symbols representing the data increase in number and not size 

(area).
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Completing the research for this project involved four major tasks:

(1) deciding on the companies to investigate and for what years,

(2) obtaining the annual reports,

(3) collecting data from the selected companies’ annual reports, and

(4) analyzing the collected data. Because Fortune magazine offers a detailed 

review of the top 500 companies in the United States each year, its 1993 rankings report 

provided excellent information to help choose the ten companies needed. The year 1989 

was a focal point for selecting the time span of the annual reports to examine because that 

year the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) mandated changes in annual reports, 

calling for more detailed disclosure. Choosing a ten-year span allowed for analyzing 

changes, if any, that appeared. Becuse such changes may not be immediately evident in the 

visual aspects of the annual reports in the first year or two, a five-year span after 1989 

paired with a five-year span before gives more opportunity to compare reports published 

before the new guidelines to those published after.

Selecting the Ten Companies

In 1993, Fortune divided the top 500 companies into 27 groups based on the types 

of product sold. This year, 10 of the 27 groups had 20 or more companies each, 

suggesting that companies in each of the 10 groups had substantial competition and thus a 

need to convince investors to maintain or make investments. Choosing companies from
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different product groups would overcome financial trends related to a particular industry 

and thus eliminate the concern that a series of net loss years would affect a greater portion 

of the reports examined than is representative of the group as a whole. The following list 

includes the top company in each of those ten product groups that had 20 or more 

representatives:

(1) General Motors (GM) — motor vehicles and parts (#1 overall on Fortune

list)

(2) Exxon — petroleum refining (#3 overall on Fortune list)

(3) International Business Machines (IBM) — computers (#4 overall on

Fortune list)

(4) General Electric (GE) -  electronics (#5 overall on Fortune list)

(5) Philip Morris -- food (#7 overall on Fortune list)

(6) DuPont -- chemicals (#10 overall on Fortune list)

(7) Eastman Kodak -- scientific, photographic, and control equipment (#20

overall on Fortune list).

(8) International Paper — forest and paper products (#33 overall on Fortune

list)

(9) Tenneco -  industrial and farm equipment (#34 overall on Fortune list)

(10) Alcoa -  metals (#54 overall on Fortune list).

As it turned out, three of these companies had no net losses during the years examined and 

thus were useful only for looking at overall trends in the use of visual elements. To have 

had three companies in their place that did incur losses would have perhaps yielded 

additional information, but part of the analysis is based on comparing profitable years to net 

loss years. This analysis also includes comparing reports of companies without any net 

losses in the ten-year period to those companies who do experience losses.
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Designing and Preparing the Research Tools

Annual reports have five major sections: financial highlights, letter to the 

stockholders, narrative or scope of operations, management’s discussion and analysis 

(commonly abbreviated MD&A), and board of directors and officers. Collecting data from 

each report took place in two stages: first a quantitative stage that included counting and 

measuring, and second a recording stage that included making lists of the subjects of the 

various types of visual elements. Having detailed information on how many, what kinds, 

and what sizes coupled with information on what the topic is for each element allowed for a 

series of comparisons of reports in net loss years to those in profitable years. A sample of 

the spreadsheet used to collect much of the quantitative data appears in Appendix B on page 

166.

The primary comparison for all data collected was how the element being examined 

differed in the net loss year reports from reports in profitable years. This comparison 

included the following:

(1) number o f tables, photos, figures, and number of different colors used,

numbers and types of specific figures (e.g., bar graphs, maps, flow

charts, pictograms),

(2) presence (or absence) of a reference or introduction to the visual

elements,

(3) presence (or absence) of clear captions (titles),

(4) placement of visuals on the page (e.g., location of top, bottom, right,

left),

(5) integrity o f the visual elements,

(6) typography-looking for the use of serif or sans serif, or a combination

of both and where they were used,
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(7) presence (or absence) of a photo on the outside cover and on the inside 

front cover and the type of color used for the photo (was it full 

color, black and white, colored half-tones).

The two primary hypotheses for this study are as follows:

(1) Net losses do not cause decreases in the graphic communication in

annual reports.

(2) The 1989 SEC mandate does not cause an increase in the graphic

communication in net loss year annual reports.

Collecting the Data From Primary Sources

The first or quantitative stage of collecting data included counting the number of 

tables, photographs, and figures each report had in total and then how many of each were 

represented in the five annual report sections. This stage also included counting and 

recording, by report section, each individual type of figure used and each individual color 

used (Pantone® color numbers were used as a reference point for readers) and measuring 

each photograph and figure with an inch-scale ruler. Also included were noting the 

presence or absence of references or introductions to the visual elements, clear captions or 

titles (descriptive titles that tell what the reader should look at), and photographs on the 

front or inside front cover, as well as checking the integrity of the visuals, the typeface 

used, and placement of the visual on the page. Recording the titles of tables and figures 

and focal points of the photographs in each report provided the basis for later comparison 

of the subject matter of tables, photographs, and figures. Recording this information by 

annual report section insured that comparisons could be made both within the sections and 

among the reports as a whole.

Integrity of the visual elements focused on clear representation of the facts (based 

on balance sheets and other financial data supplied) and an effective graphic design that
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allows the reader to see easily what information is being presented ( Le., clearly labeled and 

appropriate scales and scale breaks, clearly labeled and appropriate scales, bars, lines, 

maps). Specific details included were the presence or absence of distractions or clutter, 

presence or absence of numbers at the ends of the bars/columns and on sections of pies, 

changes in the number of symbols rather than size in pictograms, and correct percentages 

on pie graphs.

Financial status of the company for each year was a key factor for the comparisons 

to be made. As most stockholders lack extensive accounting backgrounds, they would 

most likely look at the bottom line—did the company make a profit? Thus, a good financial 

year was one in which a company experienced a net profit, and a bad year then would be 

one in which the company experienced a net loss. If a company experienced a great 

improvement over a previous year but still showed a net loss, it was still a bad year. Most 

stockholders would look to see whether or not the company made money in a given year 

and to see forecasts for the coming year. Financial status for each company was 

determined by reading the letter to the stockholders and analyzing the financial highlights 

and financial reports.

Analyzing the Data

Three comparisons provided the bases for analyses. First, the seven companies’ 

net loss reports were compared to all reports based the characteristics listed earlier to 

identify what changes, if any, occur when companies must report a net loss. Second, 

individual company’s net loss reports were compared to the company’s reports as a whole, 

looking for changes, if any, particular to a certain company. Third, the net loss reports 

were divided into two groups based on the 1989 SEC ruling, and net loss reports before 

the ruling were compared to the reports after the ruling, each company had five reports in 

each group: 1985-1989 and 1990-1994. The first items compared were some of the more
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obvious ones in which differences could be found such as increases or decreases in the 

total numbers of tables, photographs, or figures appearing in a report as well as the sizes 

and colors of visuals. Also included at this point were comparing placement on the page by 

noting whether the visual elements were at the top or bottom, inside, outside, left- or right- 

hand columns as well as within the various reports sections and comparing typography to 

see if the text was in all serif, sans serif letters or a combination of both. Differences in 

typography were limited to text, headings, table tides, and figure and photo captions. The 

purpose of the comparisons was to look for trends or patterns related to graphic 

communication that began to emerge such as a certain type of graphic, a certain size of 

graphic, a certain placement of a graphic, or certain colors that consistently show up when 

companies experience a net loss. Also examined were changes in the presence or absence 

of clear captions, references to visual elements, and graphical integrity.

Comparisons of changes in subject matter of graphic communication were made by 

examining what the companies chose to display either in tables, photographs, or figures. 

The focus of the search was highlights o f particular positive feats, problems or issues 

such as new products, new products gone sour, or environmentally sound manufacturing 

practices.

The next analyses involved comparing the various graphic communication in annual 

reports before and after the 1989 SEC mandate for more thorough disclosure of any factors 

that could influence a company’s financial status. Grouping the reports by date yielded five 

years of reports in each group, 1985-1989 and 1990-1994. This comparison involved the 

same elements as the previous analyses with the change being the focus on differences that 

occurred in the reports 1990-1994.
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Statistical Analyses

The next stage of the analysis involved two statistical tests: t tests and chi squares. 

The t tests compared data from the net loss years to the profitable years for the seven 

companies in the group that experienced losses between 1985-1994. Because Exxon, 

General Electric, and International Paper experienced no losses, they were excluded from 

these tests. The items analyzed were total number of visual elements, total number of 

tables, total number of photographs, total number of figures, grouped bar/column graphs, 

divided bar/column graphs, and column graphs.

The chi square analyzed two elements, tables and figures, for net loss years among 

four annual report sections: Financial Highlights, Letter to the Stockholders, Narrative or 

Scope of Operations, and Management’s Discussion & Analysis. This analysis excluded 

photographs because they do not convey quantitative data that may help explain a net loss.

The chi square also proved useful in comparing the data of reports prior to the 1989 

ruling to those after the ruling. This analysis examined the three elements of tables, 

photographs, and figures for net loss years versus profitable ones before and after the 1989 

ruling.

Summary

Each aspect of the analysis focused on the company’s or companies’ financial status 

to establish trends and patterns, looking for what was done differently in annual reports of 

net loss years and the significance, if any, of those differences. The results of all analyses 

appear in Chapter 4, Findings of the Research.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH

The research findings focus on how annual report graphical elements differ in the 

years when the select companies experience a net loss as opposed to a net gain. Of the ten 

companies examined, three experience no net losses during the 1985-1994 review period: 

Exxon, General Electric, and International Paper, thus, no findings relevant to those 

companies appear in this chapter. The remaining seven companies experience a combined 

total of 16 net loss years. These companies are Alcoa, DuPont, General Motors, IBM, 

Kodak, Philip Morris, and Tenneco. A list of companies’ net loss years is shown in Table 

1 below.

Table 1. List o f Companies With Net Losses During 1985-1994 By 
Company and Year

feC om panies^sS^^J S Y earS b fiN eC L o ss^s^S S S * ^^
1985, 1992
1992
1990, 1991, 1992
1991, 1992, 1993
1993 
1993
1985, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992

The primary hypotheses provide the overall framework of this chapter. The 

first section focuses on findings related to the first primary hypothesis: net losses 

do not cause changes in the graphic communication in annual reports. This section 

has six major divisions:
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(1) characteristics examined that do not change noticeably during the

net loss years.

(2) changes in actual numbers of visual elements, a combination of

tables, photographs, and figures, in the net loss years.

(3) changes in individual types of figures.

(4) changes in sizes of photographs and figures.

(3) changes in the information conveyed by visual elements.

(6) changes in visual elements within the five sections of the annual 

report.

The next section presents findings related to the second hypothesis: the 1989 SEC 

mandate does not cause changes in the graphic communication in net loss year 

annual reports from 1990 to 1994. This section also has six major divisions:

(1) characteristics examined that do not change noticeably after

1989.

(2) changes in actual numbers of graphic elements, a combination of

tables, photographs, and figures, after 1989.

(3) changes in individual types of figures after 1989.

(4) changes in sizes of photographs and figures after 1989.

(5) changes in the information conveyed by visual elements after

1989.

(6) changes in visual elements within the five sections of the annual

report after 1989.

A summary of the data collected for each company’s ten annual reports appears in 

Tables D1-D10, Appendix D, pp. 171-191.
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C haracteristics D em onstrating Negligible Differences in  Net Loss R eports 

Of the eleven characteristics examined, six demonstrated little or negligible change 

during years of net loss for the companies reviewed. These six characteristics are

(1) typography,

(2) layout,

(3) references,

(4) captions,

(5) integrity of graphical elements, and

(6) colors used.

Negligible changes include no change, changes that occur in only one of the 16 net loss 

years as opposed to the 54 profitable years, changes that do not affect all six sections of the 

annual report, or changes that are not consistently found only in years of net loss.

Typography. Of the sixteen net loss year reports examined, only one company 

has a report with a typography style that appears only in a net loss year. In 1992f,1 

Alcoa’s annual report has sans serif type in all six parts of the report while reports of 

profitable years have a serif font or a combination of serif in the text and sans serif for 

headings and graphic communication. Other companies’ reports in 1992 have a serif or a 

combination of serif and sans serif font Even though Alcoa also experienced a loss in 

1985f, the only year with sans serif typography is 1992f. Alcoa’s other reports contain 

serif type or a combination of the two. For the other six companies, net loss year reports 

reflect no discernible typographical changes from other years. Details of typography in 

each company’s ten reports appears in Tables D1-D10, Appendix D, pp. 171-191.

Layout. Layout here refers to placement on the page of the tables, photographs, 

and figures, and layout varies from year to year and company to company with no apparent 

consistency within or across. The one layout or placement that is unique among all net loss

1 Here and throughout the chapter the “t ” indicates net loss years.
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year reports is Philip Morris’ 1993t report In the letter to stockholders, figures are placed 

on the inside column at the top and bottom of the page. This layout appears only for one 

year in this section. For most companies, the placement varies even within sections in a 

year’s report Figures might appear in any position on any page, with no concern for any 

type of consistent placement Information about layout in each of the 10 companies’ 

reports appears in the “placement of visuals on page” lines of each annual report section in 

Tables D1-D10, Appendix D, pp. 171-191.

References and Introductions. References to graphical elements are rare in 

these annual reports, the exception rather than the rule, especially with photographs. For 

example, Alcoa’s 1985f report contained 8 tables, 10 photographs, and 52 figures, but had 

references to only one of the figures, three of the tables, and none of the photographs.

This scenario is characteristic of reports in good years or bad. For the first time in the 10 

years examined, DuPont introduces graphics in its 1992f narrative section, but that is the 

only year references appear in any of DuPont’s reports. Tenneco likewise refers to 

graphic communication in its letter to stockholders in 1992f, and IBM introduces two 

tables in 199I f  and three tables in 1993f, but not all visual elements appear in all sections. 

No identifiable consistency in references to visual elements appears in either good years or 

bad. A summary of the presence or absence of references to visual elements the ten 

companies’ reports appears in the “intro/ref. to visuals” lines Tables D1-D10, Appendix D, 

pp. 171-191.

Captions. The captions for all graphical elements in all years are effective in that 

they are descriptive and informative, telling the reader what to focus on in the tables, 

photographs, or figures. This finding is true for all six sections of the reports. Again, 

details appear Tables D1-D10, Appendix D, pp. 171-191.

Integrity of Graphical Elements. Graphic communication with integrity

(1) has all elements labeled,
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(2) has all scales labeled with scale breaks easy to identify,

(3) has numerical values reflected or stated,

(4) makes comparisons that accurately reflect the data, and

(5) does not distort the facts.

In other words, a graphic with integrity tells the story as it really is, not as the company 

would like it to be. Of the sixteen reports examined, only four contain any problems with 

integrity, and for each the problem is inconsistent labeling on column, bar, and pie graphs. 

For Alcoa’s and IBM’s loss years 1992f and 1993f respectively, the numerical amounts 

above the columns are omitted from the column graphs in the narrative and letter to the 

stockholders respectively. Philip Morris in its net loss report of 1993f likewise omits the 

numerical amounts on the bars in graphs in the financial highlights section. Finally, 

numerical percents are missing from the pies in Tenneco’s 1991f financial highlights 

section. Because these four examples of omissions occur in only one section of the annual 

reports and are problems found also in reports of profitable years, these findings are 

negligible for the final analysis. Details on integrity of visuals appear Tables D1-D10, 

Appendix D, pp. 171-191.

Colors in  Annual Reports. Of the seven companies examined, only three 

demonstrate any noticeable changes in the colors appearing in their annual reports.

DuPont, in 1992f, has only six colors other than black in the report; however, the 

profitable year of 1989 also reflects only six other than black, and the 1994 report has only 

five colors other than black. Alcoa has no colored figures in 1992f when it experiences a 

loss, but 1991, a profitable year, is also colorless for figures. IBM’s reports reveal 

findings similar to those for Alcoa. IBM’s 1993t report, the last of three net loss years, 

has no color figures while its profitable year 1994 also lacks color in figures. Based on 

these findings, color is a negligible difference in net loss annual reports. A list of colors in 

each of the ten companies’ annual reports by report section appears in Tables M1-M10,
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Appendix M, pp. 345-366. A correlation to the Pantone® Color Matching System appears 

in Table N -l, Appendix N, pp. 367-372.

Changes in Visual Elements in  Net Loss A nnual R eports: Tables, 

Photographs, and  Figures

This division contains four topics. The first is an overview of the variations in the 

total number of visual elements by company and net loss year. Next visual elements are 

subdivided into three separate categories: tables, photographs, and figures. The second 

topic is numbers of tables, the third is numbers of photographs, and the fourth is numbers 

of figures.

Total Numbers of Visual Elements. The total number of visual elements 

decreases in net loss year reports as shown in Figure 1, but the statistical T-test does not 

show this change to be significant (p=.6).

70

n  Average Number In Nel 
Loss Reports

■ Average Number for 
All Reports

Visual
Elements

Figure 1. Average Number of Visual Elements in Net Loss and All Reports
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Of the 16 net loss years, 10 of the 16 reports have fewer visual elements than the yearly 

average, resulting in 4 of the 7 companies (GM, IBM, Kodak, and Tenneco) having fewer 

visual elements in net loss years than profitable ones (see Figure 2). Likewise, as shown 

in Figure 3, 5 of the 7 companies (GM, IBM, Kodak, P. Morris, and Tenneco) have fewer 

visual elements in their net loss reports than their companies’ averages for the ten years 

examined. IBM in 1991f and 1992t has fewer visual elements per report than any of the 

other nine companies examined with only 21 each year’s report.

□ Average Number of Visual Elements in Net Loss 
Year Reports 

■  Average Number of Visual Elements in all Reports

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Morris Tenneco

Figure 2. Average Number of Visual Elements in Net Loss and All Reports 
By Company

Tenneco in 1985f likewise has fewer visual elements than any other company with only 

34. With only 29 visual elements, Tenneco’s 199I f  report has the fewest of any of its ten 

reports. IBM’s 1991f and 1992f reports also have the fewest visual elements for the 

company in the ten year period with 21 each. A detailed summary of the total number of 

visual elements by company and year for all companies appears Table E -l, Appendix E, 

pp. 192-193.
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D Average Number of Visual Elements in Net Loss Year Reports
■  Average Number of Visual Elements for the Company

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Mortis Tenneco

figure 3. Average Number of Visual Elements in Net Loss Reports Comparer 
With the Company Average

Tables. Individual companies use tables slightly more often during years of net 

loss than profit as shown in Figure 4. The statistical T-test confirms this finding; an 

increase in the number of tables in net loss reports is significant at the .05 level (p=.05). Of 

the 7 companies, 4 ( Alcoa, DuPont, GM, P. Morris) have more tables in their net loss 

reports than is average for all reports (see Figure 5). However, only 3 (Alcoa, DuPont, and 

P.Morris) have more tables in their net loss reports than is average for the respective 

companies (see Figure 6). For Alcoa, the 17 tables in companies 1992f represent its 

greatest use of tables for the ten-year period. Likewise, GM’s 19 tables in 1992f and Philip 

Morris’ 24 in 1993f represent the highest use of tables for those in this study. GM and 

Philip Morris, with the above counts, also have the highest number of tables for the 

respective years. In contrast, the three tables in IBM’s 1992f report represent the lowest 

number used by the company and the lowest number used in that year by any company.
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figure 4. Average Number of Tables in Net Loss and All Reports
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'igure 5. Average Number of Tables in Net Loss and All Reports by Company
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u3aH

□ Average 
Number of 
Tables in Net 
Loss Year 
Reports 
I Average 
Number of 
Tables for the 
Company

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Tenneco 
Morris

ngure 6. Average Number of Tables in Net Loss Years Compared to Average 
Number for the Indivdual Company

These findings indicate that the trend is to use more tables in net loss year reports. A 

detailed summary of the total number of tables by company and year for all companies 

appears in Table F-l, Appendix F, p. 195.

Photographs. The number of photographs declines in annual reports during 

years of net loss as shown in Figure 7, but this finding is not statistically significant 

(p=.14). All 16 reports have fewer photographs than the yearly average for each of the ten 

years examined, meaning that all companies use fewer photographs in net loss reports (see 

Figure 8). In addition, of the 16 net loss reports, 13 have fewer photographs than the 

company averages for that time period. As shown in Figure 9, only one company, 

DuPont, goes against this trend and has more photographs in its net loss year reports than 

is its average. Conversely, photographs are at their ten-year low mark for GM in 1992f, 

IBM in 1991f, Philip Morris in 1993t, and Tenneco in 1992f. Additionally, photographs 

are at a yearly low in reports from Alcoa 1985f, IBM 1991 f , and Tenneco 1992f. The
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trend here is to have fewer photographs in net loss year reports than in profitable ones. A 

detailed summary of the total number of photographs by company and year for all 

companies appears in Table F-2, Appendix F, pp. 196.
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"igure 7. Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss and All Reports
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Figure 8. Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss and All Reports by Company

□ Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss Year Reports
□  Average Number of Photographs in all Reports_______

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Morris Tenneco
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figure 9. Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss Years Compared to Average 
Number for the Indivdual Company

Figures. The number of figures follows the trend of photographs as figures tend 

to be fewer in years of net loss as shown in Figure 10.

□ Average Number in Net Loss Year Reports 
■ Average Number All Reports

Figures

'igure 10. Average Number of Figures in Net Loss and All Reports
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Based on a T-test, this finding is statistically significant at the .05 level (p=.02). Of the 16 

net loss reports, eleven have fewer figures than is average for all reports. Additionally, 12 

of the 16 net loss reports have fewer figures than their companies’ respective averages for 

the ten-year period. As shown in Figure 11, these differences mean that 5 of the 7 

companies (GM, IBM, Kodak, P. Morris, and Tenneco) have fewer figures in their net 

loss reports than is average for all reports, and 4 of the 7 companies (IBM, Kodak, P. 

Morris, and Tenneco) have fewer figures in net loss reports than is average for those 

companies (see Figure 12).

□ Average Number o f Figures in Net 
Loss Year Reports 

■ Average Number of Figures in all 
Reports

o 20 •

z  10

'igure 11. Average of Number of Figures in Net Loss and All Reports by Company

For several companies, their smaller number of figures during these years represents the 

fewest number of figures appearing in a company report for the 7 companies reviewed. 

For example, GM’s one figure in 1990f represents both the fewest number used by the 

company and the lowest number used by all companies reviewed for the year, as the 

average number of tables for 1990 is 20.8. This finding also applies to Tenneco in 1992f 

with two figures and Kodak in 1993t with 4 figures. Tenneco’s 4 figures in 1987f also
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represents the lowest number used that year, while IBM’s seven in 199If  is the low for 

that year. In contrast, Alcoa’s 52 figures in its net loss report for 1985f is both the most 

used by the company during 1985-1994 and the most used by any of the ten companies for 

that year. GM’s 15 figures in 1992t and Tenneco’s 28 in 1992f both represent the greatest 

numbers of figures in their companies’ reports for the respective years. Based on these 

findings, the trend is to have fewer figures in net loss year reports. A detailed summary of 

the total number of figures by company and year for all companies appears in Table F-3, 

Appendix F, pp. 197.

I

O Average 
Number 
of Figures 
in Net 
Loss Year 
Reports

■ Average 
Number 
of Figures 
for the 
Company

Figure 12. Average Number of Figures in Net Loss Years Compared to Average 
Number for the Indivdual Company

Individual Types of Figures in Net Loss Reports

Next, figures are subdivided into individual types. This list of individual types 

comes from the review of literature and combines information from sources on graphic
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communication and annual reports. The 19 individual types of figures included in the 

investigation for this research project is as follows:

(19) maps (Doris 1948, Schmid and Schmid, 1979; Lefferts, 1981; 

Horton, 1992).

Of these 19, scatter graphs and paired bar/column graphs do not appear in any of the 

reports. Also, in the ten-year period, the following figures appear, but not in years of net 

loss: six flow charts and eleven deviated and grouped bar/column graphs.

Some figures appear with relatively low representation in net loss years and are 

used much less often in net loss years than in profitable ones. These are

(1) one organization chart (GM 1992f), (Figure 13),

(2) two deviated bar/column graphs (IBM 1991t and 1992f), (Figure 14),

(3) two pictograms (Alcoa 1985f), (Figure 14),

(4) two maps (IBM 1992f), (Figure 14),

(5) three 100% bar/column graphs (Alcoa 1985t. GM 1992f), (Figure 13),

(6) three line graphs (Alcoa 1985f), (Figure 15),

(7) four time lines (Alcoa 1985t, Tenneco 1987f), (Figure 13),

(8) seven pies (Alcoa 1985f and 1992f, Tenneco 1987f), (Figure 15)

(I)line graphs

(3) column graphs

(5) scatter graphs

(7) 100% bar/column graphs

(9) grouped bar/column graphs

(II)  deviated bar/column graphs 

(13)histograms

(15) line drawings 

(17) organization charts

2) bar graphs 

4) pie graphs

6) surface graphs 

8) paired bat/column graphs 

10) divided bar/column graphs

12) pictograms

14) time lines 

16) renderings 

18) flow charts
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(9) eleven logos (GM 1990f, P. Morris 1993t), (Figure 14),

(10) twelve grouped bar/column graphs (Alcoa 1985f and 1992f, DuPont

1992f, IBM 199I f  and 1992f, P. Morris 1993f), (Figure 16),

(11) fourteen surface graphs (Alcoa 1985t and 1992f, Tenneco 19911 and

1992f), (Figure 15),

(12) fifteen renderings (GM 1991t and 1992f), (Figure 14), and

(13) twenty drawings (IBM 1993t, Tenneco 1987f and 1992f), (Figure

15).
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Q Total in Net loss Year Reports 
■Total in All Reports

J
Flow Chart 100% Bar/ 

Column
Organization

Chart
lim e  Line

"igure 13. Total Flow Charts, 100% Bar/Column Graphs, Organization Charts 
and Time Lines in Net Loss and All Reports

Figures popular in all reports but still used less in net loss years than profitable ones are

(1) divided bar/column graphs (Alcoa 1985f and 1992f, DuPont 1992f, 

GM 1992f, IBM 1991-1993f, Philip Morris 1993f), (Figure 17) 

and
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(2) bar graphs (DuPont 19921% Tenneco 199I f  and 1992f), (Figure 15). 

T-tests on two figures indicate no significant differences: divided bar/column graphs 

(p=.41) and grouped bar/column graphs (p= .36). Other types (except column graphs 

discussed below) of figures occurred in too few reports (four or less) to warrant statistical 

analysis. The most frequently appearing figures are the column graphs with a total of 420 

overall and 88 of those helping to convey information about net losses (Alcoa 1985f and 

1992f, DuPont 1992f, GM 1992f, IBM 1991-19931% Tenneco 1985-1987f and 1991- 

1992f). A T-test indicates that column graphs increase in net loss year reports at a 

significance of .01 (p= .003).
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J
Pictogram Rendering Deviated
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Figure 14. Total Logos, Maps, Pictograms, Renderings and Deviated Bar/Column 
Graphs in Net Loss and All Reports

Figure 18 shows a comparison of column graphs in net loss year reports to an average for 

all reports. Alcoa’s large increase in column graphs results from using 24 in their 1985f 

reports; average for the company is 8.8. A summary of the numbers of individual types of 

graphics by company and year for all companies, please see Tables G l-G l 1, Appendix G, 

pp. 198-204.
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□Total in Net Loss Year Reports
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Drawings Surface
Graphs Graphs Graphs

Figure 15. Total Numbers of Bar Graphs, Drawings, Surface Graphs, Line Graphs, 
and Pie Graphs in Net Loss and All Reports
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figure 16. Average Number of Grouped Bar/Column Graphs for Net Loss 
and All Reports
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ngure 17. Average Number of Divided Bar/Column Graphs in Net Loss anc 
All Reports by Company
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Figure 18. Average Number of Column Graphs in Net Loss and All Reports 
by Company

Sizes of Photographs and Figures in Net Loss Reports

An investigation of sizes of photographs and figures followed the individual 

numbers and types of figures in net loss years. Both sizes of photographs and figures vary
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greatly by company and by year, but only a few noticeable differences appear in each type 

for net loss years.

Sizes o f Photographs. Only four companies have differences in photographs, 

and these differences are found in only three years. In other words, many of these 

differences appear in like years for the four companies. Alcoa, in the MD&A section for 

1992f, has larger photographs than for any of its other years.

Likewise in 1993f, Philip Morris has its largest photographs of the Board of Directors.

For IBM the difference is the use of full page photographs in 1991-1992f in the narrative 

sections while full page photographs do not appear in any sections of other report years 

except the narrative of 1994. In contrast to the larger photographs of these companies, 

DuPont in 1992f used a smaller photograph in its letter to stockholders than any of its other 

years. Again, these differences are few and may be negligible in the final analysis. A 

detailed listing of sizes of all photographs for all companies by year appears in Tables H l- 

H10, Appendix H, pp. 205-235.

Sizes o f Figures. Sizes of figures vary more in net loss years than do the sizes 

of photographs, although the differences apply only to individual sections of the annual 

reports rather than to the report as a whole. For example, in 1985f Alcoa has smaller 

figures in the narrative than usual for its reports and in 1992f smaller figures in both the 

narrative and MD&A sections. IBM follows the trend of smaller figures in 199If  and 

1992f with smaller figures in the MD&A sections. The financial highlights section of 

Philip Morris’ 1993f report also has smaller figures.

In contrast, some companies have larger figures in some report sections during net 

loss years. GM uses larger figures in the narrative section of its 1991t report as does IBM 

in 1992f and 19931 and Kodak in 1993f. A summary of differences in sizes of figures in 

net loss years appears in Table 2 on the following page. A detailed listing of sizes of all 

figures for all companies by year appears in Tables 11-110, Appendix I, pp. 236-257.
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Subject M atter of Visual Elements in Net Loss Reports

The next item investigated was how the subject matter of those visual elements 

differs in net loss years. That data are presented here in three sections:

(1) tables,

(2) photographs, and

(3) figures,

as before focusing on the annual reports from net loss years.

Table 2. Sum m ary of Differences in F igure Sizes F o r Net Loss Years

Alcoa

v V* »-*>♦
i  w'.'.r* \r .£r‘T'_ ’•\~J5r.’'?

. vt > “s?- s
Kod ak ' ^  « >

-.'-I-.

£/£&'■

1985 narrative smaller

1992 narrative smaller

MD&A smaller

1991 narrative larger

1991 narrative larger

MD&A smaller

1992 narrative larger

MD&A smaller

1993 narrative larger

1993 financial highlights smaller

Subjects of Tables. Tables do not vary as much as do photos and figures. The 

major difference is the appearance of new topics in annual report tables, topics not found in 

reporting profits. For example, Alcoa’s 1992f MD&A section contains tables on lost 

work days, business units and the markets they serve, and design criteria for developing 

new alloys- topics not found in other year’s reports. IBM likewise has tables conveying 

different information in 1993f than in any other years. In its MD&A section for the first 

time, topics appear such as hardware sales; software, service, rentals, and financing; 

working capital; debt and equity, and cash flows. Philip Morris, in its 1993f report, adds
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a number of tables showing how Philip Morris compares to its competitors in the various 

market segments, showing itself to have the larger share of all markets discussed. It also 

includes tables to present the summaries of operating revenues and incomes by product 

category, subject matter appearing in only two of its other reports, both profitable years.

In contrast, some companies have fewer subjects covered in reports of net loss. 

DuPont omits the information about costs relating to and incurred in oil and gas producing 

activities in its 1992f report although that information is found in all reports for profitable 

years. Tenneco, after two year of net loss in 1985-1986f, condenses several tables about 

gas production and crude production into one table. This table is basically a general 

summary rather than the more specific tables of earlier years. Tenneco follows its own 

trend in 1991f and 1992f again offering only the more general overviews. A detailed list 

of topics of tables by company, year, and report division appears in Tables J1-J10 

Appendix J, pp. 258-282.

Subjects of Photographs. The subject matter of most photographs is of five 

major topics:

(1) manufacturing processes, equipment, and facilities;

(2) employees at work;

(3) domestic customers using products;

(4) international customers using products; and

(5) current and future products.

The few deviations in net loss years from these usual topics follow. Community Service is 

a topic of emphasis in Alcoa’s 1992f report, with relevant photographs appearing in the 

narrative section. Kodak won the Baldridge Award in 1993f and includes a photograph of 

it in the narrative section. Tenneco in 199I f  and 1992f has only photographs of the Chief 

executive officers and division heads, no products, and no customers. These are the major
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differences in photographed subjects. A detailed list of photograph subjects by company, 

year, and report section appears in Tables K1-K10, Appendix K, pp. 283-306.

Subjects of Figures. Figures appear in five of the six sections of corporate 

annual reports at some point during the ten-year period. The excepted section is the board 

of directors section that has photographs as visuals, if any at a ll Subject matter varies 

greatly, but most often relates to conveying numerical data about products, revenues, 

expenses, profits or losses, markets shares, raw materials, etc. Usually in reports of net 

loss, one finds use of a particular type of graphic to relay information not given in other 

years. For example, in DuPont’s 1992f report, a surface graph shows the reductions in 

hazardous wastes- a topic not appearing in any of DuPont’s other reports.

For Alcoa’s 1985f report, figures represent several subjects not covered in other 

years. Line graphs give an index of products, surface graphs show dollar exchange values 

for European monies, and time lines show significant aluminum developments for the past 

ten years. Energy-saving, good lighting is a new topic for Alcoa’s 1992f report, shown in 

a grouped column graph.

Differences in 1991-1992f for GM lie in the absence of any figures depicting 

financial information about the company’s yearly operations. No figures are present in 

1990f, only drawings of new technology appeared in 1991f, and in 1992f reports have 

drawings of the GM leaders in the letter to stockholders and narrative rather than the usual 

photographs. Maps are the item of difference for IBM in 1993f and convey information 

about IBM’s activities in North and Latin American, Europe, and the Asian Pacific.

Reports in 1993 contain figures representing new topics for two other companies as 

well, Kodak and Philip Morris. For Kodak, the 1993f report contains the only surface 

graphs and the only maps used in any of its reports. The surface graph focuses on the 

single-use camera industry, and the maps depict corporate locations for marketing sites, 

subdivision sites, research and development sites, and manufacturing sites. Both are topics
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not covered in other years’ reports. For Philip Morris, the topic is a narrowing price gap, 

represented by a grouped column graph.

Tenneco is another company with figures representing different topics in net loss 

year reports. Pie charts portray total assets in 1991 f, and columns compare earnings per 

share and operating cash flow in 1992f. Also in the 1992f and 1993f reports, stock prices 

appear in surface graphs. Considering Tenneco has five years of net losses in the ten-year 

period examined, not until the last of those years, in 1992, does a column graph show 

operating losses. The trend for changes in subjects is more pronounced for figures than for 

subjects of tables or photographs. Tables L1-L10 in Appendix L, pp. 307-344, provide a 

detailed listing of figure subjects by company, year, figure type, and annual report section.

Placement of Visual Elements Within Net Loss Annual Report Sections

Annual reports typically contain five major sections:

(1) financial highlights,

(2) letter to the stockholders,

(3) narrative or scope of operations,

(4) management’s discussion and analysis (MD&A), and

(5) board of directors.

Of these, the board of directors’ section has only photographs of board members, if it 

includes any visual elements. The other four sections, however, have all three categories 

of visual elements represented: tables, photographs, and figures. The following data, in 

order of report sections, relates to how the numbers of those visual elements vary within 

those sections during years of bad news.

Financial Highlights. This annual report section does not fluctuate in numbers 

of visual elements as much as some of the other sections, and companies are fairly 

consistent in their use of tables, photographs, and figures for the ten-year period. Slight 

differences include Alcoa’s six figures in 1985f and eight figures in 1992f and Philip
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Morris’ seven photographs in 1993t- These three companies’ reports all reflect increases 

in the numbers of those items for net loss years. As seen in Figure 19, tables, 

photographs, and figures appear less often in the Financial Highlights sections net loss year 

reports, but this finding is not statistically significant based on Chi-square analysis 

(p=.79).

Letters to Stockholders. Letters to stockholders, similar to the financial 

highlights section, vary little in changes found from year to year as most companies include 

a photograph(s) of the Chief executive officer(s) as the most commonly used item. The 

trend, similar to the Financial Highlights secdon, is to have fewer tables, photographs, and 

figures in net loss year reports ( as shown in Figure 20), but again, this finding is not 

statistically significant based on Chi-square analysis (p=.22). Some companies, however, 

do include visuals other than photographs in this section, and a few differences show up in 

net loss years.

n  N et Loss Years ■  Total

Tables Photographs Figures

rigure 19. Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in Financial Highlights 
Section For Net Loss and All Reports
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□ N et Loss 
Years

■Total

Tables Photographs Figures

ngure 20. Numbers of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in the Letter to Stockholders 
in Net Loss and All Reports

Alcoa in 1992f has an usually large number of photographs (eight with the average being 

two), while Tenneco has a large number of Figures for the same year (eight with the 

average being three). Looking at Tenneco’s five years of net loss, one sees that Tenneco 

goes against the trend of fewer visual elements and uses both more tables and figures 

during net loss years than profitable ones.

N arrative o r Scope of Operations. The narrative section contains more 

changes during net loss years than do the two previous ones; however, the overall result is 

fewer tables, photographs, and figures in net loss reports as shown in Figure 21. Chi- 

square analysis indicates that fewer tables and figures are close to being statistically 

significant at the 0.05 level p=.06). The changes are almost evenly divided between 

increased and decreased numbers of elements. Alcoa’s six photographs in 1992f represent 

not only the high number of photographs in this section, but the only ones in this report 

section for any of its reports.
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The five photographs in DuPont’s 1992f report also represent the most 

photographs in this section for any of DuPont’s reports. In 1992t, GM and Tenneco also 

have their highest numbers of photos for this section. In contrast, in 1992f GM has its 

lowest number of tables in all its reports with only ten. The same is true for IBM’s seven 

tables in 1991 f  and Tenneco’s lack of any tables in 1992f. Thirteen figures in 1992f 

represent GM’s greatest use in this section, while Tenneco has its lowest (none) in 1991 f.
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ngure 21. Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in the Narrative or 
Scope of Operations Section in Net Loss and All Reports

MD&A. The Management’s Discussion and Analysis annual report section has 

only one change in net loss years, and Chi-square analysis indicates no significant findings 

(p= .17). Alcoa’s 1985f report has a record high 35 figures for this section this year. 

Other years and other companies have only minor changes in visual elements for this 

section with tables, photographs, and figures appearing less in reports of net loss than 

profit (see Figure 22).
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SEC Guidelines and Their Effect on Annual Reports

This section presents findings related to the second hypothesis: the 1989 SEC 

m andate does not cause changes in the graphic communication in net loss year annual 

reports from 1990 to the present The Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) 

updated guidelines for annual reports in 1989 are aimed at getting companies to improve the 

quality of information in all reports.

□NetLoss Years 
■Total

Tables Photographs Figures

ngure 22. Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in the MD&A Section for 
Net Loss and All Reports

The SEC mandates that any information that may affect a company’s prospects for the 

future must be disclosed in the Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section of 

the report If an item can affect increases or decreases in the company’s future liquidity, it 

must be discussed in the MD&A section; however, the SEC mandate does not include any 

requirements for graphic communication.

The overall trend in graphic communication in years following the 1989 SEC 

mandate is a very small decrease in the average number of visual elements by year for all 

ten companies. From 1985-1989, reports average 62.18 visual elements, and for 1990-
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1994, they average 62.42, a difference of 0.25 visual elements. The number of tables for 

all companies increases after 1989 from 11.52 to 14.08, the number of photographs 

increases from 43.02 to 55, but figures decreases from 18.74 to 17.22 after 1989.

Characteristics Demonstrating Negligible Changes After 1989

Of the six elements examined that demonstrate negligible changes,

(1) typography, (2) layout,

(3) references and introductions, (4) captions,

(5) graphical integrity, and (6) annual report colors,

any changes that do occur are after the 1989 SEC ruling. These are presented 

earlier on pages 50-53 and will not be repeated here.

Changes in Actual Numbers of Visual Elements After 1989

For the seven companies with net losses during the ten-year period, the overall 

trend in the number of visual elements in annual reports is a decrease in graphic 

communication as a whole (see Figure 23) and within two of the three categories of visual 

elements: tables, photographs, and figures (see Figure 24). For companies with net losses, 

the average number of all visual elements in reports decreases from 46.5 for 1985-89 to 

40.8 after 1990-94 with five of seven companies using fewer visual elements in net loss 

year reports during this period (see Figure 25). However, Chi-square analysis indicates 

that this change is not statistically significant (p=.3). Four of the seven companies (IBM, 

Kodak, P. Morris, and Tenneco) also use fewer visual elements in net loss year reports 

after 1989 than is average for the respective 

company (see Figure 26).
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Figure 23. Average Number of Visual Elements in Net Loss and All Reports Before 
and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

H Average Number in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
D Average Number in All Reports Before SEC Ruling 
■Average Number in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
■ Average Number in All Reports After SEC Ruling

Tables Photographs Figures

'igure 24. Average Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in Net Loss and 
All Reports Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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B Average Visual Elements in N et Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
□  Average Visual E lem ents in Reports Before SEC Ruling 
■  Average Visual Elements in N et Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 

gO J □  Average Visual Elements in Reports After SEC Ruling
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'igure 25. Average Visual Elements in Net Loss and All Reports by Company 
Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Tables. As shown in Figure 27, the average number of tables increases in the net 

loss year reports after the 1989 SEC ruling (12.2 to 15.6), but not significantly based on 

Chi-square analysis (p=.5). Figure 28 shows that Alcoa, DuPont, GM and P. Morris 

have more tables in net loss year reports than is average for all reports. Likewise shown in 

Figure 28, of the two companies that experience net losses before and after the 1989 ruling, 

Alcoa follows this trend of more tables in net loss reports, but Tenneco uses fewer than is 

average for all reports. Examining individual companies’ reports reveals that Alcoa, 

DuPont, P. Morris, and Tenneco use more tables in their net loss reports after 1989 than is 

average for the respective company (see Figure 29).
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figure 26. Average Number of Visual Elements Compared to Average Visual
Elements for the Company Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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ngure 27. Average Number of Tables in Net Loss and All Reports Before and 
After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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H Average Number o f Tables in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
□  Average Number o f Tables in all Reports Before SEC Ruling
■  Average Number o f Tables in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling
■  Average Number o f Tables in A ll Reports After SEC Ruling

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Morris Tenneco

'igure 28. Average Number of Tables in Net Loss and All Reports by Company 
Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

B Average Number o f Tables in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
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■  Average Number o f Tables in in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
O Average Number of Tables for the Company After SEC Ruling

20 - -

S3a

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Tenneco
Morris

3igure 29. Average Number of Tables in Net Loss Years Compared to Average Number 
for the Individual Company Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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Photographs. The average number of photographs in net loss reports increase 

after 1989 (46.2 to 60.8) shown in Figure 29, but this change is not statistically significant 

based on Chi-square analysis (p=.5). All companies have fewer photographs in net loss 

reports after 1989 than is average for all reports (see Figure 31). Changes in individual 

companies’ photographs vary more as shown in Figure 32. As shown in Figure 32,

Alcoa, Dupont, and Kodak use more photographs in net loss year reports after 1989 than 

before, but their average number of photographs is still less than average for all reports of 

that period. GM is the only company in which the average number of photographs in net 

loss reports after 1989 is greater than its average of photographs for 1990-1994 (again, see 

Figure 32).

□  Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss Year Reports
M Average Number of Photographs in A ll Reports

Before SEC After SEC
Ruling Ruling

"igure 30. Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss and All Reports Before 
and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Figures. As shown in Figure 33, the average number of figures in annual reports 

decreases after 1989 from 19.2 to 18.3, and Chi-square analysis indicates this decrease is 

not statistically significant (p= .5). Four of the seven companies (GM, IBM, Kodak, and 

P. Morris) use fewer visual elements in net loss than is average for all reports after 1989.
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B Average Number o f Photographs in N et Loss Reports Before the SEC Ruling
0  Average Number o f Photographs in N et Loss Reports After the SEC Ruling
1  Average Number o f Photographs in N et Loss Reports Before the SEC Ruling 
■ Average Number o f Photographs in N et Loss Reports After the SEC Ruling

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Morris Tenneco

ngure 31. Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss and All Reports by Company 
Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

B Average Number of Photographs in N et Loss Reports Before the SEC Ruling 
□ Average Number o f Photographs for the Company After the SEC Ruling 
■ Average Number o f Photographs in Net Loss Reports After the SEC Ruling 
B Average Number o f Photographs for the Company After the SEC Ruling

60 - •

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P.Morris Tenneco

figure 32. Average Number of Photographs in Net Loss Years Compared to Average
Number for the Individual Company Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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Of the two companies with net losses before and after 1989, Alcoa’s figures in net loss 

year reports after 1989 decrease approximately 50%. Tenneco, on the other hand, has 

more figures in net loss reports after 1989 than before, and it has slightly more figures than 

is average for all reports (see Figures 34 and 35). As shown in Figure 35, individual 

companies’ reports reveal that only Alcoa and DuPont use more figures in net loss years 

after 1989 than is average for their respective companies. Likewise, only IBM and Tenneco 

show an increase in the average number of figures per company report after 1989. For the 

other five companies, overall use of figures decreases after 1989.

□ Average Number in Net Loss Reports 
_______W Average Number in All Reports ________

18 -•

16 --

|  1 4 - -

•SP 12 - • u.
O 1 0 -

! 8 - 
Z 6 - -

4  --

2 -  •

0 - -

ngure 33. Average Number of Figures in Net Loss and All Reports Before 
and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Changes in Individual Types of Figures After 1989

This trend of fewer figures extends to twelve of the individual types of figures in 

annual reports. Of the seventeen types of figures that appear in annual reports, only five 

appear more frequently in net loss reports after 1989 than is average for all reports for that 

period. As shown in Figure 36,100% bar/column graphs and renderings appear more 

often in net loss reports after 1989 than is average for all reports for that period. The same

Before SEC 
Ruling
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finding is true for bar graphs (see Figure 36), deviated bar/column graphs (see Figure 37), 

and surface graphs (see Figure 38).

B Average Number of Figures in Net Loss Repeats Before SEC Ruling 
B Average Number of Figures in all Reports Before SEC Ruling 
B Average Number of Figures in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
□ Average Number of Figures in all Reports After SEC Ruling

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak P. Morris Tenneco

figure 34. Average Number of Figures in Net Loss and All Reports by Company 
Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Of the twelve types of figures that appear less frequently after 1989, the following are 

noted:

(1) time lines appear in net loss reports only before 1989 (see Figure 35),

(2) organization charts appear in net loss reports only after 1989 (Figure

35),

(3) flow charts do not appear in net loss year reports (Figure 35),

(4) line graphs do not appear in net loss reports after 1989 (Figure 36),

(5) pictograms do not appear in net loss reports after 1989 (Figure 37),
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(6) maps and logos appear in net loss reports only after 1989 (Figure 37)

□Average Number of Figures in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling
□ Average Number of Figures for the Company Before SEC Ruling
■ Average Number of Figures in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling
□ Average Number of Figures for the Company After SEC Ruling

Alcoa DuPont GM IBM Kodak Tenneco
Morris

Figure 35. Averge Number of Figures in Net Loss Years Compared to Average 
Number for the Individual Company Before and After the 
1989 SEC Ruling

52 1.20

53 0.80

□ Average Number in Net Loss 
Reports Before SEC Ruling

□ Average Number in All Reports 
Before SEC Ruling

■Average Number in Net Loss 
Reports After SEC Ruling

□Average Number in All Reports 
After SEC Ruling

100% Renderings 
Bar/Column

Time Lines How Charts Organization
Charts

Figure 36. Numbers of 100% Bar/ Column Graphs, Renderings, Time Lines,
Flow Charts, and Organization Charts in Net Loss and All Reports 
Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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B Average in Net Loss Reports Before SEC 
Ruling

0  Average in AU Reports Before SEC Ruling

B Average in Net Loss Reports After SEC 
Ruling

□ Average in All Reports After SEC Ruling

Bar Graphs Line Graphs R e Graphs

"igure 37. Number of Bar Graphs, Line Graphs, and Pie Graphs in Net Loss and 
All Reports Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

(7) pie graphs appear less in net loss year reports after 1989 than before

(Figure 36),

(8) grouped bar/column graphs, divided bar/column graphs, and drawings

appear less in net loss year reports after 1989 than before (Figure 

38).

The most noticeable change is the decrease in the number of column graphs both in net loss 

reports and overall after 1989 (see Figure 39). This change is most noticeable because 

column graphs statistically appear more in reports of net loss than profit as reported earlier 

(see page 64).
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■ Average Number in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
B Average Number in All Reports Before SEC Ruling 
■Average Number in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
□ Average Number in All Reports After SEC Ruling

£  0.20

Deviated
Bar/Column

Pictograms Maps Logos

Figure 38. Number of Deviated Bar/  Column Graphs, Pictograms, Maps, and Logos 
in Net Loss and All Reports Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

B Average Number in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
B Average Number in All Reports Before SEC Ruling 
■ Average Number in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
B Average Number in All Reports After SEC Ruling

2.0 -

Grouped
Bar/Columns

Divided
Bar/Column

Drawings Surface
Graphs

Figure 39. Number of Grouped Bar/ Column Graphs, Divided Bar/ Column Graphs, 
Drawings, Surface Graphs in Net Loss and All Reports Before and 
After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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B Average Number in Net Loss 
Reports Before SEC Ruling

□ Average Number in All Reports 
Before SEC Ruling

B Average Number in Net Loss 
Reports After SEC Ruling

□ Average Number in All Reports 
After SEC Ruling

Column Graphs

-igure 40. Number of Column Graphs in Net Loss and All Reports Before and 
After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Changes in  Sizes o f Photographs and Figures A fter 1989

Of the four noticeable changes in the sizes of photographs discussed earlier, all 

occur after the 1989 SEC ruling. However, as only four changes occur, the effect is 

negligible. Sizes of figures change slightly more than photographs, as presented earlier, 

and all changes occur after 1989 except Alcoa’s smaller figures in the narrative (1985f).

Changes in  the Subject M atter of Visual Elements A fter 1989

As discussed earlier, the subject matter of tables, photographs, and figures does not 

change noticeably in net loss years. Further, all but two of the changes take place after 

1989. The two exceptions are Tenneco’s 1986f report and Alcoa’s 1985f report Again, 

with so few changes, their effects are negligible.

Changes in  Visual Elements W ithin the Annual Report Sections After 1989 

Examining the four major sections of the annual report shows the effects of the 

SEC ruling on the numbers of visual elements per section and any changes that occur after 

1989. Overall, the general effect is a decrease in visual elements after 1989, but this finding 

is not statistically significant (p= .5) (see Figure 41).
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O Average Number in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
El Average Number in All Reports Before SEC Ruling 
B Average Number in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
B Average Number in All Reports After SEC Ruling

Tables Photographs Figures

rigure 41. Average Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in Net Loss 
and All Reports Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Financial Highlights. Of the three types of visual elements, photographs do 

not appear in net loss reports before 1989, and net loss reports after 1989 have fewer 

photographs than is average for all reports (see Figure 42). The average number of tables 

in all reports increases after 1989, and the number of tables in net loss years is greater than 

the average before and after 1989 (see Figure 42). Although the average number of figures 

in all reports increases after 1989, figures in net loss reports are still fewer than the average 

(see Figure 42). Chi square analysis finds no significant changes (p= .85).

Letter to  Stockholders. As shown in Figure 43, the letter to the stockholders 

has tables only after the 1989 SEC ruling, and tables are used more frequently in reports of 

net loss than profit. Also shown is the change in the number of photographs in this 

section. Although net loss reports before 1989 had more photographs in this section than 

the average, after 1989 photographs decrease and are used less in net loss reports than is 

average for all reports. Although the overall average number of figures decreases after 

1989, figures appear more frequently in net loss reports than is average for all reports both
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before and after the SEC ruling (see Figure 43). Again, Chi square analysis yields no 

significant changes (p= .3).

H Average in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
□ Average in All Reports Before SEC Ruling 
■  Average in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
B Average in All Reports After SEC Ruling

Tables Photographs Figures

Figure 42. Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in the Financial Highlights 
Section Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Narrative/Scope o f Operations. In the narrative section of net loss reports, 

tables and figures appear less often than do photographs. Although the number of tables 

decreases slightly after 1989, the number of tables in net loss reports is greater than the 

average for all reports both before and after 1989 (see Figure 44). Conversely, as also 

shown in Figure 44, the average number of figures for all reports increases after 1989, but 

net loss reports have fewer figures than average both before and after the 1989 ruling. 

Average numbers of photographs, the most popular type of figure for this section, decrease 

slightly after 1989; however, the average number of photographs in net loss reports is 

approximately the same before and after the ruling (see Figure 44). Based on Chi square
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analysis results, these findings are close to being statistically significant at the .05 level (p= 

.06).

H Average in Net Loss Reports Before SEC Ruling 
B Average in A ll Reports Before SEC Ruling 
■  Average in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
B Average in A ll Reports After SEC Ruling

Tables Photographs Figures

igure 43. Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in the Letter to
Stockholders in Net Loss and All Reports Before and After the 
1989 SEC Ruling

M anagem ent’s Discussion and Analysis. In this annual report section, 

photographs appear only in profit years and increase slightly after 1989 (see Figure 45). 

The average number of tables in all reports increases only slightly, and tables in net loss 

reports increase after 1989 but are still fewer than the average for all reports. In other 

words, the average number of tables in net loss years increases after 1989, but tables still 

appear less often in net loss reports than is average before and after 1989(see Figure 45). 

Figures, on the other hand, change noticeably. The average number of figures in net loss 

reports decreases by over 50% after 1989. Moreover, the number o f figures in net loss 

reports is fewer than average after 1989 but is greater than average for all reports before 

1989 (see Figure 45).
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’igure 44. Average Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in the Narrative 
Section of Net Loss and All Reports Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling

H Average in Net Loss R epots Before SEC Ruling 
□  Average in A ll Reports Before SEC Ruling 
B Average in Net Loss Reports After SEC Ruling 
D Average in All Reports After SEC Ruling
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Tables Photographs Figures

"igure 45. Number of Tables, Photographs, and Figures in the MD&A Section
in Net Loss and All Reports Before and After the 1989 SEC Ruling
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Of the seven companies with net losses, five of them had more graphics in the 

MD&A section of the annual reports before the SEC’s mandate for improved disclosure: 

Alcoa, IBM, Kodak, Philip Morris, and Tenneco. DuPont and GM are the exceptions that 

have more graphic communication in MD&A after 1989, but for GM, the increase is in the 

number of photographs, and for DuPont photographs increase while figures decrease. 

Thus, graphic communication in net loss years does not increase after the 1989 SEC 

mandate.

C hap ter Highlights

A quick look at the major findings of this dissertation will serve as a review before 

moving on to the discussion.

Graphic Comm unication in  Net Loss Reports. Of the eleven 

characteristics examined, six that demonstrate negligible change during years of net loss are 

typography, layout, references, captions, integrity of graphical elements, and colors used. 

Of the sixteen net loss years, ten reports have fewer visual elements than the yearly average 

for the seven companies reports, and thirteen reports have fewer graphics per year than the 

company average for the ten years examined. Of the seven companies Alcoa, DuPont, and 

Philip Morris stand out as they use more visual elements in net loss reports than in 

profitable reports. The numbers of photographs and figures individually reflect decreases in 

net loss years, but the numbers of tables increase. Of the individual types, only column 

graphs and divided bar/column graphs appear more frequently in some companies’ net loss 

reports than is average for all reports. Subject matter varies more for figures than it does 

for tables and photographs, and sizes of figures change more in net loss reports than do 

sizes of photographs. Of the four major report sections, tables, photographs, and figures 

appear less often in reports of net loss than profit

SEC Guidelines and T heir Effect on Annual Reports. Of the six 

elements examined that demonstrate negligible changes, (typography, layout, references
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and introductions, captions, graphical integrity, and annual report colors) any changes that 

do occur are after the 1989 SEC ruling. The overall trend in graphic communication in 

years following the 1989 SEC mandate is a decrease in the average number of visual 

elements in net loss reports. However, Alcoa, DuPont, and Philip Morris stand out as they 

use more visual elements in net loss reports than in profitable reports both before and after 

the 1989 SEC ruling. The number of tables increases, but the number of photographs and 

figures decrease. Of the seventeen individual types of figures in annual reports, only five 

show an increased use in net loss reports after 1989 (100% bar/column graphs, renderings, 

bar graphs, deviated bar/column graphs, and surface graphs). Negligible changes are 

found in sizes of photographs and figures and changes in the subject matter of tables, 

photographs, and figures. The primary change in the graphic communication in the various 

annual reports sections of net loss reports after 1989 occurs in the narrative or scope of 

operations.

Analysis and discussion of these findings follow in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The discussion of the findings related to the different uses of visual elements in 

corporate annual reports during net loss years will focus on the two primary hypotheses:

(1) net losses do not cause decreases in the graphic communication in

annual reports and

(2) the 1989 SEC mandate does not cause increases in the graphic

communication in net loss year annual reports.

This discussion contains six sections for each hypothesis:

(1) elements that demonstrate no significant changes in net loss year

reports,

(2) changes in numbers of visual elements,

(3) changes in the types of individual figures used,

(4) changes in sizes of photographs and figures,

(5) changes in the subject matter of visual elements, and

(6) changes in the placement within the report of the visual elements.

Net Losses Do Not Change Six Characteristics

As reported in the previous chapter, six of the characteristics investigated have no 

changes in net loss years. These are typography, layout or placement of the visual element 

on the page, introductions or references to visuals, captions, graphical integrity, and 

colors. Of the six elements with no changes in net loss years, five are used in ways
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keeping with the published standard guidelines for document design and are summarize 

below; but the sixth presents a problem area.

Typography in annual reports of net loss years does not change from reports during 

years of profit Typography is consistent within a report with a minimum of different 

features. Many reports are in a serif typeface such as Times, a sans serif such as Helvetica, 

or a combination of the two with serif most often used for the text and sans serif for 

headings and visual elements.

Placement on the page is varied but with some pattern of organization within the 

various sections of the reports. Some companies’ annual reports have a consistency of 

layout from one to the next, helping readers remember where to find certain types of 

information. For example, several companies place the financial highlights table at the top 

of the page with related figures at the bottom. As the financial highlights section appears 

yearly and is usually first in the report, knowing where to look on the page benefits the 

reader.

Captions, graphic integrity, and colors are other elements that also present few or 

no problems. Captions or titles of visual elements are descriptive and informative, leading 

the reader to the focal point Graphic integrity is very high with only a few instances of 

information being omitted, usually from a figure. The most common problem is omitting 

percentages from pie graphs and exact numbers on bars/columns when presenting 

numbers in the millions. Colors are often bright, attractive, and useful for helping compare 

various aspects of the figures in which they are used. Perhaps one of the more interesting 

uses of color was in GM’s 1990-19921’ reports and DuPont’s 1992f reports. For GM 

and DuPont, the primary color other than black was blue, giving the reader the impression 

of a “bruised” company.

1 The “t” symbol indicates net loss year reports throughout this chapter.
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The sixth and most problematic characteristic investigated in these reports is the 

almost complete omission of any introductions or references to the visual elements 

included. Although the captions help readers identify the important points, readers are left 

on their own to determine the relationships between text and visuals. Thus, these annual 

reports go directly against one of the most commonly agreed upon guidelines for 

integrating text and graphics, and these omissions lead one to doubt a company’s intentions 

in placing the visuals in the report. This finding can certainly reinforce Paulson’s (1988) 

assertion that the visual elements are to distract the readers’ attention away from the bad 

news in the prose and financial statements. Moving from these six elements, discussion 

will focus on differences in annual reports during net loss years that are more prevalent.

Changes in Numbers of Visual Elements

The most obvious and overwhelming change in how visual elements are used in net 

loss reports is in the numbers of visuals appearing in the net loss year reports. Just short 

of being unanimous, most reports contain fewer total visual elements, and each of the three 

categories (tables, photographs, and figures) likewise reflect less use of visuals in bad 

financial years, although this finding is not statistically significant. These reports contained 

fewer tables, fewer photographs, and fewer figures in 81% of the net loss reports. To 

understand all the aspects involved in the financial losses, one would expect to find more 

visuals rather than fewer because readers need to understand what problems led to the 

financial downfall, and graphic communication can help readers understand complex 

relationships, make comparisons, and remember information that will enable them to make 

informed investment decisions as discussed in Chapter 2. Additionally, more graphic 

communication can help readers “picture” how the company plans for profitability in the 

future. More visuals will certainly be useful in showing the future projections for
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improvement as they are most useful in reflecting management’s goals (Rooney and Evans, 

1983).

Only Alcoa, DuPont, and Philip Morris have more visual elements than is average 

for all reports in net loss years, and only Alcoa and DuPont have more visual elements in 

net loss reports than is average for their respective companies. Because these three 

companies average more graphic communication in net loss years than in profitable ones, 

their reports indicate that they use more graphic communication to help readers better 

understand complex information, a concept supported by the literature. The other four 

companies consistently have fewer visual elements in net loss years than profitable ones 

and thus are less concerned with their readers being able to understand what caused the 

loss, and perhaps more important, what the forecast for the future is. Of the three types of 

visual elements, tables increase while photographs, and figures decrease.

Tables. Even though the average number of visual elements decreases in net loss 

year reports, the average number of tables increases. Four of the seven companies (Alcoa, 

DuPont, GM, and P. Morris) have more tables in net loss year reports than is average for 

all reports; however, only three have more tables than is average for the individual 

companies. The four companies that provide additional information in additional tables in 

net loss years help reader understand the financial aspects related to the loss. Although 

GM has more tables in net loss years than is average for all reports, it does not have 

consistently more tables than is average for the company in years o f net loss. GM, then, 

makes a smaller effort than the previous four companies in explaining losses to their 

readers. Other companies that go against the trend of more tables in net loss years are 

IBM, Kodak, and Tenneco; they make no additional effort to help their readers. By using 

more tables, companies can provide information to help readers decipher the financial 

issues; however, readers must sometimes work harder to find the information in a table 

than they might if it were in a figure.
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Photographs. The average number of photographs declines in reports of net loss, 

and all seven companies have fewer photographs in their net loss reports than is average for 

all reports. Only DuPont has more photographs in its net loss reports than is average for 

the company, but it does have fewer photographs in net loss reports than is average for all 

reports. Consequently, these companies must believe that photographs are not very useful 

in helping to explain net losses or forecasts for the future.

Figures. The average number of figures in net loss reports follows the trend of 

photographs; the average number of figures declines. Five of the seven companies have 

fewer figures than is average for all reports, and Alcoa and DuPont are the two exceptions. 

These two companies also have more figures in net loss reports than is average for the 

individual companies; thus, they are the only companies who attempt to help readers by 

including additional figures. As this decrease in the number of figures in net loss reports is 

statistically significant at the .05 level, the other five companies appear to have deliberately 

used fewer figures when net losses occurred, making no effort to help readers understand 

the loss. Changes in the individual types of figures appearing in net loss reports also 

occur as discussed in the next section.

Changes in  the Types of Individual Figures Used

Annual reports of both good news and bad incorporate a variety of figures. The five 

most popular figures in all reports in decreasing order of popularity are

(1) column graphs (40%),

(2) divided bar/column graphs (13%),

(3) bar graphs (7%),

(4) grouped bar/column graphs (6%), and

(5) surface graphs (5%).

The five most popular figures in net loss reports, again in decreasing order, are
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(1) column graphs,

(2) bar graphs,

(3) divided bar/column graphs,

(4) drawings, and

(5) renderings.

Of the five most popular figures, each occurs in profitable years as well as unprofitable 

ones. Because each of these five figures appears at least 200% more often in profitable 

years than in net loss years, companies are omitting the usual column graphs from net loss 

reports, leaving readers working harder, if indeed readers will make the effort, to 

understand the companies’ financial situation. Because column graphs appear 634 times in 

the 100 reports examined, but only 103 times in net loss reports, readers are left with much 

less graphic information to help them interpret the company’s financial situation. This large 

drop in the number of individual figures appearing in net loss reports also applies to the 

following:

(1) divided columns appear 317 times with 23 in loss years and

(2) bar graphs appear 112 times with 12 in loss years.

By using so few graphical figures in net loss reports, companies leave readers with a much 

more difficult task in analyzing the financial condition.

Of the reports studied, all but the five figures discussed above are used less in 

reports of net losses. And although it is true that a company might use one type of figure 

only in net loss years, other companies use the same figures in good and bad years. How 

charts do not appear in net loss reports although they do appear in reports of profit; this 

finding implies that companies have processes that readers need to understand only in years 

of profit and leaves one to wonder what companies are omitting in the net loss years. 

Because deviated bar/column graphs all but disappear in net loss reports, companies are 

avoiding the very graphic that shows negatives most effectively. In contrast, 100% bar/
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column graphs appear only in reports of net loss; here companies are using a graphic 

figure, but one that most reader will interpret far less accurately because 100% bar/column 

graphs rely on shading and color saturation, the least accurate perceptual task. Each of the 

following appears less than five times in the sixteen net loss reports examined: organization 

charts, pictograms, maps, 100% bar/column graphs, line graphs, and time lines, all figures 

that companies deem to be useful in profitable years. Pie graphs, logos, grouped 

bar/column graphs, surface graphs, and renderings each appear fifteen or fewer times in net 

loss reports while drawings appear twenty times, divided bar/column graphs appear 

twenty-three times, and bar graphs appear thirty times. Again, companies are leaving out 

some of the most useful types of graphics for helping readers analyze financial information, 

the very graphics they use generously in reports of profit

Although the total number of column graphs in all reports is much greater than the 

total number in net loss reports, column graphs appear statistically more often in net loss 

reports than the average for profitable reports (p=. 003). Thus, column graphs are the only 

figure that companies find more useful in reports of net loss than profit, and these are 

particularly effective for readers because column graphs are one of the most accurate 

perceptual tasks. Alcoa and Tenneco use noticeably more column graphs in their net loss 

reports than do the other five companies.

Other figures that appear only in net loss reports of one or two companies as 

opposed to all companies’ net loss reports are 100% bar/column graphs (Alcoa and GM) 

which are difficult to interpret, logos (GM and P. Morris) which are not useful for financial 

data; line graphs, pie graphs, and pictograms (Alcoa) which are useful for financial data, 

maps (IBM) which are useful for showing a companies plans for expansion or downsizing, 

drawings (IBM and Tenneco) which are useful for showing potential new products, 

equipment, or facilities; surface graphs (Alcoa and Tenneco) which are difficult to interpret; 

and bar graphs (DuPont and Tenneco) which are one of the easiest to interpret. Because
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Alcoa is one of the companies that has more figures in net loss reports than is average for 

all reports, finding that they use a wide variety o f figures in net loss years is not surprising.

Changes in Sizes of Photographs and Figures

Although the sizes of photographs and figures are different in some of the net loss 

year reports, the changes in size relate to an individual section within a report, not to the 

report as a whole. The differences are consistently inconsistent; they vary from section to 

section and report to report with no apparent pattern. Thus, size does not change as a result 

of a net loss. Smaller photographs or figures in the narrative section might appear for one 

net loss year and may not be seen in the same company’s reports for other losses. IBM, 

for example, used smaller figures in the MD&A sections of the 1991f and 1992f report, 

but not in 1993f. For the changes in photographs, the usual change in net loss years is a 

larger size such as found in Alcoa for 1992f and Philip Morris in 1993f. This change in 

size was not consistent as Alcoa’s 1985f report has the usual sizes of figures and 

photographs. These inconsistencies indicate that the changes in sizes of photographs and 

figures are irrelevant in determining if net losses cause changes in graphic communication 

in annual reports. An analysis of the changes in subject matter is much the same.

Changes in the Subject Matter of Visual Elements

The subject matter of tables and photographs varies little from good news to bad 

news years. A few companies include tables or photographs on topics not found in other 

years, but these changes do not adversely affect the overall reporting of the financial 

condition unless a company omits financial information. Companies sometimes focus 

more on products, market shares, and general overviews in tables and photographs rather 

than the financial losses incurred.

Although changes in the use of figures are more prevalent than changes in the use 

of tables and photographs, the figures generally convey some relevant information about
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the company and its financial condition. Alcoa’s aluminum developments, product 

indexes, and dollar exchanges in 1985 help to analyze where the company has been and 

how the current market is affecting operations. What these figures do not show, however, 

is how these factors influence the company’s future financial status, information that 

readers most surely want These findings about how the subjects of figures differ in net 

loss years apply to the other companies with net losses such as Kodak and Philip Morris; 

the information is relevant but it does not necessarily answer the readers’ question of 

“what will happen next year.” Again, as with the minor changes in sizes of photographs 

and figures, the relatively minor differences in subjects of visual elements in net loss year 

reports indicate that subject matter is irrelevant in determining if net losses cause changes in 

graphic communication in annual reports. The exception, of course, is the omission of 

necessary financial data with which readers analyze future prospects for profits.

Changes in Visual Placements Within the Annual Report Sections

Of the four annual report sections examined, only one had a significant number of 

differences in the numbers of visual elements in net loss years; narrative or scope of 

operations. For the narrative section, tables and figures appear less often in annual reports 

of net loss. For the financial highlights, letter to stockholders, and MD&A sections, no 

significant changes appear. Tables and figures appear more often than photographs in the 

financial highlights section of net loss reports while photographs appear more often than 

tables and figures in the letter to stockholders. In the MD&A section, tables and figures 

appear in net loss years, but photographs do not appear in reports of net loss.

Elements Unchanged by the 1989 SEC Ruling

As presented in chapter 3, six elements have negligible changes in reports of net 

loss: typography, layout or placement of the visual element on the page, introductions and 

references to visuals, captions, graphical integrity, and colors. Although the changes that
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do occur are after the 1989 SEC ruling, the changes have no discernible effects on the 

presentation of the companies’ financial condition. The problem of omitting introductions 

and references to visual elements changes only slightly after 1989. The introductions and 

references to visual elements in net loss reports that do occur appear in net loss reports only 

after 1989, but still these references and introductions may appear in only one section of the 

report, or only to certain visuals. No identifiable consistency in references to visual 

elements occurs after 1989; thus, references and introductions to graphic communication 

are negligible in determining how the SEC ruling effects net loss report

Changes in Numbers of Visual Elements After 1989

Because the average number of visual elements in net loss reports decreases after 

the 1989 SEC Ruling, as does the average number of visual elements in all reports, the 

ruling did not increase the use of graphic communication. However, not all seven 

companies follow this trend; after 1989 Alcoa has more visual elements in net loss reports 

than is average for all reports and has more visual elements in net loss reports than is 

average for the company. As seen before, Alcoa uses more visual elements to help readers 

understand losses. Although DuPont and GM have more visual elements in net loss 

reports than is average for all reports after 1989, they have no net loss years prior to 1989 

for comparison. This finding is not statistically significant, and the same is true for 

findings on tables, photographs, and figures.

Tables. The average number of tables in net loss reports increases after 1989, and 

tables now appear more often in net loss reports than is average for all reports whereas 

before 1989, tables appear less in loss reports than is average for all reports. Thus, 

companies are using tables more often in net loss years to help their readers now than they 

did before 1989. Only IBM, Kodak, and Tenneco do not follow the trend of more tables in 

net loss reports than in profitable ones after 1989. As seen before, these three companies
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reports reflect that these companies are less interested than the others in helping their 

readers. However, for Tenneco, the average number of tables in net loss reports now 

exceeds its average use of tables for that period. GM and IBM have fewer tables in net loss 

reports after 1989 than is average for their respective companies from 1990-1994.

Photographs. The average number of photographs in net loss reports increases 

slightly after 1989, but photographs still appear less frequently in net loss reports than is 

average for all reports. All of the seven companies use fewer photographs in loss reports 

than is average for all reports, and only GM has more photographs in net loss reports after 

1989 than is average for the company. Although the overall number of photographs 

increases after 1989, companies still do not rely much on them to help readers analyze 

losses.

Figures. The average number of figures in annual reports decreases after 1989, 

and the average number of figures in net loss reports is still less than the average for all 

reports. Companies are using figures less after the 1989 SEC ruling to explain their losses 

and relying more on tables. Only Alcoa and DuPont have more figures in net loss reports 

after 1989 than is average for all reports; likewise, Alcoa and DuPont have more figures in 

their net loss reports after 1989 than is average for their individual companies. However, 

for Alcoa the total number of figures in net loss reports decreases after 1989; instead of 

using more figures to disclose financial information about the company, Alcoa is now 

using less. As the average number of figures declines in net loss reports after 1989, twelve 

of the seventeen individual types of figures also decline after 1989.

Changes in  Individual Types o f F igures A fter 1989

Of the seventeen figures appearing in net loss reports, twelve appear less frequently 

in net loss reports after 1989 than before 1989; companies are omitting more of graphics 

that help readers than before. Of the remaining five, 100% bar/column graphs, bar graphs,
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deviated bar/column graphs, surface graphs, and renderings appear more often in reports of 

net loss than in ones of profit after 1989. With the increased number of bar graphs and 

deviated bar/column graphs, companies are making a greater effort to help readers interpret 

financial data because these two rely on the most accurate of perceptual tasks, comparing 

positions along a common scale. However, 100% bar/column graphs and surface graphs 

rely on less accurate perceptual tasks of comparing color saturation and shading as well as 

area. Of these five, only renderings, which appear only in net loss reports after 1989, do 

not help readers analyze financial matter, but perhaps show concepts of future products or 

facilities that companies project will help to improve the company’s financial position. The 

most noticeable changes are the decrease in the total number of column graphs in net loss 

reports after 1989 and the switch from being used more than is average in net loss reports 

to less than is average for net loss reports after 1989. Companies are not only using fewer 

column graphs in net loss reports after 1989, they are also using fewer overall. As column 

graphs are one of the most used figures in annual reports and the most accurate perceptual 

tasks for readers, this decrease indicates that companies do not want to help readers 

understand net losses.

Changes in Sizes of Photographs and Figures After 1989

As reported in the previous chapter, the noticeable changes in the sizes of 

photographs and figures occur after 1989 with the exception of Alcoa’s 1985f reports.

With so few changes, with none consistent within entire reports, and none consistent 

among reports, the changes in this characteristic are negligible.

Changes in Subject Matter of Visual Elements After 1989

Similar to sizes, all noticeable changes in subject matter in net loss annual reports 

occur after 1989 with the two exceptions of Alcoa’s 1985f and Tenneco’s 1986f reports.
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The changes after 1989 are minor; thus, those changes render this characteristic negligible 

in determining the effects of the 1989 SEC ruling on net loss annual reports.

Changes in Visual Elements Within Annual Report Sections After 1989

Three of the four annual report sections follow the overall trend of fewer visual 

elements in net loss year reports after 1989. The financial highlights section has 

photographs after 1989 whereas before 1989 no photographs appear in this section. 

Although companies are adding photographs to a section that summarizes financial data, the 

literature does not support using photographs for such summaries. These findings are not 

significant (p= .8).

In the letters to stockholders in net loss reports after 1989, tables now appear and 

appear with more frequency in net loss reports than is average for all reports after 1989. 

With this change, the company gives the appearance of offering more graphic 

communication to help their readers with financial analysis than before. Photographs in 

letters to stockholders appear more frequently in net loss reports than is average for all 

reports before the 1989 ruling; however, after 1989, photographs appear less frequently 

than is average for all reports of this period. This finding suggests that companies have 

fewer positive situations to show or do not care to emphasize them, but is not finding is not 

statistically significant (p= .3).

For the MD&A section of net loss reports after 1989, tables and photographs 

remain about the same as before 1989, but figures decrease in overall number and go from 

occurring more often in net loss reports than is average for all reports before 1989 to 

occurring less often in net loss reports than is average for all reports after 1989. Although 

these differences exist, they are not statistically significant (p= .6). Even though the 1989 

SEC ruling specifically discusses more complete disclosure in the MD&A section,
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companies do not use figures to accomplish this goaL Perhaps, as Paulson (1988) 

suggests, companies do not want readers to understand the financial condition.

Conversely, changes in the narrative section of net loss reports after 1989 are close 

to being statistically significant (p=.06). After 1989, the average number of tables and 

photographs in net loss reports decreases while the average number of figures increases 

slightly. Here at least, companies are making some effort to help their readers by using 

more figures to portray financial data graphically.

Summary

Companies use less graphic communication in years of net loss than they do in 

years of profit, leaving their readers with the more difficult task of analyzing financial data 

that is generally more complex without the benefit of the increased or at least the same 

amount of graphic communication. Although the 1989 SEC ruling indicates that 

companies should provide more complete disclosure in the MD&A section, they use less 

graphic communication in this section of net loss reports after the ruling than before, and 

the overall amount of graphic communication they use in this section also decreases. Only 

in the narrative section do the number of figures increase after 1989, and the increase is 

small. Although companies use slightly more graphic communication in this section, they 

still have less in the other sections and in the net loss reports overall. Conclusions follow 

in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS

Because companies spend great amounts of time and resources in producing annual 

reports for their stockholders, one would expect to find optimum use of every method of 

conveying information. Based on literature that indicates many readers, when reading 

annual reports, look only at the visual elements or look at them first, one would also expect 

optimum graphic communication. With this finding in mind, one would also expect 

graphic communication to differ in annual reports of net loss years because of the need of 

companies to show readers the outlook for the future and plans to improve their financial 

performances. Although companies may show an oudook for the future and a projection 

for improved performance in profitable years, these aspects are not so critical for readers as 

in net loss years because readers often make investment decisions based on what they find 

(or do not find) in the annual reports.

This study focuses on two hypotheses related to graphic communication in annual

reports:

(1) net losses do not cause increases in the graphic communication, and

(2) the 1989 Securities and Exchange Commission ruling on improved

disclosure does not cause increases in graphic communication. 

Testing these hypotheses required analysis of 12 characteristics of graphic communication 

in the annual reports of ten Fortune 100 companies for the years 1985-1994. The elements 

examined are as follows:
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(1) typography,

(2) placement on the page,

(3) introductions or references,

(4) captions,

(5) graphical integrity,

(6) colors,

(7) overall numbers of visual elements,

(8) num bers o f  tab les, photographs, and figures,

(9) individual types of figures used,

(10) sizes of the different types of graphic communication,

(11) information conveyed, and

(12) placement within the annual report sections.

Intermediate conclusions follow in two groups based on findings related to the two 

hypotheses listed above.

Graphic Communication in Annual Reports in Net Loss Years 

In annual reports of companies that experience net losses,

(1) graphic communication has no changes in typography, placement on the

page, introductions or references, captions, integrity, or colors.

(2) the average number of visual elements decreases.

(3) the average number of tables increases.

(4) the average number of photographs decreases.

(5) the average number of figures decreases significantly at the level

o f  0 .0 5 .

(6) of the individual types of figures,

(a) column graphs increase significantly in reports of net loss at the 

level of 0.01.
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(b) flow charts do not appear in net loss reports.

(c) 100% bar/ column graphs appear only in years of net loss.

(d) the remaining twelve appear less often in reports of net loss than

profit (organization charts, deviated bar/column graphs, 

pictograms, maps, line graphs, time lines, pie graphs, logos, 

grouped bar/column graphs, surface graphs, renderings, 

drawings, divided bar/column graphs, and bar graphs).

(7) the sizes of photographs and figures do not change.

(8) the subject matter of graphic communication does not change.

(9) of the four annual report sections examined, only the narrative or

scope of operations section comes close to having a significant 

decrease in the number of tables and figures.

Graphic Communication in Net Loss Reports After the 1989 SEC Ruling

In annual reports of companies that experience net losses after the 1989 SEC ruling,

(1) graphic communication has no changes in typography,

placement on the page, introductions or references, captions, 

integrity, or colors.

(2) the average number of visual elements decreases.

(3) the average number of tables increases.

(4) the average number of photographs increases slightly.

(5) the average number of figures decreases.

(6) of the individual types of figures,

(a) column graphs, grouped bar/column graphs, and divided

bar/column graphs decrease.

(b) the average number of column graphs is less than the average for

all reports.
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(c) five types appear more frequently in reports of net loss than

profit (100% bar/column graphs, bar graphs, deviated 

bar/column graphs, surface graphs, and renderings).

(d) bar graphs, renderings, maps, organization charts, and logos

appear only after 1989.

(e) line graphs, time lines, and pictograms do not appear after 1989.

(f) drawings decrease to be fewer than the average for all reports.

(7) the sizes of photographs and figures do not change.

(8) the subject matter of graphic communication does not change.

(9) of the four annual report sections examined, only the narrative or

scope of operations section comes close to having a significant

decrease in the number of tables and figures and increase in the

number of photographs.

A summary of these conclusions appears in Table 3 on the following page.

Effect of Conclusions on the Hypotheses

These conclusions lead to the rejection of both hypotheses. Of the 33 elements 

examined in the annual reports, 23 change when companies experience net losses. Of these 

changes, 18 were decreases in various aspects of graphic communication, indicating that 

most companies use less graphic communication in reports of net loss than they do in 

reports of profit. Therefore, net losses do cause decreases in graphic communication in 

annual reports. Of those 33 elements, fifteen change in annual reports of net loss after the 

1989 SEC ruling. Average numbers of total visual elements, photographs, figures 

decrease; column graphs and divided bar/column graphs decrease, and figures an tables in 

the narrative section decrease. Net loss reports for this period have increases in the average 

number of photographs, 100% bar/ column graphs, organization charts, maps, bar graphs, 

surface graphs, and renderings; and photographs in the narrative section increase.
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Table 3. Summary of Changes in Net Loss Annual Reports and Changes in Net Loss 

Reports After the 1989 SEC Ruling

Element C hanges in  N et Loss Changes in Net Loss R eports
Exam ined A nnual R eports A fter the 1989 SEC R uling

Typography no change no change
Placement on page no change no change
Introductions/References no change no change
Captions no change no change
Integrity no change no change
Colors no change no change

A vg.# o f  visual elements decreases decreases
Avg. #  o f tables increases increases
Avg. #  photographs decreases increases
Avg. number o f  figures decreases decreases

Individual figures
Column graphs increase decrease
Flow charts do not appear no change
100% b/c graphs only in  net lo ss  reports increase
Organization charts decrease only after 1989
Deviated b/c graphs decrease increase
Pictograms decrease no change
Maps decrease on ly  after 1989
Line graphs decrease no change
Time lines decrease no change
Pie graphs decrease no change
Logos decrease no change
Bar graphs decrease only after 1989
Grouped b/c graphs decrease less than average
Divided b/c graphs decrease decrease
Surface graphs decrease increase
Renderings decrease only after 1989
Drawings decrease no change

Sizes o f  photographs no change no change
Sizes o f  figures no change no change

Subjects o f tables no change no change
Subjects o f  photographs no change no change
Subject matter o f  figures no change no change

Annual report sections decrease in figures and 
tables in narrative

decrease in figures and tables 
and increase in photographs 

in narrative section

Key: Avg. = average, # =  number, b/c= bar/column
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Because three of the four overall averages decrease and because the individual types of 

figures that increase are not ones readers use most effectively, the net result of the ruling is 

a decrease in graphic communication. Thus, the 1989 SEC ruling on disclosure causes 

decreases in graphic communication in net loss reports after 1989 rather than the anticipated 

increase.

Conclusions About Individual Companies’ Annual Reports

Of the seven companies examined that experience net losses, four consistently have 

less graphic communication in annual reports of net loss than is average for all reports; 

these are GM, IBM, Kodak, and Tenneco. The three exceptions are Alcoa, DuPont, and 

Philip Morris. For these three companies, the average number of visual elements and 

average number of tables in annual reports of net loss are greater than in years of profit 

both overall and after the 1989 SEC ruling. For Alcoa and DuPont, the average number of 

figures overall and after the 1989 SEC ruling is greater in annual reports of net loss than in 

reports of profit.

Significance of Research for Annual Report Readers

Companies are not following the recommendations found in the literature. 

Companies do not introduce graphic communication or refer readers to it; however, the 

literature indicates that introductions and references are the most important in alerting 

readers what to look for and when to look The literature also suggests that more graphic 

communication helps readers understand factors leading to the losses and the forecasts for 

future improvements in companies’ financial condition; however, the majority of the 

companies examined use less graphic communication in reports of net loss rather than 

more. Likewise, literature suggests that more graphic communication will help readers 

understand how the more complete disclosures required by the 1989 SEC ruling affect the 

companies’ financial status, but instead of more graphic communication, companies
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respond with less. With fewer visual elements in annual reports in net loss years, readers 

have greater difficulty in identifying and interpreting the information found. Rather than 

being shown the important matters, readers are left to determine these on their own. 

Likewise, readers are left on their own to integrate the graphic communication with the text 

of the reports. And of course, left on their own, readers may miss important information, 

misinterpret what they find, or draw faulty conclusions.

Possible Areas for Future Research

During this project, several issues arose that make interesting questions for future 

research on graphic communication and on graphic communication in annual reports. These 

are as follows:

(1) Can one generally accepted, standardized set of guidelines for graphic

design be established?

(2) How does optical visual center of graphic communication differ from the

geometric center in annual reports, and does the optical visual center 

and geometric center relationship change during reports of net loss?

(3) What perceptions do the stockholders and other investors have of

graphic communication in annual reports?

(4) What effect do the changes in graphic communication in annual reports

of net loss have on the rhetorical structure of the graphic 

communication?

(5) What effect do the changes in graphic communication in annual reports

have on the rhetorical structure of annual reports overall?

(6) What are purposes of annual report designers in making the previously

identified changes in graphic communication in annual reports of net 

loss?
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(7) What is the optimum placement of graphic communication on the page

(layout) in corporate annual reports?

(8) Does the SEC need to establish guidelines for using graphic

communication in annual reports to ensure consistency from year to 

year and among all companies?

Two other questions arise from the conclusions presented above. The first relates 

to Paulson’s suggestion in 1988 that companies use graphic communication to distract the 

reader from bad news: Do companies deliberately use less graphic communication in annual 

reports of net loss to distract readers or cover up the bad news? The second relates to the 

conclusion that the 1989 SEC ruling does cause changes in net loss reports after 1989:

Does the fact that the companies in this study experience only four net losses before 1989 

effect the findings and conclusions of this study on the effect of the 1989 SEC ruling?
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Annual report-- printed document prepared by businesses to review and report to their 

stockholders and other interested parties the financial activities for the previous 

fiscal year. The annual report usually has five standard parts: financial highlights, 

letter to the stockholders, narrative or scope of operations, management’s 

discussion and analysis, and board of directors and officers.

Bad financial year— a corporate fiscal year in which the company lost money for whatever 

reasons. A bad financial year may include a year that was drastically improved 

from the previous year but still reflected a net loss.

Bar graph -- graph in which horizontal bars represent the amounts portrayed.

Charts-symbolic portrayals of processes and organizations, such as flow or organization 

charts. As used here, the term is not synonymous with the term “graph” because 

graph refers to portrayals of quantitative information by lines, bars, circles, etc.

Column graph — graph in which vertical bars represent the amounts portrayed.

Design-nonquantitative aspects of preparing graphics that the writer can manipulate, such 

as lettering (font and typeface), grids, ticks, scales, scale breaks, shading, and 

color. As used here, design does not include matters related to placement of 

visual elements on the page; placement falls under layout

Deviate or bilateral bar/column graph ~ graph in which a center zero line allows for

showing positive numbers to the right/top and negative numbers to the left/bottom.

Drawings-  representations of the appearance of an object, including the ability to show

sketched concepts, layers, internal components, or disassembled parts of an object.
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Figures— visual elements that include geometrical symbols and arrangements to help 

convey the data. As used here figures does not include tables, but does include 

graphs, charts, maps, pictogram, and drawings.

Flow chart — chart which shows the steps and movement in a process.

Graphs-  displays of numerical data in a visual format As here used, the term is not 

synonymous with the term “chart” which represents nonnumerical data.

Graphic communication— any independent visual element used to convey information 

including tables, figures, and photographs. As used here, the term is 

synonomous with visual elements.

Histogram — graph that is plotted similarly to column graphs with contiguous columns 

to compare two continuous variables.

Illustration— drawing that represents a realistic view of people, objects, or places, but is 

not as realistic as a photograph.

Integration— the process of incorporating graphic communication into the text so as to 

become an integral part

Integrity-  the quality of being accurate. As used here it refers to the absence of distracting 

grids and patterns, and accuracy of labels, scales, and scale breaks.

Layout— design of the page elements including text, graphic communication, headings, and 

any other component of the document that the writer can move or manipulate to 

change the overall appearance.

Line graph— graph with x and y axes on which dependent and independent variables are 

plotted and then connected by a line to show trends or movements over time.

Maps-  graphics that offer quantitative information by comparing differences in 

geographical locations.

Multiple bar/column graph-  graph in which the bars or columns are grouped together to 

compare several items over a period of time.
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100% bar/column graph-- graph in which the bars or columns are segmented with 

segments totaling 100 percent

Organization chart — chart which shows the interrelationships of employees, their levels of 

responsibility and authority.

Paired bar graph- graph in which bars have their bases in the center of the graph with bars 

extending left and right to compare two different and distinct variables.

Photoeraphs-exact representations of the appearance of something.

Pictogram-- graph which is designed similarly to bar or column graphs but uses picture 

symbols to represent the amounts rather than bars or columns.

Pie graph- circular graph divided into sections to show relationships of the parts to the 

whole.

Readabilitv~a subjective quality that reflects the relative ease with which a reader can 

read, understand, and use information presented either verbally or visually. As 

used here, it refers only to the surface elements as discussed by Fog. Based on the 

review of literature, no test currently exists for visual elements.

Rendering-- line drawing which represents the appearance of something which is not yet in 

existence.

Subdivided or segmented bar/column graph — graph in which bars or columns are divided 

to show percentages, allowing comparisons of multiple elements.

Surface graph —a graph constructed similarly to a multiple line graph with each area of 

information shaded. The top line represents the whole while the lines below 

represent the components; this graph is also known as a band graph.

Tables— displays of alpha or numeric information arranged in rows and columns.

Time line — graphic which shows the stages and steps in a project and when each is to be 

completed.
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Visual elements- any element that incorporates geometric shapes and arrangements and/or 

pictorial representation of data, including tables, photographs, and figures. As 

used here, visual elements, visuals, and graphic communication are synonomous.
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Table B -l. Spreadsheet for Recording Data from Annual Report;

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Photo on cover

# of colors
Photo on inside cover

# of colors
Total num ber of photos
Total num ber of tables
Total num ber of figures
Full page photos
Double page photos
Typography • serif o r sans serif
Financial Highlights Section

#  of pbotograpbs
#  of tables
# of figures
# of colors
Intro/ref. to visuals
relevant/dear captions
placement of visual on page
integrity of visuals

Ltr. to stockholders
# of photographs
# of tables
If of figures
#  of colors
intro/ref. to visuals
relevant/clear captions
placement of visual on page
integrity of visuals

Scope of operations/narrative
# of pbotograpbs
# of tables
# of figures
# of colors
inlro/ref. to visuals

relevant/clear captions
placement of visual on page
integrity of visuals

Continued

Os
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Table XXIII. Spreadsheet for Recording Data from Annual Reports Cont.

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Mgmt's Discussion and Analysis

# of photographs
# of tables
# of figures
# of colors
intro/ref. to visuals
relevant/clear captions
placement of visual on page
integrity of visuais

Board of Directors and Officers
# of colors

clearly labeled
Group Pictures
# of colors
clearly labeled
placement of visuals on page

Specific types of graphics
line graphs
bar graphs
column graphs

pie graphs
scatter graphs
surface graphs
100% bar/column graph
paired bar/column graph
grouped bars/column graph
divided bar/column graph
deviation bar/column graph
pictogram
histogram
time line
line drawing
rendering
organization chart
flow chan
maps
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Introduction to Appendix Tables

The tables in the following appendices summarize the data collected and analyzed 

for this dissertation and include all ten companies for the ten years examined. The tables 

organize the data by companies and years, and for some by sections of the annual report. 

The following key provides explanations for abbreviations, necessary because of the large 

amounts of data to be summarized.

Key: fc= full color
r=right 
p=page 
ss=sans serif 
dn= down 
T=top 
—>= across 
P=photos

Net Loss Years.

All net loss reports and relevant information are denoted by shading throughout the 

appendix tables.

No D ata

Throughout the tables, the single hyphen, indicates no data for that item in 

question. In other words, the item did not occur.

x= no 
l=left 
- =none 
t= text 
is=inside 
B=bottom
3d=three dimensional 
f=figure

y= yes
c=column
s=serif
gr= graphics
os=outside
M=middle
v=various
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COMPANIES
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Table D-l. Summary of Data Collected for Alcoa, 1985-1994 Continued (t=  net loss)

l l9 8 5 f 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 :1992f 1993
Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis - - - - - - - - ; • -

# of photographs <0 0 0 0 0 14 14 , 0 0
# of tables .- '5 ' 5 7 5 4 5 4 4 6
#  of figures ■" 35 10 11 17 10 18 19 4
# of colors • '8 4 4 7 7 fc+14 Pfc,F7 '15 4
intra/ref. to visuals : . ;-.;3 t 4 1 41 3 1 2 1 3 t X , ' I t X
relevant/clear captions V V V V V V * * V
placement of visual on page &fB - > *7 f  -->  D *7 osc fB ,P C r T ~ > , rc >  r c osc
integrity of visuals >v ■ no#c no#c strange DO#C no#c no#c

Board of Directors p - - - - - - b -
Individual Pictures - ■ - - - - - -

S ’  * ‘
-

# of colors - - - - - -
f*  I 1 -

clearly labeled '■ - - - - - - • -
Group Pictures * • - - - - <« '3 -
#  of colors - - - - - - ,v ,f c -
clearly labeled - - - - - - f  ^ -
placement of visuals on page - • - - - - - a last page ; -
full page photos i f  t o 2 0 9 2 10 7 $ J f 9  “ t 0

Specific types of graphics 
line graphs 3 ; 3 3 3 4 2 ' 3
bar graphs - - - - - i -
column graphs i-v-24. 5 8 8 10 10 7 »'**10 

r - 3 r
3

pie graphs 3 7 2 1 5 5 3 1
scatter graphs - - - - - - ? - -
surface graphs 5 - - - 2 - -

l e V 1'
-

100% bar/column graph : 2 - - - - - - f t -
paired bar/column graph - - * - - - * 1 - r < -
grouped bars/column graph -:V' 5 c 4 c 3 c 3 c 5 c 5 c 2 c t  2c -
divided bar/column graph 6 c 8 c 6 c 4 c 7 c 5 c 8 c U 8 c  ' 1 c
deviation bar/column graph ■ : 2 grouped 2 grouped - - - - e ■
pictogram .2  ■ 2 - - - - 4 -
histogram - • - - - - - v;.;- ‘ ■ -
time line l - - - - - - -
line drawing v - 3 * 2 3 5 , -v ‘ 11
rendering 
organization chart . : . : : : . .

flow chart • - 3 - - - - -
spot map - - 1 - i - 2 * -

*7 tAext, f  ~> B; *8 singles - rc T , 2 on p - T & B

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, l=lefl, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=lext, gr=graptiics, dn=down, is=inside 
T=lop, Cr=cenler, M=middle, B=Dollom, ->=across, 3d=three dimensional, F=full, v=various, f=ngures, l=laliles, I’rphntos, os=oulside
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Table D*2. Summary of Data Collected for DuPont, 1985*1994 Continued ( |=  net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Il992f 1993 1994
Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis - - - - -

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# of tables 2 2 2 2 2 10 1 9 , 1 1
# of figures 1 4 6 5 8 4 5 f "5 3 0
# of colors 3 8 8 6 10 3 4 3 4 -

intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X X
relevant/clear captions 1 V V V V V V

* rcTB *
V V

placement of visual on page Trc BCrtisc V V V V rc T -> -
integrity of visuals no#c no#c no#c no#c no#c no#c V no#c

Board of Directors - - - f t  - ' - -

Individual Pictures - - -
r \  '  iv i

- -

#  of colors - - - - -

clearly labeled - - - - -

Group Pictures - - - ft '  * ' < • -

# of colors - - - - -

clearly labeled - - - i t '1 -  I , - -

placement of visuals on page - ■ -
-  *  " ^ - -

full page photos 0 8 0 0 4 0 6 7 0
Specific types of graphics 

line graphs . . 5 . w t e p . 1
bar graphs - - 12 10 ,  10 , - -

column graphs 24 14 15 15 8 2 3 *  2 10 10
pie graphs - 1 2 5 -

' . J S
- -

scatter graphs - - - .. .! .'4 - -
surface graphs - - 4-3d $ \ - -
100% bar/column graph 
paired bar/column graph ;

■ ■ •

grouped bars/column graph - 1c, Id Id Id Id lc 2c ^ .  2c jj 2c -

divided bar/column graph Ic lc lc lc 7c lb .lc 3c
t
t * J

lc -

deviation bar/column graph - 2c 2c 2c - - -
pictogram - - - - -
histogram - - - : •. •• .• • - -
time line - 3 • ■ - -

line drawing - 6 -
1 0  f

- -
rendering 
organization chart

- • *
1

’

flow chart - - - . -  - ■;' * -

map - - - - 5 -

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, H eft, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=lexl, gr=grapliics, dn=down, is=inside 
T=lop, Cr=cenler, M=middie, B=Bol(om, -->=across, 3d=three dimensional, f*=full, v=various, f=figurcs, t=tabfes, P=photos, os=oulside
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Tabic D-3. Summary of Data Collected for Exxon, 1985-1994 (t= net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Photo on cover 9 S l V V S l S l S l S l V Sl

# of colors fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc
Photo on inside cover X X X X X X X X X X

# of colors - - - - - - - - - -

Total num ber of photos 24 20 16 17 26 22 28 20 15 8
Total num ber of tables 24 20 18 17 17 14 15 15 15 15
Total num ber of figures 23 23 23 24 21 17 8 7 13 18
Full page photos 0 5 0 0 1 2 7 0 1 1
Double page photo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Financial Highlights Section

# of photographs 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
ft of tables 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
# of figures 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 4 4 4
ff of colors fc fc fc fc+5 fc fc 4 5 3 4
Intro/ref. to visuals X X X Tno.c yes X X X X X X

relevant/dear captions 9 V V V sl sl s) V sl sl
placement of visual on page across p across p across p across p acrossp BC r FT1 F T  --> T ->l T —>1
integrity of visuals V V V noffc V 1 noffc noffc noffc noffc

Ltr. to stockholders
ff of photographs 1 2 2 2 5 1 1 1 1 1
# of tables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ft of figures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ff of colors fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc
inlro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X X

relevant/clear captions V V V si V V V •v V V
placement of visual on page B C r l p 1 c 1 c rc,  r p V T1 c r p B l i p B c r r p Tl ,  1 p B r, r p
integrity of visuals V V V V V sl V V Sl Sl

Scope of operations/narrative
# of photographs 22 16 13 15 19 20 27 19 14 7
ft of tables 8 8 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0
# of figures 10 10 10 13 12 0 0 0 6 11
ft of colors fc+5 fc+6 fc+A fc+7 fc+7 fc fc fc fc+5 fc+8
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X 2 c

relevant/clear captions V si si si sl sl V sl V sl
placement of visual on page Bv f r c f l c f l c B ~> V V V V V

integrity of visuals noffc noffc noffc noffc no#c V V Sl V noffc
typography- serif o r sans serif s,ss s,ss s,ss s,ss s,ss s,ss s,ss s,ss s,ss s,ss

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r= right, l=left, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,l=text, gr=grapliics, dn=down, is=inside 
T=lop, Cr=center, M=middle, B=Bottom, ->=across, 3d=three dimensional, F=full, v=various, f=figures, l=lables, P=pliolos, os=oulside
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Table D-3. Summary of Data Collected for Exxon, 1985-1994 Continued (t=  net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# of tables 1 I 1 3 3 3 3 3
# of figures 10 10 10 8 6 14 3 3 3 3
# of colors 5 5 5 5 7 6 6 6 5 7
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X X

relevant/clear captions V V V V V V •v V V V
placement of visual on page T r, B —> T r, B --> T r, B —> B ~ > B —> *3 B 1/2 ~> mid rp mid rp mid rp
integrity of visuals no#c notfc no#c no#c no#c no#c no#c no#c no#c no#c

Board of Directors
Individual Pictures - - - - -
# of colors - - - - -
clearly labeled - - - - -
Group Pictures - - - - -
# of colon - - - - -
clearly labeled - - - - -
placement of visuals on page - - - - • -
full page photos 0 5 0 0 2 7 0 1 1

Specific types of graphics
line graphs 2 w/c 2 w/c 2 w/c 3 w/c 2 w/c 2 w/c - 1 2
bar graphs - - - - - -
column graphs 1 - - - 3 3 4 8*
pie graphs - - - - - - - 1
scatter graphs - - - - - * -

surface graphs - - - - - - - 2
100% bar/column graph - - - - - - -
paired bar/column graph - - - - - - - *
grouped bars/column graph 3 c 3 c 4 c 5 c 5 c 4 c 2 c 2 c 2 c 2 c
divided bar/column graph 16c 16c 16c 16c 13 c* 10c*2 1 c* lc * lc* lc *
deviation bar/column graph 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar - - - - -

pictogram - - - - - * - -

histogram - - - - - - -

time line - - - - - - - -

line drawing - - - - - - -

rendering - - 1 * - * -

organization chart - - - - - - *
flow chart - - - - - * -
map - - - - * - -

•with one line; *2 with 2 lines; *3 8/p B—>

Key: fcsfull color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, l=left, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,l=text, gr=grapltics, dn=down, is=inside 
T=top, Cr=centcr, M=middle, B=Bottom, ~>=across, 3d=three dimensional, F=full, v=various, f=figurcs, t=tables, P=photos, os=outside
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Table D-4. Summary of Data Collected for General Electric, 1985-1994 Continued ( fs  net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis - - - - - - - -

# of photographs F F F F F F F F F F
# of tables 6 5 7 3 5 3 3 3 3 3
# of figures 15 9 9 9 11 10 9 9 9 11
#  of colors 10 5 9 7 9 5 6 7 7 8
intro/ref. to visuals allt,10f allt,5f all t X lch,3t 31,2f 6 of 12 2t 3t,2ch 21,If
relevant/clear captions V V V V V V V V V ■v
placement of visual on page rc, Blp V fB IpBr.rpTr *3 V isBp.osTB isBp.osTB isBp.osTB isB.osTB
integrity of visuals no#c no#c no#c V no#c no#c V V no#c

Board of Directors
Individual Pictures 17 19 18 18 19 19 16 16 15 17
# of colors fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc

clearly labeled V V V V V V V V V V
Group Pictures - - - - - - - -
# of colors - - - - - • - -
dearly labeled - - - - * - - -
placement of visuals on page rw--> rw~> 3rw-> 3rw-> 2rw-> 2rw-> *4 3rw-->]p 3rw-->lp 3rw-->

Specific types of graphics
line graphs - - - - - - - -
bar graphs - - - - - • * •
column graphs 7 5 3 6 7 6 5 7
pie graphs - - - - - - - -
scatter graphs - - - * - - ♦ -
surface graphs - - - - - - - -
100% bar/column graph - - - - - - - -
paired bar/column graph - - - - - - - -
grouped bars/column graph lc, 1A - 2c 2c 7c 2c 3c lc lc lc
divided bar/column graph 3c,IB 2 3c 2c 2c lc 3c 6c 4c 3c
deviation bar/column graph lc.lC 2C lc - lc - - - -
pictogram - - - - - - - -
histogram - - - - - - - -
timeline - - * - - - - -
line drawing - - - - - * - -
rendering - - - - - - - -
organization chart - - - - - - - -
flow chart - - - - - 1 - - - -
map - - - - - - * - - *

*3Brclp,TBrcrp; *4 2r-->T2p

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, l=lefi, c=colurnn, p=page, na=not applicable, s=scrif, ss=sans serif,t=text, gr=grapliics, dn=down, rw=row 
T=top, Cr=center, M=middle, B=Botiom, —>=across, 3d=threcdimensional A= 1 group divided: B=ldivided deviated: C=1 group deviated
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Table D-5. Summary of Data Collected for General Motors, 1985-1994 ( t -  net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 *1990f ll9 9 1 t 1992f 1993 1994
Mgmt's Discussion &  Analysis

# of pbotograpbs 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# of tables S 2 5 7 10 9 '.7 V 7 13 13
# of figures 0 0 8 0 0 0 • 0 ^  - 0 4 4
# of colors - fc 3 ■ - • ■. • - • - 3bw/blue 3
intro/ref. to visuals •v X X X X X X X X

relevant/clear captions V V V V V V V V
placement of visual on page V T r c r p rc V V - V V
integrity of visuals V V noffc i V V V V 1 V V

Board of Directors
Individual Pictures exec com exec com exec com 18 20 • e ■ . , -
# of colors fc fc fc fc fc -
clearly labeled V - V V V V \ .f V  > -
Group Pictures - - - - t -
# of colors - - - - s  * - / -
clearly labeled - - - - ' . Jt'WT v.'-. •• • :a* ^ -
placement of visuals on page T—> - row — > T r 3 row --> ;^row — >ji -

# Full page photos 2 0 15 16 1 13 .1 0 ^  1 0 0
Specific types of graphics 

line graphs . . . . I/''.':/?-,*: "ri 
> * “

^

1 1
bar graphs * - - - -  f f- - -
column graphs - - 7 2 - i J - 'V < f  ; 1 , 2 2
pie graphs 1 1 1 - i ;.• • • • • V  * - -
scatter graphs - - - - 1- - -
surface graphs * - - 1 l cf-.:*.»>£? . - /a 1 - -
100% bar/column graph - - - - i/c,* • -
paired bar/column graph * • • - *> • ‘ „,-,t 1 t‘W  • 1 - *
grouped bars/column graph - - - - ; ? - I * -
divided bar/column graph - - - - - S f l c  | - 1 c
deviation bar/column graph - - * l c 1 .. - - "  - "  , 1 c 1 c
pictogram - * - 1 )' ■ - - *
histogram - - - • • V ' \ • - -: : . - -
time line - - - • - r. ::»■! t-..". " i - *
line drawing 2 - • 2 * 1 - - -
rendering - - - 1 2 - 1
organization chart - - - - - • --r * »v r2 "*vv * •
flow chart - - - - - : • ■ - *

ntap - - - - - , - * . - - -

logo • - - 4 - i • ' 8 *

Key: fc=fu!l color, x=no, V=ycs, t=righl, l=left, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=text, gp=grnphics, dn=(town, is=inside 
T=top, Cr=cenler, M=middle, B=Bollom, ->=across, 3d=thrce dimensional, F=full, v=various, f=figures, t=(ables, I'-pliolos, os=outside
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Table D-ti. Summary of Data Collected for IBM, 1985-1994 (t= net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 U991t !l992f ll993f ' 1994
Photo on cover y V V V y V ..'■X :\X y X

# of colon fc fc fc fc fc fc - ,fc -
Photo on Inside cover X X X y V X „ .■* 41ft, 1 V

# of colors - - - fc 4 - fc
Total num ber of photos 26 22 18 38 28 30 8 10 >18 39
Total num ber of tables 8 7 7 3 17 7 <6 t 3 '15 14
Total num ber of figures 13 13 7 9 8 25 7 '8 8 22
Full page photos 5 5 5 5 10 0

f 1 " ^ ‘ 9 fc
* 4 5

Double page photo 0 0 0 0 0 0 f >0 , ro  * <0 0
Financial Highlights Section t A { * /  - ! ■■ ■ P ’'ss,7; 4

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 0 V  r 0  to  «
• T i

0
# of tables 1 1 1 1 1 1 f  2 > 1 1
# of figures 2 2 2 3 3 3 «3 } « 3 0 0
# of colors 4 3 3 2 3 3 . 3 1 ' 4 )

- f f 1
y  M

-

Intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X I  AX 1 X

relevant/clear captions V V y 1 11 V v . V i P V V v  f y
placement of visual on page fB fB fB 3 --> B 3 —> B 3 —> B 3 - > B  3 ^ 8 ^ C rp  J T 2 /3 -
integrity of visuals y V V V V V o * «■v ^  i v y  < ~ n , ‘ i V

Ltr. to stockholders 
# of photographs l 1 I I 1 I 1
# of tables 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  r0 P Ov ') 0
# of figures 0 0 0 0 0 0 * ‘ ! o  i  ; , o  , v 4  ̂* 7
# of colors fc fc fc fc fc b/w p »fCjv/ ' i  \fC ^  fc+3 * fc+8
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X '  *  X X 4 X

relevant/clear captions V V V y V V V  , V 
i  ITr.rp  ̂ ‘l‘Trc,rp

} W * y
placement of visual on page Bis Tic Tlrp Tlrp 1 Bl

r ‘ ^  f I
V

integrity of visuals V y y y V y 3/ '  ^  V node . y
Scope of operations/narrative 1 4 S( '  *

# of photographs 25 21 17 36 26 29 7  a 9 17 38
8 of tables 0 0 0 0 0 0 i o  r  * o 0 0
#  of Figures 0 0 0 1 0 18 0 0 4 10
# of colors fc fc fc * fc fc fc fc fc+3 fc
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X X

relevant/clear captions 
placement of visual on page

y
V

V
V

V
v

V
*3

*2
V

not all 
v

v  - y  -  y
T l/2 rp V “'!4Fp..#e'f'  v v  ,

y
V

integrity of visuals V V V V V V y • • w t ." y  ■ y
Typography- serif or sans serif s s s,ss s.ss s,ss s,ss s s s,ss s.ss

* P fc, maps-4; *2 captions/none detailed; *3 P v, maps tCi2p

Key fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, l=lefl, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=texl, gr-grophics, dn=down, is=inside 
T=top, Cr=center, M=middle, B=Botlom, —>=across, 3d=lhreediinensioaal, F=full, v=various, os=outside

Continued
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Table D-6. Summary of Data Collected for IBM, 1985-1994 Continued (t= net loss)

Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis
# of photographs
# of tables 
# offigures 
ft of colors 
intro/ref. to visuals 
relevant/clear captions 
placement of visual on page 
integrity of visuals

Board of Directors 
Individual Pictures
# of colors 

clearly labeled 
Group Pictures
# of colors 
clearly labeled 
placement of visuals on page 
full page photos

Specific types of graphics 
line graphs 
bar graphs 
column graphs 
pic graphs 
scatter graphs 
surface graphs 
100% bar/column graph 
paired bar/column graph 
grouped bars/column graph 
divided bar/column graph 
deviation bar/column graph 
pictogram 
histogram 
time line 
line drawing 
rendering 
organization chart 
flow chart 
map
shaded map

*4 18 cartoon images
Key: fc=full color, x=no, yes, r=right, 1=
T=top, Cr=center, M=middle, B=Bottom,

1985

0
4
11
8

2 graphs 
V 
v 

nolle

3c
lc

1986

0
4
5 
7 
x 
V 
v

nolle

2c
lc

1987

0
4
5 
8 
x 
V 
v

nolle

1988

0
0
5
4
x
V

T->rctp
node

1989

0
16
2
5
x
V

osrprc
V

1990 i il991 f 11992t t1993f

10

3-c
2-c

2c 2c 2c
lc lc  lc

0
4
4
4
x
V

Tic
V

3-c

2c
2c

18

0 0
^ 2 ^ % 0

4 \ 3
5 ' 6

X".

, foscj ci fosc •

0
12
0

31
V 
v
V

f ?  i

s& ' ■
w 3 5) 

j
? ) A* i-,/
11 deviated tl  deviated ~ 
 ̂ 2c ' 2c 

lc  “ lcr I

lc  •

deft, c=column, p=page, s=scrif, ss=sans serif,t=text, gn=graphics, dn^down, is=insidc 
—>=across, 3d=thrue dimensional, F=full, v=various, os=outsidc

1994

0
11
0

X
V

across
V

lc

♦ 4

oo
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Table D-7. Summary of Data Collected for International Paper, 1985-1994 (t=  net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Photo on cover V V V* X V V V V V X

# of colors fc fc 4 - fc fc fc fc - -
Photo on inside cover X X X X X X X X X X

# of colors - - - - - - - - - -
Total num ber of photos 34 29 26 18 23 18 39 85 38 56
Total num ber of tables 5 2 1 6 8 16 10 10 13 13
Total num ber of figures 10 13 26 21 21 24 16 18 21 19
Full page photos 6 15 1 0 16 17 14 12 25 5
Double page photo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
financial Highlights Section

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
#  of tables 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
ft of figures 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 6 3 4
# of colors - - - - 4 6-fc 8 13 9 8
Intro/ref. to visuals X - - - - X V X X X
relevant/dear captions V V V V V V ■I V V V
placement of visual on page T1 Tp T—> Bl/2p fclpCrc fCrp lp4—>B *2 3—>B B—>
integrity of visuals V V •V V V no#c no#c nottc

L tr. to stockholders
# of photographs 2 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 8
# oftables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# of figures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ft of colots fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc b/w
intro/ref. to visuals X X - - X X X X X X
relevant/clear captions V V V V V V V V V V
placement of visual on page Tl/2 Fpl T3/4p osc 3/4pCris lcCr is Tl/2isctp lcCr Crp
integrity of visuals V V V V V V V V V

Scope of operations/narrative
# of photographs 32 25 25 13 19 19 18 30 25 13
# of tables 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 of figures 7 10 22 12 9 7 5 5 15 0
tt of colon fc+6 *3 fc fc 9 fc+11 fc fc fc+15 fc
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X X
relevant/clear captions V V V V V V V V V V
placement of visual on page 2f/lp v V osc V Trc v v v V
integrity of visuals V V V V *4 no#c V V nottc V

Typography- serif o r sans serif s,ss 0 ss s ,ss s s s,ss s,ss s s,ss

* with raised drawings; *2 3->T, Blp; *3 photos fc, f-2 ea; *4 no % on pies, no ft on bars

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r=riglit, l=left, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=text, gr=graphics, dn=ilown, is=insiile 
T=top, Cr=center, M=middle, B=Bottom, —>=across, 3d=three dimensional, F=full, v=various, f=ngures, t=tables, P=photos, os=outsidc

Continued
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Table D-7. Summary of Data Collected for International Paper, 1985*1994 Continued (t=  net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 6 11 46 0 25
# of tables 1 1 0 4 7 13 9 9 10 10
# of figures 3 3 3 8 7 13 7 7 4 15
# of colors 4 greens 4 4 4 7 fc+8 fc fc 10 fc+4
intro/ref. to visuals *5 X X X X X X X X X

relevant/dear captions V V V V V V V V V V
placement of visual on page t in text rcrp osrcrp V fit in text V *6 Be V

integrity of visuals V V V no#c no#bar no#c V V no#c no#c
Board of Directors

Individual Pictures 0 0 X X X X 9 -
# of colors - - - - - fc fc -

clearly labded - - - - - V V -

Group Pictures 0 1 X X - 7 0 3
# of colors - fc - - fc - fc - fc
clearly labeled - V - - - V - i
placement of visuals on page - full p r - - T2/3rp - V all 1 p all 1 p
full page photos 6 15 1 16 17 14 12 25 5

Specific types of graphics
line graphs 5 - - - - - -
bar graphs - - - - 14 - - -
column graphs 1 13d 2*3d 8 6 3 5 4 4
pie graphs - 103d 10 - 5 7 5 5 5 -
scatter graphs - - - - - - -
surface graphs - - - - - - - -
100% bar/column graph - - - - - - - -
paired bar/column graph - - - - - - - -
grouped bars/column graph - - - - 1 c - - -
divided bar/column graph 3c I bar 2 bar 3c I -3d - 8 c 8c 7 c 12c 12c
deviation bar/column graph - - - - - - 1 c 1 c 1 c
pictogram - - - - - - - -
histogram - - - - - - - -
time line - - - - - - - -
line drawing - - - - - - - 1
rendering - - - - - - - -
organization chart - - - - - - - -
flow chart - - - - - - - -
distribution map - - - - 2 - - 1
overall view with illustrations - - 13 12 - - - -

*4lab yes, fig no; *6 f is c , photo facing p

Key: fc=fu11 color, x=no, V=yes, r=riglit, l=left, c=colunin, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,l=lexl, gr=graphics, dn=down, is=inside
T=lop, Cr=center, M=middle, B=Botlom, ->=across, 3d=threc dimensional, F:=full, v=:various, f=figurcs, l=lables, P=pl»otos, os=ou!side ^
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Table D-8. Summary of Data Collected for Eastman Kodak, 1985-1994 (t= net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993f 1994
Photo on cover vl V 9 9 V 9 V V ..V W( cutouts)

# of colon fc fc 3 fc fc fc fc fc r  fc ;':l fc
Photo on Inside cover X V X X X X V 9 ;y . w ' ' J •f ■ t.y  • • r 

V "ifc S-i
X

#  of colors na fc na na na na fc fc na
Total num ber of photos 40 70 35 48 53 22 55 58 43 | 78
Tola] num ber of tables 10 9 9 9 14 13 8 8 ■ 9 i 7
Total num ber of figures 10 7 7 7 8 6 4 4 4 4
Full page photos 4 4 8 5 7 6 4 0 . 5 2
Double page photo 
Financial Highlights Section

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0  4

, y-.u
0

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4
3 n

1
# oftables 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 *
0 ’ d

1
# of figures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# of colors 0 0 0 0 0 0 fc fc *fc i ! 1
Intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X
relevant/clear captions V 9 V V V V V V -V . j X
placement of visual on page Tl/2 ~> Tl/2 ~> T C tr T l/2 --> T2/3--> T2/3—> V V v ?< rc /rp
integrity of visuals 

L tr. to stockholders
V V V V ■v V V V

J
V

# of photographs 2 3 1 4 2 2 4 4 3
# of tables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O' ; 0
# of Figures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •o  n 0
# of colors fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc - fc  f i fc
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X * / ] X
relevant/clear captions V vl V V V V V 9 V
placement of visual on page B ~>,T~> V T1 T ~ > T B Cr,l p Tl/2 TCr.M Cr CrT,B >B 1, r p  j T l/2
integrity of visuals 

Scope of operations/narrative
V V V V V V V 9

m J

35 t

•v

# of photographs 37 65 32 28 39 20 40 43 66
# of tables 0 0 0 0 5 4 0 0 l ! 0
ft of figures 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 , 4 4
# of colors fc/4 fc fc fc fc/3 fc fc fc '  fc/3 6
inlro/ref. lo visuals X X X X X X X X .■ X 1 X
relevant/clear captions V V V V 9 V V V

h  ’ v ,  > !
V

placement of visual on page V V V V V* V V V v*2
integrity of visuals no ft on c V V V V V 9 V V 9

Typography- serif o r sans serif s s s s s s t=s/gr=ss s,hcads=ss' t=s/gr=ss' t=s/gr=ss

*Tables=T r, *2 Fig=lp,lc

Key: fc-fu ll color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, l=lefl, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serift!=lexlt gr=graphics, dn=down, is=inside
T=lop, Cr=center, M=rniddle, B=Boltom, —>=across, 3d=three dimensional, F=full, v=various, f=figures, (=lablcs, P=photos, os=outsidc

Continued 'r ‘
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Table D-8. Summary of Data Collected for Eastman Kodak, 1985-1994 Continued (t= net loss)

Mgmt's Discussion &  Analysis

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 U 993f. .

;,

1994

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# of tables 7 7 8 8 8 7 6 6 ■ .si 5
# of figures 7 7 7 7 7 6 4 4 ‘-."■s,to H i 0
# of colors 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 6 ip 0
intro/ref. to visuals X X X 2t 2t 3t It X X
relevant/clear captions V i1 V V V V V r * ? V
placement of visual on page lc osc os c osc osc os c V is c •/. .• ;v V
integrity of visuals 

Board of Directors
no # on c V V V V V V V • ; . w

: .- f:; r i
no # on c

Individual Pictures 1*3 1*3 2*3 16 3*3 1*3 1*3 1*3 X
# of colors fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc na
clearly labeled V V V V V V V V na
Group Pictures X X X X X X X X 1
# of colors na na na na na na na na v V^na fc
clearly labeled na na na na na na na na V
placement of visuals on page 

Specific types of graphics
T C T r T r rows --> rows dn T r B r T ic

r 1 •-  t i i

TCtr

line graphs - * - - - - - - -
bar graphs - 4 - - - - 3 - ' -
column graphs 7 4 4 5 4 - 3 3-3d
pie graphs - - - - - - - * 1 -3d
scatter graphs - - - - - - - • t ‘• 4 -
surface graphs - - - - - - - ■

r
-

100% bar/column graph - - * - - * • - -
paired bar/column graph * - • - - - - - -
grouped bars/column graph - - - - - - - - -
divided bar/column graph 3(c) 3(b) 3(c) 3(c) 2(c) 2(c) 1(c) Me) < -
deviation bar/column graph - - - - - - - *

w n ^ -
pictograin * • - - - - • - r } -

histogram - * - - - - - - -

timeline - - - - - - - - -

line drawing * - - - - - - - -

rendering - - - - - - - - -
organization chan - - - - • - - - ♦
flow chan - - - - - - - - *•: -
map 2 - - - - - - - -

*3oew board members only
fc=full color, x=no, 'j-ycs, r=right, l=left, c=co]umn, p=page, na=not applicable, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=lexl, gr=graphics, iln=(lown, is=insiile 
T=top, Cr=cenler, M=middle, B=Boltom, ->=across, 3d=threedimensional, F=full, v=various, f=figures, t=lables, l^pliolos, os=oulside
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Table D-9. Summary of Data Collected for Philip Morris, 1985-1994 (t= net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 il993 t 1994
Photo on cover V X 1 i V . ' , 'x - V

# of colors fc fc fc na fc fc fc fc ina fc
Photo on Inside cover X X X X X i X X ... -VV . X

# of colors na na na na na fc na na na
Total num ber of photos 33 60 43 54 74 70 56 67 :25 . 38
Total num ber of tables 4 2 2 2 13 15 5 6 V .124--..; 13
Total num ber of figures 16 14 14 20 19 17 12 13 22
Full page photos 5 0* 5 4 9 9 9 0

I s s i•• l< • ip t f

0
Double page photo 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Financial Highlights Section 

#  of photographs 0 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 4
# of tables 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

' 7 J

5
# of Figures 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 6
# of colors na fc fc na na na 7 6 fc, 8
Intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X X

relevant/clear captions V V V V V V V V #
placement of visual on page --> various various --> " > ~> in.cov.** in.cov.** vjin.cov.*1?; various
integrity of visuals 9 9 V V 9 V no # on b no # on b fn o # p n b ] #

Ltr. to stockholders 
# of photographs 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1
# of tables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 ^ : 1 0
# of figures 12 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 5 k 2
# of colors fc,5 7 8 9 fc,9 8 fc fc 5Vfc,-5 v fc,7
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X V '- ix , ’ ’ -'! X
relevant/clear captions V V V 9 # V V # •t />■#". V
placement of visual on page fig —>B --> B —> B rc ,rp rc, rp rc B r .T r T l c r p ilnsidecTB T-->
integrity of visuals V no # on c no # on c no# one no # on c no # on c V V ’ V ' < 

■■ ;13 i

V
Scope of operations/narrative

# of photographs 5 28 15 32 50 48 35 47 16
# of tables 0 0 0 0 11 10 0 1 V - 9 0
# of Figures 4 5 5 11 10 9 4 10 10 ; 14
# of colors fc,2 fc,6 fc,5 fc,IO fc,9 fc,9 fc,5 fc ,ll fc,4 ; fc,7
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X X X x ; X

relevant/clear captions # V V V V V V V V- v V
placement of visual on page Figures B figures B figures B outside c various rc B inside c various ffiguresT.I

’ • V •
T —>

integrity of visuals V no # on c no# one no # on c no # on c no # on c no # on c no # on c V
Typography- serif o r sans serif s s,ss heads s.sslitles s,ss gr s,ss gr s, ssgr s, ss gr s, ss gr - s, ss gr • ss, s heads

*6 pages have only multiple photos, **in.cov=inside cover

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, relight, l=lefi, c=colunin, b=bar, p=pagc, s=scrif, ss^sans serif,t=text, gr=graphics, 
T=lop, Cr^center, M=middle, D=Dottoin, ->=across, dn=down, 3d=ihrec dimensional
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Table D-9. Summary of Data Collected for Philip Morris, 1985-1994 Continued (t= net loss)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 !l993f
Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis

# of photographs
# of tables ■ . •  ••
# of figures A > ii

# of colors
intro/ref. to visuals
relevant/clear captions * J
placement of visual on page 1
integrity of visuals i

- r*Board of Directors
Individual Pictures V V V V V V V V ’,** ' i l
# of colors fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc •v- •- L ■ • • *1 i”, tna * *

clearly labeled V V V V V V V na i
Group Pictures X X X X X X X X

W  iAfc’i f
, \

# of colors na na na na na na na na
clearly labeled na na na na na na na na
placement of visuals on page 3 rows-> 3 rows~> 3 rows~> c d n p cdn  p cdn p cdn p cdn p vanous d

Specific types of graphics 1 M /t*  J:j
line graphs 
bar graphs 2 1
column graphs - 5+7w/line 4+7w/line 5+4w/line 4+4w/line 3+4w/line l+3w/line 1+lw/line
pie graphs 3 3 4 5 t > - K » |

iscatter graphs - -

surface graphs 9+6w/line 3 33 1 i
100% bar/column graph - - '  - i
paired bar/column graph - - ,  V
grouped bars/column graph - - lc Iv
divided bar/columa graph - 2 c 3c 5 c 5 c 5c 3 b, 2 c 2 b, 3 c . . 2 b J
deviation bar/column graph - - sftm v;t
pictogram * -

histogram - - *

time line - - "  * >

line drawing - - ■;  -  •. M

rendering - -

organization chart - •

flow chart - -

map - - %
logos - • 10

* divided and grouped columns

1994

V
fc
V
x
na
na

1
5
8

3

2 c
lc*

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, l=left, c=coluinn, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans scrif,t=lext, gr=grapliics, dn=down 
T=top, Cr=center, M -riliddle, B=Bollom, -->=across, 3d=diree dimensional oo

VO
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Table D-10. Summary of Data Collected for Tenneco, 1985-1994 (t=  net loss)

il985 t '<• 1986f i 1987f 1988 1989 1990 11991f tl992 t 1993 1994
Photo on cover : .X v ~'X . . X V V V W V : ■ *xart • vi (4) vi

# of colon • - fc fc fc ■g&w i many ’ fc fc
Photo on Inside cover X • • :.x . * X X V X ...vi 8b&w . X X

# of colon ■■ ■ ■ - fc - " •b & w  ’ \ J < r - -
Total num ber of photos 20 27 26 37 36 40 H6 d 46 35
Total num ber of tables ,9 9 9 14 11 11 .11 5 4 4
Total num ber of figures 5 1 ,4 " 4 6 8 15 + ' „2 , v 28 17 30
Full page photos r 2 :  ” 1 ,2 6 6 6 0 <0

'■ ° a .

6 11
Double page photos )  °  1 W v * " "1 0 0 0 . ^ 0 0 0
Financial Highlights Section : V - - - - - -

#  of photographs .  0 ,  i to" 0 0 0 0 f 0 0  i 7 4
# of tables '" i '  2 ' 2 2 1 1 2 "2 } 

i0
2 2

# of figures 0 0 '  * ‘ 0 0 2 3 2 6 15
#  of colon 0 ^ ‘1! 1 1 < - 6 3 7 1 6 5 & fc
Intro/ref. to visuals ’ ' ’-X. -x ’ >*■ - - - &t ‘ • Jk« 1

" V  *
V X

relevant/dear captions y ,  - V vf vf v ... Bp V
placement of visual on page v-> p -> P ’ -> p ~>p -> p figB--> r.Tfiginc

r ~> l ’
V figrcrp

integrity of visuals W . > V ■J v/ vi no%onpies V i vi V
Ltr. to stockholders , : 4 - - - - - - -

# of photographs 2 ■ 5 3 1 1 1 0
# of tables 0 • r > °  t •< >0 0 0 0 1 ' «0 ' • r 0 * ** 0 0
# of figures 2 2 ' 2 . 0 0 0 \< '0  r 8 1 0 2
# of colon fc+2 _ fc+2 ‘ ifc+2 fc fc fc |grcy  & w ■4 (bright) fc 2
intro/ref. to visuals X X X X X X V - -
relevant/clear captions vi' V V V vf V fe vy '  V i V •V
placement of visual on page PT3/4 P T  outside .‘T  outside. outside c B r 3/4 p T 1/2 ip ,> M lc botlic.'J rc rp Cpg
integrity of visuals , V V-w- V V V r* ^ Vi V

Scope of operations/narrative i - - - 1 I- '  ’ • .  V - -
# of photographs 18 24 21 22 21 35 i fc 7 ‘ 0 M 38 30
# of tables 5 5 5 ■ 7 7 8 11 * 0 0
# of figures ■ 3 ; 2 , ‘ 2 6 6 12 >» 19 < 11 14
# of colon fc+3 fc+3 .fc+2 ' fc+3 fc+2 fc+6 b&w fc+2 fc+2 fc+11
intro/ref. to visuals • • x X . . X- X X X * x< X X X
relevant/clear captions • V f vi V V vi. vf ‘ V V
placement of visual on page m-b-rc-Bl grTB . grTB various Trc grrcip ; outsidecftoutside til various various
integrity of visuals W V ■ V V V V V vi vi

Typography- serif o r sans serif s, ss-maps s,Pss s, P ss s, Pss ss ss ss sw /ssgri sw/ ssgr sw/ssgr

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, r=right, l=lcfl, c=column, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=text, gr=graphics, dn=down 
T=top, Ci^center, M=middle, B=Bollom, —>=across, 3d=lhree dimensional, P=pholo

Continued

voo
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Table D-10. Summary of Data Collected for Tenneco, 1985-1994 Continued {t= net loss)

!198S| il986f il987f 1988 1989 1990 :1991t il992f 1993 1994
Mgmt's Discussion & Analysis - - - - .. ., - -

# of photographs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0 0
# of tables 1 1 " • I . 3 0 o : o 0 0
# of figures •0 0 0 0 0 0 *0 lO1 0 0
#  of colors 0 0 • 0 - 0 - 0 0 - -
intro/ref. to visuals X X V X - r . -i. -s.:.';, - -
relevant/clear captions •W : W • ^  : V V - - -
placement of visual on page • i full p • . full p x2 fullpx2:' Bp B - - -
integrity of visuals \ 1 ' V • ' V V - - -

Board of Directors • r ‘ 5 - - - v i  * ” - - -
Individual Pictures - - < m - -
# of colors - . ' * ~ *>*5 - . .
clearly labeled J - - -c * * - -
Group Pictures - ■ * • f * * i - -
# of colors 
clearly labeled . ■ -' - '

■
; ■

• •

placement of visuals on page y - .  ■ - - * - v  y - -
full page photos .0 8 f 0 . 0 4 0 - 6 ^ e - i  * 5 t 7 0

Specific types of graphics 
line graphs f  -

■ m m

. 5 . 1
bar graphs - 12 1 1 i o v * n i o ' * r - -
column graphs ;■ 24 14 is  ; 15 8 2 " 3 ‘ 2 10 10
pie graphs ■ 1 - ‘ , $ 2 5 - * ■’

i !
« * " LjSft^ * '  '

- -
scatter graphs ' - - - - -
surface graphs ": • V - - . 4-3d V  4-3d - -
100% bar/column graph - - f '- v c - . . - -
paired bar/column graph - -

" V t  .  *■'
- -

grouped bars/column graph
.

- - * -

divided bar/column graph - - - -
deviation bar/column graph ’ - - : i  ’7 ' - -

pictogram - - rn-m ' . ■■■•■ - -
histogram - - - - -
time line ' 3 - - - - -
line drawing 6 : - - - 10 - -
rendering ■ < - - - * - -
organization chart * - - 1 •
flow chart - - - - - V - -
distribution map - - - . *• ; - -

symbols - - - - ‘ - 5 -

Key: fc=full color, x=no, V=yes, n=right, l=lcft, c=coluinn, p=page, s=serif, ss=sans serif,t=texl, gr=graphics, dn=down 
T=top, Cr=center, M=niiddJe, B=Bottorn, ->=across, 3d=three dimensional

►—*
VC
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APPENDIX E: TABLE 1. TOTAL NUMBER OF VISUAL ELEM ENTS BY

COMPANY AND YEAR
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Table E-l. Total Number of Graphic Elements by Company and Year

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Alcoa 70 67 40 49 92 82

DuPont 58 43 82 57 56 80

Exxon 71 63 57 58 64 53

GE 83 86 79 64 80 65

GM 42 40 121 89 102 / 69 .

IBM 47 42 32 50 53 62

Int. Paper 44 44 53 45 52 58

Kodak 60 86 51 64 75 41

P. Morris 53 76 59 76 106 102

Tenneco 34 43 39 57 55 66

Average per 

Year 56.2 59 61.3 60.9 73.5 67.8

Key: shading signifies net loss years

Average per
1991 1992 1993 1994 Compai

96 71 39 46 65.2

65 70 40 66 61.7

51 42 43 41 54.3

73 74 77 76 75.7

52 44 45 60 66.4

21 .21 ' :';':<4i-W 75 44.4

65 113 72 88 63.4

67 70 56 V; 89 65.9

73 86 63 73 76.7

29 34 67 69 49.3

59.2 62.5 54.3 68.3

VO
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APPENDIX F: TABLES 1-3. SUMMARIES OF NUMBERS OF 

TABLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND FIGURES BY YEAR AND COMPANY
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Table F-l. Companies' Yearly Tables

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Alcoa £; 8 10 8 6

D upont 15 13 13 14 14

Exxon 24 20 18 17 17

G E 8 6 8 4 6

G M 9 8 7 11 14

IBM 8 7 7 3 17

In t. P aper 5 2 1 6 8

K odak 10 9 9 9 14

P. M orris 4 2 2 2 13

Tenneco 9 9 9 14 11

T ota l /Y r 100 84 184 88 120

A verage/Y  r 10 8.4 18.4 8.8 12

Key: shading signifies net loss year

1990 1991 1992

10 8 lli: <17
l-V;): - -

21 12 ! 115 • " '•

14 15 15

4 5 5
<7 ’ ■,

10 >10 ’ 19

I
7  6 J ..... 3

16 10 10

13 8 8 1

15 5 6

11 ' 11 5

208 90 103

20.8 9 10.3

A verage by 
Com pany

1993 1994

13 11 9.9

11 12 14

15 15 17

5 4  5.5

16 17 12.1
■ •• >•>*?j

.. 15":,^  14 8.7

13 13 8.4
.’-I

7 9.6

24 ; ; 13 8.6

4 4 8.7

193 110

19.3 11

VOUl
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Table F-2. Companies' Yearly Photographs

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Alcoa £ ( ■ .I l lO ^ 20 7 22 51

Dupont 18 11 39 22 21

Exxon 24 20 16 17 26

GE 60 71 62 51 57

GM 36 31 106 70 81

IBM 26 22 18 38 28

Int. Paper 34 29 26 18 23

Kodak 40 70 35 48 53

P. Morris 33 60 43 54 74

Tenneco 20 27 ' 26 37 36

Total/Year 301 361 662 377 450

Average/Y r 30.1 36.1 66.2 37.7 45

Key: Shading signifies net loss

Average by 
Company

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

42

37

22

56 ■? 30

•r : 2 9 / J30

28 20

50 56 57

' 5 8 ,  ' 3 6  , o ' '

30

18

22

70

40

6

10

15

60

17

39

55

56

■. 16 v - . ; l

85 38

»  I ! , , .

67 f f 2 5 W ’
"  ;• i

46

34 

43 

8 

61

37 

39 

56 

78

38

35

27.8

26

19.6

58.5

48.2

23.7

36.6

50.2 

52 

28.4

827

82.7

380

38

367 747

36.7 74.7

429

42.9

*o
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Table F-3. Companies' Yearly Figures

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Alcoa ii;:; 39 23 19 35

D upont 25 19 30 21 21

Exxon 23 23 23 24 21

GE 15 9 9 9 17

GM 3 1 8 8 7

IBM 13 13 7 9 8

In t. P aper 10 13 26 21 21

K odak 10 7 7 7 8

P. M orris 16 14 14 20 19

Tenneco •'5:. •’ >4'■■■-.' : 4 6 8

T otal/Y ear 172 142 314 144 165

Average/Y  r 17.2 14.2 31.4 14.4 16.5

Key: shading indicates net loss

A verage by 
C om pany

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

30 32 W f M :-' 1 -  20 10 28.4

22 23 19 11 21.7

17 8 7 13 18 17.7

11 12 12 12 11 11.7

25 . • ^7> ;:'-:.:?i. .;8 . -  '  • • 8 22 12

6 6.7

24 16 18 21 19 18.9

6 4 4 4 6.1

17 12 13 14 22 16.1

15 :2 ■ : 28 17 30 11.9

309 122 155 122 153

30.9 12.2 15.5 12.2 15.3

vo—i
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APPENDIX G: TABLES 1-11. COM PANIES’ TYPES OF FIGURES BY

COMPANY AND YEAR
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Table G-3. Companies' Grouped Bar /Column Graphs by Years

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Alcoa •V.-^c.v. : 4 c 3c 3 c 5 c 5 c 2 c - 2 c
DuPont - lc, lc  de lcd e lcde lcde lc 2c i f i , : 2 c / ' | 2c -
Exxon 3c 3c 4 c 5 c 5 c 4 c 2 c  2 c 2 c 2 c
GE
GM
IBM

lc, 1 c di 

3c 2c

2c

2c

2c

2c

7c

2c

2c 3c lc 

2c ( s ld e  >1 de*-

lc

m i s

lc

Int. Paper - - - - - lc - - -
Kodak - - - - - - - -
P Morris 
Tenneco

*
_

- M m s . lc

Key: shading indicates net loss year, de=deviatcd, di= divided, b= bar, c= column

T ab le  G-4. C om panies Divided B ar /C olum n G rap h s by Y ear

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Alcoa • 6c"'"'1 8c 6 c 4 c 7c 5 c 8c ' 8 c :' l 1 c 3c
DuPont lc lc lc lc 7c lb, lc 3c ! . .  Uc .- lc -

Exxon 16c 16 c 16c 16c 13 c* 10 c t 1 c* 1 c* 1 c* 1 c*
GE 3c, lc  dc 2 3c 2c 2c lc 3c 6c 4c 3c
GM - - - - - i ■ .Ay--' - lc
IBM lc lc lc lc lc 2c '2c A:.A2cA- 1 -
Int. Paper 3c lbar 2 bar 3c l-3d - - 8c 8c 7c 12 c 12c
Kodak 3c 3b 3c 3 c 2c 2c 1 c 1 c -  : i -
P Morris - 2c 3c 5 c 5 c 5c 3 b, 2 c 2 b, 3 c 2 b  : lc*
Tenneco -  ■ - - - - - - -

Key: shading indicates net loss, * combined with a one-line graph, fcom bined with a two-line graph, b= bar, c=column
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Table G-5. Companies' Drawings by Year

1985 1986 1987 1988

Alcoa - 3
DuPont 6
Exxon -
GE . . . .
GM 2 - 2
I BM . . . .
Int. Paper - - 13 12
Kodak . . . .
P Morris -
Tenneco -

Key: shading indicates net loss, * =cartoon images

Table G-6. Companies' Surface Graphs by Year

1985 1986 1987 1988

Alcoa ; ’/ 5 : . .■
DuPont -
Exxon . . . .
GE . . . .
GM . . . .
I BM . . . .
Int. Paper . . . .
Kodak . . . .
P  Morris 9+6w/line - - 3
Tenneco ! - -

Key: shading indicates net loss, 3d= three dimensional,

1989

2

1989

2

1

3

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

11

V- • v : -
18*

A
-

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

- i i i l i
4-3d

2
i i : i

4 3d 43d ,

t o
o
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Table G-7. Companies' Pictograms by Year

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Alcoa 2
DuPont
Exxon
GE . . .
GM . . .
IBM
Int. Paper 
Kodak 
P Morris 
Tenneco

Table G-8. Companies' Maps by Year

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Alcoa . -  - 1 - 1
DuPont . . . . .
E xxon . . . . .
GE  . . . . .
G M . . . . .
IB M  1
Int. Paper . . . . .
K odak i  . . .  .
P Morris . . . . .
Tenneco - -

Key: shading indicates net loss

1990

1990

1991 1992 1993 1994

p til

1991 1992 1993

2 P l f S j  -
- 5

1994

- - - v - v  '

tO
oto
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Table G-9. Companies' Line Graphs by Year

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Alcoa 1 3 3 3 4 2
DuPont - - - - - 5
Exxon 2 w/c 2 w/c 2 w/c 3 w/c 2 w/c 2 w/c
GE . - . . . -

GM - - - - - r m
IBM 6 6 - - - -
Int. Paper 5 - - - - -
Kodak - - - - - -
P Morris - - - - - -
Tenneco - - 5

Key: shading indicates net loss, w/c= with column

T ab le  G-10. C om panies' P ie G rap h s  by Y ear

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Alcoa > ' [ '3 ' / "  7 2 1 5  5
D uPont 1 2 5
Exxon . . . . . .
GE  . . . . . .
G M  1 1 1
IB M  2 2 2 2 2 -
In t. P ap e r - 10-3d 10 - 5 7
K odak  . . . . . .
P  M orris  - - 3 3 4
Tenneco - 1 2 5

Key: shading indicates net loss, 3d= three dimensional

1991 1992 1993 1994

1991 1992 1993 1994

roo
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Table G -ll. Companies' Miscellaneous Figures by Year

1985 1986 1987 1988

Alcoa

DuPont

Exxon
GE

GM

Vv2-100%; bar ■ 2 dev. & 2 dev. &
; time line , grouped bar grouped bar 

3 flow charts 
2 dev. & 2 dev. &

1 dev. bar 1 dev. bar
1 grouped, 2 dev. col
dev. col.,
1 dev. col

2 dev. &
grouped bar grouped bar grouped bar 

3 time lines 
1 dev. bar 
1 dev. col.

1 rend.

1989 1990 1991

1 rend. 
4 logos

1992 1993

1 dev. column 1 flow chart

1 dev. col. r-;\; i j l  . 7  rend
2 rend.

org. chart

1100% col.-; 1 dev. col.

, 810805 
.lprgichml

1994

1 dev. col. 
1 rend.

IBM
Int. Paper 
Kodak 
P Morris 
Tenneco 3 time lines :

2 flow charts
18 rend, i • J > ldev. col

ldcv. col ldev. col ldev. col

;> \10logos’ :
' ' i 1 i j t t  1 org. chart

Key: shading indicates net loss year, dev= deviated column, rend.= rendering, org= organization
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APPENDIX H: TABLES 1-10. SIZES OF ANNUAL REPO RT 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY COMPANY, YEAR, AND 

ANNUAL R EPO R T SECTION
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Table H-l. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors

Analysis

1985

1986 - 2.12x3.19 full page
1.50x2.75,3.12x2.19

1987 - - 3.81x5.06

1988 full page full page full page
1.50x2.75 

8.25x5.75 (double page)

1989 - 2.75x4 8x7.50,2.12x1.50
1x1.50

1990 - - 2 full pages, full page full page
5x3.75,3.50x6.12 1.12x1.50

2.50x3.88,4.75x3.88 
2.50x3.50,5x4.12 

3.50x5.12,4.88x6.12 
1.25x1.88,4.75x3.38 
2.50x2.50,3.50x1.75

1991 - 2.38x3.38 16.50x5.50,7.38x5 2x2.50,3.25x1.75
5x2.50,2.38x2.12 1x1.50,2.38x1.50

4.25x3.25,4.88x3.38 2.50x 1.50,1,50x 1.50
7.38x3.25 
full page

Key: shading indicates net loss C ontinued

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-l. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of Supplemental
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and 

Analysis
Directors Data

*1992 7 "< , -fullpage : : 
2x3,2:12x3

;;^|Sl^75x2.38-:::-v

■ double page 
fullpage 

2.5.

■ :-- y ; f ' '  ' " ’v. : .’ Ai' A — ■ ■■

1993 - 4.25x11.25 3.12x3.12 - - -

1994 - 1.06x1.63
1.75x2.50

2.25x1.63,1.63x2.25 - - -

Key: shading indicates net loss

N)O
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Table H-2. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

1986

Letter to 
Stockholders

2.76x2.25

2.63x2,2.63x2.38,

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

2x3,6x8.25,4x2.38

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1987

1988

1989

2.63x3.25

4.88x6.75

7x4.38
2.50x1.50
1.50x2.25
4.88x6.38

3.38x3.38,2.38x3.38 
3.38x2.38,lxl,1.25x.75  

2.25x.75,1.12x1.88 
.75x1.75,1.75x1

3x4,6.38x9.38,1.50x3.88
3.38x3.88,4x3.88

2.38x2.38,2.38x3.25
4.75x3.88

8.25x5.12,2.12x1.63
3.75x2.50,2x2.63

9.12x4.75,7.50x5.25
2.38x1.75,2.12x3.38
5.25x5.25,8.25x5.50
2.75x3.63,3.63x3.12

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-2. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1990

Letter to 
Stockholders

3.63x3.75
3.63x3.88
1.88x1.88

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

2.25x6,5.76x10.50 
3x3.12,1.63x1.88 

5x2.50,2x2.12 
7.25x4,3.63x... 16 
5.25x5.50,7x3.63 

1.63x2,2.76x3 
3x2.63,8.25x10.76 

2.50x2.76,2.76x3.63 
2.63x2.63,2x3 

4x4.25,4x7,11.25x10.8! 
4.25x9,2.12x2.88 
1.76x2.12,4x2.50 

6.12x10.76

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1991 4.63x3.50
2.76x2.38

3x3.25,3.12x3
3x2.50,2.50x3.25
2x2.76,2.25x3.88

3.50x2.25,4.12x3.25
2.88x4,2.12x3

1.50x3,3.38x3.12
2.50x3.50,2x2.76

2.50x3.50,2x2
2.25x3.25,2.63x2.50

2.50x2.50

1992

Key: shading indicates net loss

2x2 2x2,2.25x2,3:38x3.38
2.38x3.76,1.38x1.38 

3x3.88,1.50x1.50 
4.38x2.88,2.38x2.38

Continued

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-2. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1993

Letter to 
Stockholders

4.63x3.12
3.12x5.12

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

3.25x3,3x3,3.12x3
2.25x1.25,2.12x2.38

1.38x2.50

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1994 4.12x5.38
1.25x1.25

4x5.50,5.12x8
1.12x1.12,1.25x1.25

2x2.76,4x2.76

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table H-3. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985 5.88x3.75

Letter to 
Stockholders

5.63x4

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

10.50x5,3.63x2.63
4.25x3,10.50x5.25

4.25x3.75,3.63x5.50
3.75x3.12,2x3.25

4.25x2.88,10.50x5.38
3.75x2.50,1.75x3

3.75x2,16.50x3.12
8.25x5.25,3.25x3.75

2.38x3.63,1.75x2
8.25x3.12,3.63x2

5.50x3.50

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1986 2x2 1.50x2 fullpage
1.50x2,1.50x1.38

1.50x1.75,1.50x2.25
1.50x1.63,1.50x1.25

1987 3x4.25 2.50x3.25 4.38x6,5.25x6.50
2.50x4.12,6x3.38

5.88x4.50,4.50x2.38
5.25x4,6x4,5.25x4.25
5.88x3.63,4.38x3.50

2.50x3.88,4.38x6

1988

Key: shading indicates net loss

2.12x3.50 2.50x5.88,5.25x6,3x4.63
5.25x3.38,3.63x4.50 
5.88x4.12,2.50x3.63 

3.12x5,3x4,6x6.75,3.25x4 
5.25x3.88,2.12x3.50 

4.63x3,3.38x2.25 
Continued N>
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Table H-3. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1989

Letter to 
Stockholders

2.75x1.75
2.50x1.75
1.50x1.88

1.50x2
4.25x3.50

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

4.50x3.25,7.25x5.38
4.50x3,3x2.50

3x2.12,3.38x2.50
2.12x2.88,4.25x3.50
5.63x6.75,5.50x7.75

5.63x4,3.12x2.63
8.63x5.38,4.63x7.63
2.25x4.63,7.38x4.88

5.63x5,5.75x4.25
2.88x2.12

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1990 3.25x4.88

Key: shading indicates net loss

3.50x4.50 full page 
3.88x2.88,5.50x4.75 

6.12x5.38,4.25x5 
4x6,2.25x4.12 

2x3.12,5.50x6.50 
3.63x5.50,3.25x2.12 
6.25x4.75,7.12x5.38 
3.50x3.38,1.63x2.12 
6.25x3.12,6.50x2.88 

4.75x3.50 
Continued

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-3. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
H ighlights

1991

Letter to 
Stockholders

4x5.12

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

6.50x9.75,3.63x4.75
6x6.25,2.88x2.38

4.63x3.75,6.38x9.75
6.75x8.50,8.38x5.88
5.88x4.75,5.88x4.38

6.38x9.75,6x7.50
4.88x6.12,3.38x4.88
4.25x2.75,2.75x2.75
2.38x4.38,11x6.25

8.38x5.63,5.75x2.75
5.75x5.12,9.88x7
3x4.25,6.88x5.50
4.75x9.63,9x8.75

6.50x6

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1992 4.38x4.50 7.25x7.25,3x2.75
4.63x4.75,7.75x3.63
8.50x6.50,4.25x3.25

6x5.63,3x3.75
1.88x2.50,2.88x3.50
5.88x2.63,4.63x5.12

8x2.38,3.25x3.75
2.88x1.63,6.75x5.50
3.38x4.75,4.63x2.25

8x5.50

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued

Supplemental
Data

to ►—* u>
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Table H-3. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1993

Letter to 
Stockholders

4.25x4

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

12.25x3.63,9.50x6
4.75x3,1.50x1.88

1.75x1.12,3.12x2.25
3.25x2.25,3.63x2.38

2.12x3,1.50x2.38
2.38x1.50,4.25x6

4.63x3.12

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1994 4.88x4.38 full page 
2.38x3.12,3x4.50 
5.50x4,4.88x3.12 

8.25x5.50,3.88x4.50

Key: shading indicates net loss

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-4. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

Letter to 
Stockholders

3.12x2.12

1986

1987 2.38x1.63

4.25x6
4.88x3.12
2.38x3.63

3.88x6

1988

Key: shading indicates net loss

3.25x4.50

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

2.12x3,4.25x6.12
4.75x7.25,8.50x5.63
5.38x6.12,4.75x6.88

8.50x5.75,4x5.88
2x2.88,5.63x5.88
4.25x5.88,3x2.12

3.38x2.25,4.63x7.25
4.12x3.25,8.50x5.38
2.25x3.25,4.75x3.50
2.75x3.12,4.25x5.75
4.25x6.50,2.12x3.25

4.12x2.75

2.25x1.75,2x1.75
2.38x3.38,1.38x1.25
4.88x3.12,7.75x5.38

2.38x3

3.50x3.75,8.50x8.25
5.63x3.75,2x2.75

3.12x3.75,3.63x2.63
3.50x3.75,8.50x5.75
4.38x2.88,3.63x2.50
3.88x2.50,5.63x3.63
4.25x2.88,3.88x2.63

7.12x3,2.12x3
4.63x3

Continued

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1.88x2.38
1.75x1.88
1.75x1.38
1.75x1.38

1.75x2
1.50x1.38
1.50x1.38

1.63x1.75
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Table H-4. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of Supplemental
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors Data

Analysis

1989 - 5.25x3.63 4x5.25,4.12x3.12 - - 1.38x1.63
3x3.50 4.50x1.75,4.25x3

2.63x2,3x3.75 
1.25x1.88,4.25x2.88 

4.25x3,3x4.25 
2x2,3x2.12,3x2 

4.25x3.25

1990 - 3.63x4 3.63x5.63,5.63x3.63 - - 1.12x1.75(19)
5.75x1.25 5.50x3.75,3.38x2.50 1.12x1.75 (5)

1.75x2.63

1991 - 3.25x4.50 1x1.50,4.63x3.38 - - 1.25x1.75
4.50x3.38 1.75x2.63

2x1.75 
2.88x1.88

1992 - 6.25x3.50 4x4.12,4.38x4
4.63x3.38 4.63x3.25,2.63x2.88

1x1.50,3.50x1.88 
1.50x1.63,4x2.25

1993 - 6.25x3.88 2.94x2.75,3.75x5.63
4.63x3.38 3.50x1.88
2.50x1.88
4.12x4.12

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table H-4. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Supplemental 
Data

1.12x1.75 
1.12x1.75

3.63x3.12,3x3,4.25x3.75 
1.12x1.63,4.63x3.38 

3.38x4.50,5x3.38 
3.63x4.50,5x3.38 

3.38x2.25,3.50x5.75 
3.38x2.63,4.12x3 

4.38x4,3x3,2.50x3.63

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors

Analysis
1994 - 6.25x3.88 3.63x5.50,4.38x3

3.12x2.50,2.63x3.75

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table H-5. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

Letter to 
Stockholders

2.50x3.76
2.50x3.38

1986 2.25x6.12
2.50x6.12

1987 1.38x1.88

Key: shading indicates net loss

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

12.50x5.50,2.88x2.12
2.88x6.25,5.38x2.63

8x3.75,7.50x5
5.63x3.38,6x3.12

7.50x5.12,4.88x3.12
5.75x4.25,6x2.88
4.88x4,4.88x2.50

4.88x7.63,8x6.50
5.25x3.50,7.75x5.25
4.88x2.38,7.50x4.50
5.50x7.75,8.50x4.50

5x4.50,7.63x4
2.38x4.50,2.75x4.50

5.75x4.50,4.76x4
3.50x4.88,3x2.75
3x3.25,3.12x2.75
3.12x4,2.25x3.12

2.25x3.75,7.25x4.25
4.63x5.88,5x2.63

5.38x2.50,2.88x2.63
8x3,4.38x4.63

2.38x2,4.75x2.88 
4.75x1.88,8.50x2.75 
8.50x5.75,1.63x2.50 
1.75x1.75,1.25x.88 
3x1.88,2.38x1.88 
11x8,7.75x5.63 

Continued

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

8.75x4.50,3.38x2.88
7.50x4.12,15.75x4.75

2.75x3,5.50x9.38
4.88x3.88,2.88x3.12

4.88x3.88

Board of 
Directors

1x1.25

Supplemental
Data

1.50x1.50

to ►—» 
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Table H-5. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985*1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

1987

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

2.38x1.50,2.38x1.12 
.88x1.12,.88x1.50 
7.50x6,2.50x1.38 

1.38x1.38,1.38x.88 
1.25x1,7.25x5.50 

3.88x1.38,1.75x1.50 
2x2.88,5.50x1.63 

3.38x1.75,1.88x1.75 
7.75x7.75,3.38x2.12 
3.88x3.63,6.50x8.12 

7.75x6

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1988 3.50x2.38 3.50x4.50,4x5.50 
4.12x3,1.88x2.50 

4.12x1.75,5.63x4.63 
3.88x1.75,1.63x1.12 
2.50x3.75,1.88x1.63 
7.25x2.25,8.38x9.50 
.88x1.25x1.25x1.25 
1.88x1.25,,75x.75

5x2.63

1989 3.38x3.88

Key: shading indicates net loss

3.38x6.75,4x3.75
3.50x2.63,2.63x2.75
1.88x1.88,8.50x5.63

4x3.25,2.75x2.75
4.12x3.75,2.88x2.75

3.25x2.38,7x5.38
8.50x3.63,8.50x3.88
8.50x3.75,8.50x4.12

8.50x4.25
Continued

1.50x1.38

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-5. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1990

i 1 >

*
1 If
, 1991 i 4.38x4.50

-11.75x6.75,3x3 
3.63x3.63,2x3.25 

3.50x3.25,1.25x1.75 : 
7.50x3.25,7.75x230; 

7.25x3.75,2x2.88
1

3.25x1163,3.50x2 
3 88x1.50,4.63x2 
3.50x4.50,2.25x5 J 
1.50x6,3.50x5.88 '

I:' 4  v

r 1992

"riV f v

. : : . .S^ '  ̂ 2.12x2.12,2.38x.88
2.50x1.38,7.63x2.38
2.25x4.25,6.38x550

* . v v 1.25x4.75,6:38x5.88
, - *’ 5.88x2.88,7.88x2.25

4 k*:’ j < . ^
' V i  4 - 5 '  * l*v  * v i

2.38x5.75,3.38x5.75 , * ' , ' / ' " V "  '
2.50x6,2.75x5.50 ’ » » .I1, 5 „ 1 ’ ’ i f r j r y t  \  \

; ;; j 2.12x4.38,6x325 , • K “  " " V  * 1 * V  '
"   ^  ^ ^ '»

^  I / ' : ,  2.25x2.38

' H: -

8.50x11
. 5.63x3,5:12x2 12 

4x2,6.50x1.75 
7x2,6.50x2 

5.75x2,75,6x2.63

Continued

’ *<,

> ! > ;  
* \  * 

I t

Key: shading indicates net loss JOtoo
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Table H-5. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1993

Letter to 
Stockholders

4x5.25

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

4.75x4.88,2.25x4.50 
3.63x4.25,5.38x3.88 
3.88x3.25,3.50x4.38 

7.25x4,8.25x3 
5.25x2.75,6.25x4.75 
7.25x4.88,5.25x5.50 
7.50xz5.25,7.25x4.50 

7.25x5.38

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

3.25x3

1994 - 2.75x2.38,3.25x2.50
4x2.50,4.88x2.88
4.50x3,7.50x5.38

7.63x2.63,7.50x4.75
6.75x3,3.25x2.25

1.75x1.88,7.50x5.63
7.50x2.50,7.50x5.88

7.25x3,7.50x4.88
7.50x2.38,1.75x1.63

5.50x4,6.25x2.50
5.75x2,2.38x1.63

3.50x3.75,7.50x5.50
15.50x4.75,3.50x1.63
5.75x2.38,4.50x2.25
4.50x1.50,6.38x2.88
7.12x2.50,2.25x1.75
4.50x3.12,2.63x2.38

2.38x2.38

Supplemental
Data

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table H-6. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

Letter to 
Stockholders

5.38x5.50

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

5.25x3.63,12.12x8.63
4.25x2.88,2.50x3.25

12x8.63,2.63x3.63
2.63x2.63,5.38x3
4.25x2.63,5.75x4

2.63x4.38,5.14x4.50
2.63x3.12,2.63x4

2.63x4.50

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1986 4.50x3.25 9x10.50,13x10.50
2.63x4,3.88x2.63

2.63x3.63,2.63x3.63
9x10.50,3.63x2.63

1987 14.63x10.63,5.25x3.38
2.63x3.63,2.63x2.63
3.12x2.50,5.25x4.88
4.25x2.63,2.63x2.88

5.25x4.38

1988

1989

5x3.63 4.12x3.75,13.50x10.50
3x3.50,4x2.50 

9x10.50,3x3.25 
double page 1.25x 1.25

2.50x3.50,2.50x4.25
2.50x3

Supplemental
Data

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table H-6. Yearly Sizes Photographs in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1990

1991

1992

•1999.4

Letter to 
Stockholders

3.50x2.38

5x430

• : ; r ' >•

2.75x3.50 

5.25x3.38 i

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

5.63x3.75,3.38x1.25 
1.75x1.50,1.63x2.12 
13x5.25,3.25x1.63 
1.12x1.12,1.63x.88 
3.38x5.12,1x2.25 

3.50x5.12,1.63x1.75 
1.12x1.88

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

T77X{fullpage 
7x5.25,7x4.50,  ̂ V ' W  ’ 

'7x4.25,7x4.75 -ft * *,
3x2 - * i. •

all full page • ! > 
(collage of items) - !

3x3.25,2.88x2 75, 
,.1 50x1:50,8:50x9 ! 
, 3x2,3.75x3:12 , 

1.63x1:63,8x3 75 
250x4.75,7x4 75 

; 5.50x6,7.38x9 25 
4.25x2.75,1.75> 2 75 
: 3.50x3:12

y

I * *

 ̂ hr f

‘v

*- - 15r{%

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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j

Table H-6. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1994

Letter to 
Stockholders

3.75x4.63

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

2.50x2,2x2.25 
2.25x1.88,2.25x3.50 

1.75x2.25,1x1.25 
full page 

2.12x.50,6x3.25 
4.75x3.50,1.50x1.50 
4.88x2.50,4.12x3.12 
2.50x3.38,1.12x2.88 

5.38x3.12,2x3.38 
1.50x1.75,4.50x4 

2x2,1.25x1.25 
1.50x2.25,3.50x2.38 
5.12x3.63,1.50x4.75 

1.50x1.75,3x1.88 
2.75x2.12,4x4 

3.50x1.88,2.12x3 
4.50x2.50

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Key: shading indicates net loss

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-7. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

1986

Letter to 
Stockholders

2.50x4
1.50x2.38

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

6 full pages

5.50x8.50,1.63x2.50
5.50x4

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

full page

4.12x5.50
3.50x3

3.25x4.50

8.50x7.25,3.25x2.06

2.12x3,2.50x2.88
2.50x3.25,2.50x2.25

2.25x2.88,2.12x3
1.25x2.88,2.25x2.50
2.25x3.12,1.88x2.75

2x2.63,2.50x2

full page 
3x2.12,1.50x2.19

17.50x8.12,8.75x8.50 
full page 

3.25x4,2.50x3.25 
1x1.38,2.75x2.38 

4x4.25

1992 2.88x4,2.50x3.38
4.50x3.25,3.25x3

1.75x1.75

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-7. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

1993

1994 1.38x1.50

Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of Supplemental
of Operations Discussion and Directors Data

Analysis
full page - 3.25x3.88 -

3.25x4.25,1.50x2.25 3.25x4.50
4.38x3.12 5.50x4

full page 1.38x1.88,7x10.50 1.88x1.88 _

8.88x5.50,11.50x11 2x2,1.25x3.25 2.50x1.75
1.50x1.50,1.25x1.75 2.25x1.75

5.75x7.25,1x1.12 1x1.75
3.25x1.75, .50x.75 2.12x1.75

10.50x7.75,2.25x2.25 1.75x2
1.25x1,1.38x.88 1.75x1.75

4.63x11,1.25x2.12 1.50x1.75
1.75x1.12,4.38x4.25 2.75x1.75
1.50x1.25,2.25x2.25 2.12x1.88

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table H-8. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

Letter to 
Stockholders

6x3.75

1986 2.38x3.88 3.12x2.50
2x3.63
2.38x3

Key: shading indicates net loss

N arrative/Scope 
of Operations

4.50x5.75,2.25x3.75 
7.25x5,4.75x3.38 

7.25x4.50,3.63x2.25 
4.75x3.25, full page 
4.50x5.63,7.25x5.38 
4.75x3.88,2.25x3.50 
2.25x3.63,4.75x6.50 

2.25x4.38 
3.25x4,2 full pages 
2.25x2.50,7.25x5.12 

6x4.12,7.25x4.88 
4.75x3.25,2.25x3 

4.75x2.50,3.75x2.38 
4.75x4.25,6x4.25

full page 
2x1.12,3.50x6.50 

1.38x3.63,4.50x4.25 
1x1,5.75x3 

3.12x2.25,5.75x5.63 
3.12x1.88,2.50x2 
5.75x4.25,2x1.25 

full page 
2x4.75,4.25x4.25 

2x4,3.50x2,4.12x2.75 
3x1.88,4x7,2.50x1.88 

3.50x5.63,2x3 
6.38x3.75,3.12x1.88 

2x3.38,5.12x3.50 
Continued

M anagem ents' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1.12x1.50

Supplem ental
Data

toto
-O
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Table H-8. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
H ighlights

L e tte r  to 
S tockholders

1986

1987 5x3.8

N arrative/Scope 
o f O perations

2.50x2,4.12x2.25
3.50x2,4.12x2.88
3.50x3.25,5.75x3

2x11.75,4.50x4.12 
5.75x4,5.75x3.63 

4.12x4.63,2 full pages

5.75x9.50,5.63x4.38 
5.75x9.75,4.12x3.75 
4.12x2.88,4.12x3.88 

2x3.25,2x2.63 
2x3.12,3.50x5.63 

3.50x3.38,3.50x5.25 
1.38x4.88, full page 
5.75x4.25,5.63x4.63 

5.63x4.25,5.63x4 
2x3.75,2x3,2.63x3.25 

4.12x4,7.75x3.38 
5.50x4.50

M anagem ents' 
Discussion and  

Analysis

B oard  of 
D irectors

1x1.50

1.88x2.25

1988 4.50x5.25 6x8.50,5.75x3.63 
full page 

7.75x4.25,2.25x2.8f 
5x7.25,4.25x5.75 
3.75x5,2.25x3.38 

4x5.75,8x7.75 
4.63x5,2.25x3.38

Key: shading indicates net loss C ontinued

Supplem ental
D ata

to
to
oo
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Table H-8. Sizes of Photographs in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

1988

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

4.63x6.25,7.50x4.50
4.25x3.38,7x4.75

4.38x3.75,4.25x3.50
4.75x5.75,4x4.25

3.88x4,4x6
4.75x7.63

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1989 1.19x1.25
4.12x3.38

full page 
1.19x3,1x1.88 

1.12x.50,9.50x3.50 
2.75x3.88,2.75x2.25 
4.12x2.75,4.12x5.50 
2.88x2.25,1.12x1.50 

4.12x4.50,2.25x4 
4.12x3.50,4.12x4.63 

2.63x1.63,2.38x2 
4.12x2.88,4.12x3.63 

2.63x2.25

1.19x1.50

1990 7.12x5.12
7.12x4.75

7.12x4.63,7.12x5.25 
full page,7.12x4.63 
7.12x4.38,7.12x5 
7.12x5.63,7.12x4 

7.12x6.25,3.38x11 
7.12x5.50,7.12x3.75

1991

Key: shading indicates net loss

3.50x4.75 1.50x1.25,full page 
4.75x4.75,3.94x4.50 

2.75x1.88
Continued

toto
VO
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Table H-8. Sizes of Photographs in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1992

Financial
H ighlights

.88x.88
3.12x3.63
3.12x3.88
1.63x1.63

2x1.50
3.75x2.75

3x2
2.50x1.75
4.12x4.75

Letter to 
Stockholders

3.38x3.38

Narrative/Scope 
of O perations

5.88x5.88,2.12x4.38
2.38x4.88,5.25x3.12
1.25x1.25,3.88x4.75

1.50x1.50,3x3
1.88x1.88,2.50x2,2.38x2

2.63x1.75,7.25x3.38
3.88x3.88,2.75x2

7.50x3.12,9.50x43.38
2.88x2.88,2.50x5
3.88x6,4.88x4.88
2.75x3.38,3x7.12
7.50x6,1.88x7.12

13.75x3.75,4.12x5.88
1.12x7.12

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
D irectors

1x1.25

Supplemental
D ata

>1993:

1 9 9 4

4.63x3.88
§2.50x2.50

1.63x2.38
2.56x4

6x7.75

4.25x1.38
2.75x1.38
4.12x1.38

3.25x3.50,8.12x5.25 
.6.50x15.25,9:50x8.38 

3.25x11 .

5.50x8.50,2.25x1.75
2.25x1.44,2.12x3.12

3x2,2.75x2.50

; : 1-38x1,94 

6.25x2.75

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table H-9. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial L e tte r to  N arrative/Scope M anagem ents ' B oard  of
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors

1985

Analysis

1986 1.88x3.25 4.12x6,6.75x5.12
6.25x8.25,2.88x2.75
7.88x4.50,5.25x6.63
6.50x6.63,5.25x5.25
3.50x2.50,6.75x7.38
4.88x8.50,8.50x6.12

4.50x4,1.50x1.75
2.25x1.50,3.25x4.63
3.25x4.38,6.88x5.12

1.38x1.75

1987 2x1.25
3.63x2.25

2x3.63 2.12x3.38,5x3.38
2.50x3.63,5x3.38
3.75x3,4.75x3.25
2.75x3.63,5x3.38

4x3.50,3.50x3

1.25x2.25
2.38x1.75

1988 1.63x3.25
1.63x2.88
1.63x2.50

1.38x1.75

1989

Key: shading indicates net loss

3.75x2.38 5.50x1.50,5.50x1.63
5.12x1.63,5.38x1.63
5.88x1.50,2.12x2.75
3.38x2.25,2.12x2.25

2.12x1.75
C ontinued

1.38x1.75
3.88x3.12

Supplem ental
Data

to
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Table H-9. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
H ighlights

1990

Letter to 
Stockholders

3x2

Narrative/Scope 
o f O perations

2x1,5.63x1.50
2.25x3.25,2x1.50

3.50x2.25,2.25x2.88
2x3.25

Managements' 
D iscussion an d  

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1.75x2.50
3.75x2.50

Supplemental
Data

1991 4.88x4
2.25x3.75

2.50x2.75,2.50x3
7.75x1.75,8.38x8.38
2.38x3.25,2.38x2.50

4.88x4.50

1.75x2.50

1992 3.50x3.63 5.88x5.25,2.75x1.88
1.75x2.75,6.88x4.38
1.75x2.38,2.50x3.12

7.38x5,5.75x4
4.75x3.75,14x2.50

5.75x4,2x2.25
4.88x5,4.38x6.88
3.50x2.50,4.88x3

5.25x2.38,3x2
2.25x2.50,2.25x2.25

1.75x2.50

i 1993 : : 425x2.38' 
x - u  4.75x4 

' 5.50x3.12 
- • 3.75x4

3.50x4:75,1.63x2.25: 
,2.25x2.75,1.75x3 
2.25x2.50,2.25x3 

3.50x3.88,6x9 
8.50x4.88,3.50x3.50 

5.25x3.50

5.63x2.58:. ■:

.-•M

4x2:63
4.50x2.63

^ # § | f

-

Key: shading indicales net loss Continued
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Table H-9. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Philip M orris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994, by Report Section 
Continued (t indicates net loss year)

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

MD&A Board of 
Directors

1994 7.50x4.25
7.38x4.50

8x4.50
7.50x4.75

1.75x2.50 4x3.50,4x3.25
4.63x4.25,4.63x3.12

4x4,4.25x4.63
5.63x4,5.25x7

4x1.12,4.75x4.75
5.50x4.25,6.50x4.38
5.25x3.75,3.75x1.25

5x3.25

Supplemental
Data

233
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Table LVII. Sizes of Photographs in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1994

Financial
Highlights

7.50x4.25
7.38x4.50

8x4.50
7.50x4.75

Letter to 
Stockholders

1.75x2.50

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

4x3.50,4x3.25
4.63x4.25,4.63x3.12

4x4,4.25x4.63
5.63x4,5.25x7

4x1.12,4.75x4.75
5.50x4.25,6.50x4.38
5.25x3.75,3.75x1.25

5x3.25

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Key: shading indicates net loss

Supplemental
Data
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Table H-10. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

il985
I r

475x638
725x5

’f ''P'Vf i A." V r
„ 1986 h, v ‘ -

\
(  1 5 Ii *

 ̂ 4?" i i" “** r * »1
- ->1987

'r**■ 1 
*> Tz £*

t  '•

A

•4.63x4.63
:4.63x3.63

463x3

- 338x5 38 
•c 225x2 50 

6.25x8.50

.full page .
2 25x4i50,7,25x3.63 
4.75x3.75,4.75x3 50 
4.75x5.75,7.25x5.75 „ 
4.75x6.88,4.75x4.88 
. ,4.75x4,2 25x3.75

5.75x8 88,4 63x4 
4  88x4 63,2 75x3JO „
4  63x5 88,2 75x4 3 8 ,  

463x2,175x1 50

4 38x2 50,5 75x375 * 
2 75x3 12,2 75x4 63 ̂  

275x3 50,4 38x4

< $<* v
. t < ’? ,i

s 4 ^ 1  "»
f'i-'

cKrSS f 
If lift

^  ~vf >S ‘V  4*
A < i h*y w -f v* f. 4 ,v

1988 4.25x7 full page
4.12x4 2.75x2.50,1.63x2.75

4.25x2.25,6x4 
4.25x6.50,1.25x1.25

1989

Key: shading indicates net loss

5.38x5.25 15x5.50,7.25x3.38
3.50x2.75,15x6.25

3.50x4.88,3.50x4.12
15x4.75,7.25x4.75
7.25x4.50,3.63x4

15x5,7.25x2.50
15x5.25,3.50x3.50

7.25x3
Continued

1.19x1.38
3.50x6.88
7.25x3.88
2.25x4.25

tou>-p̂
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Table H-10. Yearly Sizes of Photographs in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1990

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

6.88x5

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

9.50x6.25,1.38x.75 
9.38x6.88,2.50x1.50 
2.38x3.50,1.50x2.50 
9.25x3.88,3.50x2.38 

3x2.12,9.50x6.38 
4.50x2.63,2.25x3.50 
9.50x6.75,4.25x3.12 

9.50x6.50

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

'',1991
i i

1992

1993

*> w••-'..A ;<'

2.38x1
2.38x1.25
1.12x1.50

5x8.75
3.38x3.50

5.25x6

5x7.25

3 38x3.38,1.75x1.75
1 i

2x4.63,8.50x6.25
1.50x2.12,1.50x1.75

1.25x4,4.88x3.38
2.12x6.25,6.25x7.25

5x4,8.50x7.38
3.88x3.38,8.50x8.38

2x6,6.50x8.25

i,
#  1V

y # j8C i
j? Y a ’>

1994

Key: shading indicates net loss

full page 
1.50x10,1.75x1.38 

2.50x2,3.25x2 
2.88x1.75,4.25x5 

2.50x1.75,3.50x3.50

235
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Table 1-1. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1985 155x1.25,3.76x1JO eg 3.76x2.63 eg
* 1£fK4x4ss V' f* ' f ;*’&.;*■?? Jr S0 F 1 , ! (

‘ 3.76x2.63 Ig
, A  V  3.76x2.63 eg f

1986 2.38x3.25 lg 
2.50x3.25 eg

2.38x3.25 eg

;1.76x4.25,2x4 eg 
'1.76x4,2x4sg.y *f

‘1.50x2 eg
- 3.25x1 p j

1.76x5.63 dr < ‘ !

• | «s  \v y  ',** i , 1 s m[.  t i  , v  £ w  ^ 4 '
! 1 ,  '  i M !  rt , A.i i (\  , fi  i h  w - f j

f  ih 1  7' 1*1 , * 1 , f ‘N ' , ' 1 rt''  { I f  *j,|

1.76x1.76,1.63x4.25 eg 
1.63x3.25,1.50x5.25 eg 

3.50x2,1x1,2x1.76 p 
6.25x3,1.50x2.76 dr 

1.50x3.25,3.31x3.76 pc 
6.76x5.50 mp 

9x3,1.63x8.25 ch 
4.25x4.5 ch

3.38x4.12,2.50x3.25 lg 
2.50x3.25,2.38x3.25 eg

1987 3.63x3.25 eg 2..50x3.25 p 
2.50x2.88,2.50x2.06 eg

3.63x3.25 eg 
3.63x3.25 lg

1988

Key: shading indicates net loss

2.25x3.50 eg

Continued

3.76x5.50 p 
2.50x2.25,2.25x3.50 eg

tou>
- J
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Table 1-1. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

1989

Financial
Highlights

1.76x3.12 p

1990 4.12x2 p

Letter to 
Stockholders

2.76x4 p 
2x3,2x2.50 eg

2.88x2.25 eg 
3.25x2.63 eg 
2.88x2.50 eg

1991 1.63x3,1.63x3.12 p 3.76x4.25,3.76x4.25 eg

1992 ; 1.63x2.63,1.63x2.88 p 
.il.50x2.63p ;
1.76x2.63 eg 

Key: shading indicates net loss

: 1.76x6.25,1.76x5.50 eg

Narrative/Scope Managements*
of Operations Discussion and

Analysis
8x7.50,2.12x1.50 p 2x2.12 p

1x1.50 p 1.76x2.25,1.76x2.76 eg
1x2,1x1.88 lg 1.76x3 eg

1x1.76 sg
2.25x1.25,1.25x1.25 d

1x2.25,1x1.76 eg
1.38x1.50 mp

2.50x2,1.25x2.63 lg 2x2 p
1.25x2.25,2.25x2 eg 2x1.76,2.88x2.38 eg

2.25x2 eg 2.88x2.76,2.12x2.76 eg
2.50x2.25,1.50x2.12 dr 2.88x2.76 eg

7.38x3.76 dr

5x2,8x5.25 dr 3.76x1.76,2.50x4.25 eg
5.76x3.25,2.25x2.25 dr 2.50x4.12,2.50x3.76 eg

2.50x4.12,2.50x4 pc 5x8 p
2.25x3.50,3x1.76 pc 7.50x4,1x1.50 mp

4.25x2.12 bg

1.76x3.88,1.76x3'63 eg 1.76x6,1.76x6.76 eg
1.76x4,1.76x4.25 eg f 1.76x6.63,1.76x5.12 eg

1.76x4.25 sg
Continued

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

t oU>oo
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Table 1-1. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

Financial 
Highlights

1993 3x4.12 lg

1994 2.50x3.50 p
Key: shading indicates net loss
Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, lg=line graph, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram

toU)VO

Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of Supplemental
Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors Data

Analysis

3.88x5.76,4.50x6.76 dr 2x3.76,2x3.76 lg
7.38x6,5x4.50 dr 2x3.88,2x3.88 eg

6x3.50 dr 4.25x4.25 p
4.50x4.50,4.50x4.50 eg 

1.12x1.12 dr

1.12x3.94 eg - 2.56x3.56 eg
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i

Table 1-2. Yearly Sizes of Figures in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Financial
Highlights

1x1.63 eg

Letter to 
Stockholders

2x3.25 p

7.12x1.25 bg

Key: shading indicates net loss

Narrative/Scope Managements'
of Operations Discussion and

Analysis

1x1.50,1x1.76 eg 3.50x2.63 eg

1.12x1.63,1.12x1.50 eg 3.50x2.63,3.50x2.63 eg
1.12x1.63 eg 3.50x2.63 eg

1x1.38,1x1.50 eg 2.38x3,2.38x3 eg
1.1.63,1x1.76 eg 2.38x3.38,2.38x3 eg

2.38x2.63 eg
5.50x2.38 p

1.12x1.50,1.12x1.63 eg 2x2.63,2x3.25 eg
1.12x1.76,1.12x2.12 eg 2.25x3.76 eg

2.12x3.25 p 2x3 p

2x2.50,2.2.50 eg 1.50x2.63,1.25x3.25 eg
1.50x4 eg
2x3.25 p

4.88x63,5x.63 bg 1.50x3.76,1.63x4 eg
3.25x2.25 dr

5.76x2,5.76x1.63 lg
5.76x2.38 lg

Continued

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data
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Table 1-2. Yearly Sizes of Figures in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

Financial
Highlights

1991

1992
•••" ■ i ..

' 4x3.25 sg

1993

1994

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

2.88x3,2x3 eg 
1.38x3.38 eg 
2.50x1.76 sg 

5x.63 bg

• 2x238,125x1

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

1.25x3.38,3.25x3.50 eg 
1.63x3.50,1.63x3.63 eg

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

i,l25xi.76':drn ' r ‘, Y -Z ' .
. c i c 3g îi?0x3.cs -

1.25x3 eg 1.12x3.63,3x3.63 eg 
1.50x3.63 eg

3.50x2.12 lg 1.76x2.50 eg

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table 1-3. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors

Analysis

1985 - - 1.76x3.63 eg 2.50x2.63,3.76x2.25 eg
2.50x2.76,2.50x2.63 eg

1986 - - 1.76x2.63,1.76x2.25 eg 3.76x2.88 bg
1.76x2.50 eg 2.50x2.63,2.50.63 eg

2.50x2.63 eg

1987 - - 1.76x2.38,1.76x3.12 eg 3.76x2.12,2.50x2.63 eg
1.76x3.25,1.76x2.76 eg 2.25x2.50 eg

1988 4.50x3.50 eg - 1.76x2.50,1.76x2.76 eg 2.50x2.63,2.50x2.63 eg
1.76x3,1.76x2.63 

1.76x3.25 eg

1989 - - 4x2.12,4.12x2.12 eg 2.50x2.63,2.50x2.63 eg
3.38x2.12,3.50x2.12 eg 
4.12x2.12,3.12x2.12 eg 

3.25x2.12 eg

1990 - - - 3.63x3,2.25x2.25 eg
3.63x3,2.25x2.25 eg

2.25x2.25 eg
Key: shading indicates net loss C ontinued

Supplemental
Data

2.50x2.88 eg 
2.50x2.76 eg

2.50x2.38 eg 
2.50x2.76 eg

2.50x2.88 eg 
2.50x2.63 eg

2.50x2.88 eg 
2.50x2.76 eg

2.25x2.25 eg 
2.25x2.25 eg
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Table 1-3. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

1991

1992

1993

1994

Financial
Highlights

1.38x1.25 eg 
1.38x2.25 eg 
1.38x2.25 eg

1.38x1.63 eg 
1.38x2.25 eg 
1.38x4.25 eg

1.38x2 eg 
1.38x2.50 eg 
1.38x2.50 eg

1.63x3.38 eg 
1.63x2.50 eg 
1.63x2.38 eg 
1.63x3.25 eg

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

1.25x3.12 eg 
1.25x2.76 eg

1.88x2.76,2.12x2.88 eg 
2x3.12,2x2.76 eg 
2x3,2x276,2x3 eg 

1.88x3.12 p 
2x4.38 eg

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

2.25x2.25,2.25x2.25 eg 
2.25x2.25 eg

2.38x2.25,2.38x2.25 eg 
2.38x2.25 eg

2.38x2.25,2.38x2.25 eg 
2.38x2.25 eg

2.38x3,2.38x3 eg 
2.38x3 eg

Board of Supplemental 
Directors Data

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table 1-4. Yearly Sizes of Figures in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of Supplemental
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors Data

Analysis

1985 - - - 3.76x2.25,3.76x2.25 eg
3.76x2.25,3.76x2.25 eg 
3.76x2.25,3.76x2.25 eg 
3.76x2.25,3.76x2.12 eg

1986 - - - 3.76x2.25,3.76x2.38 eg

1987 - - - 3.76x2.12,3.76x2.25 eg
3.76x2.25,3.76x2.63 eg 
3.76x2.38,3.76x2.25 eg

1988 - (9) 3.50x2.25 eg

1989 1.50x2 eg - - 3.63x2.38,3.63x2.38 eg
1.50x2.12 eg 3.63x2.38 eg
1.50x2.50 eg

1990 - - - 3.76x2.25,3.76x2.38 eg
3.76x2.50 eg

1991 (3) 3.63x2.50 eg - - (9) 3.76x2.50 eg

Key: shading indicates net loss C ontinued to
£
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Table 1-4. Yearly Sizes of Figures in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

Financial
Highlights

1992 (3) 3.63x2.25 eg

1993

1994

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

(9) 3.76x2.50 eg

(9) 3.76x2.50 eg

3.76x2.50,3.76x2.50 eg 
3.76x2.50 eg

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table 1-5. Yearly Sizes of Figures in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

1985

1986

1987

Financial
Highlights

2.25x3.88 p

2x3.76 p

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

2.25x3.38,2.25x4.12 eg 
2.25x3.76 eg

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1988 3.63x3.50,5x4.76 pc 
2.25x1.50 pc

1989

> 1990

1991

1.76x3.50 sg 
1.88x3.88 pc 

1.76x4,1.76x3.63 eg 
1.76x3.76 eg

7.63x2.38,2:25x4.75 dr 
5.88x2.88,6.38x5:5 dr 
1.25x4.75,6.38x5.88 dr 

7.88x2.25 dr

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table 1-5. Yearly Sizes of Figures in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

;1992

1993

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

; 2.25x2.38 dr 
■4.88x0.5 ch

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

1.76x3.63 dr 
1.76x3.63 Cg " 

1.76x3.76,2x4.12 ch 
2x4,2.25x3.50 cg 

;lx l 38 (7)dr 
1.76x2.76,2.25x3.5 e g : 

. 2x4cg (.

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

<V,1

V* 

}' 'I
i f/ >, '  „< 1

'  y i v

1.76x3.76,1.76x3.63 ch ltf

Board of 
Directors

i'u

Supplemental
Data

l i f t

--X

,50x.50 logo (8) 2.25x1.76,2.38x1.63 cg
2.25x2.12 line graph

1994 2.25x1.25 eg 4.25x2.25 dr 2.12x1.88,2.12x1.38 cg
2.25x2.50 line graph 

2.12x1.63 eg

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table 1-6. Yearly Sizes Figures in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1985 2.25x2.76 cg 
2.25x2.88 cg

2.76x3.63,3x3.88 cg 
2.76x4 cg 

4x3.63,5.38x3 p 
1.50x2.63 lg

1986 2.76x2.76 cg 
2.50x3 cg

4x3.63,5.63x3 p 
3.25x3.38,2.76x4.12 cg 

2.76x3.50 cg

1987 2.25x3 cg 
2.50x3.12 cg

3.88x3.25,3.88x2.76 p 
3.25x3.25,2.63x4 cg 

2.76x3.38 cg

1988 2.12x2.88 cg 
2.12x3 cg

7.63x10.76 mp 8x3.50,2.76x4.25 cg 
2.50x3.50 cg 
3.63x3.76 p

1989

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued

3.50x2.25,2.76x3.50 cg 
2.76x4.25 cg 

4x4 p

Supplemental
Data

to
OO
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Table 1-6. Yearly Sizes Figures in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

1990

Financial
Highlights

1.38x3.25 cg 
1.38x3.25 cg

1991.

1992

1993

1994

>1.12xx2.50cg 
' 1.76x3.25 cg 
, 1.12x3.25 cg

1.25x2.38 cg 
1.25x3 50 eg 
1.88x3.50 eg

Letter to 
Stockholders

1x3.76 eg

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

.12x1.50,3.50x2.25 dr 
1.76x1.76,1.50x1.76 dr 

1x2.12,1.63x2.63 dr 
2.50x1.76,2x2 dr 

1.50x1.50,1.38x1.25 dr 
1.76x1.76 dr

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

1.63x4.25,1.63x4 eg 
1.63x3.63,1.63x4 cg

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

; .. i : /  • urix3.63;il.38x3.76,cg "

3.88x3.88,3x3.5 mp : :lx3;63;1.25x5:76cg 
*’1.38x4 25 cg
h '

1.63x2.63,6.50x5:12 dr I 
4.50x2.50,2.76x2.50 dr y k l  ■&

y  ■
V!.

r>'-)

Note: cg= column grapli, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 

Key: shading indicates net loss 249
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Table 1-7. Yearly Sizes of Figures in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 
(excluding photographs)

1985

1986

1987

1990

Financial Letter to
Highlights Stockholders

2.50x3 cg 
2.50x3,2.50x2.50 lg

1988

1989 7.50x2.12 bg

1.88x4.25 cg 
1.88x5 dcg

Key: shading indicates net loss

8.76x8.50 mp 
1.88x1.76 cg 
1.88x1.76 p 
1.88x1.76 cg

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

4.88x2.38 cg

1.63x2.25 p

7.50x4.50 mp 
3.50x1.50 p 

4.25x3.12,3.76x2.50 dr 
3.76x3.25 cg

5.63x11 dr

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

3.50x3,3.50x2.63 cg 

3.76x3.25,3.76x2.76 cg

2.38x2.38,2.38x2.12 cg 
2.38x2.25,2.38x2 cg 

2.38x1.88 cg

4.76x3.25c3.25x2.25 mp 3x2.38,3x1.63 bg 
1.50x2.50 p

1.50x1.76 p 
1.38x3.12,1.38x3.50 cg

C ontinued

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

N>Uio
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Table 1-7. Yearly Sizes of Figures in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994
(excluding photographs) Continued

1991

1992

1993

1994

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements'
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and

1.76x3.76 eg - 2.25x1.76 p 1.76x4.76 cg

1.88x3.25 cg - 2.38x1.25 p 3x1.88,3x2.76 cg

1.63x2.50 cg 3.38x2.25 cg
1.63x2.63,1.63x2.76 dcg 3.38x3.38 dcg

Board of Supplemental
Directors Data

1.25x2.25 cg - - .76x1.50 cg
1.25x3 dcg .76x1.50 dcg

.76x1.76,.76x1.50 dcg 
1.50x1.76 dr 

2x2 mp

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 
dcg= divided colum n graph

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table 1-8. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

Financial Letter to Narrative/Scope Managements' Board of Supplemental 
Highlights Stockholders of Operations Discussion and Directors Data

Analysis

1985 - - 2.25x2.88,2.25x2.34 cg 2.25x3.25,2.25x3.12 cg
2.25x3,2.25x2.88 cg 

2.25x2.34 cg

1986 - - - 3.25x1.76,3.25x1.76 bg

1987 - - - 2.34x4,2.34x3 cg
2.88x2.63,2.50x2.63 cg

1988 - - - 2.25x4,2.25x3.63 cg
2.50x3.63 cg

1989 - - 3.25x3.25 dr 2x5.12,2.50x3.12 cg
2.25x3,2.25x5.25 cg 

2.25x3.63 cg

1990 - - - 2.25x4.88,2.25x3.25 cg
2.25x5, 2.25x4 cg

1991 - - 2.25x3.25,2.25x3 bg
2.25x1.76 bg

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table 1-8. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

Financial
Highlights

1992

<1993

1994

Letter to Narrative/Scope 
Stockholders of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis 
1.25x6,1.25x2.50 cg 

1.25x2.38,1.25x4.88 cg

2.50x2‘50,3.38x2.38 sg . ; ‘ • 
‘ 8.12x4.38,8.50x4.76 mp ’ i

1.50x1.76 p 
1.25x3.50,1.50x3.25 cg 

1.25x1.63 cg

Board of Supplemental
Directors Data

>• i . r  C

I 1 '}>

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table 1-9. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

Financial
Highlights

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Letter to 
Stockholders

1.88x3.25 cg

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

1.88x3.25 cg 
1.88x3.25 cg

2x3.63 cg

1.76x2.76 sg 
2x3.38 cg

2x3.63 cg

1.63x3.25 cg 
1.63x2.88 cg 
1.63x2.50 cg

1.76x2.76 eg 
. 1.76x3 cg 

1.76x3,1.76x3.38 cg 1.76x3,1.76x2.76 sg 
1.63x2.88 cg

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

1.88x3.25 cg

1.25x3.63 cg

1.63x3.12 cg 
1.63x3.12 cg 
1.76x3.12 cg

2.2.25 p 1.63x3.38,1.63x3.38 cg
1.88x3.38,1.88x3.50 cg 1.88x3.38 cg

1.25x2.63 cg 
1.25x2.76 cg 
1.76x3.50 cg 
1.76x3.63 cg 

1.76x3 cg

1991 7x.5 bg

Key: shading indicates net loss

1.25x2,2.12x2 p 
1.38x2.94 sg 
1.25x3.88 cg 
1.50x3.50 leg

1.38x3.88 sg 
1.50x3.50 leg 
C ontinued

1.50x3.25 leg 
1.50x3,1.50x3.25 dcg

1.38x3.25 cg 
1.50x3.25 dcg

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data
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Table 1-9. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

1992

Financial
Highlights

7.25x1.76 bg

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

1.50x1.50,2x2.25 p 
3.76x1.88 p 
1.88x2.88 sg 

1.63x2.50,2.50x3 dcg 
1.76x2.63 dcg 

2x3 cg 
2.25x3.12 leg

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1993 t r r 4.38x.50 bg 1.63x3.38 sg 
1.63x3.38 cg

. .. . . . . . . .  :f

‘h i /

1994 3x3.88 cg 2.25x2.88 p 2.38x2.25
2.38x1.88 p  3.50x3 cg 2.25x1.88,2.25x2.50 p

2.25x2.63,1.76x2.63 cg 
2.38x2.50 cg 
2.38x2.25 bg 

2.25x3.50,2.50x2.50 cg

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=pictogram, hs= histogram 

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table 1-10. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1985 - 2.25x1.76 p 4.50x3.25 mp 
' 2.25x4.38 eg

■' '

V ; 7 "  ' .'■Ji '- t:- ■ '  Y.

'  . / • '

1986 , ..v*: '  ■■■ 2/76x4.50 eg '•

‘ ' > • ; ■  ;.-r. •. ■ y
1987 2.50x4.25 eg ■■■ ; ‘ ^

1988 - - 2.76x3.76,2.76x4 eg - -

1989 3.50x4.76 eg - 3.38x4.12,3.25x4.12 eg 
3.12x4.12 eg

- -

1990 2.12x5 eg 
2.12x4.25 eg 

2.12x5 eg

" “ - *

1991 ' 1.25x5 p " , V
• ' : - • 

' i  ■ ■' '• • '  -

• • ; • • ; . . ; V

1992 2.63x2.25 eg 2.50x2 eg (5) -

"  :• v . ' • . - . i  ; 2.63x2.25 eg 
2.63x2.25 Ig

2.50x2 eg 
4x5 dr 

Continued

t -r

Supplemental
Data

t-oOn
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Table 1-10. Yearly Sizes of Figures in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 (excluding photographs)
Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1993 1x1 p (6) 1.76x3 eg 
1.76x3.12 eg 

4.88x3.88 mp 
2x2.76 pc 

2.76x2.88 pc

1994 lx l p (10) 
1.25x3.50 eg 
1.25x4.50 eg 
1.25x4.12 eg 
1.25x4.63 eg

2x3 eg 
2fpdr 

(3) 2.25x.5 dr 
(5) 7x2 dr 

(5) 2.50x1.76 dr 
(2) 5x3.76 dr 

fpdr 
(2) 2x2.63 dr 

2fpmp

Note: cg= column graph, bg= bar graph, dr= drawing, sg= surface graph, mp=map, p=pie graph, ch=chart, pc=piciogram, hs= histogram
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Table J -l. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)
170? riuauuuu mguugiim

»r-> *
MD&A

1986 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Selected 6 Year Financial Data
Results of Operations, Alcoa's Taxes, After Tax

Earnings, Foreign Currency Exchange Gains and 
Losses, Quarterly Stock Information, Common 
Share Data

Operating Profit by Segment, Revenus by 
Operating Group, Foreign Currency Losses, Income 
and Operating Taxes, Quarterly Stock Information, 
Common Share Data

Segments, After Tax Translation Gain (Losses) on 
Net Income, Total Income and Operating Taxes, 
Quarterly Stock Information, Common Share Data

Effect of Translation and Exchange Gains (Losses) 
in Alcoa's Net Income, Total Income and Operating 
Taxes, Quarterly Stock Information, Common 
Share Data

Tax Translation and Gains and Losses, Total 
Income and Operating Taxes, Operations Review

Aluminum Processing Segment Review and 
Shipments, Non-aluminum Products Segment, 
Nine Year Summary of Financial and Other Data, 
Worldwide Operating Locations, Quarterly Stock 
Information, Common Share Data

1987 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Selected 5 Year Financial Data
Results of Operations, Revenues by Segment,

1988 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Selected 6 Year Financial Data
Revenues & Shipping from Aluminum Processing

1989 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Selected 6 Year Financial Data
Aluminum Processing Segments' Revenues, After Tax

1990 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Selected 6 Year Financial Data
Revenues o f Aluminum Processing Segment, After

1991 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Financial Review (5 Year)
Aluminum and Chemicals Segment Review,

Key: shading indicates net loss
Continued
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Table J -l. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 
Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)

1992 . Financial Highlights 
MD&A

tVTi^LTs- ^  ------------------

Alummum’sChemical

îte£BSXiiSB&& -alnmihum Products
y r  *£.■*,V y W j r  ‘

‘Unite.amjl'the Markets 
Servings die Vanous 

SggMarketsyDea^ Criterm for Development of New 
.Year SimuiSSy o f Financial 

Locations,
-m o ii^ ^ Y ^ ^ ^ ^ n tom atifm : CtimSnbn Share Data

1993 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Financial/Operating Highlights 
Summary of Earnings, Aluminum and Chemicals 

Segment, Aluminum Processing Segment, Five- 
Year Selected Financial Data, Non Aluminum 
Products Segment, Cost o f Goods Sold

1994 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Key: shading indicates net loss

Five Year Selected Financial Data 
Net Income, Alumina and Chemicals Segment 

Revenue and Operating Profit, Aluminum 
Processing Segment Revenue and Operating Profits 
(Loss), Shipments and Revenues by Product Classes, 
Revenue and Operating Profit from Non-aluminum 
Products Segment, 11 Year Summary of Financial 
and Other Data, Alcoa Worldwide Operations, 
Quarterly Stock Information, Common Share Data
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Table J-2. Yearly Subjects of Tables In DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)
1985 Financial Highlights Industry Segments, Corporate Highlights

MD&A Summary of Results, Industry Segments
Supplemental Information Selected Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of

Changing Prices, Quarterly Financial Data, 
Consolidated Geographical Data, Estimated 
Proved Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitalized Costs 
Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, Costs 
Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities,
Results of Operations for Oil and Gas Producing 
Activities, Standard Measure for Discounted Future 
Net Cash Flows and Changes Therein Relating 
to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Coal Activities, 
Five-Year Financial Review

1986 Financial Highlights Industry Segments, Corporate Highlights
MD&A Summary of Results, Industry Segments
Supplemental Information Estimated Proved Reserves of Gas and Oil, Capitalized

Costs Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net 
Cash Flows Changes Therein Relating To Proved 
Oil and Gas Reserves, Coal Reserves, Quarterly 
Financial Data, Consolidated Geographical Data, 
Five-Year Review

1987 Financial Highlights Industry Segments, Corporate Highlights
MD&A Summary of Results, Industry Segments
Supplemental Information Estimated Proved Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitalized

Costs Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Results of Operations for Oil and Gas Producing 
Activities, Standardized Measure o f Discounted 
Future Net Cash Flows and Changes Therein Related 
to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Coal Reserves, 
Quarterly Financial Data, Consolidated Geographic 
Data, Five-Year Review

1988 Financial Highlights Industry Segments, Corporate Highlights
MD&A Summary of Results, Industry Segments
Supplemental Information Estimated Proved Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitalized

Costs Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Results of Operations for Oil and Gas Producing 
Activities, Standardized Measure o f Discounted 
Future Net Cash Flows and Changes Therein Related 
to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Coal Reserves, 
Quarterly Financial Data, Consolidated Geographic 
Data, Five-Year Review

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table J-2. Yearly Subjects of Tables in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 
Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)

1989 Financial Highlights Industry Segments, Corporate Highlights
MD&A Summary o f Results, Industry Segments
Supplemental Information Estimated Proved Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitalized

Costs Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Results o f Operations for Oil and Gas Producing 
Activities, Standardized Measure of Discounted 
Future Net Cash Flows and Changes Therein Related 
to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Coal Reserves, 
Quarterly Financial Data, Consolidated Geographic 
Data, Five-Year Review

Corporate Highlights, Industry Segments 
Taxes, Industry Segment Performance: 1) Chemicals,

2) Fibers, 3) Polymers, 4) Petroleum, 5) Coal,
6) Diversified Businesses, Cash Flows, Capital 
Expenditures, Working Capital 

Estimated Proved Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitalized 
Costs Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Results o f Operations for Oil and Gas Producing 
Activities, Standardized Measure of Discounted 
Future Net Cash Flows and Changes Therein Related 
to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Coal Reserves, 
Quarterly Financial Data, Consolidated Geographic 
Data, Five-Year Review

Corporate Highlights, Industry Segments 
Taxes
Estimated Proved Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitalized 

Costs Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Results of Operations for Oil and Gas Producing 
Activities, Standardized Measure of Discounted 
Future Net Cash Flows Related to Proved Oil and 
Gas Reserves, Summary of Changes in Standard 
Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Rows 
Related to Proved Oil and Gas Researves, Quarterly 
Data, Consolidated Geographic Data, Five-Year 
Financial Review

1992 Financial Highlights Coitpiorate H i ^ i ^ e ,  H3iistify Segments
Narrative Primary Products andApplications for Each Division:

. Chemicals, Fibers, Polymers, Petroleum, 
^Diversified / .

MD&A - Taxes. Sales by Divisioh (5) ’ .'.'..j .
Supplemental Information Quarterly Financial Data, Consolidated Geographic Data

•. Five-Year Review r  . v  • .

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued

1990 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

1991 Financial Highlights 
MD&A
Supplemental Information
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Table J-2. Yearly Subjects of Tables in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 
Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) o f  Table(s)

1993 Financial Highlights;
m d &a ,
Supplemental Information ^

"  C "'r.Taes_ 
tESim a Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitaliied 

Activities;
 ^ n ^ ® M ^ d t^ P !r c ^ c in g  Activities,

^  for Oflantt Gas Producing
~ ^ ^ v̂ w ^^St^d^ii^^easure^D ist»unted

^ p ffS nmimty of CEangll in Standard
easunTfif Disunited FiitiireN.
elS ^ to l^M jO iian1

Flows 
s fdr Fiiiiy

'&£5*i*jw'ri

,2«&CBB9ftK3«Joi—
^•'fieview^f??.

c Data,~Five-Year Financial

1994 Financial Highlights 
MD&A
Supplemental Information

Corporate Highlights 
Taxes
Estimated Proved Reserves of Oil and Gas, Capitalized 

Costs Relating to Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Costs Incurred in Oil and Gas Producing Activities, 
Results of Operations for Oil and Gas Producing 
Activities, Standardized Measure o f Discounted 
Future Net Cash Flows Related to Proved Oil and 
Gas Reserves, Summary of Changes in Standard 
Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows 
Related to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves for Fully 
Consolidated Companies, Quarterly Financial Data, 
Consolidated Geographic Data, Five-Year Financial 
Review

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-3. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table{s)
1985 Financial Highlights Financial, Operating

Narrative Review of the Year, Business Profile (by Segments)--
Exploration and Production, Refining and 
Marketing, International Marine, Chemicals,
Coal, Other

MD&A Financial Review: Financial Summary
Supplemental Information Earnings for Oil and Gas Exploration and Production

Activities, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids 
Net Proved Developed and Undeveloped Reserves, 
Natural Gas Net Proved Developed and Undeveloped 
Reserves, Oil and Gas Capitalized Costs, Costs 
Incurred in Property Acquisition, Exploration, or 
Development Activities, Standardized Measure of 
Discounted Future Net Cash Flows Relating to 
Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Change in Standard 
Measure of Discount or Future Net Cash Flows 
Relating to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves - 
Consolidated Activities, Financial Results for 1985, 
1985 Adjusted for Changing Prices, 5 Year 
Summary of Financial Results Adjusted for 
Changing Prices, Supplementary Data Adjusted 
for General Inflation, Quarterly Information

1986 Financial Highlights Financial, Operating
MD&A Financial Review: Financial Summary
Supplemental Information Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Activities

Earnings, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids Net 
Proved Developed and Undeveloped Reserves, 
Natural Gas Net Proved Developed and Undeveloped 
Reserves, Gas and Oil Capitalized Costs, Gas and 
Oil Cost Incurred in Property Acquisition,
Exploration and Development Activities,
Standardized Measure o f Discounted Future Net 
Cash Flows Related to Proved Oil and Gas 
Reserves, Change in Standard Measure of 
Discounted Future Net Cash Flows Related to 
Proved Oil and Gas Reserves - Consolidated 
Affiliates, Quarterly Information, Operation Summary

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table J-3. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994, 
Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)

265

1987 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

MD&A
Supplemental Information

Financial, Operating
Functional and Geographic Analysis of Results, 

Business Profiles by Segments: Exploration and 
Production, Refining and Marketing, Chemicals,
Coal and Minerals 

Financial Review: Financial Summary 
Earnings - Oil and Gas Exploration and Production 

Activities, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids Net 
Proved Developed and Undeveloped Reserves, 
Natural Gas Net Proved Developed and Undeveloped 
Reserves, Capitalized Costs, Costs Incurred in 
Property Acquisition, Exploration, and Development 
Activities, Standardized Measure of Discounted 
Future Net Cash Flows Relating to Proved Oil and 
Gas Reserves, Changes in Standard Measure of 
Discounted Future Net Cash Flows Relating to 
Proved Oil and Gas Reserves - Consolidated 
Affiliates, Quarter Information, Operating Summary

1988 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

MD&A
Supplemental Information

Financial and Operating 
Functional and Geographic Analysis of Results, 

Business Profiles by Segments: Exploration and 
Production, Refining, and Marketing, Chemicals, 
Coal/Minerals/Hong Kong Power 

Financial Review, Financial Summary 
Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Activity

Earnings, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids, Natural 
Gas, Capitalized Costs, Costs Incurred in Property 
Acquisition, Exploration, and Development 
Activities, Standard Measure of Discounted Future 
Net Cash Flows Related to Proved Oil and Gas 
Reserves, Changes in Standard Measure of 
Discounted Future Net Cash Flows Relating to 
Proved Oil and Gas Reserves - Consolidated 
Affiliates, Quarter Information, Operating Summary

1989 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

MD&A
Key: shading indicates net loss

Financial and Operating Hilites 
Review of the Year - Business Profiles by Segment: 

Exploration and Production, Refining and Marketing, 
Chemicals, Coal/Minerals, Hong Kong Power 

Financial Summary 
Continued
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Table J-3. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994,
Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)
1989 Supplemental Information Oil and Gas Earnings, Oil and Gas Capitalized Costs.

Costs Incurred in Property Acquisition, Exploration, 
and Development Activities, Crude Oil and Natural 
Gas Liquids, Natural Gas, Capitalized Costs, Costs 
Incurred in Property Acquisition, Exploration, and 
Development Activities, Standard Measure of 
Discounted Future Net Casb Rows Related to 
Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Changes in Standard 
Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Rows 
Relating to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves - 
Consolidated Affiliates, Quarterly Information, 
Operating Summary

1990 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

1991 Financial Highlights 
MD&A
Supplemental Information

1992 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Key: shading indicates net loss

Financial, Operating
Business Profile: Rnancial, Business Profile - Operating 

Financial Sum m ary 
Capitalized Costs of Oil and Gas Exploration and 

Production Activities, Oil and Gas Earnings, Crude 
Oil and Natural Gas Liquids, Natural Gas, Standard 
Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Rows 
Related to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Changes in 
Standard Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash 
Flows Relating to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves - 
Consolidated Affiliates, Quarterly Information, 
Operating Summary

Rnancial, Operating
Rnancial, Operating, Financial Summary 
Quarterly Information, Results o f Operations - Oil and 

Gas, Average Salesprice and Production Costs per 
Unit of Production, Capitalized Costs (Oil and Gas), 
Costs Incurred in Property Acquisitions, Explorations 
and Development Activities, Crude Oil and Natural 
Gas Liquids, Natural Gas, Standard Measure of 
Discounted Future Cash Rows, Changes in 
Standard Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash 
Flows Relating to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, 
Operating Summary

Rnancial, Operating
Business ProfilesrFinancial, Operating, Financial 

Summary
Continued
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Table J-3. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994,
Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)
1992 Supplemental Information Quarterly Information, Results of Operations - Oil and

Gas, Average Sales Prices and Production Costs per 
Unit o f Production, Capitalized Costs, Costs Incurred 
in Property Acquisition, Exploration, and 
Development Activities, Crude Oil and Natural Gas 
Liquids, Natural Gas, Standard Measure of 
Discounted Cash Rows,Changes in Standard Measure 
of Discounted Future Net Cash Hows Relating to 
Proved Oil and Gas Reserves, Operating Summary

1993 Rnancial Highlights Rnancial, Operating
MD&A Business Profiles: Financial, Operating,

Financial S ummary
Supplemental Information Quarterly Information, Results of Operations - Oil and

Gas, Average Sales Prices and Production Costs per 
Unit o f Production, Capitalized Costs, Costs 
Incurred in Property Acquisition, Exploration, and 
Development Activities, Crude Oil and Natural Gas 
Liquids, Natural Gas, Standard Measure of Discounted 
Cash Rows, Changes in Standard Measure of 
Discounted Future Net Cash Rows Relating to Proved 
Oil and Gas Reserves, Operating Summary

1994 Rnancial Highlights Rnancial, Operating
MD&A Business Profile: Rnancial, Opeating,

Financial Summary
Supplemental Information Quarterly Information, Results of Operations - Oil and

Gas, Average Sales Prices and Production Costs per 
Unit of Production, Capitalized Costs, Costs 
Incurred in Property Acquisition, Exploration, and 
Development Activities, Crude Oil and Natural Gas 
Liquids, Natural Gas, Standard Measure of Discounted 
Cash Rows, Changes in Standard Measure of 
Discounted Future Net Cash Hows Relating to Proved 
Oil and Gas Reserves, Operating Summary

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-4. Yearly Subjects of Tables in General Electric's Annual Reports,
1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Financial Highlights 

MD&A

Supplemental Information

1986 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1987 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Tltle(s) of Table(s)
Financial Highlights
Statement of Earnings, Statement of Financial 

Position, Statement of Changes in Financial 
Position, Selected Financial Data, Total GE 
Taxes o f 1985, Summary of Industry Segments

Quarterly Information

Financial Highlights
Statement of Earnings, Statement o f Financial 

Position, Statement of Changes in Rnancial 
Position, Selected Financial Data, Summary of 
Industry Segments

Financial Highlights
Restated Quarterly After-Tax Earnings Increase 

(Decrease) Resulting from Accounting Changes 
and Unusual Expenses, Statement o f Earnings, 
Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 
Changes in Rnancial Position, Selected Financial 
Data, Summary of Industry Segments, Unusual 
Items Included in Operating Profit, U.S. Exports 
to Customers

1988 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1989 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Rnancial Highlights
Summary of Industry Segments, U.S. Export to 

External Customers, Selected Rnancial Data

Rnancial Highlights
Summary Data, Summary o f Industry Segments, GE's 

Exports from the U.S. to External Customers,
GE Contribution to U.S. Balance of Trade (Est.), 
Selected Financial Data

1990 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Rnancial Highlights
Summary of Industry Segments, GE's Exports from 

the U.S. to External Customers, Selected Rnancial 
Data

1991 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1992 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Rnancial Highlights
Summary of Industry Segments, GE's Exports from 

the U.S. to External Customers, Selected Rnancial 
Data, Trading and Dividend Information

Rnancial Highlights
Trading and Dividend Information, Selected

Financial Data, GE's Exports from U.S. to External 
Customers, Summary of Industry Segments

Continued

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-4. Yearly Subjects o f Tables in General Electric's Annual Reports,
1985-1994 Continued

269

Year Report Section

1993 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1994 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Key: shading indicates net loss

Tltle(s) of Table(s)

F inancial Highlights
Trading and Dividend Information, Selected

Financial Data, GE's Exports from U.S. to External 
Customers, Summary of Industry Segments

Financial Highlights
Summary o f Industry Segments, GE's Total Exports 

from the U.S., Selected Financial Data
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Table J-5. Yearly Subjects o f Tables in General Motor's Annual Reports,
1985-1994

270

Year Report Section
1985 Financial Highlights 

Narrative

MD&A

Supplemental Information

1986 Financial Highlights 
Nattative

MD&A

Supplemental Information

1987 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1988

Supplemental Information

Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1989

Supplemental Information

Financial Highlights
Narrative
MD&A

Supplemental Information

Title(s) o f  Table(s)
Highlights
All New or Completely Redesigned GM Models 

Introduced in 1985 (U.S.), Top Selling GM Cars 
in 1985 (U.S.)

Worldwide Factory Sales, Percentage of Worldwide 
Dollar Sales and Revenues Attributable to:, 
Percentage of Net Income (Loss) Attributable to:, 
Summary  Rnancial Data for EDA, Summary 
Financial Data for GMHE 

Selected Quarterly Data, Selected Data Adjusted 
for Effects of Changing Prices

Highlights
Worldwide Factory Sales, Retail Unit Sales of Cars 

and Trucks Worldwide, GM Employment, Payrolls, 
and Benefits

Summary Financial Data -GMHE, Summary Financial 
Data - EDS

Selected Quarterly Data, Selected Financial Data 

Highlights
Worldwide Factory Sales, Retail Unit Sales o f Cars and 

Trucks Worldwide, GM Employment, Payrolls, 
and Benefits, Electronic Data Systems Operations, 
GM Hughes Electronics Operations 

Selected Quarterly Data, Selected Financial Data

Highlights
Worldwide Factory Sales, Retail Unit Sales of Cars and 

Trucks Worldwide, Summary Financial Data - 
GMAC, Summary Financial Data - EDS,
Summary Financial Data - GMHE, GM Operations 
with GMAC on an Equity Basis, GM Employment, 

Payrolls, and Benefits
Selected Quarterly Data, Selected Financial Data 

Highlights
Major New Acquisitions and New Ventures 
Worldwide Factory Sales, Retail Unit Sales of Cars and 

Trucks Worldwide, Summary Financial Data - 
GMAC, Summary Financial Data - EDS, Summary 
Financial Data - GMHE, Employment, Payrolls, 
and Benefits, Statement of Consolidated Income, 
Consolidated Balance Sheet, Liability and 
Stockholders' Equity, Statement of Consolidated 
Cash Flows

Selected Quarterly Data, Selected Financial Data

Continued
Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-5. Yearly Subjects of Tables in General Motor's Annual Reports,
1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)

1990 FinancialHighTigh’ts 
MD&A '

-Ar-

1991

•^Supplemental Information

». Financial Highlights 
‘ MD&A

Financial
* W ondm de Factory Sales

1992

Supplemental Information .
«* "V "(V-

Financial Highlights
Narrative
MD&A

1993

Supplemental Information

Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information 

Key: shading indicates net loss

- GMAC,
fjEp^Suiaain^^':: 

______ i T ^ ^ i S M ^ ^ ’Clp^ttions with:

a^ ^ d lS i^ ^ S y  D ata^ lected  Fiancial Data
••• --S& • .va*mi -

gaSSa*!*> -«£.iryatSSr .̂'" tfLisr 3a- efeaa* «i3*! *p i^ m ^ ^ D d r a ^ n s ;  WoriSwi^Fartofy Sales,
Woftdwide,

J * S u ^ ^ fy lR h ^ S ^ j ^ ia '-G J ^ ^  Summary 
tT'̂ Rn̂ raafSSâ - El3s, Sufiunary Financial Data -
*‘i *~ >T T T -* m  f  ' / H i  i  n  "  ^  ' *,GMHE; GM Operations with GMAC oh ah Equity

" F f e  J k r V  -' •..
SelrcteiiQuarterly D^(Unaiidited), Selected Financial

Fin an f-i at^ rimTrinry  J .

Of
•;:r f CareandTnicks Worldwide, Employment and 

' Payroll^ Sihiiinaiy Financial Data - EDS, 
-S im m ia iy  Financial Data f  GMHE, Pretax Loss and 
^Taxable U.S. Income, GM Operations with GMAC 

anJS q t^T i^
S el& M  piiarterly j 3 a it a ^ ^ d i^ ) ,  Selected Financial

Highlights
NAO Earnings Before Interest and Taxes, Net Income 

(Loss) by Sector, Net Income Excluding Special 
Items, Worldwide Wholesale Sales, Vehicle Unit 
Deliveries of Car and Trucks Worlwide, 
Employment and Payrolls, Summary Financial 
Data - EDS, GMHE Business Mix, Summary 
Financial Data - GMHE, Taxes, Statement of 
Consolidated Operations with GMAC on an Equity 
Basis, Consolidated Balance Sheet with GMAC on 
a Equity Basis, Statement of Consolidated Cash 
Flows with GMAC on a Equity Basis

Selected Quarterly Data(Unaudited), Selected Financial 
Data

Continued
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Table J-5. Yearly Subjects of Tables in  General Motor's Annual Reports,
1985-1994 Continued

272

Y ear R eport Section

1994 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information 
Key: shading indicates net loss

TiUe(s) of Tabk*s)

Highlights, GM  Corporation at a Glance 
Worldwide Wholesale Sales, Net Income, Vehicle Unit 

Deliveries o f Cars and Trucks Worldwide, 
Employment and Payrolls, Summary Rnancial 
Data - EDS, Units Financed or Leased by GMAC 
Worldwide, Summary Financial Data - GMHE, 
SFAS, Health Care and Pay as You Go Costs 
1994, Security Ratings, Reconciliation o f Book 
Income to  Taxable Income, Statement o f 
Consolidated Operations with GMAC on an Equity 
Basis, Consolidated Balance Sheet with GMAC on 
an Equity Basis, Statement of Consolidated Cash 
R ow  with GMAC on an Equity Basis 

Selected Quarterly Data, Selected Financial Data
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Table J-6. Yearly Subjects of Tables In IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-15194 273

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)
1985 Rnancial Highlights Rnancial Highlights

MD&A Consolidated Statements of Earnings, Consolidated
Statements o f Rnancial Position, Consolidated 
Statements o f Funds Row, Consolidated 
Statements o f Stockholder's Equity 

Supplemental Information Comparison o f Selected Rnancial Data Adjusted
for Change in Specific Prices (Current Cost), 
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Financial 
Data, Selected Quarterly Data

1986 Rnancial Highlights Rnancial Highlights
MD&A Consolidated Statements of Earnings, Consolidated

Statements o f Financial Position, Cosolidated 
Statements o f Funds Row, Consolidated 
Statements o f Stockholder's Equity 

Supplemental Information Rve-Year Comparison o f Selected R nancial Data,
Selected Quarterly Data

1987 Rnancial Highlights Rnancial Highlights
MD&A Consolidated Statements of Earnings, Consolidated

Statements o f Financial Position, Consolidated 
Statements o f Funds Row, Consolidated 
Statements o f Stockholder's Equity 

Supplemental Information Rve-Year Comparison o f Selected R nancial Data,
Selected Quarterly Data

1988 Financial Highlights
Supplemental Information

Financial Highlights
Rve-Year Comparison o f Selected Financial Data, 

Selected Quarterly Data

1989

1990 Rnancial Highlights Financial Highlights
MD&A Consolidated Statements of Earnings, Consolidated

Statements o f Rnancial Position, Cosolidated 
Statements o f Funds Row, Consolidated 
Statements o f Stockholder's Equity 

Rve-Year Comparison of Selected R nancial Data, 
Selected Quarterly Data

Rnancial Highhghtsfor Year, Financial 
.f"  Highlights at End of Year . ; . ... ’

> ' > : Five-Year Comparison of Selected Rnancial Data, 
■ ^ ^ ' ^ S e l e c t e d Q u a r t e r l y E ^ t a r;

i^ ^ ^ r a n c M  Highlights :■ ,r > - . „ -  •
Supplemental Information ; , Y  Rve-Year Comparison o f Selected Financial Data,

, . 'Y'SelectedQuarterlyData .. ... . :

Supplemental Information

1991 Financial Highlights 

Supplemental Information

1992 v Rnancial Highlights ;‘Y

Continued
Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-6. Yearly Subjects of Tables in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994, 
Continued

274

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)

1993 :■ Financial Highlights®
MD&A - i f ______ ________

forCompanys Sales-

■. .ass&SsES-.-cZfcc+M -'. 
s ltemsj Results of : i  ̂r  

_ __4 ^Software,Services,

•• ■- .^Supplemental MotrimtiotF"-^
a ~ _  - t

1994 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

sand(
pnufi&l^ted Rnanciai Data,'

Financial Highlights
Results o f  Operations, Hardware Sales, Software, 

Services, Rentals and Financing, Operating 
Expenses, Financial Condition, Debt and Equity, 
Cash R ow , Sales-Type Leases, Employees

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-7. Yearly Subjects of Tables in  International Paper's Annual Reports,
1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Financial Highlights 

MD&A

1986 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1987 Rnancial Highlights

1988 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Infonnation

1989 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

1990 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

1991 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1992 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

Title(s) of Table(s)
Financial Highlights
Sales and Operating Profit by Division for Two 

Years, Capital Spending for Three Years

Rnancial Highlights 
Capital Spending - Three Years

Rnancial Highlights

Financial Highlights
Capital Expenditures by Industry Segment,

Operating Results by Industry Segment, Production 
by Product, Assets by Industry Segment 

Rnancial Summary 1988-1984

Rnancial Highlights
Capital Expenditures by Industry Segment;

Dividends Paid Per Common Share; Net Sales; 
Assets; Operating Profit; Production by Products 
Depreciation, Depletion, and Amortization; 
Geographic Segment Data

Rnancial Highlights 
International Paper At A Glance, Capital

Expenditures by Industry Segment, Dividends 
Paid Per Common Share, Prodution by Products, 
European Acquisitions, Net Sales by Geographic 
Area, Operating Profit by Geographic Area, Assets 
by Geographic Area, Net Sales by Industry 
Segment, Operating Profit by Industry Segment, 
Assets by Industry Segment; Depreciation, 
Depletion, and Amortization by Industry Segment, 
Industry Segment Contributions for 1990 

Interim Financial Results, Six-Year Financial 
Summary

Rnancial Highlights
Net Sales; Operating Profit; Assets; European 

Sales by Business Segment; by Industry Segment- 
Net Sales; Assets; Operating Profit; Depreciation, 
Depletion, and Amortization; Industry Segment 
Contributions for 1990 and 1991

Financial Highlights, Industry Segment Contributions 
Net Sales, Assets, and Operating Profit by 

Geographic Area; European Sales by Business 
Segment, by Industry Segment-Net Sales; Assets; 
Operating Profit (Loss); Depreciation, Depletion, 
and Amortization

Continued
Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-7. Yearly Subjects of Tables in International Paper's Annual Reports,
1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section

1993 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

1994 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information 

Key: shading indicates net loss

Title(s) of Table(s)

Rnancial Highlights
Capital Expenditures by Industry Segment, Geographic 

Net Sales, Geographic Assets, Operating Profit 
by Industry Segment, Depreciation, Depletion, and 
Amortization by Indistry Segment, Industry 
Segment Contributions 

Eleven-Year Rnancial Summary, Interim Financial 
Results

Rnancial Highlights
Capital Expenditures by Industry Segment, Net Sales 

by Geographic Area, Assets by Geographic Area, 
Operating Profit by Geographic Area, European 
Sales by Business Segment, Net Sales by Industry 
Segment, Assets by Industry Segment, Operating 
Profit by Industry Segment, Depreciation,
Depletion, and Amortization by Industry Segment, 
Industry Segment Contributions 

Eleven-Year Rnancial Summary, Interim 
Financial Results
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Table J-8. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Rnancial Highlights 

MD&A

Supplemental Information

1986 Rnancial Highlights 
Narrative 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

1987 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

1988 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

1989 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

MD&A

Supplemental Information

1990 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

MD&A

Supplemental Information

Titie(s) of Tables)
Summary of the Year in Rgures 
Sales and Earning, Sales by Division, Earnings from 

Operations, Net Earnings. Dividends Per Share. 
Capital Additions, Market Price Data 

Kodak in Review, Kodak in Review (10 years)

S um m ary  of the Year in Rgures 
Highlights of 1986
Sales and Earnings for 1986, Sales by Segment, 

Earnings from Operations by Segment, Net 
Earnings, Dividends Per Share, Capital Additions 
by Segment, Market Price Data 

Kodak in Review

Summary of the Year in Rgures 
Summary, Sales by Segment, Earnings from

Operations by Segment, Net Earnings, Dividends 
Per Share, Capital Additions by Segment,
Market Price Data 

Kodak in Review

Summary of the Year
Summary, Sales by Segment, Earnings from

Operations by Segment, Dividends Per Share, Net 
Earnings, Capital Additions, Market Price Data 

Kodak in Review

Summary of the Year in Rgures 
Segments and Products, Performance Overview of 

Imaging, Chemicals, Health, Information 
Summary, Sales by Segment, Earnings (Loss) from 

Operations by Segment, Net Earnings, Dividends 
Per Share, Capital Additions by Segment, Market 
Price Data 

Kodak in Review

Summary of the Year in Rgures 
Imaging Performance Overview, Information 

Performance Overview, Chemicals Performance 
Overview, Health Performance Overview 

Summary, Sales by Segment, Earnings (Loss) from 
Operations by Segment, Net Earnings, Dividends 
Per Share, Capital Additions by Segment, Market 
Price Data 

Kodak in Review

Key: shading indicates net loss C ontinued
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Table J-8. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Kodak's Annual Reports,1985-1994
Continued 

Year Report Section
1991 financial Highlights 

MD&A

Supplemental Information

Title(s) of Table(s)
Summary of the Year in Rgures 
Sales, Sales by Segment, Earnings (Loss) from 

Operations, Net Earnings, Capital Additions by 
Industry Segment, Market Price Data 

Kodak in Review (5 years)

1992 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information

financial Summary
Summary, Sales by Segment, Earnings (Loss) from 

Operations by Industry Segment, Net Earnings, 
Capital Additions by Industry Segment, Market 
Price Data 

Summary of Operating Data

1993 : Financial Highlights ~ \  1  .  "
MD&A

Supplemental Information "~

from
( ^ ^ t iO T ^ ^ ^ f e ^ ’Segmen^Net Earnings •'* 

’   ̂'(LasX^^^^I^^SdiSons by Industry Segment,
.. .. .

. Summary o f  pperating Data £

1994 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

Supplemental Information 
Key: shading indicates net loss

financial Highlights
Summary, Sales by Industry Segment, Earnings from 

Operations by Industry Segment, Capital 
Additions by Industry Segment, Market Price Data 

Summary of Operating Data
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Table J-9. Yearly Subjects of Tables in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985*1994

Year Report Section
1985 financial Highlights 

MD&A

1986 financial Highlights 
MD&A

1987 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

1988 Rnancial Highlights 
MD&A

1989 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

MD&A

1990 Financial Highlights 
Narrative 
MD&A

1991 Financial Highlights 
MD&A

1992 Financial Highlights 
Narrative 
MD&A

Key: shading indicates net loss

Title(s) of Table(s) 
financial Highlights
Inflation-Adjusted Information, Historical vs. Current 

Costs for Rve-Year Period, Selected financial 
Data - 11-Year Review

financial Highlights
Selected financial Data - 15-Year Review 

Financial Highlights
Selected Financial Data - 15-Year Review 

financial Highlights
Selected financial Data - 15-Year Review 

financial Highlights
This is Phillip Morris, Revenues and Income by 

10 Divisions: Phillip Morris, USA; Phillip Morris 
International; General Foods USA; Kraft USA; 
Kraft General Foods International; Kraft General 
Foods Canada; Oscar Meyer Foods; Kraft General 
Foods Frozen Products; Kraft General Foods 
Commercial Products; Miller Brewing Co. 

Selected financial Data - 15-Year Review

financial Highlights
Operating Revenues and Income by Divisons (10) 
Selected Financial Data - 15-Year Review

financial Highlights 
Total Return to Stockholders

financial Highlights 
Acquisitions and Investments 
Operating Results, Results by Business Segment (2) 

Selected Financial Data - 15-Year Review

Continued
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Table J-9. Subjects of Tables in Philip Morris' Annual Reports,
1985-1994 Continued

280

Year Report Section

19J6“;£ FiSncildffi^Sghtlay

"Narrative

Titie(s) o f Tabie(s)

MD&A

" ' “"Fb^ffitafiatiohal Food, 
Servi^'andReal Estate-lapfBeef,

Tobacco; Coffee,
Brands

en£Tbbacco Operating
Income,' v'

'.-LSZ~±~
«V>bh3*

atmVltevenues; Operating 
s-Opeiatmg InOTme,NetES^gs and

;OparaBng Profit, Seiected Financial Data - i5-Year

1994 Financial Highlights 

MD&A

Tobacco, Food, Beer, Financial Highlights, Results 
by Business Segment 

Consolidated Operating Results-Operating Revenues, 
Consolidated Operating Results-Operating Income, 
Net Earnings and Earnings Per Share for 1993, 
Tobacco-Operating Revenues, Tobacco-Operating 
Profit, Food-Operating Revenue, Food-Operating 
Profit, Selected Rnancial Data - 15-Year Review

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-10. Yearly Subjects o f Tables In Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 ”HnantaalffigbUghfs&'&^^Ss

Title(s) of Table(s)

1986
■sNarrative

t->

by Major Busmess,

TennrGasLs-V

^Financial Highlights
  - . _______ - i Production

^ih d l^ ce& ’C ra^’andfcondenMeTroductibn and

jS5
355 i«88wssgslffi

Supplemental Infonnation
r» t

“ isa»K̂ &Hasfe.., '<*.3

land

1987 “Financial Highlights' ;,■: -
MD&A
Supplemental Information

1988 Financial Highlights 

MD&A

Supplemental Information

1989 Financial Highlights 
MD&A
Supplemental Information

v- ^l^pA S^tSSK t# t  - _ s~.Consolidated Results, Results by Major Business 
Record ofProgress * „

Consolidated Results - Two Years, Results by Major 
Business - Two Years

Business Profiles for Each Production Division: 
Tenneco Gas Deliveries for 8 years. Record of 
Progress for 11 Yean, Statement of Income for 
3 Years, Balance Sheet for 2 Years, Capitalization 
for 2  Years

Quarterly Per Share Market Prices and Dividends by 
Quarter for 2 Years

Consolidated Results
Statement of Income
Record of Progress, Quarterly Per Share Market 

Prices and Dividends

1990 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

Supplemental Information

Consolidated Results
Tenneco At a Glance, Business Profiles by Segment: 

Natural Gas Pipelines, Farm and Construction 
Equipment, Automotive Parts, Shipbuilding, 
Packaging, Chemicals, and Minerals, Tenneco 
Gas Deliveries 

Record ofProgress, Quarterly Market Prices and 
Dividends Per Share

199i Financial Highlights 
Narrative

Supplemental Information

ConsolIdaite^Se^
Business Profiie o f Each of 6 Divisons, 
-ATeiihecbAti Glance -B y  Division 

Record o f Progress, Quarterly Market Pfirieis and 
Dividends Per Share

Continued
Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table J-10. Yearly Subjects o f Tables in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 
Continued

Year Report Section Title(s) of Table(s)

T m z j t
m .  . . . .  .. , - \ T n « « n t » , A  .:>• -■v'".-*'.- r.:Narrative

' . ^ Supplement^Tmormattdif va>3f-
* __LvL.‘. -•>, ■ \ ' \ v  -(by DlVlSKms) TVit -* ‘ y:;

S  *£-4«UrHS i  -i-i r - i f ^ U 'V V .  :••• •*

1993 Financial Highlights
Supplemental Information

Consolidated, Segment (ConL Operations) 
Record ofProgress, Quarterly Market Prices and 

Dividends Per Share

1994 Financial Highlights
Supplemental Information

Consolidated, Tenneco At a Glance 
Record of Progress, Quarterly Market Prices and 

Dividends Per Share

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table K-l. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section Subject(s) of Photo(s)

1986 Letter
Narrative

2 pictures - COO and CEO standing behind chair, suit, tie, white shirt
Employees at work using advanced technologies, products manufacturing - new products, computer 

technology consumers uisng products, distributors and products, international use of company product, 
international facility, new facilities

1987 Letter
Narrative

COO and CEP seated at table - shirt and tie only - both, black and white photos 
Black and white photos throughout - employees and their jobs and comments

1988 Letter
Narrative

President and CEO, full page - suits, ties, and white shirts - standing at Technical Center 
modernized plant with employees, employees at work, international facilties - end-user products and 

customers, corporate customers - new facilities' product

1989 Letter
Narrative

CEP/COO - seated- suit, de, white shirts - same picture
Large in black and white - 2/3 pg. size; small ones 4 FC; large-employces at work, new technologies in plants, 

corporate customers using products, international plants; small-plants and raw products, end users with 
products, products in use - uses of products, plant facilities, employees working, recycling, use of 
technology, intemadonal products, safety measures taken by employees

1990 Financial Highlights
Letter 

Narrative

employee at work
Execs (2) (FP) standing in windows on top of building looking out - suits, ties, white shirts 
New aluminum alloys for Boeing, employees at work, environmental tesdng by employees, new products, 

manufacturing activides, improvements in processes, intemadonal manufacturing, intemadonal partners, 
employees at work in smeldng plants, recycling reforestadon project in Australia

1991 Letter
Narrative

CEO - standing at door, suit, tie, white shirt
Raw materials, safely equipment, international scenes products, corporate customers, factories, research and 

development employee at work, environment, automotive end products, railroad products, auto safety 
aspects, future possible products

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
to
oou>
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Table K -l. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year 
1 41992
| ri J.

Report Section 
‘ ,  s Letter .,

'"V • l
, ,  ''Narrative. s

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
> CEO - full page - sportcoat; blue shirt,1 tie, khaki colored slacks - standing outside by pond, mine site' 

rehabilitatedby Alcoa of Australia i  ̂ \  j,>
IaAaU llllAIHMA IlHlt IaaiIaiM AMil.' Employees at work, corporatecustomers>products,Alcoa'sbusiness unit leaders and iepresentabve,-unitt* 

products, raw materials; shipping.smelting factory, ingots; consumers with products ̂ commumly%Kjf ' 
service/support .. '  ' i

?*"’ ■> 4. 5̂\  ij/ *■> i

1993 Letter
Narrative

One exec, standing - white shirt, tie, no coat - black and white 
Five company divsion execs - black and white head shots

1994 Letter
Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

CEP - seated at table, white shirt, tie, no coat - looks like he's in a meeting
Products, raw materials, finished end products, employees at work, international meetings, all but one picture 

of people black and white - colored photo with employees who are in new biological treatments to 
remediate waste
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Table K-2. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year
1985

Report Section 
Letter

Narrative

Subjects) of Photo(s)
Execs, at new research center, standing, suit, tie, white shirts; 2 other execs at new lab, suits, ties, white shirts 
New products, employees at work, consumer using products, new facility, international state of the art control 

room, high tech automotive products, test farm, emphasis on quality, test wells, international production 
well in Alaska, international refinery, Conoco station's new design

1986 Letter
Narrative

3 photos - execs, in action -1 seated, suit, tie, white shirt, 1 standing, suit, tie, blue shirt 
New biomedical equipment, new technology in industry and consumer products, new fire uniforms, customers 

with products, papermill, sales contract negotiations, market discussions on oil, coal customers

1987 Letter
Narrative

2 photos -1 seated, 1 standing - suits, ties, white shirts
Original associate, new product, research and development at work, automotive engineers at work, plant labs, 

medical technology being used

1988 Letter
Narrative

1 exec. Chair - seated on desk - suit, tie, blue and white small stripe shirt
Execs for each industrial segment, consumers using products, international consumers, corporate and 

industrial, medical technology, coal mining facility, aerospace product use, aotomotive products, 
petroleum and natural gas drilling, refiners, polymer products, corporate activities

1989 Letter
Narrative

Chairman visiting Del. site, International environmental efforts
International product uses and international customers, DuPont products in hiking and skiing equipment, 

Conoco outlets and pumps in Denver, coal, coal generated electricity running prccmie incubator, 
new habitat enrichment programs for wildlife

1990 Letter
Narrative

Chair with Pres, bush accepting award - suit, tic, It blue shirt
Carpet, synthetic fiber products, no-stick skillet, Conoco station, mini van, washing machine, paint brush 

and paint, Geneva technology suppport team, global team for Lycra, Boeing jet, Conoco motor oil, color 
computer monitor, com fanner, sample wheel, chair made from resin, recycling team, workers at N. Sea 
natural gas, bike wheel, golf ball, Ontario generating plant, snow skier, athletic shoe, sailboat, camera, 
coal operations safety team, Japanese DuPont ag product resprcscntativcs, nylon filter mesh, recycle efforts, 
xray film, refrigerator, fire fighter protection on firemen, community outreach group

1991 Letter
Key: shading indicates net loss

Chairm an with researcher, 2  exec., suits, ties, w hite shirts
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Table K-2. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1991

Report Section
Narrative

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Researcher in Japan who created new product, employees, community activities, stock options for employees, 

new clothing fabric, awards and winners, engineers at work, international business activities, employees 
at work, new coker unit at refinery, new carpet product, new herbicide, orthopedic devices, recycling 
efforts, new products

> ;Vj.^VJ.jr î'ine&^Vi^Bh^hc^shouldeis.^hi shaded light-circle-striped shirt and.tie only. V; .U.
" 'i.Uses of products in eMhdiviswnJft * -> " , > ( 1 h' * ^  - |^ t |

1993 Letter

1994 Letter 

Key: shading indicates net loss

inemational plants, employees, chairman - tie, striped shirt - no coat

Exec, with employee shareholder, suit, tie, white shirt, 2 other execs in suits, ties, white shirts - black 
and white photos with exec's shaded or washing in yellow
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Table K-3. Yearly Subjects Photographs in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Financial Highlights

Letter 
Narrative

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Gas pump hose nozzles
2 execs, suit, tie, It blue shirt and white with wine pin strip - shoulder and head only 
Workboat in S China Sea, employees at work, construction cranes and towers of processing units, 

international drilling projects, refinery, Exxon station, high tech control room, international gas 
processing plant, ship loader for coal, worker in assay lab, copper commutators, power plant in Hong 
Kong, community activities

1986 Financial Highlights
Letter 

Narrative

New imaging of asphalt and sandstone
2 photos - individual execs, suit, ties, white shirt and It. blue shirt
Innovative drilling platform design, flexibile piping, employees at work, high tech equipment being used, 

research activities, Canadian drilling projects, Exxon ship at service station, high tech comm, in UK, 
Exxon Valdez, international facilities, chemical products and plants, coal mining, power plant in Hong 
Kong, public service

1987 Financial Highlights
Letter 

Narrative

Sunset on drilling rig with worker
Individual photos (2) suits, ties, white shirt and white with blue pinstripe
Wildcat drilling on submersible rig, man-made island for oceanic oil field, pipeline, Canadian production 

wells, Exxon service station, international computerized system, international facilty with high tcch 
computer for manufacturing, coal mine, coal-figured turbines, steel towers, hydrogen distribution system, 
researchers at chemical engineering lab

1988 Letter
Narrative

2 individual pictures - execs, suits, ties, white shirt and white shirt with blue pinstripe - shoulders and head 
New ventures in deep-gas, offshore production platforms, new production in Canada, new platform in U.K 

North Sea, Exxon service station and quick lube unit, manufacturing with employee, international use of 
polymers, new developments in Ethylene import system, copper mine, Hong Kong's new power system, 
new divison in recycling, old auto tires for electric power, community activities

1989 Financial Highlights
Letter

Key: shading indicates net loss

Night view of internaitonal new production and compression platform
4 employees at work, 1 of execs (2)-l seated in chair - one on cdesk - suits, ties, white and It. blue shirts 
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Table K-3. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Subject(s) of Photo(s)
1989 Narrative Photos of Alaskan update, Valdez oil spill, restored mining lands to agriculture, models of

production platform, workers on production platform, natural gas discovery, Exxon station, international 
chemists at work in European lab, international copper mine, reasearchers at work, new oil spill 
technology, community activities

1990 Financial Highlights Gas wells in Oklahoma and workers
Letter Exec, photo -1 seated, 1 sitting on desk, suits, ties, white and It blue shirts

Narrative Drilling rig silhouette at sunset, semi-submersible moored drilling rig, researchers at work, new computer
technology, environmental efforts around gas well, international gas station, Singapore refinery, 
community activities, high tech control center, recycling efforts, new fertilizer, international coal mining, 
service tug boats for environmental safety, update on Prince William Sound, Alaska

1991 Letter 1 photo-2 execs, suits, ties, white and lL blue shirts, standing behind globe
Narrative Emergency response team during refueling operations, recycling efforts, international emphasis on

environment, update on Prince William Sound, safety achievement of employee, sample testing, new 
platform in Gulf of Mexico, progress on new tension leg platform, operations in Netherlands, international 
gas uses, service station, new automated payment system at service station, new conversion unit in 
England, international service stations, safety procedures, international lubricants plant, bunker barge to 
deliver marine fuels and lubricants, international petrochemical plant, new product in packages, refinery 
control room, aliphatics fluids plant, expansion of copper mine, Hong Kong generating plants

1992 Letter Standing execs - suits, ties, white and It blue shirts
Narrative Emphasis on training, engineering and research in emissions, scientists at work, platform at Malaysian gas

field, geophysical and geological staff using high tech computers, natrual gas pipeline, new platform in 
UK, ship's control room, platform expansion, on-shore oil and gas treating facility, gas pumps with 
customer, Exxon gas station in E. Germany, in Paris, Main Str. Motors at Euro Disney, chemical 
manufacturing plant, new polypropylene and polyethclcnc plant in France, Hong Kong power station, 
Exxon Computer Services Command Center

1993 Letter 2 execs. - one sitting, one leaning on board room table - suits, tics, white shirts
Narrative Platforms in Brcntfield, UK, platform offshore Malaysia, on-shore geo-treating facility, new computer

technology, new service stations U.S.-International, new credit card, French refinery, Baton Rouge refinery to
Key: shading indicates net loss Continued oo
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Table K-3. Yearly Subjects o f Photographs in Exxon's Annual R eports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section

1994 Letter
Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

Subject(s) of Photo(s)

1 photo - 2  execs. 1 sitting, 1 leaning on table, suits, ties w hite shirts
Drilling in dessert, natural gas treatment plant, Russian drilling platform offshore Malaysia, oil sands in 

Canada, Exxon service station, Thailand refinery
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Table K-4. Yearly Subjects o f Photographs in G eneral E lectric's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Letter

Narrative

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
3 execs. - suits, ties, 2 white sbirts, 1 It. blue with white collar - 2 standing, 1 seated, Research and 

development technology, consumer service efforts, team leadership class 
Special lighting for Statue of Liberty, new technology in use, employees at work, customers using products, 

electric motors, locomotive, international customers using products, MR system, aircraft engines, satellite, 
baby and bottle, auto bump[ers, factory automation, U.S. customers, affiliated companies 

Board of Directors

1986 Financial Highlights
Letter

Narrative

Supplemental Information

1987 Financial Highlights 
Letter

Narrative

Supplemental Information

RCA merger, new joint ventures, new jet engine
3 execs. -1 seated, 1 standing, 1 leaning on chair arm (at table) suits, ties, 1 white shirt, 1 blue/white collar,

1 blue and white stripe with white collar, employee at work in research and development center, new 
manufacturing facility, GE Management Development Institute with students

Aircraft technology, NBC at work, appliance products, customers shopping, aircraft, employees at work, new 
products, CAT technology, corporate customers and products, communications equipment, customers with 
products, new technology being used by international customers 

Board of Directors (19 pictures), management (8 pictures), operating management (13 pictures)

CGR logo, plastic car body, fleet leased trucks, aircraft
1 photo - 3 execs. - 1 standing, 1 seated, 1 seated on table edge - suits, ties 1 It blue with shite collar shirt,

2 white shirts
Travelers and stewardess in front of jet's engine, new aircraft engine technology, new satellite for

communication in West Europe, ship with Aegis fleet air defense system, bottled water, new plastic for 
IBM, viewers examining new MRI equipment, 3 people examining blueprints, financial services building 
in Florida, scene from NBC's "Family Ties,” employee working on capacitors, Pauley and Gumble at 
Summer Olympics, NBC/Olympic logo, satellite dishes, man using GE cellular phone, employee 
checking GE refrigerators, GE's new line of built in appliances in a home, GE lighting on Golden Gate 
Bridge, GE upgraded Salem Harbor plant (electricity), new locomotives, new systems for paper making 
machinery

Board of Drectors, management - corporate executive officers and senior corporate officers, 
operating management

1988 Letter
Key: shading indicates net loss

3 execs. -1 seated (CEO) and 2 standing 2 Vice Chairs suits and tics, white shirts
C ontinued 290
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Table K-4. Yearly Subjects o f Photographs in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section
1988 Narrative

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Employees working with big name customers, employees working, products, products with customers, new 

technology and new peoducts, foreign headquarters 
Individual board members, management and operating management personnel

1989 Letter 3 execs, shirts (2 It blue, 1 med. blue and white collar) and ties - no coats - standing, Research and
Development Center - New York

Narrative Private label charge cards, GE plastics for construction, jet engine and international user, NBC clip - new CT
and MR technolgy, innovations in automotive head lamps, user of products, products, information services 
user, employees at work, products at use internationally 

Supplemental Information Board of Directors, Senior managment officers, operating management personnel

1990 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information

3 execs, standing - suits, ties, 2 white, 1 blue with white collar shirts
Division heads, products representation of each business segment: aerospace, aircraft engines, appliances, 

financial services, industrial and power systems, lighting, med. systems, NBC, plastics, community 
services, electronic distribution and control^notors, transportation systems, international, employees at 
work, customers with products 

Board of Directors, senior corporate officers

1991 Letter
Narrative

Vice C hair - white shirt and tie - C EO  seated at table - o ther standing
International business negotiations, GE in the community, individual senior VP for each division ■ 

head shots - all suit and tie, technological products, relevant division products

1992 Letter CEO, vice chair, exec. VP - all seated at table, no white shirts - shirts and ties only
Narraative Employees in planing session, products, employees working on products, new technology with employees,

individual division beads - head shots coats and ties - representative products from each divisons, customers
using products, corporate customers using products, international customers, NBC activity, GE in the 
community, individual board members, retired GE director and vice chair, individual management 
personnel

1993 Letter 3 in CEO/exec, photo - all seated at table - all in shirts and ties only, 1 white shirt, 1 blue, 1 .str ipe with french cuffs
Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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T able K-4. Yearly Subjects o f Photographs in General E lectric's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Employees working out ideas together, new high tech products with customers using, employees at work, new 

products, individual division management leaders adn representative products, customers using products, 
international customers, NBC focus - new facilities, community service, individual board members, 
individual management personnel

1 exec, photo - all seated at table, shirts and ties only, 1 white, 1 If blue 1 blue with white, 1 striped with 
white collar

Research and development's new electrodless lamp, NBC desktop video, prototype MRT system, new
technology in producing plastic for CD's, advances in steam turbines, new auto adjust dishwasher to sense 
load soil, team working on new washing machines, South West Airline employee checking engine, new 
side by side refrigerator with more grocery space in family kitchen, divsion execs. (12), euro 
trailers financed by GE, new lighting products display, new lab at Ed. Ctr., monitoring NBC superchannel 
programming, computer made with GE plastics, new gas turbines at new Hong Kong power plant, 
engineer with new circuit breaker, Motorola and GE representatives working together, GE motors in 
cement plant in Mexico, new alternating current locomotive, community service activities: tutoring in 
Atlanta and in North Carolina, deaf students using specially designed computer desktop lab, President's 
Volunteer Action Award, clean up group (trash along river), employee who mobilized 2,800+ local 
volunteers for community service project 

Board of Directors, senior corporate officers

to
VOto

Year Report Section
1993 Narrative

1994 Letter

Narrative

Supplemental Information 
Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table K-5. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1995 GM

Y ear R eport Section
1985 Letter

Narrative

MD&A

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) o f Photo(s)
2 sketches in bio. of Smith and McDonald - suits, ties, white shirts
Detroit plant, robotic assembly, Safari van, Caprice Classic Brougham, Cutlass Ciera Brougham,

Nova Hatchback, Pontiac Sunbird Turbo ST Convertible, plant employees meeting, Chev. S-10 maxi cab 
truck, employees in training session, train engines, GMC Brigadier 

Robotics at work, Pontiac Grand Am section, new EDS office, employee at computer at EDS, mission 
control center of data processing center, telecommunications, Mexico's 1st national communications 
satellite made by Hughes, workers at Delco, Hughes shipboard operations Summary Console 

Exec. Committee of Board - individual pictures

1986 Letter
Narrative

MD&A

2 execs. - standing - suits, ties, white shirts
Assembly line, quality control check, new products, factory testing, showroom viewing, employees at work, 

automated presses as new technology, robotic work, overseas operations and products 
Employees at work

1987 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information

2 execs. - suits, ties, white shirts - shoulders and head only
New products, future possible products, 3-day exhibit in New York, quality checks by employees, training 

on-the-job, quality emphasis in production, computer integrated manufacturing and robotics, section on 
new models, new designs, and new technology 

Executive Committee photos - not whole board

1988 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information

1 photo of 2 execs. - one seated in chair, one sitting on desk, suit, tic and white shirts 
Customer service, satellite for broadcast information and training, employees check quality, purchased 

components, new sound system, new features in dash on driver's side, anti-lock brakes, air bags, new 
concept car, new vehicles for the 90s 

GM officers (not Board members) - all in suits, ties with white shirts

1989 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information

1 photo - 2 execs. - sitting on car - suits, ties, white shirts
Employees at work, customers, concept electric car, futuristic information center, new video paint testing 

system, international automotives, new production technology, photo of new products for the 90s 
Board of Directors - 18 ind. photos, 2 women, all men have suits and lies, 2 pinstripe, 3 white shirt, 1 It. blue

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
vou>
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Table K-5. Yearly Subjects of Photographs i

Year Report Section

, 11990 ^Narrative,, ‘t,
,  j  . 5  ir  ■" •. f

v ~FV ? ' ' <
1991 '  , '.Letter -if - f i /  r

/1 N̂arrative *'■ 1
r  f  i i / f t ^  -.v ,?- y-v'v

*  l t  S #.  > {*'*•} ( V

\ x i * . ,  I
, '1992 Narrative ' ' ..........

1993 Letter
Narrative

Subjects) of Photo(s)

Chair, pres. ex.'VPcandidates, Baldndge'Award .̂Vico chairs/Excc^YPa/Europcaniautq products, future
products, electnccar, current products.-dmsion leaders, employecsat work,'Satum lo g o /4 fe^ l |

, h' I [ 1 - v’ t ^  j ' f'  r
’;1 exec.’standing with car.- suit, tie;white^hift^f', , ; * *** *, .flt t r
International autos; GM employees ,U.S.5& Europe;!employees at various plants.withivehicle they assemble. t,
>• remote keyless entry transmitter, theft deterent key* polymer body;side panels^customers with their “•;<<■ ' ^ r  'f-•* 

vehicles s t? 1 , ' IS>* ',*1* t f
- r  . ♦, * ;> I

All on afoldput'- can and:car8.in the ma^etc»inpenhon'jvA!i:j^ .̂r  ̂j!' - *«<* '

Supplemental Information

CEO, suit, tie, white shirt
4 Execs for N. America, standing, suits, tie, white shirts, 2 individual Execs., suit, tie, shirt, 3 Execs., suits,

ties 2  w hite shirts, 1 color, photos o f  vehicles
President’s council (5 execs, suits, ties, white shirts)

1994 Letter
Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

Chairman - white shirt, tie, standing by/leaning on top of car
N ature’s network, custom er service center, broadcast operations center, international auto models, dry scrub 

forest, waterfall in rain forest, collosal buttes, tall grass prairie, buffalo, national park in Venezuela, dunes 
in California, frog, butterfly, Adirondack National Park, whooping crane, Texas Island Preserve, M ontana

Preserve, domestic new auto products

K>
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Table K-6. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year
1985

Report Section 
Letter 

Narrative

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
3 execs. -1  standing, 2 seated, suits, ties, white shirts
Computer use to aid hearing impaired, IBM uses in ship and shipping schedules, customers using inventory 

management, IBM Japan and Nippon T & T in joint venture, textile use to simulate woven cloth patterns 
on color display, new personal computer printers being displayed, use in manufacturing of athletic shoes, 
network at German university, engineer working on supercomputer, students using computers, IBM 
supports Chinese drama, new circuit technology, makeup com. uses for order tracking and billing, control 
of auto assembly, banking application in restaurant, Chinese language version keyboard, Proprinter, air 
traffic control fractal representation of math object, use in atomic particle studies, print ribbons, staff 
review of networking study, quality control in typewriter production, PC use in Hong Kong school, 
process control installation, IBM sponsored art exhibit

1986 Letter
Narrative

2 execs seated, suits, ties, white shirts
Boeing's and IBM customers, UK Stock Exchange uses IBM, Prudential Insurance agent using IBM, child 

using PC to improve reading, 1 IBM Nobel prize winntcrs, IBM technology for recording sound, weather 
uses with computer, travel agent using IBM, Korean Iron and Steel Co. production controlled by IBM, 
IBM telecommunications training center in Washington, DC, customer support personnel, computers in 
university retraining efforts, telecommuncations products, pharmacy dispensing system, touch activated 
screens, IBM working with community college to develop curriculum in computer integrated 
manufacturing

1987 Letter
Narrative

3 execs - 2 seated, 1 sitting - suits, ties, white shirts
IBM and JB Hunt Trucking, newborns in hospital beds. Snap On Tools uses IBM, Panama Canal

Commission uses IBM, National Library in Vienna uses IBM network to link to 19 other libraries, hotels 
use IBM technology, UK post offices use IBM as docs consortium of European airlines, Thai keyboard in 
Thai alphabet, Banque de France uses IBM image processes, Canadian newspaocr uses IBM, enginceer 
using PS/2, astrophysicists use IBM, magnet floating above superconducting material, users with IBM to 
improve literacy skills, IBM database sample from National Museum of Ethnology in Osaka, Japan, IBM 
supports archeology efforts at Mt. Vesuvius

1988 Letter
N a rra t iv e

3 CEOs - suit, tic, white shirts - 2 seated, 1 standing
C o rp o ra te  c u s to m e rs ,  in te rn a t io n a l  c u s to m e rs ,  c o m m u n ity  s e rv ic e  p r o d u c ts ,  in d u s tr ia l  d iv iso n  m a n a g e rs , 

division products or services employees at work, new products
Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table K-6. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Subject(s) of Photo(s)

1989

1990

Letter
Narrative

Letter
Nanative

Chairman standing - president seated - suits and ties
Companies who rely on IBM, people who work at these companies, community involvement of employees 

and community activities made possible because of IBM funds, person using new technology, product of 
manufacturing process

Black and white - 2 execs - shoulder/head - suits, ties, white shirts
Students with IBM boxes, IBM software, school supplies, airplane, asian coins, fireman on firetruck, vault, 

flowers, Latin American girls, ship technology, fiber optics, ships, bag of Fritos, CD rom disk, student at 
chalkboard, multimedia technology, old books, Thailand automotive, gear, crumpled paper, globe, storm, 
computer modeling, MRI procedure, computer screen customers, customer using computer, Baldridge 
Award

1991

1992.

•1993

'Letter',
Narrative

Letter.
; Narrative'

Letter . 
Narrative

•'•;3 execs
.’ International manufacturing facility, international customers, Apple1 arid IBM em pl^M S working: together, Vv.’i 
' U.S. Customen, community involvement, !l/»X * '**' ''*■* * *,'< < t

■ V; '  *' t / ’  '  ^ " • ’V  - * V f
1 exec photo - 2 standing, suits; ties, white shirts t '  f , *►< I, 1 J V > ’«* <

- Various P S  systems in use around the world,' various trucking fleets who use IBM,’ various global customers of*- 
IBM, various ways of sending communications secret formula of people, goods produced wi|h'IBM f,

, ’ Application Solutions; storage places for information, various ways of presenting thoughts,ivanous IBM w  
technology , i , 1 , i ^ , f '  >

• :  i ’ I t  f  ^  t j '  -t

Exec, seated by Computer ? It blue shirt and tie - no coat t , t ’< 1 f - '  *-
IBM and Olympics, IBM and Target chain; Kiosks in CaUfornia to reduce long lines,^team of IBM, Apple; and r 

Motorola chip engineers, microprocessors overlaid on flower, movie special effects with I B M .*.■.* 
parallel systems, OSA2, IBM system that monitors freight transport'includingtrainsj'Mobile's logo - IBM • 
user, band-held devices used by vets to communicate with colleagues from remote locations, IBM scientists 
with big discoveries, personal dictation system

i
J

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table K-6. Yearly Subjects o f Photographs in IB M 's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1994

Report Section 
Letter 

Narrative

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
One exec, sitting, knee up with arm on knee - blue with white pin stripe, cuffs and collar, tie - no coat 
Customers who use products, new disk technology, school students who use product, video conferencing with 

IBM equipment, online masterpieces, Wbiteout bottle, international customers, new laptop technology, 
Russian customers, other international customers, family members working together on IBM, new 
corporate customers, corporate community activities

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table K-7. Y early Subjects o f Photographs in In ternational Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1995

Year
1985

1986

Report Section 
Letter 

Nanative

Letter
Narrative

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Chair/CEO - head shot-suit, and tie; President - head shot - suit and tie
Emphasis on people working together, facilities, customers, employees, managers in profile

CEO and Pres. - suit and tie - standing on spiral staircase
Employees, products, manufacturing facilities, machinery, consumer end product and consumers using 

products, international facility, reforestation

1987 Narrative Plant, em ployees working, products, custom ers with products, people who benefit from com pany based 
funding (community involvement)

1988 Letter

Narrative

Exec. - seated on back of chair, suit, tie, white shirt, 4 pictures of top company execs -16 execs. -12  in suits, 
all with ties, 12 white shirts, 3 It. blue, 1 white with burgandy stripes 

Hammermill papers, Strathmore and Beckett products, magazines, uses of wood pulp, packaging boxes, juice 
containers, carton board products, industrial papers, other paper products, wood products, masonite 
products, photographic materials, Veratee products

1989 Letter 
Nanative

1990 Financial Highlights
Letter

Narrative

CEO - suit and tie - standing
Emphasis on facilities, consumer products produced, subsidiaries, and their contributions, employees at work

High tech production control with employee
Exec., suit, tie. It blue shirt, standing with one foot propped up and arm on knee
Employees working with corporate customers, paper machine in manufacturing plant, international research 

and development, international clients, international customers using products, natural resources, 
manufacturing team of employees, quality control of environmental element of water, recycling pilot 
project for milk cartons in school

1991 Letter
Narrative

CEO - shirt and tie - not coat - seated
Research manufacturing facilities, chairman/CEO, customers and products used, employees at work, products, 

ecology efforts, division administrators, directors at work in board room and factory

1992 Letter
Key: shading indicates net loss

CEO - seated on desk - coat and tic 
Continued 298
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Table K-7. Y early Subjects o f Photographs in International Paper's  Annual Reports, 1985-1995 Continued

Year
1992

Report Section 
Nanative

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Various products, vast forest, new acquisitions, new products, customers, employees at work, 

environmental matters, products/product divisons, 9 Execs and Sr. VPs

1993 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information

Exec, seated at table, suit, tie, white shirt with blue pinstrips
Working with customers, new laser technology, construction of new faciltiy, European markets, recycling to 

make new paper, various prinitng papers, packaging papers, Fed Ex uses products, milk and juice carton 
recycling, employee working on new food labeling, packaging products, paper to customer Kinko's, 
distribution products, nonwoven product, environment friendly paint, Craftmaster door casings, employees 
planning oil well drilling, plate imaging directly from laser, varous specialty products, inspecting pine tree 
seedlings, wood products, forest products, experiment forest in Georgia 

Working Board - 3 photos of board members in various plants

1994 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information 
Key: shading indicates net loss

4 shots of exec, head shot, black and white, suit, tie, pinstripe shirt, children
Paper and globe and maps, facility in Poland, Far East customers, aseptic packaging facilty, new world class 

paper machine in Riverdale, propriety deinking process, workteams, packaging products in use, Triton 
beverage packaging system, Omni wood siding on house, Supertree seedlings nursery, elemental chlorine 
free mill, young boy on pier at lake setting 

photos of senior management at work — black and white (10 photos)

tovo
VO
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Table K-8. Yearly Subjects o f Photographs in K odak's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Financial Highlights

Letter 
Narrative

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Photo with Ektachrome 64
2 execs, suits, ties, one pin stripe, one It. blue shirt - in plant controls area
Kodak ad in foreign country, Kodak division exec, clinical diagnostic film, Ektaprint copier - duplicators, heat 

sealing high density optical disks, new facilty, new prototype computer link for page layout, photo on 
Kodacolor VR 200 film, pipe fabricators, autoprint by Kodak, hand held terminals in use, expanded facility 
for Eastotac resin, nutritional supplements for dairy cows, photo on Kodachrome 64, fiber optics in use, 
microorganisms image by computer researcher, DNA with drug bound to it via computer generation, 
photo with Ektachrome 64, lab robots, researchers at work, continuous reactor system, shake 
flask cultures, photo with Kodacolor VR G 100 film, Kodak image management system, Ektaprint 
electronic publishing, digital graphic arts system, 13 new products, photo with Ektachrome 64 film 

Management Change

1986 Financial Highlights
Letter 

Narrative

Supplemental Information

Building with KODAK in neon lights
3 photos of execs - one in suit, tie, It. blue shirt, one in It. blue shirt, tie, one in It. blue shirt and sweater vest 
One using Ektachrome 64, blank camera film, employees at color testing station, use of low-temperature 

luminescence microscopy, electonically readable DX codes on colorwatch logo, manuufacturing of 
photographic film, R&D on traditional photography, precision hopper at manufacturing of Estar film 
support, new batteries, new film and cameras, new T Max film, Kodachrome 200 slide film, photo from 
Kodachrome 25, numerical keypaid, new manufacturing for production of rollers for copier-duplicators, 
microimage terminal, digital imaging camera systtem, new computer assisted retreval system for document 
image management, new copier paper, new options on duplicator, electronic printer, new Kodak signature 
color proofing system, photo from Kodachrome 25, fibers, new hydroquinone production plant, PET 
pellets, expansion of PET polymer capacity, disposable trays, animal health and nutrition research station, 
blood analyzer, test tubes in circular tray, solid state 1.4 million pixel sensor, advanced new Kodak 
mammography system, Ektascan image transmission system, new research facility in France for X-ray and 
photo products, new Biological Products Development Center, chemical flasks, bio-products manufacturing 
activities, SHOMAX, Kodak as advertised at Asian Games in Seoul, R&D activities, Ektaprint mirror 
production, high speed film chopper for pref. sheet film, electronic transparency system in use, sunset 
photo (2 pg. spread)

Management change/40 Board of Directors
Continued
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Table K-8. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1987

Report Section 
Letter 

Nanative

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
One photo of 3 execs - suits, ties, one white, 2 blue shirts - standing by awards
Child, new film product, professional photographers, new lenses capability, new products: camera, ID badges 

on Kodak video system used by police, new black and white product sample photo, Kodak's support of 
NASA, pre-press art reviews thru graphic video,, color copier, film sused to reproduce quality in 
publications, computer color printing, optical disk, photo taken on Ektachrome 64, hollow fiber 
membranes used in kidney dialysis, acetate yams, environmental protection, special plastics for food/drink 
containers, photo with Ektachrome 100, X-rays with doctor, infant hand in adult's, indestructable disks, 
photo from professional photographer - university setting, new pharmaceuticals plant, researcher at work, 
snow skier on artificial snow from Kodak equipment, photo from professional photographer - math team 
who used supercomputer, team to improve qualilty of process and product

Board of Directors - 2 new ones only, suit, tie, white and It. blue shirts

1988 Letter
Narrative

4 photos - 3 execs - standing, suits, ties, 2 white/1 blue shirt, world marketplace, Seoul Olympic activities 
products segments, VPI GM and sample of photos taken with various products, consumers and products, 

research and development center in Japan - employees at work

1989 Letter

Supplemental Information

2 pics - Kodak scientist at work, 2 execs with new motion picture color negative film and new projections 
equipment - suit, ties, and It. blue shirts - standing 

Board of Directors - 3 photos of new members

1990 Letter
Nanative

President/CEO seated in chair, suit, tie, and It. blue shirt, new photo CD system
Collage of Kodak's new products, general managers of company's operating groups, directors of company’s 

corporate staff units, large sailboats, new copier/printer employees, new aqueous lithographic printing 
plates, recognition awards, results of photo with Ektar film, medical applications of Kodak products, 
construction of addition to coal gasification faciliity, environmental initiatives, recycling and 
communication activities, Eiffel Tower, international aspects of Kodak

1991 Letter
Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

4 individual execs. - standing, suits and ties, one seated on table
Products customers using products - end products - products by division, new technology products - facilities, 

new products, foreign subsidiaries, old and new affiliations - seal and spokesperson, Bill Cosby - 
community involvement, one new management person

Continued U>o
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Table K-8. Subjects of Photographs in Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section
1992 Financial Highlights

Letter

Narrative

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
X-ray film, pills, chemical in bottle, man standing on CD disk pulling end of large roll of new film 
One headshot of one exec., stripped wine and white shirt and tie (thin stripes), no suit, sample photos using 

Kodak film of family biking together, Ektacolor processing, small particle technology 
Customers in various situations using Kodak, photos, film, camera, animated film, copier and sample output, 

mock-up with photo, bold color with Ektachrome, new printer projects, photos of sample products, lab 
work, peridontal test kit, carpet and wall cleaners with toddler, pie-filled syringes, pills, baby toy, 
toothbrush, towels with Tide detergent 

Board of Directors - new board member only

:1993 =1 '4: CEO -blue shirt and tie holding fiuisavercamcra-standing topj/2bodyonly,newCEO ' i ‘ ?
: i Global stores,’ Kodak race car, Olympics which Kodak supports -Kodakbrands and trademarks -’new!

technology in use by coiporate customers 4 new, products- improved products and results customers using *
■ , . j, \  k new equipment- conununity involvement j^iawards: .Baldridge Award <> y> , > t

JBoard of Directors - incoming imdoutgoing board members *;l]e(wh',:; 'l /  v ,

1994 LeUer 

Narrative 

Board of Directors

CEO - cream shirt and tie, no coat - in film negatives - talking and using gestures and playing with Funsaver 
cameras

products, customers using products, end results of using film - new products, international stores, new 
equipment and technology, customers at home and abroad, 

group picture - Board of Directors

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table K-9. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Philip M orris' Annual R eports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Letter 

Narrative
Supplemental Information

1986 Financial Highlights
Narrative

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
1 photo - 4 men - suit, tie, white shirts, 1 standing
Cured tobacco leaves. General Foods, Miller Beer, 7-Up, Mission Viejo
Board - divison pictures

5 shots representing products
Raw materials manufacturing with employees working, products packaged - warehouse shipping and on the 

store shelf advertising 
Individual board member pictures

1987 Financial Highlights
Narrative

Supplemental Information

1988 Narrative 
Supplemental Information

6 photos - 5 people at different plants and 1 with products and raw materials
Tobacco warehouse, turkey farm, malting barley, employees and technology, export employees, products 

and employees 
Board members - individual pictures

Products, products being used by consumers worldwide 
Board members pictures

1989 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information 

Key: shading indicates net loss

1 photo with 10 execs - suits, ties, 9 white shirts and 1 cream
(10 photos) of Phillip Morris, USA, Phillip Morris International, General Foods USA, Kraft USA, Kraft 

General Food International, Kraft General Foods Canada, Oscar Meyer Foods, Kraft General Foods 
Frozen Products, Kraft General Foods Commerical Products, Miller Brewing Co., tobacco processing, 
William Murray, Marlboro ad, Ehud Hormoner, cigarette photos, research and development, Germany 
Marlboro smokers, Aleardo Buzzi, 3 cigarette photos overseas, Michael Miles, child with Koolaid pop, 
microwave ready Cheese Whiz in production, breakfast products on kitchen table with mom and son, 
Giddcons Bible, research oils, fat free technology, Oscar Meyer products with employees, new products, 
test kitchen, international family, grocery shopping, fat free dressing, G. Gocbeier with Kraft Cheese, 
Oscar Meyer bun lengths, hotdogs, Fini fresh medts. T. llcrskovitas, L. Goldstein, 2 beer consumer 
pictures, Millers Milwaukee brew house. Miller in cooler, 3 more beer pictures, Kraft del.

Board of Directors - individual pictures - 22 men - suits, ties, 13 white shirts, 2 It. blue, 3 pinstripe, 4 women, 
photos of Bill of Rights in glass display case

Continued
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Table K-9. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1990

Report Section 
Letter 

Narrative

Supplemental Information

1991 Letter
Narrative

1992

Supplemental Information

Letter
Narrative

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
Phillip Morris management visiting with Tokyo retailer - standing in street, suits, tics, white shirts 
Products by division, advertising in international markets, people smoking Phillip Morris products, shipping 

Phillip Monis cigarettes, new products, food products, people consuming food products, international users 
of food products, beer products and people consuming same 

Board of Directors - individual photos, corporate responsibility, Star Serve youth with Bush - education 
project, underwritten by Kraft General Foods

2 execs, standing - suit, tie, white shirt, photo of Maxwell outgoing chair and CEO (84-91)
Raw materials with people, employees at work, products by segment, international segment employees and 

products, food products and food division employees at work, new products, international food products, 
beer products and employees, beer consumer, corporate citizenship 

Board of Directors - individual pictures

Execs. - standing, suit, tie, white shirts
Employees and employees at work, diversity award, products, people using products, international consumers 

using products, products by business segment, citizenship efforts

1993 Financial Highlights
•’ Letter 

"■ Narrative-

Supplemental Information

Cigarettes, food products, beer K- /  ‘ ’ _ 1 :';5  /  n
Execs.(2) standing - suit, tie, white shirts , ' > ' f ■*' ' /  .
Food products and beer logos, Hong Kong couple with Marlboro) Europeans'with Jacob's cdffeeVchildwith a 

Kraft Singles, products used in international countries with the consumer/ products used in U.S./youngs - 
man with Miller, Marlboro's popularity at homeiand abroad; family with breakfast foods, couple shopping- 
with Kraft products in Italy, Kraft consumers in Shanghai, people in bar drinking Miller brands 1 

Board - 6 group photos • i • ■ " ; •' w’"

1994 Financial Highlights
Letter 

Narrative

Supplemental Information 
Key: shading indicates net loss

All products muted together, tobacco products, food products, beer products 
Chairman/CEO - suit, tie, white shirt, standing holding cigarette
International tobacco, domestic tobacco, international food, beer, N. American Food (all with consumers), 

man with Marlboro, cigarette brands by Phillip Morris, international consumers with tobacco, N. 
American Food products, with consumers, international consumer of foods (2), kids with ice cream in 
Brazil, beer products, 2 friends drinking 2 types of ice beer 

Board of Directors - 17 pictures -2 women - men all suits and tics white shirts

UJO4a.
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T able  K-10. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Tenneco's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section Subject(s) of Photo(s)
i T985 t 1 r  < p Letter r * '  CEO/President-suite, tie, wUtoshirt^iQEPseated,'President8tMdmg,'fow^YPs-7smts,-ties,;2whitesliirts,’'
I r W  '  * 1 Whitetwlhred8mallstripe;|2seated|ifstandmg^ ^  b t

1 j* ♦"S' ' 10ffshore exploration,'domestic drilling,1 international drilling/pipelaying* customer using producU'&fineryj4 &
S t  4 ^

k.<

f V

1988

4 Narrative

:* * » , .> ] • }
*i- C 1  S {
sYr< . *.'•> t*,i -.K *- .•Vi;,.'

Letter 
Narrative 

Supplemental Information

 ̂ w rK ,Wd white5hiiti\vitB%dmn__r .r .̂
cecs r chest/head onlyssuit,* tie, 2 white;shirtsiand onelL blue u % .> ,

MOceandnllmg ng.iWtemahonal dnlling, employees woikmg on ngftTenneco properties rfMrlpitij
> new tectmology,-new equipmen^gasistaUonyBbpbuUdjng^shocks andjStnitsiemployeesiM^oiloand vv^th^Xi - 'J
1 ‘new  p r o d u ^ i ^ a r c b ; M d u s t r i d ; a n d f a m ^ u t p m « i t | ^ ^ |^ j i | j ^ | | ^ ,i ' ? , N ' ,t\j

CEO • standing at chair - suit and tie - 2 Exec. VP - suits and ties, seated with upper body only 
Products, product management, facilities, customers and products 
Individual board members

1989 Letter
Narrative

Supplemental Information 

Key: shading indicates net loss

32 execs - 2 seated, 1 standing, suits, ties, 2 white shirts and 1 blue shirt
Pennsylvania steel mill with worker, large markets for gas, residential gas use, farm equipment automotive 

parts used in Cadillacs, products attack submarine and ship pictures, new technology, international plant 
Corporate citizenship - 3 pictures -1 of student at volunteer wildlife habitation, Tenneco right of way, Tenneco 

sponsored marathon
Continued
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Table K-10. Yearly Subjects of Photographs in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section
1990 Letter

Narrative

Supplemental Information

Subject(s) of Photo(s)
2 execs - 2 seated, 1 standing, suits, ties, 2 white shirts, 1 it. blue shirt
Products representing each segm ent, em ployees at work, dispatch center, Tenneco newsletter, internationally

produced products, new and improved products, christening new submarine, reforestation, raw materials, 
environmental concern efforts

Board of Directors • 3 group and 1 individual

1993 Financial Highlights 
Letter 

Narrative

photos (6) repsentative products of each division
President/CEO, suite, ties, striped shirts - standing ‘ ’
Directors, presidents of division, employees at work, drilling rig, quality assurance deals for tractors, products 

automotive products, technology in plants

1994 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

Products rrepresentation of each division
European acquisition, ship repair, farm  equipm ent, packaging products, global with S. Am erica and A ustralia 

showing ships, international ventures, gas lines, offshore platforms, recycling, automotive products, 
construction equipment

U>O
O n
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T able L -l. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued

Subject of Figure
'Sources amd Distribution of.1985 Revenues ,
i Revenues and Shipments by Principal Classes of. Products,! Revenues 
tt?[byftincipalM arkets a s  ■ p - r ;  . v  , t  *  ,  ,  ,

(Total Revenues from Principal Markets, Total Shipments, Principal c v.
. .( ;'.Cla88es,'Total Revenue from Principal Classes v '
-Index of Alcoa Prices for Basic Mill Products and Major Costs, 

v, * Aluminum Mill Product Imports into U.S.'VSjExcbange-Value of -  i: .:
' iU^.Doliar/CapitalExpenditureSjDistnbutionn f t  ,  , 1/

'-Return on Alcoa Common-Stock vs^S&PSOO Stocks, Common Stock 
-cm Data, Capital Expenditures and Funds from Operations,'(TotalTax ■&.
rrt Burden in Relationtolricbme Before All Taxes |  *rt t'H (
Debt as Percent o f In vested Capital

i Alcoa's Rimkry'Aluminum Capacity/Comparison ofWestem Worldvw,?'  ̂
‘P rim ai^^iuninum C apacityO w n^hi^C ostofG oodSjasaPercent-y 
1 of Sales ^Aluminum Product Shipments'- PnmaryAluminum 4/* 1
* Productioh ip ’radirig Activity of Alcoa Common Stock vs; S&P;500:w; * ■ 

• M larExchangcyalue of a BasketofEuro^ean Gipencies; Revenues' ; -
from'RaWMa^aisv’AluminaiWd Primaiyj'Aluminumas'a Percent ’ • - 

.'•'iof(Totd.^v^|ie^Alc^^R«M ai^^.:EN|^lqpm eiit.BxpendituresT/;’,i:; 
^■v:tInd^ .̂AJeoa'8 Energy Costs - U.S.- Primary Unalloyed Ingot Pnce : ' : 
Significant Deyelopmcnts OverPast Decade in'3 ’Areas of Aluminum" '■ 

Operk^onS;Technology and Raw.Matenal Development,' v 11 ?■ r-
Restructuring; * '  1 * In » 1 (

! Elements’of a Fiber Optics Cable Colored Coded to Show Layers; Layers
• of Polymers in Fresh Food Container ■ r..............
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T able L -l. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Alcoa’s Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Y ear
1986

R e p o rt Section  
Financial Highlights

Narrative

1987

MD&A

Narrative

MD&A

Key: shading indicates net loss

T ype o f  F igure 
line graph

divided column

column

grouped column

flow chart 

pie graphs

grouped dev. col.

pie charts 
line graphs

divided column 

column

grouped dev. col.

S u b jec t o f  F igu re
Comparison of Hourly Wages and CPI-W, Decrease in Can Weight,

Index of Alcoa's Major Costs 
Capital ExpendituresDistribution, Aluminum's Share of U.S. Beverage 

Can Market, Free World Primary Aluminum Capacity, Aluminum 
Product Shipments, Cost of Goods Sold as Percent of Sales, Alcoa's 
Primary Aluminum Capacity, Trading Activitity of Alcoa Common 
Stock vs. S&P 500 

Alcoa's Primary Aluminum Shipments as Percent of Total Shipments, 
Revenues, Growth in Aluminum Consumption in Brazil, Alcoa's 
Research and Development Expenditures Debt as Percent of Invested 
Capital

Revenues and Shipments by Division, Total Tax Burden with Relation 
to Income Before Other Taxes, Capital Expenditures and Funds from 
Operations

Production of Large Rolls of High Quality Can Sheet, Armor System 
Struck by Futuristic Bullet, Separation System to Purify Com Syrup 

Alcoa's Investments in Equity Companies Outside U.S., Sources of 
Alcoa's 1986 Consolidated Revenues, Revenue by Division, 1986 
Revenue Source by Product 

Return on Stockholders' Equity and Invested Capital Common Stock Data

1987 Capital Expenditures by Group, Source of 1987 Revenues 
Return on Stockholders' Equity, Index of Major Cost in the U.S., Return 

on Invested Capital 
Revenue by Geographic Region, Operating Profits by Geographic 

Region,Aluminum Product Shipments, Primary Aluminum Capacity,
Primary Aluminum Production, Components of Invested Capital 

Index of Aluminum Inventories, Packaging Systems Revenues, Aerospace 
and Industrial Products Revenues, International Revenues, Metals and 
Chemical Revenues, Material Science Revenues, Cost of Goods Sold 
as a Percent of Sales, Research and Development Expenditures 

Common Stock Data
Continued u>o
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Table L -l. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year

1987

1988

Report Section

MD&A

1989

Supplemental Information

Narrative

MD&A

Type of Figure 

grouped column

pie chart 
column

line graph

divided column

grouped column 
grouped column

pie chart 
line graph

drawing 
surface graph 

spot map 
divided column

column

grouped column

Subject of Figure

Capital Expenditures and Depreciation Expense, Price/Eamings Ratios of 
Alcoa vs. S&P 500 Index, Trading Ranges of Alcoa Common Stock 
vs. S&P 500

Sources of 1988 Revenue
Operations Revenue by Division, Earnings per Common Share, Cost of 

Goods Sold as Percent of Sales, R & D Expenditures 
Return on Shareholders' Equity, Index of Major Costs in the U.S., Return 

on Invested Capital 
Aluminum Product Shipments, Primary Aluminum Production, Primary 

Aluminum Capacity, Components of Invested Capital 
Capital Expenditures, Depreciation Expense 
Trading Ranges of Alcoa Common Stock vs. S&P 500, Price/Earnings 

Ratios of Alcoa vs. S&P 500

Sources of 1989 Revenue, Sources of Revenue by Division 
Reducing Power Loss at Wenatchee, Reducing Sheet Thickness Variation, 

Wire Harness Tolerance Range, Melt Index Variation 
Scrap Coil Feeder, Aerostar Wheels 
Stolle's Memory Disk Production, Reducing Tape Mounts 
Brazilian Plant Locations
Aluminum Beverage Cans Made and Recyuclcd in U.S., Injuries at the 

Massena Smelter, Components of Invested Capital, Operating Profit 
by Geographic Area, Aluminum Shipments, Primary Aluminum 
Capacity, Primary Aluminum Production 

Controlling Variation in Setting Anodes, Causes of Filter Cloth Failures, 
Meeting Kodak's Quality Requirements, Revenues by Division, 
Earnings per Common Share, Cost of Goods Sold as a Percent of 
Sales, Dividends per Common Share 

Return on Shareholders' Equity, Capital Expenditures and Depreciation 
Expense, Return on Invested Capital

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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1985-1994 ContinuedTable L -l. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in A lcoa's Annual Reports,

Year Report Section Type of Figure
1989 Supplemental Information grouped column

1990 Financial Highlights pie chart
Narrative line graph

column 
grouped column 

column 
drawings

MD&A pie chart

column

divided column

grouped column

Supplemental Information column
grouped column

1991 Financial Highlights pic chart
Narrative divided column

Subject of Figure
Trading Ranges of Alcoa Common Stock vs. S&P 500, Price/Eamings 

Ratios of Alcoa vs. S&P 500 Index

Sources of 1990 Revenues
Monitoring Silicon Content in Aerospace Alloys, Reroll Stock 

Inspection Results
Reducing Anode Bum-Offs
Increasing Hauling Efficiency
Value of Recyclables
Tamperproof Lid for Shell Motor Oil, Partial Cross-Section of 

Smeling Pot, Wire Harness in Autos
Sources of Revenues by Segments: Metal and Chemicals, Aerospace and 

Industrial, Products Packaging Systems, Materials Science
Revenues (5 Years) by Segments: Metals and Chemicals, Aerospace and 

Industrial, Products Packaging Systems, and Materials Science, 
Earnings per Common Share, Cost of Goods Sold as a Percent 
of Sales

Operating Profit by Geographic Area, Aluminum Product Shipments, 
Primary Aluminum Production, Primary Aluminum Capacity, 
Components of Invested Capital

Return on Shareholders' Equity, Capital Expenditures and Depreciation 
Expense, Return on Invested Capital

Dividends per Common Share
Trading Ranges of Alcoa Common Stock vs. S&P 500 Index, 

Price/Eamings Ratios of Alcoa vs. S&P 500 Index

1991 Revenues by Geographic Area
Operating Profit by Geographic Area - e Year, Primary Aluminum 

Capacity, Primary Aluminum Production, Aluminum Product 
Shipments, Returns on Shareholders' Equity, Return on Invested 
Capital, Components of Invested Capital, Dividends per 
Common Share

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table L -l. Yearly Subjects of Figures in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year

1991

Report Section 

MD&A

>1992 / Financial Highlights >

Letter 1
r. .. . • . . . v :  ;« i • j

m-, - : Narrative ••••• >•

• ••MD&A-. '

Type of Figure

pie chart 
spot maps 

column

grouped column

line drawing

pictograms

bar graph

pie chart

column 
column ' 

divided column 
column 

divided column 
grouped column 

column 
divided column 
grouped column < 
deviated column'

surface graph

Subject of Figure

1991 Revenues by Segment, 1991 Revenues by Market 
Operations by Category Worldwide, Brazil Acquisition 
Revenues by Market - 5 Years, Cost of Goods Sold as a Percent of Sales, 

Cash from Operations 
Capital Expenditures and Depreciation Expense, Trading Ranges of Alcoa 

Common Stock vs. S&P 500 Index 
Super Jumbo Jet, Auto Hang-on Parts, Unit Body, Space Frame Carson 

Curvy Highway - Stop Sign 
Column Graphs with Cars On It, Less Weight = Lower Emissions, Lower 

Weight = Higher MPG, Value of Recyclable Materials - Increase in 
Size of Car to Show Change - Bar Graph with Cars - Lower Weight = 
Better Acceleration 

Energy Absorbing Ability

-.41992 Revenues by Segment,>1992'Revenues by Geographic Area,;1992 
. Revenues by M a r k e t i  (

1 « v1-1’A*Individual Markets '.V.;
MarketValue of'Alcoa Common Stock:

- i Dividends per Common Share ,
, Recycling'Aluminum Cans; Light Weighting Beverage Cansl-i 
Building and Remodeling, Growth m AirTravel : k

■■■ Good Lighting Saves Energy i *' ■"> '
Cost of Goods Sold as Percent of Sasles : -

iRecent Returns on Stockholders'Equity r • ■
i Capital Expenditures and Depreciation Expense 
Aluminum Product Shipments,-Aluminum Production; Pnmaiy 

Aluminum Capacity, Operating Profit by Geographic Area 
Aluminum in Automobiles

! * t-

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table L -l. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Alcoa's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Type of Figure Subject of Figure

1993 Financial Highlights line graph
Narrative line drawing

MD&A line graph

colum n

Supplemental Informtion pie chart
column 

divided column 
line drawings

1994 Financial Highlights pie chart

Letter divided column
column

MD&A divided column
grouped column

column
Key: shading indicates net loss

Nonfinancial Indicators
Crowd of People, Kangaroo on a Globe, Female in Suit with Alcoa Flag 

Landing from Aluminum Can Boat, Car on Scales with Smiling 
Globe Face on Male Body in Suit and Tie, Airplane with 
Globe-Shaped Cockpit

Quantum Leap: Improvement in the Life of Smelting Cells, Quantum 
Leap: Recovery of Materials Costs

Q uantum  Leap: Reduction in Can Sheet Inventory, Quantum Leap: 
Workdays to Calculate Corporate Earnings

1993 Revenues by Market
Market Value of Alcoa Common Stock, Alcoa's Disabling Injury Rate
Dividends per Common Share
Map Showing Japan, Front End of Truck, Maps Showing India, Hungary, 

Mideast; House Symbol

1994 Revenues by Geographic Area, 1994 Revenues by Market 
Revenues by Market

Dividends per Common Share
Market Value of Alcoa Common Stock
Aluminum Product Shipments, Average Number of Employees
Percent Return on Shareholders' Equity, Capital Expenditures and 

Depreciation
Alcoa's Average Realized Ingot Price, Cash from Operations

u>
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Table L-2. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in DuPont's A nnual Reports, 1985*1994

Year Report Section Type of Figure
1985 Financial Highlights columns

Narrative columns

MD&A divided column

1986 Narrative columns

MD&A

1987 Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

columns 
grouped columns 
divided column 
grouped, div. col

timeline
columns

deviated columns

Continued

Subject of Figure
Sales, Net Income, Earnings per Share, Dividends per Share,

Net Return on Equity, Research and Development, Debt Ratio, Total 
Borrowings, Capital Expenditures 

Sales and After-Tax Operating Income by Segment: Biomedical Products, 
Industrial and Consumer Products, Fibers, Polymer Products, 
Agricultural and Industrial Chemicals, Petroleum Exploration and 
Production, Petroleum Refming, Marketing, and Transportation, Coal 

Total Capitalization at Year End

Sales and After-Tax Operating Income for Segments: Biomedical, 
Industrial and Consumer Products, Fibers, Polymers, Agricultural 
and Industrial Chemicals, Petroleum Exploration and Production, 
Petroleum Refming, Marketing, and Transportation, Coal 

Dividends per Share 
Dividend Payment 
Total Capitalizaiton at Year End
Cash Provided by Operations vs. Funds Used for Dividends, Cash, 

Expenditures, and Major Acquisitions

Discovery and Innovation
Sales and After-Tax Operating Income by Business Segment,

Agricultural and Industrial Chemicals, Biomedical Products, Coal, 
Fibers, Industrial and Consumer Products, International Uses of 
Products, Raw Materials, New Technology and Development 
Representing Business Segments, Corporate Customers, Petroleum 
Exploration and Production, Petroleum Refming, Marketing, and 
Transportation, Polymer Products 

After-Tax Income for Agricultural and Industrial Chemicals and 
Petroleum Exploration and Production
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Table L-2. Yearly Subjects of Figures in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Type of Figure
1987 MD&A columns

divided column 
grouped column 

grouped, div. col.

pie chart

1988 Narrative columns

deviated columns 

pie chart
MD&A columns

divided columns
grouped, div. col. 

pie chart

1989 Financial Highlights pie chart
Narrative columns

divided columns

M D &A colum ns

divided columns 
grouped, div. col.

Key: shading indicates net loss

Subject of Figure 
Sales, Net Income 
Total Capitalization at Year End 
Earnings and Dividend per Share
Cash Provided by Operations vs. Funds Used for Dividends, Capital 

Expenditures and Major Acquisitions
1987 Capital Expenditures by Industrial Segment

Sales and After-Tax Income by Segments: Biomedical, Agricultural, 
and Industrial Chemicals, Coal, Fibers, Industrial and Consumer 
Products, Petroleum Exploration and Production, Petroleum Refining, 
Marketing, and Transportation, Polymer Products 

After-Tax Operating Income, Biomedial Products, Upstream After- 
Tax Operating Income for Petroleum Exploration and Production 

International Sales by Regions 
Sales, Net Income 
Total Capitalization at Year End
Cash Provided by Operations vs. Payments for Dividends and Certain 

Investment Activities
1988 Capital Expenditures

Sales by Geographic Region
After-Tax Operating INcome for Each Segment: Industrial Products, 

Fibers, Polymers, Petroleum, Coal, Diversified Businesses 
Sales by Segment: Industrial Products, Fibers, Polymers,

Petroleum, Coal, Diversified Businesses 
Sales by Segm ent, 1989 Capital Expenditures by Segm ent, 1989

After-Tax Operating Income by Segment, 1989 Capital Expenditures 
by Category 

Total Capitalization at Year End
Cash provided by Operations vs. Payments for Dividends and Certain 

Investment Activities
Continued
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Table L-2. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1990

Report Section 
Financial Highlights 

Narrative

1991

MD&A

Narrative

MD&A

1992 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

Type of Figure 
divided bar graph 

bar graph

drawing 
line graphs

columns 
grouped column 
divided columns

divided column

columns 
surface graph

bar graphs

columns 
grouped columns

divided column

surface graph 
drawings

bar graphs

Subject of Figure 
Sales
Chemical Sales, Chemical After-Tax Operating Income (ATOI), Fibers 

Sales, Fibers ATOI, Polymers Sales, Polymers ATOI, Petroleum 
Sales,Petroleum ATOI, Coal Sales, Coal ATOI, Diversified Sales, 
Diversified ATOI 

New Oil Tankers
Hazardous Wastes, Airbom Toxic Emissions, Airborne Carcinogens, 

Energy Consumption, Environmental Expenses 
Sales, Net Income
Dividends and Cash Provided by Operations 
Total Capitalization at Year End

1991 Global Sales, 1991 Research and Development Spending by 
Industrial Segment 

Capital Expenditures
Hazardous Waste, Airborne Carcinogens, Airborne Toxic Emissions, 

Energy Consumption 
Chemical Sales, Chemical After-Tax Operating Income, Fibers Sales, 

Fibers After-Tax Operating Income, Polymer Sales, Polymer 
After-Tax Operating Income, Petroleum Sales, Petroleum After-Tax 
Operating Income, Diversified Business Sales, Diversified Business 
After-Tax Operating Income 

Sales, Net Income
Capital Expenditures by Industrial Segment, Dividends and Cash 

Provided by Operations 
Total Capitalization at Year End

Reduction of Hazardous Waste by Element
Thematic Uses of Division Products - House, Clothes, Auto, Gas Station 

Pump, Segmented Circle with Leaf 
Sales and After-Tax Operating INcome for Each Division

Continued
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Os
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Table L-2. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in DuPont's Annual R eports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section
>1992 1 ?MD&A „

Type of Figure 
■ .columns 
grouped columns

•'■'< divided column

1993 MD&A divided column 
grouped columns

1994 Letter
Narrative

line graph 
columns

Key: shading indicates net loss

Subject of Figure
'Sales, Netlncome J t
.? Capital Expenditures by Indusdd Segmen^DiyUcndsland Cash . : : 

'Provided by Operations' ’ ’ t '
-Total Capitalization at (Year End >• •» *, , * „ ,

Total Capitalization at Year End
Dividends and Cash Provided by Operations, Capital Expenditures by 

Industry Segment

Dupont vs. S&P
Chemcials Sales, Chemicals ATOI, Fibers Sales, Fibers ATOI,

Polymers Sales, Polymers ATOI, Petroleum Sales, Petroleum ATOI, 
Diversified Businesses Sales, Diversified Businesses A lOI
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Table L-3. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Exxon's Annual R eports, 1985*1994

Year Report Section Type of Figure
1985 Narrative divided columns

grouped columns
MD&A column

divided bar graph 
grouped columns 
divided columns

Supplemental Information grouped column
line/colum n

1986 Narrative grouped column
divided columns

MD&A deviated bar graph 
column 

grouped column 
divided columns

Supplemental Information 

Key: shading indicates net loss

grouped column 
line/column

Continued

Subject of Figure
Net Liquid Production and Supplies, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids 

Reserves, Producing Capital and Exploration Expenditures, Natural 
Gas Production Available for Sale, Natural Gas Reserves, Total 
Number of Net Wells Drilled, Petroleum Product Sales Volume, 
Chemicals Revenue, Coal Production 

Refining Capacity and Level of Crude Runs 
Net Income
Net Income - Change from 1984 
Exxon's Returns
Revenue and Costs, Taxes, Capital and Exploration Expenditures by 
Area, Capital and Exploration Expenditures by Function, Funds Provided, 

Funds Utilized, Total Short and Long-Term Debt 
Return to the Shareholder bum Holding Exxon Stock 
Dividends to Exxon Shareholders, Exxon Share Price

Refining Capacity and Level of Crude Runs 
Crude Oil and Net Liquids Production, Natural Gas 

Liquids Reserves, Producing Capital and 
Exploration Expenditures, Natural Gas Production 
Available for Sale, Natural Gas Reserves, Total 
Number of Net Wells Drilled, Petroleum Product 
Sales Volume, Chemicals Revenue, Coal 
Production 

Net Income - Major Changes from 1985 
Net Income 
Exxon and Returns
Revenues and Costs, Taxes, Capital and Exploration Expenditures by 

Area, Capitalization and Exploration Expenditures by Function,
Funds Provided, Funds Utilized, Total Short- and Long-Term Debt 

Return to a Shareholder form Holding Exxon Stock 
Dividends to Exxon Shareholders, Exxon Price Share
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Table L-3. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Exxon's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1987

Report Section 
Narrative

MD&A

Supplemental Information

Type of Figure 
divided columns

grouped column 
deviated bar graph 
divided columns

grouped column 
grouped column 

line/column

Subject of Figure
Net Liquids Production, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids Reserves, 

Producing Capital and Exploration Expenditures, Total Number of 
Wells Drilled, Natural Gas Production Available for Sale, Natural Gas 
Reserves, Petroleum Product Sales Volume, Refining Capacity and 
Level of Crude Runs, Petroleum Product Sales Volumes, Chemicals 
Revenue, Coal Production 

Refining Capacity and Level of Crude Runs 
Net Income - Major Changes from 1986
Revenue and Costs, Taxes, Capital and Exploration Revenues, Funds 

Provided, Funds Utilized, Total Short- and Long-Term Debt 
Earnings per Share and Net Income, Exxon's Returns 
Return to a Shareholder from Holding Exxon Stock 
Dividends to Exxon Shareholders, Exxon Share Price

1988 Financial Highlights
Narrative

MD&A

Supplemental Information

line/div. column 
grouped column

divided columns

drawing 
grouped columns 
divided columns

grouped columns 
line/column

Functional Earnings
Average Upstream Realizations, Refining Capacity and Level of Crude 

Runs
Net Liquids Production, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids Reserves, 

Producing Capital and Exploration Expenditures, Total Number of 
Net Wells Drilled, Natural Gas Production Available for Sale, Natural 
Gas Reserves, Petroleum Product Sales Volume, Chemicals Revenue, 
Copper Production, Coal Production

Tension Leg Platform
Earnings per Share and Net Income, Exxon's Returns
Revenue and Costs, Taxes, Total Debt, Capitalization, Capital and 

Exploration Expenditures by Area, Capital exploration Expenditures 
by Function

Return to a Shareholder from Holding Exxon Stock
Dividends to Exxon Shareholders, Exxon Share Price

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table L-3. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1989

Report Section 
Narrative

1990

MD&A

Supplemental Information

MD&A

Supplemental Information

1991 Financial Highlights

MD&A

1992 Financial Highlights 

Key: shading indicates net loss

Type of Figure 
grouped columns

divided columns

grouped columns 
divided columns 
div. column/line 
grouped columns 

column/line

divided columns

grouped columns

div. column/line 
grouped colum ns 

column/line

column

grouped column 
grouped column 
divided column 
divided/line col.

column 
grouped column

Subject of Figure
Average Upstream Realization, Refining Capacity and Level of 

Crude Runs
Net Liquids Production, Crude Oil and Natual Gas Liquids Reserve, 

Producing Capital and Exploration Expenditures, Total Number of 
Net Wells Drilled, Natural Gas Production Available for Sale,

Natural Gas Reserves, Petroleum Product Sales Volume, Chemical 
Revenue, Copper Production, Coal Production 

Earnings per Common Share and Net Income, Exxon's Returns 
Total Debt, Capitalization, Capital and Exploration Expenditures 
Functional Earnings
Return to a Shareholder from Holding Exxon Common Stock 
Dividends to Exxon Common bareholders, Exxon Common Share Price

Net Liquids Production, Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids Reserve, 
Petroleum Product Sales Volume, Natural Gas Production for Sale, 
Natural Gas Reserves, Chemicals Revenue, Coal Production,
Total Debt, Capitalization, Capital and Exploration Expenditures 

Refinery Capacity and Level of Crude Runs, Earnings per Share and Net 
Income,, Exxon's Returns 

Functional Earnings 
Shareholder Returns
Dividends to Exxon Common Shareholders, Exxon Common Share Price

Dividends, Year End Stock Price, Value of $1,000 Invested in 
Exxon Stock 

Shareholder Returns 
Exxon’s Returns
Capital, Exploration Expenditures 
Functional Earnings

Divdends, Year End Stock Price, Value of $1,000 Invested in Exxon 
Shareholder returns

Continued

320
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Table L-2. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section

MD&A

1993 Financial Highlights

Narrative

MD&A

1994 Financial Highlights

Narrative

MD&A

Type of Figure

grouped column 
divided column 
divided/line col.

column 
grouped column 

line graph 
column 

spot maps

grouped column 
divided column 
divided/line col.

column 
grouped column 

column

line graph 
surface graph 

pie chart 
line/column 

grouped column 
divided column
divided/line col.

Subject of Figure 

Exxon's Returns
Capital and Exploration Expenditures 
Functional Earnings

Dividends, Year End Stock Price, Value of $1,000 Invested in Exxon 
Shareholder returns
Exxon Employee Safety Performance vs. Industry 
U.S. Releases and Transfers of SARA-313 Chemicals 
Exploration and Production Sites Worldwide, Refining and Marketing 

Sites Worldwide 
Exxon's Returns
Capital and Exploration Expenditures 
Functional Earnings

Dividends, Year End Stock Price, Value of $1,000 Invested in Exxon 
Shareholder returns
Operating Incidents, U.S. Releases and Transfers of SARA-313 Chemicals, 

Higher Profit per Barrel, Higher Lukes Profitability, Electric Power 
Sales Growing in Hong Kong 

Lower Finding Costs, Lower Operating Costs
Increasing Production of Natural Gas, Growing Sales of Clean Products 
Increased Capital Spending in Growth Areas 
Exxon Chemical Outperforms Competitors 
Exxon's Returns
Capital and Exploration Expenditures 
Functional Earnings

Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table L-4. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in General Electric's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994

Year
1985

Report Section 
MD&A

1986 MD&A

Type of Figure 
column

grouped dev. col.

grouped column 
divided column

div. dev. column 
div. grouped col.

deviated column

dev. grouped col.

column

divided column

Subject of Figure
Average Employment, Employee Productivity, Research and

Development Expense as Percent of Sales, Shareowners' Equity per 
Share - Dec. 31, Borrowings as Percent of Total Capital Invested, 
Operating Margin as a Percent of Sales, Net Earnings as a Percent 
of Sales

GE/S&P 400 Annual Earning per Share Increase/Decrease 
Compared to 1980 

Balance of Trade
U.S. Exports to External Customers, Year-End Orders Backlog 

Earnings Retained for Growth and Use for Dividends 
Percent of Sales Change from Previous Year 
Comparison of Funds Flow From Operations with Funds Used for 

Dividend and Property, Plant and Equipment 
5-Year Net Earnings Growth Rate (19981-85) by Segment and Total Co.

GE/S&P 400 Annual Earnings per Share Increase/Decrease Compared to 
1981, Revenues and Earnings Percent Increase/Decrease from 1981 

Employee Productivity, Research and Development Expenses as Percent 
of Sales, 1986 Borrowings as Percent of Total Capital Invested, 
Shareowners' Equity per Share, GE Stock Price Range 

Earnings Retianed for Growth and Used for Dividends, U.S. Exports to 
External Customers

1987 MD&A

Key: Shading indicates net loss

columns

grouped column

divided column

Five-Year Average and Annual Growth Rates - Operating Profit, 
Employee Productivity, Borrowings as a Percentage of Total Capital 
Invested, Shareholders' Equity per Share 

Operating Profit and Net Earnings, Net Earnings and Revenues Percentage 
Increase

Net Earnings Retained for Growth and Used for Dividends, Consolidated 
Employment at Y ear End, U.S. Exports to External Customers

Continued
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Table L-4. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in G eneral Electric's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1988

Report Section 
MD&A

Type of Figure 
columns

paired columns 

divided column

Subject of Figure
Return On Shareowners' Equity, GE Employee Productivity, Earning 

Assets of Financing Business, U.S. Exports to External Customers, 
Consolidated Total Assets 

Consolidated Operating Profit and Net Earnings, GE/S&P 500 Annual 
Dividends per Share Increase Compared with 1983 

Net Earnings Retained for Growth and Used in Dividends, Consolidated 
Employment at Year End

1989 Financial Highlights 

MD&A

grouped column 

columns

deviated column 
grouped column

divided column

Earnings Per Share, Operating Margin, Market Value, Dividends per 
Share, Total Cost Productivity, Average Annual Yield 

Constant Dollar Sales per GE Employee, Total Assets of GE Capital, 
GE's Exports from U.S. to External Customers, Dividends per Share, 
Consolidated Total Assets, Return on Shareowners' Equity 

GE/S&P Earnings per Share Increase/Decrease Compared with 1984 
Consolidated Operating Profit and Net Earnings, GE/S&P Dividends per 

Share Increase Compared with 1984 
Total International Revenues, Consolidated Employment at Year End

1990 MD&A

Key: Shading indicates net loss

columns Return on Shareowners' Equity, Dividends per Share, Total Assets of 
GE Capital, GE Exports form U.S. to External Customers, 
Consolidated Total Assets, GE's Borrowings as a Percent to Total 
Capital Invested, Research and Development Expenditures as a 
Percent of GE Sales

U>lv>w
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T able L-4. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in G eneral Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Type of Figure
1990 grouped column

divided column

1991 Financial Highlights column

MD&A column

paired column 

divided column

1992 Financial Highlights column

MD&A column

divided column 

grouped column
Key: Shading indicates net loss

Subject of Figure
Consolidated Operating Profit and Net Earnigns, GE/S&P Dividends per 

Share Increase Compared with 1985 
Total Entemational Revenues

Consolidated Revenues, Dividends per Share, GEFS Revenues 
Consolidated Total Assets, GE's Property, Plant, and Equipment 

Expenditures, Total Assets of GE Capital 
Earnings Per Share, Consolidated Earnings, GE/S&P Dividends 

per Share Increased Compared with 1986 
GE's REvenues, GE's International Revenues, Consolidated 

Employment at Year End

Dividends Per Share, GECS' Revenues, Consolidated Total Assets 

Total Assets of GECS, GE Borrowings as a Percent of Total Capital 
Invested

Consolidated Employment of Cont. Operations at Year End, GE's 

Revenues from Cont. Operations, GE's International Revenues from 
Cont. Operations, Earnings Before Accounting Change, Revenues, 

Earnings per Share Before Accounting Changes 
GE/S&P Dividends per Share Increase Compared with 1987

Continued
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Table L-4. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section
1993 Financial Highlights

MD&A

Type of Figure 
column 
column

divided column

grouped colum n

Subject of Figure
Revenues, Earnings/Share Before Accounting Changes, Dividends per Share 
GECS's Revenues, Consolidated Total Assets, GE Borrowings as a 

Percent of Total Capital Invested, Total Assets of GECS 
Earnings Before Accounting Changes, Consolidated Revenues,

Consolidated International Revenues, Consolidated Employment of 
Cont. Operations at Year End 

GE/S&P Dividends per Share Increase Compared with 1988

1994 MD&A

Key: Shading indicates net loss

columns

grouped column 
divided column

Revenues from Cont. Operations, Earnings per Share from Cont.
Operations Before Accounting Changes, Dividends per Share, GECS 
Revenues from Cont. Operations, Consolidated Assets - Cont. 
Operations, Inventory Annual Turnover, GE Borrowings as a Percent 
of Total Capital Invested 

GE/S&P Dividends per Share Increase Compared with 1989 
Consolidated Revenues from Cont. Operations, Consolidated International 

Revenues from Cont. Operations, Consolidated Employment at Year 
End - Cont. Operations

t o
<_n
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Table L-5. Yearly Subjects of Figures in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Financial Highlight

1986 Financial Highlights

1987 MD&A

1988 Nanative

1989 Narrative

U' ; i l 9 9 0  ' V '  V ;  f ’ : V
. ' - . i f  ■' .  . v i * L ' .  '■■■'■. ' . :  ■;

: ; *1991 - V . / Nanative i "
• t i  S V. .

Type of Figure
pie

pie

columns

pie

pictogram 
drawing 

line drawing

surface graph 
pictogram 

deviated column 
columns 
drawings

’•i.f,". : drawings}.

Subject of Figure
What Happened to the Revenue GM Received in 1985?

What Happened to the Revenue GM Received During 1986?

Net Income, Sales, and Revenues, Average Price Increases,
GMAC Net Income, Funds Provided by Operations, Capital 
Expenditures, Long-Term Debt 

What Happened to the Revenue GM Received During 1987?

Bumper to Bumper Warranty - Wording in Shape of Car with 2 Tires 
New Generation of Engines 
New Futuristic Designs

Sales and revenues
Cash and Marketable Securities
Earnings per Share
Cash Dividends, Stockholders' Equity
Full Color - Freight Locomotives, New Jet Prop

Key : Shading indicates net loss

' drawing 
drawings. ••• 
columns : . 

charts ..

deviated column

.. ... ^adere:atGMn.'i|b
U.S. Retaii and U.S. Fleet, Opei/VauxhallSalcs in Western Europe 
Passenger Car Reorganization/Idea Flow Among CreativityiTcams, '

.iVehicle Ranch Center : • ’ ' : i ’ ' Sv ? '- :-  ̂ :
; Retirement Incentive Programs ’ A ^

Continued U>to
0 \
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Table L-5. Yearly Subjects of Figures in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Type of Figure Subject of Figure
1993 Narrative logos Logos for Each Auto Division

MD&A columns 
deviated column 

line graph

Total Net Sales and Revenues, Gross Margin 
Profit (Loss) Margin
Worldwide Cash and Marketable Securities vs. Debt Balance

1994 Financial Highlights divided column Delphi Sales

Narrative drawing Parts Supplied by Delphi

MD&A columns 
line graph 

deviated column

Total Net Sales and Revenues, Gross Margin
Worldwide Cash and Marketable Securities vs. Debt Balances
Profit (Loss) Margin

:y: Shading indicates net loss
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Table L-6. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in IBM’s Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section Type of Figure
1985 Financial Highlights column

grouped column 
MD&A divided column

grouped column

pic chart 
column

column 
grouped column 

pie chart 
grouped column 
divided column 

column

column 
grouped column 

pie chart 
grouped column 
divided column 

column

column 
grouped column 

map
Continued

1988 Financial Highlights

Narrative
Key: Shading indicates net loss

1987 Financial Highlights

MD&A

1986 Financial Highlights

MD&A

Subject of Figure
Gross Income
Net Earnings/Dividends
IBM Consolidated Gross Income
Investments (Additions) in Plant and Other Property,

Six Major Countries - Combined Gross Income by Year 
Summary of Sources of Funds, Summary of Use of Funds 
Percent Change in Value of Foreign Currencies Compared to U.s. $ - 

British Pound, Canadian Dollar, French Franc, German Mark, 
Italian Lira, Japanese Yen

Gross Income
Net Earnings/Dividends
Summary of Sources of Funds, Summary of Use of Funds 
Investments (Additions) in Plant and Other Property,
Gross Income
Research, Development and Engineering Expenses

Gross Income
Net Eamings/Dividends
Summary of Sources of Funds, Summary of Use of Funds 
Investments (Additions) in Plant and Other Property,
Gross Income
Research, Development and Engineering Expenses

Revenue, Earnings per Share 
Net Eamings/Dividends 
IBM Around the World
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Table L-6. Yearly Subjects of Figures in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1988

Report Section 
MD&A

1989 Financial Highlights

MD&A

1990 Financial Highlights

Narrative

MD&A

-1991. . Financial Highlights 

MD&A

Key: Shading indicates net loss

Type of Figure 
column 

grouped column 
divided column 

pie chart

column 
grouped column 

column 
grouped column 
divided column

column 
grouped column 

drawing

divided column 
column 

grouped column

.column 
dey.grouped col. 
.deviated column 
divided column 

column

Subject of Figure
Research, Development and Engineering Expenses 
Investment in Plant and Other Property 
Revenue (By Operation)
Summary of Cash Inflows, Summary of Cash Outflows

Revenue, Earnings per Share 
Net Eamings/Dividends
Research, Development and Engineering Expenses 
Investment in Plant and Other Property 
Revenue, Revenue by Geographic Areas

Revenue, Earnings per Share 
Net Eamings/Dividends
Graduation Hat, House, Gas Pump, Mayan Pyramids, European 

National Flags, Pipe Wrench, Person Using Home Computer, 
Portable Devices, Shakespeare Picture, Multimedia Film, Auto, 
Touch and Clean, Credit Card, Desktop System, Globe with 
Envelopes Around, Lab Beeker, Fingerprint, Integrated Computer 
System

Revenue, Revenue by Geographic Areas 
Research, Development and Engineering Expenses 
Investment in Plant and Other Property

£”■siRevenue . v
'.Dividends and Net Earnings 

. ' . : ! ' -Earnings per Share .
S Revenue by Segment, Revenue by .G ^graphie^eai^ - 

. i Research; Development and Engineering Expenses 
Continued
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Table L-6. Yearly Subjects of Figures in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
s l9 9 2

Report Section 
, {Financial Highlights jy

S 1' ";  ,
i v ^Narrative t .

r

1» J-.j;-
- J> V  "*■* t | f  

» i  jLetter>i v.%1, ’

i ■* ^Narrative* i

11993 ,<

stem*
*- V 1
f 1 ' 1«'' C* Ji *

1994 Letter

Key: Shading indicates net loss

Type of Figure 
column -•• 

vrr.-. deviated column 
dev, grouped col.:•.

. i “ .: ' . .̂ lll&pS • '•■ is .

n: ■ divided column i
s  . s . -

i, i colum ns'1 
„ 4 divided column ■ 

i.i . line drawings

deviated columns 
columns

Subject of Figure 
•{Revenue \ T ( . t„. ■. - ■ j,
;lEamings per Share t ! ' t  

(Dividends and Net Earnings \> ;■ , \  1 * , »j
./IIBM Latin and North'America^IBM'Asia'Pacific and Europe': .

Net Earnings
Revenue, Total Expenses, Cash and Marketable Securities

u>wO
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T able L-6. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in IBM 's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section Type of Figure
1985 Financial Highlights column

grouped column 
MD&A divided column

grouped column

pie chart 
column

1986 Financial Highlights 

MD&A

1987 Financial Highlights

MD&A

1988 Financial Highlights

Narrative
Key: Shading indicates net loss

column 
grouped column 

pie chart 
grouped column 
divided column 

column

colum n 
grouped column 

pie chart 
grouped column 
divided column 

column

column 
grouped column 

map
Continued

Subject of Figure
Gross Income
Net Eamings/Dividcnds
IBM Consolidated Gross Income
Investments (Additions) in Plant and Other Property,

Six Major Countries - Combined Gross Income by Year 
Summary of Sources of Funds, Summary of Use of Funds 
Percent Change in Value of Foreign Currencies Compared to U.S. $ - 

British Pound, Canadian Dollar, French Franc, German Mark, 
Italian Lira, Japanese Yen

Gross Income
Net Earnings/Dividends
Summary of Sources of Funds, Summary of Use of Funds 
Investments (Additions) in Plant and Other Property,
Gross Income
Research, Development and Engineering Expenses

Gross Income
Net Earnings/Dividends
Summary of Sources of Funds, Summary of Use of Funds 
Investments (Additions) in Plant and Other Property,
Gross Income
Research, Development and Engineering Expenses

Revenue, Earnings per Share 
Net Earnings/Dividends 
IBM Around the World
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Table L-7. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in  International Paper's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Financial Highlights

Narrative
MD&A

Type of Figure
columns 

line graph

divided columns 
divided column 

divided bar

Subject of Figure
Total Debt as a Percentage of Total Capital 
Domestic Paper Industry Price Index, Work Hours, Primary Mills, 

Non-Exempt Employees, Fiber and Fuel Costs, Primary Mills 
Exempt Employees 

Capital Spending - 6 Years, Capitalization - 5 Years 
Total Taxes - 5 Years 
Percent of Sales Breakdown

1986 Narrative
MD&A

pie
column graphs 

divided columns

Percent of Sasles by Products
Total Debt as a Percentage of Total Capital - 5 Years
Total Taxes - 5 Years, Annual Capital Spending - 5 Years

1987 Narrative map 
pie 

drawing 
column graphs 

divided columns

Global Placement of Facilities 
Percent of Each Product to Total Sales 
Customers Using Products, Facilities (Mill)
Annual Capital Spending, Total Debt as Percentage of Total Capital 
Annual Capital Spending

1988 Narrative

MD&A

drawings

columns

Loading Printing Paper, Reading Computer Printout, Newspaper
Machine, Exported Market Pulp, Containerboard Mill, Various Juice 
Cartons on the Shelf, Woman at Cosmetic Counter, Child Eating 
Oatmeal, Inventory of Paper Products, Tree Seedlings, Entrance 
Doors, Reading Photographic Commercial Film 

Net Sales, Operating Profit Pulp and Paper, Operating Profit Paperboard 
and Packaging, Operating Profit Distribution Business, Operating 
Profit Wood Products and Timber, Operating Profit Specialty 
Products, Cash Flow from Operations, Debt to Total Capitalization

1989 Financial Highlights
Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

bar graphs 
map 
pic

Export Sales, Capital Expenditures, Specialty Product Sales over 5 Years 
Shipping Areas, Export Areas, Manufacturing Areas 
Percent of Sales of Different Divisions

Continued wwto
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Table L-7. Subjects o f Figures In In ternational Paper's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1989

Report Section 
MD&A

Type of Figure 
bar graphs

Subject of Figure
Net Sales, Operating Profit from Pulp and Paper, Operating Profit 

from Paperboard and Packaging, Operating Profit from 
Distribution Businesses, Operating Profit from Specialty Products, 
Operating Profit from Wood Products and Timber, Cash Flow from 
Operations Over 3 Years

1990 Financial Highlights 

Narrative

MD&A

1991 Financial Highlights 
Narrative 
MD&A

column graph 
divided column 

map

grouped column 
pie

column graphs 
pie

columns

column graphs 
pie

divided columns

Net Sales
Net Earnings, Net Earnings per Share, Return on Equity 
Business Segments in 24 Countries, States in Which IP Controls 

Timberlands 
Laser Paper Brand Preference 
1990 Capital spending 
Specialty Product Sales
Percent of Sales by Individual Segment, Individual Segment Percent of 

Sales
Net Sales, Operating Profit by Segments: Pulp and Paper,

Paperboard and Packaging, Distributions Businesses, Specialty 
Products, Wood and Timber Products, Cash Row from Operations

Net Sales and Cash Row FromOperations 
Percent of Sales by Divisions
Net Earnings, Net Earning per Share, Return on Operating Profit 

for Divisions

1992 Financial Highlights

Narrative
MD&A

Key: shading indicates net loss

column graphs

pic
divided column

deviation column

Net Sales, Cash Row from Operations Total Debt to Capital Ratio - 5 
Years, Net Sales - 3 Years, Cash Row from Operations - 3 Years 

Percent of Sales by Division
Net Earnings, Earnings per Share, Return on Equity - 5 Years,

Operating Profit by Division for 3 Years - Packaging, Distribution, 
Specialty Products, Forestry Products 

Operating Profit in Printing Papers
Continued U>u>
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T able L-7. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1993

Report Section 
Financial Highlight

Narrative

Type of Figure 
columns 

divided columns 
deviated columns 
divided columns

MD&A

pie

columns 
divided columns

1994 Financial Highlights

MD&A

columns 
divided columns 

columns 
divided columns

Key: shading indicates net loss

line drawing 

map

Subject of Figure 
Net Sales
Net Earnings, EAmings per Share 
Printing Papers Operating Profit
Net Sales, Packaging Net Sales, Packaging Operating Profit, 

Distribution Net Sales, Distribution Operating Profit, Specialty 
Products Net Sales, Specialty Products Operating Profit, Forest 
Products Net Sales, Forest Products Operating Profit 

Printing Paper Results, Packaging Results, Distribution Results, 
Specialty Product Results, Forest Products Research 

Net Sales, Cash Flow from Operations, Total Debt to Capitalization 
Return on Equity

Net Sales
Net Earnings, EAmings per Share, Return on Equity 
Net Sales, Cash Flow from Operations, Total Debt to Capitalization 
Net Sales of Printing Papers, Net Sales of Packaging, Operating 

Profit of Packaging, Distribution of Net Sales, Distribution of 
Operating Profit, Speciality Products Net Sales, Specialty Operating 
Profit, Forest Product Net Sales, Forest Product Operating Profit 

Asepdc Packaging Machine 

Locations in France and The Netherlands

334
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Table L-8. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in K odak's A nnual Reports, 1985-1994

Year
1985

Report Section 
NaiTative

MD&A

Type of Figure 
column graphs

divided columns

columns

1986 MD&A bar graphs 

divided bar graphs

1987 MD&A divided columns 

columns

1988 MD&A columns 

divided columns

1989 Narrative
MD&A

line drawing 
columns

Key: shading indicates net loss

divided columns

Continued

Subject of Figure
Sales by Photographic and Information Management Division, Sales by 

Chemical Division, Research & Development Expenditures 
Net Earnings per Share, Sales to Customers Inside/Outside U.S., Percent 

Return on Average Shareholder's Equity 
Weighted Values of European Currencies vs. U.S. Dollar, Cash Dividends 

per Share, Working Capital, Capital Additions

Weighted Values of European Currencies vs. U.S. Dollar, Cash Dividends 
per Share, Working Capital, Capital Additions 

Net Earnings per Share, Sales to Customers Inside/Outside U.S., Percent 
Return on Average Shareholder's Equity

Net Earnings per Share, Sales to Customers Inside/Outside U.S., Percent 
Return on Average Shareholder's Equity 

Weighted Values of European Currencies vs. U.S. Dollar, Cash Dividends 
per Share, Working Capital, Capital Additions, Cash Dividends 
per Share

Weighted Values of European Currencies vs. U.S. Dollar Working 
Capita], Capital Addition, Cash Dividends per Share 

Net Earnings per Share, Sales to Customers Inside/Outside the U.S., 
Percent Return on Average Shareholder's Equity

Business Sectors with Shares Vital Links 
Net Earnings per Share, Weighted Values of European Currencies 

vs. U.S. Dollar, Working, Capital, Capital Additions, Cash Dividends 
per Share

Sales to Customers Inside/Outside the U.S., Percent Return on Average 
Shareowner's Equity
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T able L-8. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in K odak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1990

Report Section 
MD&A

Type of Figure
columns

divided columns

Subject of Figure
Net Earnings per Share, Capital Additions, Cash Dividends per Share, 

Working Capital
Sales to Customers Inside/Outside the U.S., Percent Return on Average 

Shareholder's Equity

1991 MD&A bar graphs 
divided bar graph

Net Earnings per Share, Working Capital, Capital Additions 
Percent Return on  A verage Shareowner's Equity

1992

<<1993
> ^

MD&A

tMD&A

I '
I'

I f,‘

columns 
divided columns

■ surface graph

map . 
spot m ap '

iM-i
Y

Primary Earnings per Share, Working Capital, Capital 
Percent Return on Average Shareowner's Equity

Single-Use Cffieitiilndusfiy'lOd^'MilUon Units-SoldvWOTldwide m 
j .> ,  1993'^Offi^Im^ingiTurnaround:tCbnlributing't6Comp.anyJi:5 ,
, ' .‘E a r n in g s ^ C a s h F lo ^ ^  J  S
, ■ .’Locations of Sterling H etdthP ir^ucts^O T ldw ideppp  ^ f
, , Manufacturing.'Research'Md l^yelopmenV'SterUiig.WinthropilL&F , l . *

1 ,1 i

1994 M D&A

Key: shading indicates net loss

pie graph 
columns

Recycling o f  O ne-T im e U se Cameras
Sales of One-Time Use Camera, CD-Rom Drive Sales Growth, Increase 

in Computer Performance

u>u>
Os
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Table L-9. Y early Subjects o f Figures in Philip M orris ' Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
1985 Letter

1985

Narrative

Letter

Narrative

MD&A

Letter

Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

1987

Type of Figure 
surface graphs

surface & line

surface & line

column graphs 
divided columns 
column graphs

line/column

line/column

columns 
divided columns

columns

line/column

Subject of Figure
Operating Revenues, Operating Income, Net Earnings, Earnings per 

Share, Dividends Declared per Share, Pjillip Morris Incorporated 
Operating Revenues, Phillip Morris Incorporated Operating Income, 
General Foods Corporation Operating Revenues, General Foods 
Corporation Operating Income 

World Cigarette Industry Unit Sales and Phillip Morris Shares,
U.S. Cigarette Industry Unit Sales and Phillip Morris Share, U.S. 
Beer Industry Barrel Shipments and Miller Share 

Total Assets with Net Return, Stockholders' Equity with Net 
Average Return, Total Debt with Ratio of Total Debt to 
Stockholders' Equity, Interest Expense with Interest Coverage

Earnings per Share, Net Earnings, Dividends Declared per Share 
Operating Revenues by Product Line, Operating Income by Product Line 
General Foods lcorporation Operating Revenues, General Foods 

Corporation Operating Income 
General Foods Corporation Operating Revenues, General Foods 

Corporation Operating Income 
Stockholders' Equity with Net Return on Average Stockholders' Equity, 

Total Assets with Net Return on Average Total Assets, Total Debt 
with Ratio of Total Debt to Stockholders' Equity, Interest Expense
with Interest Coverage

Net Earnings, Dividends Declared per Share 
Opeating Revenues by Product Line, Income from Operations 

by Product Line, Funds from Operations and Earnings per Share 
General Foods Corporation Operating Revenues and General Foods 

Corp. Income from Operations 
U.S. Cigarette Industry with Phillip Morris Share, World Cigarette 

Industry with Phillip Morris Share, U.S. Beer Industry Barrel 
Shipments with Miller Share

Continued LOOJ-J
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Table L-9. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Philip M orris ' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year

1987

1988

Report Section 

MD&A

Letter

Narrative

MD&A

Type of Figure 

line/column

columns 
divided columns

pie graphs

surface graphs 

line/column

columns 
divided columns

line/column

Subject of Figure

Stockholders' Equity with Net Return on Average Stockholder's Equity, 
Total Assets with Net Return on Averge total Assets, Total Debt with 
Ratio of Total Debt to Stockholders' Equity, Interest Expense with 
Interest Coverage

Net Earnings, Dividends per Share
Cash Flow per Share from Operating Activities and Net Earnings 

per Share, Operating revenues by Division, Operating Companies 

Income
Operating Revenues - Tobacco, Domestic and International to all Revenue, 

Operating Revenues - Food, Operating Revenues - Miller and 
Financial Services and Real Estate

Phillip Morris USA Retail Shelf Space, Phillip Morris U.S. Cigarette 
Export Vol., Annual Consumption of Turkey per Capita

U.S. Cigarette Industry Unit Sales with Phillip Morris Share, World 
Cigarette Industry Unit Sales with Phillip Morris Share, U.S. Beer 
Industry Barrel Shipments with Miller Share

Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges
Total Debt to Consumer Products Debt, Ratio of Total Debt to 

Stockholders' Equity and Ratio of Consumer Products Debt to 

Stockholders' Equity

Stockholders' Equity and Return on Average Stockholder's Equity

1989 Letter

Key: shading indicates net loss

columns 
divided columns

Net Earnings, Dividends per Share
Operating Revenues, Operating Companies' Income, Cash Flow from 

Operating Activities and Net Earnings per Share
Continued u>u>oo
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Table L-9. Yearly Subjects of Figures in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued 

Year Report Section Type of Figure Subject of Figure

1989 Narrative

1990

MD&A

Letter

Narrative

pie graphs

line/column

surface graphs

columns 
columns 

divided columns

column graph 
divided column

pie graphs

surface graph 
column 

line/column

Operating Revenues - Tobacco, Operating Revenues - Food, Operating 
Revenues - Beer

U.S. Cigarette Industry Unit Sales, World Cigarette Industry Sales,
U.S. Beer Industry BatTel Shipments 

Phillip Morris USA Share of Total Retail Cigarette Inventory,
Phillip Morris U.S. Cigarette Industyr Export Volume, Total U.S. 
Cheese Consumption 

Kraft General Foods Inc. Volume 
Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges

Total debt and Consumer Product Debt, Total Debt and Product Debt 
to Stockholders' Equity

Net Earnings, Dividends Declared per Share 
Operating Revenues by Division, Operating Companies' Income by 

Division, Cash Flow from Operations and Net Earnings per Share 

Operating Revenues by Tobacco, Food, Beer and Financial Services 
and Real Estate, Phillip Morris International Operating Revenues by 

Geographic Region 
Phillip Morris U.S. Cigarette Export Volume 
Kraft General Foods Inc. Volume
U.S. Cigarette Industry Unit Sales and Phillip Morris Share, World 

Cigarette Industry Unit Sales and Phillip Morris Share, U.S.
Malt Beverage Industry Banel Shipments and Phillip Morris Share

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table L-9. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Philip M orris' A nnual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1990

Report Section 
MD&A

Type of Figure 
line/columns 

divided column

Subject of Figure
Stockholders' Equiqy and Return on Averge Stockholder's Equity 
Total Debt and Consumer Product Debt, Ratio of Total Debt to 

Stockholders' Equity and Ratio of Consumer Products Debt to 
Stockholders' Equity

1991 Financial Highlights

Narrative

MD&A

bar graph 

divided bar graphs

surface graph 
line/column

columns 
divided columns

Earnings Before Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change, Dividends 
Declared per Share 

Operating Revenues by Segment, Operating Companies' Income by 
Segment, Cash Flow per Share from Operating Activities, Earnings 
per Share Before Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change 

Phillip Monis U.S. Cigarette Export Volume 
U.S. Cigarette Industry Unit Sales with Phillip Morris Share, World 

Cigarette Industry Unit Sales with Phillip Morris Share, U.S. Malt 
Beverage Industry B and  Shipments and Miller Share 

Total Return to Stockholders
Ratio of Total Debt to Stockholders' Equity and Ratio of Consumer 

Products Debt to Stockholders' Equity, Total Debt and Consumer 
Products Debt

1992 Financial Highlights

Key: shading indicates net loss

bar graph 
divided bar graph

Earnings per Share for Cumulative Effect of Accounting Change 
Operating Revenues by Segment, Operating Companies' Income by 

Segment

Continued
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Table L-9. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Philip M orris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1992

Report Section 
Narrative

Type of Figure 
pie graph

surface graph 
divided column

columns
column/line

Subject of Figure

U.S. vs. Worldwide Employees, U.S. as Percent of World Population,
N. American Food 1992 Retail Operating Revenues by Category, 
International Food 1992 Operating Revenues by Country, Phillip 
Morris Companies, Inc. 1992 Contributions and Matching Gifts to 
Organizations 

Phillip Morris U.S. Cigarette Export Volume 
Phillip Morris Companies, Inc. Productivity per Employee, U.S.

Cigarette Industry Income Growth, International Food 1992 Operating 
Revenues by Category 

Kraft Cheese Market Share Recovery 
World Cigarette Industry Unit Sales with Phillip Morris Share

;1993 v t Financial Highlights 

'Letter

divided bar graphs . ,’;.<>Qperatrng Revenues by Business Segment, Operating Companies'-Income

"■surface graph; ■ 'Improving Market Shares" c’(' a >r 1 t, ^
,    J‘«- <t’

grouped column NarrowingPriceGap f  '  ̂ %

1994 Financial Highlights

Key: shading indicates net loss

div. grouped col. 
pie graphs

Operating Companies' Income
Opeating Companies' Income by Segment 1994, 1990, Operating 

Revenues 1994,1990

Continued

OJ43.
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Table L*9. Yearly Subjects of Figures in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year
1994

Report Section 
Letter

Narrative

Type of Figure 
pie graph 
column 

surface graphs

pie graphs

columns

bar graph
grouped columns

Subject of Figure
1990-94 Cumulative Consolidated Operating Cash Flow 
Cumulative Consolidated Operating Cash Flow Since 1990 

Total Phillip Morris U.S. Retail Market Share, Operating Income 
Volume in Central and Eastern Europe 

Categories in which We are #1 or #2 (Food), Total 1994 Operating 
Income, 80% of Our U.S. Shipments are Premium Priced Beers 

Discount Category Retail Market Share, Average Annual Volume 
Growth Outside U.S., 1989-94, Operating Income, Percentage of 
Miller's Operating Income Outside the 50 States 

Phillip Morris Market Share (International Tobacco)

Sales of Food Service Businesses, Purchases of Food Businesses
Key: shading indicates net loss
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Table L-10. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Year Report Section
il985 ■■ {Letter

, , ' '.'Narrative- ,

<1986
i

if Letter
i HNarrattve- .) 4> <

-1987 V  1 |Letter
Narrative

1988 MD&A

Type of Figure Subject of Figure
i ; pie graphs : Capital Expenditures, Average Net Assets Employed ( , ,
grouped column ■ i Domestic Cost of NEB -Added,IPercent of Production Replaced

' map 'Natural Gas Prppertics Acquisition in Louisiana Components
1 j  ‘ J i l t . ,  1 t * t-*-

• ' s .
. pie graphs . ' . f  Capital Expenditures, Average Net‘Assets Employed 1 A-- -' ■■■!’.
grouped column >Domestic Cost of NEB Added/Percent of Ftoduction Replaced

i h  -t i  )  J - J  *  *  1 i >

pie graphs , ? Capital Expenditures, AveragoNetAssetf Employed ”  ̂ I
grouped column ^D om estic Cost of NEB Added/Percent ofProduction Replaced .- ''

column Operating Income for Each Division
paired dev. col. Operating Income for Farm and Construction Equipment - Before and

After Consolidation

1989 Financial Highlights 
Narrative

1990 Financial Highlights

Narrative

' ■1991' / - ; Financial Highlights 

|1992 ' ;  Letter

Key: shading indicates net loss

divided column 
column

divided column 

pie graphs

pie graphs 

column

grouped column 
line graph

Net Sales and Operating Revenues and Operating Income 
Operating Income by Divison with Deviation Showing Negative in Farm 

and Construction Equipment Division

Net Sales and Operating Revenues and Operating Income, Return on 
Average Stockholder's Equity 

Percent of Consolidated Revenues by Business Segment, Percent of 
Consolidated Operating Income by Business Segment

% Net Saics'and Operating Revenues,'Total Assets.'1
. v V  ' ( *

Earnings per Share.OperaUng Income, Operating Cash Flow, Headcount, 
Industrial D eb t; : •• 1

Operating Income by Divisons, Division Cash Flow 
Stock Price

Continued
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Table L-10. Yearly Subjects o f Figures in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Year Report Section Type of Figure Subject of Figure

.
“Si

- , • ';':C

ive . . > pie graphs-; :• ; i Percent'of/Total Revenues by Divisionwith' Percentages Given
? w*‘ ‘ ; .' i 1 * J .' ‘ • 1 * ; •' -  ' , * . s *’ . * ( ‘ '*'* i ' *• j  "* /  - ' ' ’ * f ».- V /J |' ^  '  t '-  *' - *':*4 1

‘"i / . ̂ Opcradnglncomc for RclcvantDivision t * »* ^  ^
'deviated column ; '-Operating Loss frar Relevant Division' ^  1 '

1993

' ''¥%■{:y

Hitting TargeCKey to Empowermcnt,'Nailing Down Costs,1 Global Sites; ■

Financial Highlights 
Narrative

' y^'MatrixManagementSystem.iTeamworkv Ccmmunication Focusing * l, ' ' 
1 on Details , i ’ I  i vt1

pie graphs Divisions Percent of Total Revenue
column Operating Income, Cost of Quality, Gas Volumes Operating Cash Flow,

Industrial Debt-to Capitalization Ratio and Consolidated Debt to 
Capitalization Ratio

deviated column Earnings per Share, Operating INcome for Farm and Construction
Equipment

map Natural Gas Pipelines, Supply Areas, and Major Markets
surface graph Silver Dollar Pic Showing Total Revenues and Cost of Quality; Combo

Column and Surface Graph Showing Common Stock Prices 
Compared to Dow Jones and S&P 500

1994 Financial Highlights

Narrative

Key: shading indicates net loss

pie graphs

colum n 
deviated column 

column

drawings

map

Percent of Total Revenue, Percent of Total Oeprating Income Paired 
by Division

Consolidated Debt-to-Capitalization Rati, Total Debt 
Earnings per Share, Operating Income
Primary Growth Platforms, Combined Operating Income, Consolidated 

Capital Expenditures 
Automotive, Ship, New Ship Construction/Repair

Facility Layout, Basket Balls, Packaging, Divison Head Sketches 
Tenneco Gas

U)
£
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APPENDIX M: TABLES 1-10. COLORS USED IN ANNUAL REPORT 

FIGURES BY COMPANY, YEAR, AND 
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Table M -l. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985*1994

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

u s m

•' 'vsftg• 'V ’v j r t - T jecUblu^med
Igfeettfdki
'chartreuse

1986 blue, purple,
fushcia, red, 

orange, goldenrod, 
chartreuse, 

seafoam, green, 
tapue, pale blue, 

white

blue, purple, 
fushcia, red, 

orange, goldenrod, 
chartreuse, 

seafoam, white 
full color photos

1987
Key: shading indicates net loss

full color photos

blue, purple, 
fushcia, red, 

orange, goldenrod, 
chartreuse, 

seafoam, rust,
It. blue, med. 

green, 1L moss 
green, dark 

chartreuse, wine, 
bronze, beige, 

white 
full color photos

full color photos 
Continued

blue, purple, 
fushcia, red, 

orange, goldenrod, 
chartreuse, 

seafoam,white, 
taupe, green, pale 

blue

u>
o\
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Table M -l. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Alcoa's Annual Reports, 1985*1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1988

1989

1990

full color photos full color photos full color photos

1991

full color photos

1993

med. blue, 
purple, bronze, 

rust, green 
full color photos

rust, black, med. 
blue, bronze, 
white, purple, 

steel blue, wine, 
red purple, teal, 
sky blue, brown, 

orange
full color photos

full color photos full color photos

red, black, 
gray

black/white photo black/white photos

full color photos

bronze, gray, red, 
It blue, wine, 

yellow, lime green 
teal, med. blue, 

gold, It. lime green 
olive, purple 

full color photos

full color photos

S l l i l P l

red, black, 
beige, white

1994

Key: shading indicates net loss

full color photos 
black/white photos

full color photos

Supplemental
Data

red, beige, black, 
white
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Table M-2. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1985 gray, white, mst full color photos pale gray, black, 
white 

full color photos

blue, rust, gray, 
taupe

1986 full color photos steel blue, black.
White 

full color photos

moss green,
It blue, It taupe, 

It lavender, 
beige

1987 full color photos gray, beige, blue, 
rose 

full color photos

blue, It blue, 
taupe, gray, 

beige, rose, green, 
mauve, med. blue, 

bronze, teal

1988 full color photos pastel green, pink, 
blue, orange, 

yellow 
full color photos

pastel pink, gray, 
pastel green, 
pastel blue, 

orange

1989 baby blue, pink, full color photos orange, blue, red
yellow, olive full color photos

orange, blue, 
green, red, gray, 

purple

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued co
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Table M-2. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in DuPont's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1990

1991

Financial
Highlights

blue, wine 
purple, orange

Letter to 
Stockholders

full color photos

full color photos

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

goldenrod 
wine, burgandy, 
green, blue teal, 

forest green, blue 
full color photos

red, lavender, 
orange, mint green, 

blue, yellow, 
orange/yellow, 

purple/lavender, 
baby blue 

full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

baby blue, mint 
green,rose

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1993

1994

black, white, 
yellow

Key: shading indicates net loss

full color photos chartreuse, dark 
blue, black 

full color photos

pale green, black, pale green, orange 
orange. It orange sherbert, orange,
full color photos black, cream 

full color photos

dark blue, green, 
black, white

u>•t*
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Table M-3. Yearly Colors used In Graphics in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

1985 full color photos full color photos It blue, tan, taupe, 
moss green 

full color photos

It blue, taupe, tan, 
moss green

1986 full color photos full color photos red, blue, bronze, 
rust, It blue 

full color photos

med. blue, wine, 
rust, bronze, 

burgandy

1987 full color photos full color photos full color photos teal, brown, 
green, taupe, 

rust

1988 fuschia, green, 
orange, steel 
blue, black

full color photos teal, goldenrod, 
green, fuschia, 

rust, black 
full color photos

teal, goldenrod, 
fuschia, green, 

red

1989 full color photos full color photos green, orange, 
peach, It moss 
green, peach,
It teal green, 

lavender, red, teal 
full color photos

teal, peach, 
green, lavender, 

black

Key: shading indicates net loss C ontinued

Supplemental
Data

teal, black
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Table M-3. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Exxon's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

1990

1991

1992

1993

full color photos full color photos full color photos

teal, rust

slate blue, med. 
brown, gray

blue, red

1994 red, blue

Key: shading indicates net loss

full color photos 

full color photos

full color photos 

full color photos

full color photos 

full color photos

blue, red, gray, 
orange, gold, 

green 
full color photos

green, red, blue, 
orange, purple, 

black 
full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

med. blue, tan, 
green, rust, black, 

white, gray, It 
blue, orange

teal, taupe, tan, 
green, rust

rust, gray, 
green, tan, dove 

gray, black

gray, brown, tan, 
green, black

red, blue, green, 
purple, gold, 

black

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

med. blue, dove 
gray, black

u>
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Table M-4. Yearly Colors used In Graphics in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

1985

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

full color photos full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

teal, orange, blue, 
red, green, wine, 

gray, hunter 
green, mauve,
It wine, It blue

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1986 full color photos full color photos gold, orange, red, 
purple, blue, 

lime green
full color photos

blue, gold, green, 
red

full color photos

1987 full color photos full color photos full color photos red, yellow, teal, 
burgandy, wine, 

green, royal blue, 
It blue, blue

full color photos

1988 full color photos full color photos blue, red, teal, 
goldenrod, green, 

orange/red, 
purple, gray, 

beige

full color photos

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
u>C/1K>
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Table M-4. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1989

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

full color photos full color photos full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

royal blue, gold, 
green, purple, 

red, blue, hunter 
blue, wine

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1990

1991

full color photos full color photos

full color photos bronze, blue, 
green, wine, teal, 
slate blue, beige 
full color photos

green, blue, gold, 
wine, navy

bronze, blue, 
green, wine, teal, 
slate blue, beige

full color photos 

full color photos

1992 full color photos orange, It orange, 
blue, It blue, 
forest green, 

purple, lavender, 
gray 

full color photos

orange, It orange, 
blue, It blue, 
forest green, 

purple, lavender, 
gray

full color photos

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
u>i/iu>
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Table M-4. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in General Electric's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

1993

Letter to 
Stockholders

full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

blue, teal, wine, 
seafoam, It blue, 

goldenrod, purple goldenrod, purple 
full color photos

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

blue, teal, wine, 
seafoam, It blue,

Board of 
Directors

full color photos

1994

Key: shading indicates net loss

full color photos full color photos purple, forest, blue full color photos
green, yellow, 

gold, wine, It. blue

Supplemental
Data

U)CO
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Table M-5. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in General Motors' Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of Supplemental 
Directors Data

1985 beige, black, 
white

full color photos full color photos full color photos full color photos

1986 beige full color photos full color photos full color photos -

1987 - full color photos full color photos black, white, 
blue

full color photos

1988 - full color photos full color photos - full color photos

1989 " full color photos teal, gray, black, 
white, gold, teal 
full color photos

“ full color photos

W w o '

\ 7^1991 ’
I*.’.. ■ "  '  . j .
• '  * 01992

* • * * *  j

> i i
<*>>»• *• 

— t  1

full color photos'
■ - .i t  '■ •«-.<*..•••*

• ; 4 black,-slate bluet* 1 
full color photos

dnill qolor photosv^;;\ ̂
5

a full color photos "
» V v t ~ tr? m • v

‘blue, black; white s ; 
full color photos •

* -  r *  r v ' 4 r4 f e , s ^
I {blue, black ,r T </- ', ( S  - N

A k A + i i *  W i ”.  ! 1 *  # * * * -‘it!
’ ‘ - ' l -  '  'i “' l m m ( i f r - M

1993 - full color photos full color photos black, white, blue full color photos

1994 teal, white, black full color photos full color photos It. teal, white, .

black
Key: shading indicates net loss u>L/iUl
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Table M-6. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985*1994

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Financial
Highlights

teal, red

blue, bronze

periwinkle, rose 
brown

Letter to 
Stockholders

full color photos 

full color photos

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

full color photos full color photos

full color photos full color photos

full color photos full color photos

full color photos 

full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

green, orange, 
teal, gray, coral, 

blue, fuschia, 
brown

rust, bronze, 
taupe, periwinkle, 
gray, steel blue, 
dark blue, black

It. brown, It 
moss green, 
periwinkle, 

taupe, It purple, 
med. purple, 
rose brown, 
wine, blue

med. blue, taupe, 
gray, wine, moss 

green

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued u>co
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Table M-6. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in IBM's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1990

Financial
Highlights

black, brown, 
blue

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

full color photos full color photos

°  ?1991 ^green l red) blue full color photos
15 * i , r 1- T

k % ! , '  u 1 *s *

* v ,> J 1 9 9 2 ;  ,. t /  green, red, blue A  if full color photos

U k ¥ ' $ i  -

Managements’ 
Discussion and 

Analysis

blue, black, 
white, tan, dark 
blue, med. blue

^fuUwlwphotos'/^Jjbluerired, r̂een-;'
ivKr4 % itaupe wk^

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

-1993
V t<?4- Ur- 

r  If

*1 5
-TW- i

full color; photos

.t black; white; blue.fred^green

m m tvtw

full .5plor p h o tp j^ f ;
m

1994 full color photos full color photos

Key: shading indicates net loss
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-J
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Table M-7. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

Letter to 
Stockholders

full color photos

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

rust, brown, beige 
full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

moss green, 
forest green, 
gray, It green, 

beige

Board of 
Directors

1986 full color photos lavender, pale 
gray, red, green, 
med. blue, bright 
pink, royal blue, 

fuschia, med. 
green, It blue, 
goldenrod, 
off-white

med. teal, med. 
blue, goldenrod, 

med. red,
It gray

1987 full color photos chartreuse. It blue, 
med. orange, 

goldenrod, beige, 
lavendar, pink,

It. teal, taupe, rust, 
white

1988 full color photos full color photos teal, white,

black

Supplemental
Data

Key: shading indicates net loss C o n tin u ed wco
oo
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Table M-7. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1989

1990

1991

Financial
Highlights

steel blue, 
florentine green, 

burnt sienna, 
brown, rust, 

green

gold, blue,
It blue, olive, 

lime green, rust 
full color photos

Letter to 
Stockholders

full color photos

full color photos

full color photos

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

med. blue. It gray, 
navy, goldenrod, 

breen, black

green, lime green, 
bronze, gray, red, 
orange, yellow, 

wine, purple, 
peacock, tan, olive 
full color photos

slate gray, 
goldenrod, orange, 

fuschia, It blue, 
chartreuse, white

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

steel blue, 
florentine green, 

burnt sienna, 
brown, rust, 

green

red, orange, gold, 
blue, olive, 

navy, bronze, 
forest green, 

peacock

chartreuse, med. 
blue, wine, It teal, 
orange, goldenrod, 

white

Board of 
Directors

1992 full color photos It blue, royal blue, 
chartreuse, 

levendar, dark pink, 
purple, red, orange, 
bronze, goldenrod, 

slate gray, white

chartreuse, med. 
teal, seafoam, It 

lavendar, purple, 
dark purple, white 

royal blue, 
goldenrod, 

bronze, wine, 
orange, plum,

Supplemental
Data

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued
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Table M-7. Yearly Colors used In Graphics in International Paper's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1993

Financial
Highlights

orange, royal 
blue, It purple, 

chartreuse, 
goldenrod, dark 

purple, red, 
purple, olive, It

blue

Letter to 
Stockholders

full color photos

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

blue, goldenrod, 
peacock, green, 

orange, olive, red, 
salmon, chartreuse, 

navy, med. blue, 
It orange, wine, 

red/orange
full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

chartreuse, orange, 
peacock, purple, 
med. purple, It 
purple, green, 
bronze, wine, 

goldenrod

Board of 
Directors

full color photos

1994 yellow, black,
white, red, 

chartreuse, blue 
Key: shading indicates net loss

full color photos black/white photos 
full color photos

red, yellow, 
black, white, 
gray, green 

full color photos

full color photos

Supplemental
Data

360
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Table M-8. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

1985 full color photos full color photos

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

green, black, red 
periwinkle 

full color photos

1986 full color photos full color photos full color photos

full color photos full color photos

full color photos full color photos

full color photos

full color photos 

full color photos

orange, green, 
blue, red, yellow, 

white 
full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

taupe, olive, 
black

dark rose, black, 
light gray, charcoal

dark green, teal 
sky blue

dark teal, beige, 
med. teal

steel blue, gray, 
dove gray

Board of 
Directors

full color photo

full color photos 

full color photos

full color photos

full color photos 3 shades o f  teal full color photos

bright yellow, 
black, gray, pink, 

green 
full color photos

Supplemental
Data

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued u>
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Table M-8. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Eastman Kodak's Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1992 full color photos full color photos full color photos magenta, It blue, 
peacock blue, 
black, white, 

orange,
It magenta, 

purple, It purple

full color photos

f 11 * faft,
l* 1 J  * j I i.

, *full color photos^ , j  jred, gold,.black;
> Aflitti^green, blue,

^jpurple/rose, 
^ y e l l o j v r i t b l u e i „*

  If lavender A k *...
m

v-sf full color photos;

1994 full color photos full color photos

Key: shading indicates net loss

purple, violet, 
chartreuse, yellow, 
olive, med. green 
full color photos

full color photos

OJ
CT\
t o
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Table M-9. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

1985

1986

Letter to 
Stockholders

blue, gold, wine, 
red, olive, beige

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

full color photos full color photos

green, beige, 
orange, slate blue 
full color photos

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

orange, black full color photos

Supplemental
Data

1987 full color photos blue, lavender, 
It blue, It moss 
green, beige, 

rose, bronze, It 
teal. It. violet

It teal, beige, 
rose, black 

full color photos

It blue, black, 
beige

full color photos

1988 It blue, purple, 
lime green, red, 

orange, blue, 
yellow, green

red, orange, gray, 
blue, yellow, 
green, purple,

full color photos

blue, purple, 
green, black

full color photos

1989 purple, sky blue, 
black, yellow, 

green, blue, 
chartreuse, red, 

orange 
full color photos

gray, blue, black, 
yellow, tan, 

butterscotch, 
purple 

full color photos

royal blue, black, 
blue

full color photos

Key: shading indicates net loss Continued OJ
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Table M-9. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Philip Morris' Annual Reports, 1985-1994 Continued

1990

1991

1992

Financial
Highlights

puiple, lime 
green, med. blue, 
gold, royal blue, 

red

,'■< 'Purple,green, '

Letter to Narrative/Scope
Stockholders of Operations

It blue, lavender, gray, gold, bronze, 
green, yellow, blue, green,

purple, red, blue, yellow, purple,
gold red/yellow, It blue,

full color photos med. green, med.
blue, black 

full color photos

full color photos med. green, red,
gold, lime green, 

black 
full color photos

full color photos full color photos

.ired; blue, gray,
^ | |g r e e n  iv; ;  
M I color photos"

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

green, black, 
med. blue, gold

steel blue, gold, 
purple, lime 

green

Board of 
Directors

full color photos

full color photos

full color photos

Supplemental
Data

full color photos«*V.<fe

1994 green, purple, 
blue, black, red, 
orange, yellow 

full color photos

Key: shading indicates net loss

gray, It gray, 
yellow, red, blue, 

green 
full color photos

goldenrod, red, 
blue, black, white, 

black, orange, 
purple 

full color photos

full color photos

364
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Table M-10. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

1985

1986

1987

1988

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

r-rv

,|||fufl,color photos ^*mossgreen,,\vhite

•nnz&jllme
Ipeerif'ff

iU,<»l<aphpU)sfJ

full color photos full color photos wine, blue, olive, 
yellow, green, 

florentine green, 
goldenrod

full color photos

1989 mauve, med. 
olive, mustard, 
It teal, It olive, 

It bronze

full color photos mauve, mustard, 
med. teal, dark 

taupe, It olive, It 
bronze 

full color photos

full color photos

Continued u>
On
U i
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Table M-10. Yearly Colors used in Graphics in Tenneco's Annual Reports, 1985-1994

Financial
Highlights

Letter to 
Stockholders

Narrative/Scope 
of Operations

Managements' 
Discussion and 

Analysis

Board of 
Directors

Supplemental
Data

1990 slate blue, mauve, full color photos 
moss green

full color photos full color photos

18111
11M % ^  Ifgreen.medv-gray;

green, /  J p iu co lo r

m m mfullcolorphotos

" w '  *• t ,  *- > ;<„{%.

1993 purple, bronze,
red, blue, 

goldenrod, lime 
green 

full color photos

full color photos purple, 
goldenrod, lime 
green, bronze, 

blue, dove gray, 
gray, red 

full color photos

1994 teal, red, blue, 
purple, 

goldenrod 
full color photos

teal, blue 
full color photos

wo\
o \
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Table N-l. Conversion of Graphic Figure Colors, by Company, to
Pantone® Color Matching System, 15th Ed.

Alcoa
Beige
Blue
Bronze
Chartreuse
Dark Chartreuse
Fuschia
Gold
Goldenrod
Green
Gray
Light Lime Green 
Light Moss Green 
Lime green

545
Reflex Blue 
146 
389 
382 
212 
116 
124 
361 
430 
367 
373 
375

Medium Blue
Medium Green
Moss Green
Olive
Orange
Pale Blue
Purple
Red
Rust
Seafoam
Steel Blue
Taupe
Yellow

285
360
363
455
151
290
266
Warm Red
173
304
296
451
Yellow

Du Pont

Antique Gold
Baby Blue
Beige
Blue
Bronze
Burgundy
Chartreuse
Cream
Dark Blue
Forest Green
Goldenrod
Green
Gray
Lavender
Light Blue
Light Lavender
Light Orange
Light Taupe
Mauve
Mint Green
Moss Green

126
290
545
Reflex Blue 
146 
478 
389 
134 
281 
357 
124 
361 
430 
529 
544 
531 
150 
453 
508 
352 
363

Olive 
Orange 
Pale Green 
Pale Gray 
Pastel Blue 
Pastel Green 
Pastel Orange 
Pastel Pink 
Pastel Yellow 
Pastel Gray 
Purple 
Red 
Rose 
Rust
Slate Blue
Steel Blue
Taupe
Teal
Wine
Yellow

455
151
332
421
277
331
155
196
100
434
266
Warm Red
231
173
549
296
451
321
234
Yellow

Continued
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Table N-l. Conversion of Graphic Figure Colors, by Company, to
Pantone® Color Matching System, 15th Ed. (Continued)

Exxon
Blue
Bronze
Brown
Burgundy
Charcoal
Dove Gray
Fuschia
Gold
Goldenrod
Green
Gray
Lavender
Light Blue
Light Moss Green

Reflex Blue 
146 
168 
478 
447 
434 
212 
116 
124 
361 
430 
529 
544 
373

Light Teal
Medium Blue
Medium Brown
Moss Green
Orange
Peach
Purple
Red
Rust
Steel Blue
Tan
Taupe
Teal
Wine

362 
285 
154
363 
151 
162 
266
Warm Red
173
296
468
451
321
24

General Electric
Beige
Blue
Bronze
Burgundy
Dark Green
Forest Green
Gold
Goldenrod 
Green 
Gray 
Lavender 
Light Blue 
Light Green 
Light Orange 
Light Wine 
Lime Green

545
Reflex Blue 
146 
478 
341 
357 
116 
124 
361 
430 
529 
544 
353 
150 
240 
375

Maize
Mauve
Medium Green
Navy
Orange
Orange-Red
Purple
Red
Red Wine
Royal Blue
Seafoam
Slate Blue
Teal
Wine
Yellow

128
508
360
276
151
179
266
Warm Red 
221 
293 
304 
549 
321 
234 
Yellow

General Motors

Beige 545 Light Teal 326
Blue Reflex Blue Slate Blue 549
Gray 430 Teal 321

C ontinued
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Table N-l. Conversion of Graphic Figure Colors, by Company, to
Pantone® Color Matching System, 15th Ed. (Continued)

International Business Machines

Blue
Bronze
Brown
Coral
Dark Blue
Gold
Goldenrod
Green
Light Brown 
Light Moss Green 
Light Purple

Reflex Blue 
146 
168 
178 
281 
116 
124 
361 
139 
373 
264

Medium Blue 
Medium Purple 
Moss Green 
Orange 
Periwinkle 
Red
Rose Brown
Rust
Tan
Teal
Wine

285
264
363
151
272
Warm Red
500
173
468
321
234

International Paper
Bright Pink 218 Medium Purple 265
Bronze 146 Medium Red 179
Brown 168 Medium Teal 320
Burnt Sienna 471 Moss Green 363
Charcoal 447 Navy 276
Chartreuse 389 Olive 455
Dark Purple 268 Orange 151
Dove Gray 434 Peacock Blue 313
Florentine Green 370 Pink 217
Forest Green 357 Plum 525
Fuschia 212 Purple 266
Gold 116 Red Warm Red
Goldenrod 124 Red-Orange 165
Green 361 Royal Blue 293
Gray 430 Rust 173
Lavender 529 Salmon 177
Light Blue 544 Seafoam 304
Light Green 353 Slate 439
Light Gray 420 Taupe 451
Light Lavender 531 Wine 234
Light Teal 362
Lime Green 375
Medium Blue 285
Medium Green 360
Medium Orange 150

C ontinued
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Table N -l. Conversion of Graphic Figure Colors, by Company, to
Pantone® Color Matching System, 15th Ed. (Continued)

Kodak

Beige
Blue
Bright Yellow 
Charcoal 
Chartreuse 
Dove Gray 
Dark Green 
Dark Rose 
Dark Teal 
Gold 
Green 
Gray
Light Blue 
Light Gray 
Light Lavender 
Light Magenta 
Light Purple 
Light Steel Blue

545
Reflex Blue 
109 
447 
389 
434 
341 
232 
322 
116 
124 
430 
544 
420 
531 
237 
264 
283

Light Teal
Magenta
Medium Green
Medium Teal
Olive
Orange
Peacock Blue
Periwinkle
Purple
Pink
Red
Rose
Sky Blue
Steel Blue
Taupe
Teal
Violet
Yellow

326
232
360
320 
455 
151 
313 
272 
266 
217
Warm Red
231
291
296
451
321 
527 
Yellow

Philip Morris
Beige
Blue
Bright Green
Bronze
Butterscotch
Chartreuse
Gold
Goldenrod 
Green 
Gray 
Lavender 
Light Blue 
Light Moss Green 
Light Teal 
Light Violet

545 Lime Green 375
Reflex Blue Medium Blue 285
354 Medium Green 360
146 Olive 455
138 Orange 151
389 Purple 266
116 Red Warm Red
124 Rose 231
361 Royal Blue 293
430 Sky Blue 291
529 Steel Blue 296
544 Tan 468
373 Teal 321
362 Wine 234
529 Yellow Yellow

C ontinued
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Table N -l. Conversion of Graphic Figure Colors, by Company, to
Pantone® Color Matching System, 15th Ed. (Continued)

Tenneco
Blue Reflex Blue Medium Gray 422
Bronze 146 Medium Teal 320
Brown 168 Mocha 465
Burgundy 478 Moss Green 363
Dark Blue 281 Mustard 117
Dark Teal 322 Navy 276
Dark Taupe 403 Olive 455
Florescent Green 389 Purple 266
Forest Green 357 Red Warm Red
Goldenrod 124 Silver 429
Green 361 Slate 439
Lavender 529 Slate Blue 549
Light Bronze 132 Taupe 451
Light Olive 112 Teal 321
Lime Green 375 Wine 234
Mauve 508 Yellow Yellow
Medium Green 360
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